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PREFACE

TheAtlantic CoastFishingVessel SafetyManual
wasprepared bythe Department of Fisheries, Animal
and Veterinary Science at the University ofRhode Is
land. This version is based on the North PacificFishing
VesselSafetyManual,written by the North Pacific
Fishing Vessel Owners' Association, and the Gulf
Coast Fishing Vessel SafetyManual prepared by the
Marine Advisory Service, Sea Grant College Program
at Texas A&M University. This manual was produced
and funded in cooperation with the National Marine
Fisheries Service Saltonstall-Kennedy Program, Rhode
Island Sea Grant and the National Council ofFishing
Vessel Safety and Insurance.

TheAtlanticCoastFishingVessel SafetyManual
covers fishing vessels and operations from Maine to
Virginia. Because of the large area, and the diversity
of the fisheries and vessels, a Northeast Region Fishing
VesselSafety Advisory Committee was formed to act
as technical consultants. Two members from each
state - one from the industry and one from the aca
demic community *reviewed the manuscript, and their
suggestions were incorporated into the final version.
The U.S. Coast Guard also reviewed the manual, and
the Rules of the Road chapter contains sections of the
U.S. Coast Guard International and Inland Navigation
Rules (COMDTINSTM16672.2A), whichyouare re
quired to cany. (Note: This chapter is not intended to
be a substitute for the actual "Navigation Rules Inter
national-Inland/*)

This editionwill present the most current revi
sions ofCoast Guard regulations up to publication
date. However, because these regulations are evolving,
fishermen should be aware of changes. It is your re
sponsibilityto be familiar with, understand and comply
with the Fishing VesselSafetyRegulations as outlined
in Title 46 CFR Part 28. Requirements for equipment
and related matters will vary with your vessel type and
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size, number of crew members, and location of opera^
tion. Any changes made to yourvessel, even as you
convert from one fishery to another may affect your re
quirements. Updates to these regulations will be dis
tributed to holders of the manual over the next five

years, as required. A pocket page is included in the
back of the manual for updates.

Figures included in the manual are not exact
representations ofactual events, nor are they drawn to
scale; they are intended for illustrative purposes.
Medical experts have reviewed the recommendations
on medical emergencies, and the information repre
sents their consensus.

TheAtlantic Coast Fishing VesselSafetyManual,
like the other Vessel Safety Manuals, is not a set of le
gal requirements or a rigid set ofstandards. It should
be used as a reference guide for setting up safety proce
dures. Each vessel owner and captain should adopt his
own procedures based on the specific characteristics of
the vessel involved, its intended service, fishing
grounds, fishing season, and the size and experience of
the crew. To avoid confusion, the use of the word
should in this manual indicates a recommendation; the
word mustsignifies law or regulation.

Discusswith the crew each topic in the manual
and how it applies to your vessel, and select the recom
mendations which are useful to you. Keep in mind
that stability is complex, and you should contact your
navalarchitect to learn about the your ownvessel'sca
pabilities and limitations.

Remember, there is no substitute for the com
mon sense and good seamanship that comes from ex
perience on the fishinggrounds. However,all captains
andcrews are urged to participatein a localor regional
safety training program. Training is invaluable for sav
inglives and property, and oftenreduces the costof
insurance.



INTRODUCTION BY THE UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

TheAtlanticCoast Fishing Vessel Safety
Manual is a component ofan overall safety enhance
ment program aimed at improvingthe safety record of
commercial fishing vessels. There are a number of
other components, including the "Commercial Fishing
Vessel Safety Act of 1988\ the Coast Guard's volun
tary vessel standards and industry-sponsored training
courses for fishing vessel crew members.

Regulations implementing the Commercial
Fishing Industry Vessel Safety Act will become the
basis for fishingvesseldesign and operational stan
dards. These regulations were being developed at the
time this manual went to press. Regulatory standards
alone will not make vessels safe. Recognition of the
problem, training and education on the use of safety
equipment and seamanship are also essential compo
nents of the overall safety initiative.

While the regulations are not in place at this
time, voluntary standards contained in Coast Guard
Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular 5-86 (NVTC
5-86) provide good interim technical guidance. The
NVIC is written for fishingvesseldesigners, builders
and outfitters. It coverstopics on stability; fire safety
measures; lifesaving equipment and protection of the
crew; and hull, machineryand electrical installations.
When regulations requiredbythe Commercial Fishing
Industry VesselSafetyAct of 1988are issued, those
involved in fishing vessel design, construction and
operation muststudythem to determine the specific
requirements applicable to fishing industryvessels.
NVIC5-86 can beobtainedat a nominal feebywriting
to: Commanding Officer, Marine SafetyCenter, U.S.

Coast Guard, 2100 Second St, SW., Washington, DC
20593-0100.

Whereas the NVIC covers the technical

aspectsoffishingvessel design, construction and
equipment, theAtlantic CoastFishing Vessel Safety
Manual is specificallytailored for fishermen and
addresses operational concerns. Many of the chapters
parallel the vesselstandards (NVIC) and are designed
as working reference tools for the captains and crews
whooperate a varietyof vesselsin different fisheries.
Using the best and most current information available,
the manualtakes vesseloperators fromgeneral
principles to specific situations that affect their vessels.
Charts, diagrams, step-by-step illustrations, and
photography help present the material clearly.

The final major component of the safety
program the Coast Guard hopes to see implemented
around the country by industry organizations and
associations is voluntary training in safety and seaman
ship for all fishing vessel crew members. Some pro
grams have already been established and more are
needed. TheAtlantic Coast Fishing VesselSafety
Manual is an excellent reference text and may be used
as a curriculum outline for training programsoffered
in each region and tailored to the local fisheries.

The Atlantic CoastFishingVesselSafety
Manual, coupled with Coast Guard regulations,
voluntaryvessel standards and private industry training
courses,provides the commercial fishing industrywith
an overall fishing vesselsafetyenhancement program
that will significantly improve its safety record.

^B THE COMMANDANT OF THE UNITED STATES COAST GUARD
WASHINGTON, D.C. 205OMO01

December 6,1990

Commercial Fishingisone of the mostdangerousprofessions in the United States. For the commercial
fishing industry to meet theAmerican public's expectations in thefuture, this situation must bechanged. The
National Council on Fishing Vessel Safety and Insurance and the University ofRhode Island arehelping tomeet
this challenge by preparing the Atlantic CoastFishing Vessel Safety Manual for widespread distribution.

This comprehensivesafety manual provides useful, practical information onawide variety oftopics of
interest tocommercial fishermen. Itcovers not only those situations routinely encountered atsea, but emergency
situations as well.

TheCoast Guard enthusiasticallysupports thepublication and distribution of this manual andencourages
all commercial fishermen to become familiar with its contents.

Sincerely,

J. W. KIME

Admiral, U. S. Coast Guard
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Introduction

1.1 Forward
The Atlantic CoastFishingVessel SafetyManual

is a guide for boat operators from Maine to Virginia.
This manual addresses one and two-man vessel opera
tions inshore, as well as largeroperations offshore.

Most everyone agrees that commercial fishing is
an extremely hazardous occupation. Commercial fish
ing has the worst safely record ofall U.S. industries:
the death rate in the fishing industry is seven times
greater than the national average for all industrial
groups.

Vessel losses also reflect the hazards. Recent

national casualty statistics show vessel losses for docu
mented fishing vessels of over 5 net tons averaged
nearly 250 per year between 1981 and 1984. Loss rates
ofvessels over 100gross tons are 5 to 7 times greater
than lossrates for US, ocean-going cargoships.

The data shows that foundering, flooding and
capsizingaccount for approximately 43% of all losses.
Firesand explosions account for approximately 25% of
the vessel losses, over 2/3 ofwhich occurred in the en
gine room.

Casualty statistics indicate that human error is
the major contributing factor in most fishingvessel
accidents. The errors occur mainlybecauseof the lack
of technical knowledge of vesseloperations. Common
causesof accidents are: poorwatch-keeping practices,
navigational errors, violations of the rules of the road,
a lack of understanding of vesselstability, and material
failure, causing flooding, fire,and explosion. Proper
maintenance of thevessel anditsequipment may pre
vent some of these accidents.

There is no wayto completely remove human er
ror or the dangers of fishing,but you can reduce the
chance of accidents bybeingmoreawareofsafety.
While each member of thecrew isresponsible forhis
ownsafety, the captain is ultimatelyresponsiblefor the
safe operation of thevessel anditsequipment, andfor
the safetyof everyone aboard. Since the vessel is only
assafeas the ownerandoperator, the moreknowledge
theyhaveabout the vessel, its equipment,and the fish
ing operation, the less risk there is to the fishermen.
Combined withtraining, this manual provides knowl
edge that commercial fishermen can use to be safer at
sea.

1.2 Responsibilities
Each crewman must attend constantly to his own safety
and perform his work safely,usingall safeguards avail
able. Every crewmember must react calmly and effec
tively in the eventof an emergency. There isnosubsti
tute for experience, clear thinking, goodjudgmentand
quick action.

The captain is ultimately responsible for the safe op
eration of the vessel and its equipment, and for the
safety of everyone aboard.

The vessel owner must provide a seaworthyvessel.

It is the captain's job to devise emergency plans and
assign responsibilities. The crew must then learn its
responsibilities and practice emergency procedures.

The rule to guidevesseloperations is:personnel
safetyfirst, gearsecond. Gear is inexpensive compared
to injury and death.

1.3 Why Do Accidents Happen?
Most fishing vessel casualties are the result of

human error rather than equipment failure. Even
when casualties are the result ofequipment failure or
bad weather, the human factor has often playeda part.
Maintenance and repair may have been inadequate, for
example, or the captain mayhave exercised poor judg
ment as to when and where to go fishing.

Faced with economic and competitive pressures,
fishermen are prone to take calculated risks. In view of
the liabilities that confront the vessel operator today,
however, careful risk management is crucial not only
for business success, but also for survival.

As one veteran captain says, an emergency at sea
is like a snowball: it grows. At first, one or two things
go wrong, and you can probably cope with those. Sud
denly, however, you've got four or five things to deal
with at once, and unless the crew is well prepared and
trained, disaster strikes.

"AHale foodfor thoughtfor any
one who goes out on the water. We had
five minutesfrom the time we knew we
had afire, until the wheelhouse wasen
gulfed inflames and wewere in theraft
TheJanileen II was a 73foot boat,

You don *thave time to think about
whatto do then. So beprepared, have
a courseofaction spelled out that the
crew is awareof so thenthejobs that
needto bedonegetdone, so you still
havea crew when you get back to the
dock. A littleforethought goes a long
way."

We often hear "ifonly" in the wake ofa casu
alty. While it isn't possible to changewhat happened,
it is possibleto preventmostaccidents ifyou follow



safetyrules at all times. Safetyis everyone's responsi
bility. TTie alternatives to constant attention are need
lessinjuryand suffering, loss of property, lossof earn
ings, and substantially increasedoperatingcosts.

Unfortunately, familiaritybreeds contempt
Even when someone has the knowledge, their careless
ness and inattention can lead to casualties that could

have been avoided.

Good seamanship issimply thinking ahead. No
one is ever 100percent ready,but it is the captain*? re
sponsibility to ensure that vessel and crew are as pre
pared as possible for the ever-present possibilityofan
accident or emergency,

Selection of the crewis veryimportant. Once
you have chosen the crew,each member must be given
the necessary training and supervision to enable him to
do hisjobsafely.

Canada

^|DeV Cape iy
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1.4 Atlantic Coast Fisheries
ThzAtlantic CoastFishing Vessel Safety Manual

covers the geographic area from Maine to Virginia,
leavingoff where the GuffCoastFishingVessel Safety
Manual picksup (Figure 1-1).

The North Atlantic coast is characterized by a
widecontinental shelf,which in some placesextends
for hundreds of miles. Large areas of the shelf rise to
form submerged plateaus called banks. One of the
most productive North Atlantic fishing grounds is
Georges Bank.

The most important fisheries in the northern
region are those for groundfish. Cod, haddock, redilsh,
silver hake, pollock and flounders comprise the major
ity of the catch. Although the major portion of these
speciesare captured byotter trawl; cod, pollock and
white hake are fished by gillnet and longline.

Gulf of Maine

Georges
Bank

Nanruckel Shoals

70' 68<

42'

40°

- 38H

Figure 1-1. Northeast Region- Primary geographical areaof operation for those vessa/s listed in thischapter.
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Pelagic species such as menhaden, Atlantic her
ring and mackerel are caught in several different ways.
Mid-water single and pair trawling, weirs, and purse
seining are common, depending on the area and the
preference of the fishermen.

Shellfishare a major component of the North
east fisheries including lobster, squid, clams, oysters,
and scallops. Lobsters are caught in traps; clams,oys

ters and scallopsbyrake or dredge;squid byotter
trawl.

The Mid-Atlantic baysand estuaries support a
large inshore fishery for blue crabs, oysters, clams and
menhaden. Most of the boats in this region are small,
one-man operations. The larger boats fish in the
ocean, using surfclam and ocean quahog dredges, otter
trawl nets, and scallop dredges. It is common for the
boats to switch gears seasonally.

1.5 Basic Atlantic Coast Fishing Vessels
Illustrations of fishingvesselsin this seaion were taken from the National Marine Fisheries Service publication
"Fishing Vessel Identification Guides."

Eastern Rig Side Trawler

wheel

HOUSE
AFT

Figure 1-2 Theeastern rigside trawler Isprimarily a NewEngland vessel, fishing Inshore to 100fathoms. The vessels rangefrom SO to
140feet LOA (Length Over-Alt). Before 1975, wood was themostcommonconstruction material; since 1975, stael has been most
popular. Fishinggearfs usuallya standardbottomottertrawl with 2 trawl doors. Thenet Is set and hauled in from one side of the vessel
using the winches Immediately forward ofthe wheel house.



WHEEL

HOUSE

\

Western Rig Trawler

OUTRIGGER

TOWING

BLOCK

Introduction

NET REEL

STERN

RAMP

Figure 1-3. Thewestern rig stem trawler, ranging in size from 50-140 feet LOA, is builtof eithersteel, wood or fiberglass. Thistrawler
uses both bottom and mid-watertrawls. The nets are stored on the net reels, and set and hauled over the stem ramps. Stem trawlers
have the pilot house forward olthe trawl/work deck.

WHEEL
HOUSE

Pair Trawlers

(Side Trawlers Or Stern Trawlers Working In Pairs)

BOOM

REEL

5TERN
RAMP

Figure 1-4. These mostly steel-hulledvessels range Ins/ze from 70-130feet Theytargetmostlymid-water species such as mackerel
and honing, buttheyalso conduct some bottomtrawling. One vessel sets thegear, and thenpasses one of the towingwarps to the
second vessel. Afterthe tow, tho firstboat takes the towing warp back, and begins haulback.
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TRAP HAULER

AND BLOCK

Inshore Lobster Boat

Figure 1-5, TheInshore lobsterboatranges in size from 20 to 50 feet LOA and canbe constructedof wood, fiberglassor steel. These
boats fish In bays, Inlets, and near-coastalwaters up to 15miles offshore. They usually fishup to 200 wood andforwire trapsset
Indhiduafty orin trawts. AUna hauleron one side of theboathaulsInthetraps, and thecatch Isoftenstored ina saltwater catch barrel.
Bait Is stored In large barrels on deck.

WHEEL

HOUSE

Offshore Lobster Boat

TRAP

HAULER

WORK DECK
AREA

LOBSTER
TRAPS

Figure 1-$. The offshore vessels are constructed ofsteel and range from 30-100 feet LOA They usually work atthe 100 fathom edge of
the canyons. Theyfish trawls of50-100 wood and/or wire traps that have radar reflectors to mark each end. They can fish up to500
trapseach trip, haulingthe trawls witha davitand block thatis on one side of the vessel.



WHEEL
HOUSE

Western Rig Lobster Vessel

STABILIZER

OUTRIGGER

Introduction

figure 1-7. Western riglobster boatsaremuchthesame as offshore lobster boat, ranging tnsize from $0-100 feetLOA, andconstructed
of steal.

Eastern Rig Clam Vessel

TOWING
6LOCK

Figure P$. The easternrig clamvessel is constructed of woodand rangesfrom 60-90feet LOA. Ittravels from 3 to 30 miles offshore,
targeting tha sud clams and ocean quahog. Theboat fishes with a hydraulic clam dredge that Is operated offa swing boom on one side
of the boat
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Western Rig Clam Vessel

Figure 1-9. The western rigclamvessel rangesinsize from 70-120 feet ft is similartothe eastern rig vessel, except that itoperates its
hydraulic clem dredge from the stern rather than from the side.

WHEEL
HOUSE

Scallop Vessel

Figure 1-10. This offshore vessel, ranging from 70-100 feet LOA, isusually constructed of steel. The rig consists of2large towing
gallows, one on either side ofthe vessel, with 2 large booms suspended from the mast The booms hoist the scallop rakes that are
towed from the galfows. Asingle cable Isusedfor each dredge. Ashucking house i$located on the stem.



Glllnet Vessel (Also used for Longlinlng)

PICKING
TABLE

FISH
BOXES

GOAL
POST

\
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Figure Ml. This combination vessel ranges from 20 to50 feet,andis constructed of wood, fiberglass orsteel. This boatfishes up to 50
miles offshore. Gearis retrievedusing the gillnet hauler.

WH€EL
HOUSE

OUTRIGGER

Stern Trawler/Longllner

Figure hi2. This combination vesse/ Isused fortrawling andlonglinlng. Its length rangesfrom 50 to 130 feett anditsconstruction is of
wood, steel or fiberglass. This vessel fishes fromInshore to 100 fathoms.
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WHEEL
HOUSE

Purse Seiner

&OOW

Figure 1-13. The purse seiner ranges from 70 to 200 feat, and is usually steel-hulled, although some wood vesselsare stiff operating.
The vesselis identified by thelargepowerblockand the main boom that areused torecover thenet. Large seinershavea powered skiff
which Is either towed or carried on deck.

Chesapeake Bay Combination Vessel

Wheel
House

Figure 1-14. The dead rise fsa combination vessel used for crab dredging, crab potting, and patent tong oystarfishing, ft isprimarily
constructed ofwood; Hs length ranges up to SO feet. The ve$$$f fa identified byits high stem, large beam, forward style pilothouse and
trunk cabin configuration.



1.6 Atlantic Coast Fishing Gear
From a distance away, it is sometimes difficult

lo recognize fishing vessel type based on its character
istics. It is also difficult to recognize gears in the water
and whether navigation around them is recommended,
or if it is safe to pass over or through them.

This sectionofferssomegeneral knowledge on
basic fishing gear typesand probable configurations.
Nevertheless, fishing vessels that are involved in fish
ing are required lo display day shapes or lights as de
scribed by the Coast Guard Rules of the Road, Rule
26. These are summarized below,

A vessel engaged in fishing, whether underway
or at anchor, must showonfv the lights or shapes speci
fied in Rule 26. Remember* however, that the defini
tion of "fishing" does not include trolling lines.

Vessels fishingduring the day must indicate a
dayshape. In vesselsless than 20 meters (65.6 ft) in
length, a basket can be used. Larger than 20 meters,
two cones in a vertical line with their points together
must be displayed. If its outlying gear extends more
than 150 meters (492 ft) horizontally from the vessel, a
day shape ofa single cone, point up in the direction of
the outlying gear must be indicated.

A vessel engaged in trawling - dragging a
dredge, net or "other apparatus used as a fishingappli
ance"- must show two all-round lights vertically, green
over white, plus sidelights and a sternlight when mak
ing way through the water. She must also carry a white
masthead light abaft ofand higher than the green light,
if she is50meters (164ft) or more in length;shorter
vessels may, but do not have to, carry this light

A vessel engaged infishingother than trawling
shows red-over-white all-round lights, again with side
lightsand sternlight, if makingway. If there is outlying
gear more than 150 meters (492 ft) horizontally from
the vessel, an all-round white light must be shown in
that direction. This light must not be less than 2 me
ters (6.6 ft), nor more than 6 meters (19,7 ft) horizon
tally away from the all-round red and white lights.

In both cases mentioned, the lower of the two
vertical lightsmustbe at a heightabovethe sidelights
not less than twice the spacing between the twovertical
lights. The required visibility range is the same as for
Sternlighis.

A vessel that is fishing close by other vessels
also fishing may exhibitthe additionalsignals de
scribed in Annex, II of the Rules of the Road. These

signals are described under each gear description.
A vessel not engaged in fishing will show the

normal navigation lights for a vesselof her length (Re
fer to Chapter 9 for a summary of these Rules, or
Coast Guard Rules of the Road).

10
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1,6,1 Single Boat Trawling and Dredging
Trawl nets can be either bottom or mid-water,

and are towed at some distance behind the vessel (Fig
ure 1-15). Warps from the vessel leads back to doors,
or otter boards,whichopen the net mouth. Legs are
attached from the doors to the net. In most cases, a

single net is towed from the stern, but some fisheries
towup to 4 nets (2 on each side) from the outriggers.

Trawls can be retrieved either from the side of

the vessel (Eastern rig) or the stern (Western rig).
You may or maynot be able to see the net, depending
on how close to the surface it is being fished. Care
fullyobserve dayshapes and lights to avoid this gear.

Figure 1-15. A bottom trawi.

One or more dredges can be towed behind a
vessel and can be retrieved over the side or stern.

Common mechanical dredges consist of a metal trian
gular or oblong frame to which is attached a bag net
madeof iron hooks,S-hooksand/or cotton cordings.
The dredge may or may not have teeth on the lower
edge.

Hydraulic dredges use a jet ofwater to wash
out surf,soft or hard clams. The water is providedbya
high poweredpump on the fishingvessel. The shellfish
are either washed onto, or collected by the tooth bar of
the dredge, or washed onto a conveyor which leads to
the vessel (Figure 1-16). A suction dredge is used for

Figure 1-1$. A hydraulic dredge vessel with fishing gear
deployed.
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harvesting oysters. These are removed from the bot
tom and brought to the surface by action ofsuction
applied to the dredgeheadwhich isconnected to a
power pump on board the dredge vessel.

1.6.2 PairTrawlinp (Midwater or Bottom)
Pair trawling in some fisheries (i.e. herring,

mackeral) is a commonly used method to enable lower
powered vessels to fish large nets. The use of doors is
no longer required to maintain the net opening. This
is provided by the vessels maintaining a certain dis
tance apart from each other (Figure 1-17).

Midwater trawls or bottom trawls can be

fished in this manner. You may not be able to see the
net on the surface depending on the depth fished. Use
caution in passing between two vessels who may be en
gaged in a paired operation.

In addition to the required fishingshapes and
lightsrequiredbyRule 26, the following lightsmaybe
displayed. Remember, these are not required and may
not be visible.

(1). By night, a searchlight directed forward
and in the direction of the other vessel of the pair;

(2). When shooting the net, two white lights in
a vertical line;

(3). When hauling their nets, one white light
over one red light in a vertical line;

(4). When net is hung on an obstruction, two
red lights in a vertical line.

Figure 1-17. Midwaterpair trawling.

1.6.3 Gillnets

A gillnet is simplya wall of webbinghung ver
ticallyin the water column bya series of floats and
weights. Floats should be evenly distributed along the
headrope.

Gillnets are usually set across the direction of
the migratingfish. Theycan be placed as bottom nets
(Figure 1-18 (a)), or surface fixed nets, or as free drift
ing nets (Figure 1-18 (b)). Usually one end ofa drift
net is secured to the fishingvessel,although the vessel
may not be visible if the net is long.

If the net is set on the bottom, only the begin
ning and ending floats may be visible or marked with
highflyers; a surfacenetwillhavesmallerfloats evenly
spaced throughout the length of the net.

A

=* nw? iww >*h "<£sp?

..jgg^Hs
*c

»•; |ar \m \<& «^_j

Figure 1-1$. (a) Bottom set fixed gillnet; (b) Surface drift gillnet

1.6.4 Traps
Traps used for capturing fish, lobster, crabsor

conchs can be set individually or in trawls (Figure 1-
19). A trawl consists of a main line with several traps
connected bysecondary lines. Depending on its
length, both ends will be marked with a buoy and/or
highflyer, and intermediate buoys placed throughout.

Rather than retrieve the entire set of traps in a
trawl at once and loading them on deck> a vessel usu
ally retrieves and sets one trap at a time by working
down the mainline. Therefore, navigation may be hin
dered while the vessel is fishing.

Figure 1-1$, A trawl of traps.

1.6.5 Weirs, Pound Nets and Fyke Nets
A variety of entrapment devices are used in

coastal marine, bay, lake and river fisheries. Construc
tion material and designs vary according to location
and fishery, but the same basic principles apply. Usu
ally, a leader extends outward from the shore, which
acts to herd the catch into a trap area. Many times,
two wingsextend from the mouth of the trap in a V-
formation (Figure 1-20 (a)). The trap is usuallyset on

11



the bottom with the door facing shallow water. It will
be buoyedon the top and anchored on the bottom.

Pound nets (usually constructedofwebbing)
and weirs (usually constructed ofwood or chicken
wire) mayextend a considerable distance from shore.
Insome areas, thesefishing gears aresemi-permanent
and may be markedwith lightsand buoys. In somear
eas,pound net areas maybe designated on the chart.
Local fishermen are the best source to obtain informa
tion on location of these nets.

Figure 1-20. Pound net.

1.6.6 Longlines
Longlines consist ofa mainline with short sec

ondary lines calledbranch lines (or snood, leader,
dropper-line, dropline, organgion or gangin). There
can be hundreds or even thousands of hooks fixed on

theselines. This isa popular method of fishing for
swordfish, shark, tuna, snapper and other fish.

Figure 1-21. (a) Drift fongline: (b) Bottom set longllne.
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Longlines can be bottom set ox drift, which are
kept on the surface or in midwater. Bottom set lines
are usually marked with a high flyer at the start and
finishof the line; drift longlines willhave buoys placed
intermittently to support the line and hooks. Drift
longlines are usually attached to the vessel, however,
these lines mayextend up to 50 miles long and the ves
sel maynot be visible (Figure 1-21).

Use caution when crossing the gear to avoid
fouling,

1.6.7 Purse Seines
A purse seine is a system that traps fish byen

circling them with a long wall of webbing. The top
edge of the net is buoyed with a series ofplastic, wood
or cork floats; the bottom edge has attached rings
strungwith rope or wire cable.

The net can either be set with two boats or

one although two boat seining is more common along
the east coast. To set the seine, the net is divided be
tween the boats, the net is played out from each boat
as they surround the target fish school. The ends of
the net are towed together to close the circle and the
net is pursed. Each boat recoversopposite ends of the
net The fishare trapped in the bunt locatedat the
center of the net (Figure 1-22).

If only one boat is used, one end of the net is
secured to an anchored buoy or skiffwhile the boat
playsout the neL

The purse seine floats are visible on the sur
face and will appear in a circular set. Do not travel
into the area of operation.

Additional lightsas specified byAnnex II may
be displayed. Vesselsengaged in fishingwith purse
seine gear may exhibit two yellow lights in a vertical
line. These lights shall flash alternately everysecond
and withequal light and occultation (dark) duration.
These lights may be exhibited only when the vessel is
hampered byits fishing gear.

Figure 1-22. Purse seine.
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General Safety Orientation to Fishing and Vessel Operations

2.1 Introduction

Accidents can happen on any boat, to anyone.
Fishingboats are especially dangerous because ofthe
heavy loads and largestrains on the vessel's equip
ment. There are plentyofopportunities for pinching
and crushing accidents where line or wire runs over
blocks, and around winches and drums. Crew turn
over, and the resultant lack oftraining, experience, and
vessel familiarity is another major factor contributing
to accidents.

Your safety orientation should begin before you
go to sea. You should have a tour of the boat and an
explanation of the use ofsafetyequipment aboard.
The captainshoulddemonstrate the equipment when
ever possible. He should also tell you about the com
mon safety hazards aboard his vessel.

A new crewman should read all the rules and

regulations that are important to his safety while he is
aboard that vessel. He may be asked to sign a state
ment saying that he has read and understands them.
The statement will be dated and kept on file. He
should follow the vessel's safety rules at all times, and
promptly report injuries, accidents or defects to the
captain. Seasoned crewmen should guard against the
carelessness that often accompanies familiaritywith
the operations on board.

All crewmembers should know basicemergency
procedures and first aid in casesomething happens to
the captain or other crew members. Each new crew
man shouldbe briefedon emergencyequipment and
communication procedures.

The purposeof this chapter is to provide a gen
eral orientation to safetyon board fishing vessels. Be
causeeveryboat isdifferent,we will providegeneral
informationand highlightsome topics that ought to be
discussed with the captainor operatorof the vessel.
You shouldaskasmanyquestionsaspossible about
basicsafety and vessel operations beforeyou leavethe
dock. The more eachcrewmanknows about safetyand
seamanship, the better the odds that the vesselwill be
a successstory rather than a casualty statistic.

2.2 Pre-Trip Preparations
2.2.1 Personal Gear

Your jobas a fisherman demands thatyou be
prepared to endure long, hard hours at sea in whatever
weather conditions the vesselencounters. The per
sonal gearyou need depends upon where and how your
vesseloperates. If you are going to sea for the first
time, ask the captainor an experiencedhand foradvice
whileyoustill have time to go shopping (Figure 2-1).

It isvery important to dress properlyin all sea
sons, however, it is crucial to dress properly in the ex
tremes ofsummer and winter.

Be especially careful of the sun in the summer.
Wear a hat, sunglasses, and sunscreen, even ifyou are
well-tanned. It is easier to prevent sunburn than to
treat it. Remember that it is very painful to work with
even a minor sunburn, and that you won't feel the ef
fect ofa sunburn until several hours later.

Proper clothing is also important in the winter.
You need to protect yourself from spray on the outside
and perspiration on the inside. As long as you are dry,
you are warm. Avoid blue jeans. Although everyone
wears them, they are the worst pants to wear outdoors
in cold weather. Cotton allows heat to escape three
times faster than wool, nylon, polyester or acrylic. The
advantages and disadvantages of these fabrics are as
follows:

65% Dacron/35% Cotton clothing is a good
choice for fishing. It is durable, inexpensive, and it
dries quickly. Most work clothes are made of this fab
ric. Dacron/cotton over polypropylene makes a good
winter outfit.

Wool hasbeen popular foryears. It isdurable
and moderately priced;and it feels dry and provides in
sulation even when it is wet. However, it is bulkier
than syntheticclothing,and it dries veryslowly.

Polypropylene, or "polypro," providesalmost
twicethe thermal insulation ofwool. Commonly used
in long underwear, it dries quicklyand doesn't feel
damp when it is wet You can also buy thermolactyl
underwear, however,it is much more expensive than
polypropylene.

Figure2-1. Prepare yourselfbefore you go tosea.
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Polyester pile garments are good insulation as
outer layers in spring and fall, and middle layers in
winter. Like polypropylene, the pilestays relatively dry
and insulates even when it is damp.

Down is one of the best natural insulation mate

rials available,but not on a boat Once it gets wet, it is
completely useless. It is not recommended for use on
fishing vessels.

It is best to wear several layers ofclothes made
of breathable fabrics. The colder it is outside, the
more layersyou should wear. The outer layershould
bewindproof andwater-repellent - foul weathergearis
best. Good foul weathergeareven repels waterat the
seams. It should have a hood and closures at the

ankles,wrist and neck to keep out spray and water on
deck. You maywant to use tape or heavyrubber bands
to help secure the ankle and wrist closures. Wristlets
or "wristers" provide added protection for your wrists
and forearms.

Be sure your foul weather gear is a bright, visible
color,and considerapplyingsquares of reflective tape
to the shoulders and hood. Your gear may be the only
thing visible ifyou fall overboard.

Because blood circulates close to your scalp, you
lose up to 60% of your body heat through your head.
Ifyour hands or feet get cold, putting on a woolwatch
cap canwarm them right up.

Ifyou have long hair, you should keep your hair
tied up and/or weara hat wheneveryou operate
winchesor other moving machinery. Hard hats should
be used when there are heavyobjects around that
could cause head injury.

You will need heavyrubber boots that keep your
feet cool and dry, provide good traction, and protect
youfrom puncturing, tearingand crushinginjuries.
The boois should be large enough to provide air circu
lation around your feet, and you should wear socks
madeof wooland polypropylene to keep your feet dry.
Drybootsare essential for preventing infection and
"saltwater rash" (trenchfoot). White boots are best in
the Chesapeake Bay area and further south, because
iheyreflect the sun that otherwise can heat up boots.

Glovesare another important item to haveon
board. Heavy leather gloves (lined for severe cold
weather) are especially useful for wire rope work. You
mayalso want to have waterproof rubber gloves. You
may find that it is difficult to handle lines while you are
wearing gloves. Take care not to catch the gloves in
any equipment.

Alwayshave several sharp folding knives with 3"
to 4° blades close at hand.

Be sure to have a good pair ofsunglasses. The
sun's glare on the water in both summer and winter
can damage your eyes. Although the glare causes a
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superficial burn, it is very painful, and it requires medi
cal care.

You will be responsible for your own bedding,
pillows, towelsand toiletries - soap, shampoo, razors,
toothbrush and toothpaste, eta Also bringyour own
leisure time materials - books, cards, games,TV, ste
reo, writing paper, envelopes and stamps.

You should prepare a personal survival kit that
includes a survival suit and other items as discussed in

Chapter 3. Your survivalis ultimately dependent on
you being prepared for emergencies,

2.2.2 Alcohol and Drugs
The rule is simple: there is no room on board

your vesselfor drugs and alcohol. It is irresponsible
for a captain to allow the use of drugs on his vessel.
There are enough things on a boat that reduce your
alertness - fatigue, stress, rough weather. Alcohol and
drugs further reduce your alertness and jeopardize
your safety.

Not only is it unsafe to use drugs and alcohol,
but it is also illegal. A Federal Zero Tolerance policy
took effect in December, 1988,stating that boats will
be issued a summons when the personal use of a con
trolled substance is detected. However, if the master
or person in charge ofa vessel is found in possession of
a controlled substance, or when those on board appear
to be impaired,or the person in charge refuses to sign
the summons form, the vessel may be seized if records
showthat the vesselhad receiveda prior summons,or
the master or person in charge failed to respond to a
summonsor pay penalties (Nov 3,1989). The Coast
Guard and Customs Service encourage vessel owners
to clearlystate their intolerance ofdrug possession
aboard their boat by postinga placardand advising
crew members (Figure 2-2).

2.3 Safety on Board
2.3.1 Vessel Orientation

New crewmen are usually hired and assigned to
a vesselknowingverylittle about the captain, the
crew's duties, safety procedures or benefits. The crew
man is just told to board the boat at a specific place.
Unfortunately there are no industry-wide standards for
orientation ofnew personnel.

You should be given a thorough orientation -
particularlyin the areas of safety and specificduties
and responsibilities, including the following:
* Where and how to join the vessel.
* How long the fishing trip will last and the kind of
working conditions you can expect.
* Sleeping and eating arrangements.
* What to bring, including clothing, and equipment.
* The chain of command, and tips on how to get along
with other crew members.
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POSSESSION OF DRUGS

On Board This Vessel

PROHIBITED

Figure 2-2. Clearly stateyour
Intolerance otdtvg
possession aboard your
vessel.

This Fishing Vessel is used for
Commercial Purposes, and the
Captain has *Zero Tolerance'
for possession of Illegal drugs,
in any quantity, carried on
board, and will report same to
the US Coast Guard and US

Customs.

*Safety precautions to follow.
*Specific duties and responsibilities.
*When and howyouwill be paid andwhat yourcrew
share will be (a placard). If your vessel measures 20 or
moregross tons and is on a voyage from a U.S. port, a
writtenagreement between the masteror personin
charge andeachseamanemployed aboard the vessel is
required. The vessel owner is expectedto sign it. It
shall includethe termsof employment, andspecify the
wageor share for that period ofemployment
*Whereyourmailshouldbe forwarded. Howyour
family and friends can contact you inanemergency.
* Emergency procedures andcommunications.
*Location of safety equipment.
*Safetyhazardsaboard that specificvessel.

Besure to tellyourfamily andfriends thename ofyour
vessel, whereyouaregoing, andhow iongyou expect to
be atsea.

2.3.2 Boarding and Leaving the Vessel
Although it mayseem obvious,be carefulget

ting on andoff the boat,and passing between boats
(Figure 2-3).

=^a^-cnSU-
Figure 2-3. Don*put
your hands or feet In
dangerwhanyou're
(endingoff. Since you
cant stop the boat
anyway, use a fender.

Neverjumpfrom a moving vessel ifthere is a ladder or
plankavailable. You couldrisk beingcrushed between
two boats or between the boat and the dock

Whenever possible,riga secure gangplank or
ladderthat is hooked over the vessel'sbulwark. Keep
the plankdryandclearto prevent slippingand trip
ping. Place the plank outside of the swingingradiusof
cranes, booms or blocks; and keep a lifebuoy and heav
ing line nearby.

When the shipboard end ofa ladder rests on the
bulwark,fixed steps should lead from the top of the
bulwark to the deck. Rig a handhold if none is nearby.

Don'tattempt to board with yourhands hill.
Pass the load across the rail, or hoist itwith the boom.
Always grab a secure handhold when boardingthe ves
sel.

To minimize man-overboard hazards, crewmen
are advisedagainst attempting to board or exit a small
boatwhilethe fishing vesselis underway, especially if it
isengaged inan operation suchas trawling that ren
ders it hardto maneuver. In menhadden vessels, purse
boatsare often launched or hoisted in davits (with bare
steerage wayon) to help keep her stern to sea to mini
mize roll. Additionally, to minimizecapsizing hazards,
the fishing vessel shouldhaveallwayoffwhen the
crew is attempting to launch or retrieve a small boat

If you are taking a mooring line to the dock, wait
until the boat liescloseenoughto the dock for you to
step offsafely. Take a turn around a cleat before you
try to snub the boat, and hold the line as far back from
the cleatasis practicable, to avoidpinching injuries
(Figure2-4). Always standout of the direct lineof pull
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on the line. If you can't hold a line in check, let it go;
don't let the line pull your hand into a cleat or bill.

Figure2-4. When you snub a tine, hold it as farback from tho
cleata$ i$practicable toavoidpinchinginjuries.

2.3.3 Moving Around the Vessel
During your first daysat sea, you will tire easily*

because your muscles are unconsciously working
against the movement of the vessel. Since falling is a
constant hazard at sea, be careful until you get your sea
legs. You will need a surprising amount ofstrength
just to stand up on a rolling deck.

Though it is unsafe,fishermen oftenurinate overtherail
Ifyouaregoingoutaloneat niglit orinheavy weathert
tellsomeone else thatyouare going. Take aflashlight, if
necessary^ andwear a PFD ("personalflotation device")
• an approvedfloat coat ora lifejacket

Slick Surfaces

Slipping* fallingand tripping injuries arecom-
mon on fishing vessels. Watch where you waIk,and
keep decks, floors, grates and stairs clean and dry (Fig
ure 2-5). Report leaks and spills right away, make re

pairs and clean up the mess. Diesel fuel, oil, and hy
draulicfluidare fire hazardsand slippery.

Hot Surfaces

Learn the location ofand avoid exhaust pipes
and other hot surfaces. Since you may not be able to
insulate or shield them entirely, be careful when you
are working around them. If insulation or a safety
guard must be removed for repairs, it should be re
placed as soon as possible, and definitely before the
machineryis turned on. Report missingmachinery
guards to the captain.

2.3.4 Ladders and Stairs

Always face ladders and stairs in a seaway, and
hold the handrails. Don't cany loads;pass or hoist
them up. Be aware ofany missing orworn non-skid
treads and report them to the captain.

Avoid usingportable ladders at sea, ifat allpossible.

Ifyou must use them, be sure they stand on a
firm base, and that they are securely lashed at the top
and bottom. Never take a chance on a ladder that

shows obvious defects or that is not securely lashed
(Figure 2-6).

Rope ladders should have two cross-battens to
prevent twisting, and they should not be made of
wire rope. Do not use the ladder if any rungs are
missing, if the rope is in poor condition,or if the lad
der isn't long enough to reach the water or dock.

Rope ladders should be fullyextended and
should not be secured to the bulwark by the rungs.
Only one person at a time should be allowed on a
rope ladder, and he should hold the side ropes and
not the rungs.

Figure 2-5. There are plenty of failing hazards ona fishingvessel. Dont be theone to findihem.
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Figure 2-6. Avoidusing portable ladders. Ityou mustuse them, fash themsecurely.

2.3.5 Working Aloft
Don't go aloft without a good reason. Tell the captain and the man on watch, in case he has to alter course

or speed to protectyou. Alwaysuse a bosun's chair or safety line. Tie loose tools to you with a lanyard to keep
them from falling and injuring someone on deck (Figure 2-7).

De-energize all electric circuits thatmaypose a hazard before goingaloft.

Avoid working beside a radio antennae or radar scanner because of the danger of radiation. Remove fuses
orbreak the circuits, and post a "Man Aloft** sign on the equipment

Figure 2-7. Use a bosun'schairand safetyline whanworking aloft, end tie offtools and parts tokoop themfrom injuring anyonebelow.
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2.3.6 General Safety Tips
Follow the Chain of Command

Ifyou're a newor inexperienced hand,the cap
tainwill tell youyour duties. It is important that you
follow the captain's instructions, and that you not try
to do a jobyou are unqualifiedor unauthorizedto do.

Ifcircumstances requireyou to actother than instructed,
youshould doso onlyafter consultingthecaptain.

However, you may not have time for clarifica
tion, and then you must use your best judgment and
talk to the captain as soon as is possible. For instance,
ifyou weretold to hold a certaincourse, and yousee
that you are headed for a rock, then you would want to
steer around the rock* and talk to the captain immedi
ately.

Keep Awake
Bealert to sea conditions and to what is happen

ingon the boat. It is easy to be laxor inattentive when
youare doing a familiar job; and it is that inattention
that can lead to accidents.

Take special care in heavyseas. Keep an eyeout
for your crewmatesas well as yourself;and warn them
of threatening waves,approaching vesselsand other
dangers.

Fatigue and stress are the enemiesof safety.
Unfortunately, commercial fishing doesnotoperateon
a schedule, and you maybe called upon to work long,
difficult hours.

Fatigue affectsyour strength, your coordination andyour
judgment, andmakesyoumuch moreaccident-prone.

Get as much rest as you can, waich your diet,
and try to stay warm and dry. The more comfortable
you are, the less fatigue and stress you will feel.

Knowyour limits, and be extra careful when you
are fatigued. If you feel that you are too tired to do
yourjob safely, tell the captain. Ifnecessary, requesta
general crew meeting to discuss rest periods.

Your Health

You should be in good health before going to
sea. Your captain should know about any medical
problems, such as diabetes, severe allergies to insect
bites, etc. If you are on medication, you are respon
sible for having the medicationand a copyof the pre
scription with you. You should also have an updated
tetanus shot before going to sea.

Take care of yourself: stay clean, warm and dry.
Let the captain know ifyou are sick or hurl. Be sure to
keepyour handsclean; treat cuts quickly and use a
hand cream or salve.
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Treat all injuries immediately, andreport them to the
captain. You must notify theperson in charge regarding
anyillness, disabilityor injury suffered when in service of
thevessel no later than 7daysafter it tookplace.

Protective Clothing
Make sure your work clothes fit as close to the

body as possible. Avoid wearing loose-fitting clothing
or aprons with loose strings while operating winches
and other moving machinery.

Wear the proper protective clothing for what
youare doing; personalflotation devices (PFD's),
gloves, helmets, worfcshoes,boots, goggles, foul
weather gear, etc

Do not wear ringsor jewelry.
Make sure your footwear is in good condition

and appropriate for the work you are doing. Wear
steel-toed safetyshoes when handling heavyobjects.

Glovesshould be appropriate. For example,
wear gloves that protect against cuts when you are gut
ting or trimming fish. The glovesshould fit snuglyat
the wrists, and still allow free movement ofyour fin
gers. Do not wear gloves if they can get caught in mov
ing gear or cable.

Wear goggles when you are chipping paint or
rust, working on electricstorage batteries, sanding,
grinding, spray painting, eta

Noise and vibration can cause fatigue, stress, and
hearing loss. Unfortunately, it is impossible to com
pletely avoid noise on a fishing boat However, you
can reduce the noise bywearing ear protectors, and by
closing the doors between the engine room and the
Jiving quarters (Figure 2-8).

Figure 2-6. Wear earprotection Intheengine room.
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Indarkness, or whenever visibility ispoor, wear
high visibilityprotective clothing.

Whenever you work around marine sanitation
tanks, wear rubber boots, overalls, rubber gloves and a
hair covering. No one working on such tanks should
be allowed free movement around the vessel until his

protective clothing has been removed and placed in
plasticbags. Eitherwash the clothing immediately,or
throw it away.

Decayingmatter produces methane and
hydrogen sulfide, two extremely hazardous gases.
Methane is also highlyexplosive.

Before entering large holding or treatment
tanks, or even spaces containing these tanks, make
sure the space has been thoroughly ventilated and that
the tanks are safe. Use explosion-proof lights, and do
not permit smoking.

Lighting
Makesure all work spaces, passageways, and

doors are well-lighted; however, the lighting should
not interfere with the lookout or navigation lights.
You may need portable lightingwhere fixed lightsare
inadequate.

Use guards to protect electric lightbulbs and
minimize firehazards. Useonlyapproved lightsand
electrical appliances, and don't overload electrical out
lets.

Learn how to use the vessel'semergency lighting
system, and knowthe location of portable watertight
lights. Keepa flashlight in yourbunk in case the lights
godownand you have to get out in the dark.

Lifting
Learn howto lift. Bend your knees and use your

legs, not your back(Figure 2-9). Ifsomethingis too
heavy foryouto pick up byyourself,use mechanical
devices or askfor help. Back injuries are all too com
mon; they can cause other disabilities, and theycan
end your career as a fisherman.

WRONG

Lift with your legs, not your back.

Hand Tools

Use the right hand tools for the job; keep them
clean and stow them when you are done using them.
Keep cutting tools sharp and make use ofall hilt or
finger guards to keep your hand from sliding into the
blade. Open-bladed knives, gaffs,hooks and other
sharp or pointed objects should be sheathed or safely
stowed when not in use.

Don't use obviously defective or incorrect tools
for the job; and do not use any tools on moving ma
chinery. Remove all gear and tools before restarting a
machine that has been serviced.

If you are working aloft or next to a deck open
ing,do not leave tools or parts lying loose. Place them
in a bagand lash them to prevent injuries to people be
low. Use a line to lower tools from above.

First Aid Equipment
Make sure you know the location of the first-aid

equipment, and know how to use it At sea, fishermen
must depend upon one another for emergency medical
treatment until professional help is available. You
have a duty to your crewmates to learn as much first-
aid as possible. Read the chapter on Medical Emer
gencies in this manual,study more in-depth medical
manuals,and take first-aid and cardio-pulmonary re
suscitation (CPR) classes.

General Housekeeping
Keep all working and living areas neat and or

derly. Dispose ofwastes properly. Remove any debris
that can clog scuppers, drains, and freeing ports.

Clean up slippery decks, mop up spills as soon as
possible,and flush fish slime and seaweed from the
deck frequently.

Makesure all tools and equipment, including
fishingand trawlinggear, are properly stowed and se
cured. Coiland stowlinesand ropes. Keepclothing,
foul weathergear,and boots in their place.

Storesharpobjects- knives, gaffe, pikepoles,etc
In a safe place.

Secure loose gear on deck. Coil and hang water
hoses on brackets.

Store ladders properly.
Pile hatch covers

neatly out ofpassage
ways when the hatches
are open. Do not leave
hatches partly covered
or concealed with a tar
paulin. Re-cover
hatches ifloading is
completed or inter
rupted for a substantial
length of time.

RIGHT

figure 2-9. Backinjuries canbe prevented byusing proper lifting techniques.
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Gear Housekeeping
Keep fishing and working gear clean and or

derly.
Do not store gear in passageways.
Do not leave blocksor other heavyobjects

loose or swinging; lower them to the deck or secure
them in place. Theyare a potential source ofserious
injury,and swingingwillwear out the eyesin connect
ing shackles.

Keepclean rags in a boxor locker, dispose of
dirty rags in metal containers with lids.

Use proper cleaning solvents, not gasoline.

Wheelhouse and Crew Quarters

Keep quarters neat and orderly-
Stow personal gear properly.
Remove wet gear before entering living areas,

and allow wet clothing to dry in a well-ventilated area.
Install fire extinguishers in appropriate places,

and never use them as coat racks.

Galley
Keep it clean and orderly. Give others the

same courtesy you want to receive. Keep galley floors
clean and dry.

Wash pots, pans, dishes and silverware and
stow them as soon as you are done eating. Rig slicing
and food-processing machineswith guards or fences,
and stow them after use.

If you are expecting rough weather, remove
pots and pans from the stove. If you must cook, keep
them only partially filled, turn the handles inward and
use pot hold-downs. Be sure the stove is fitted with a
perimeter rail.

Keep foodstorage areasneat and orderly.
Do not hang towels orwash cloths unattended

above the stove to dry.
Keep a fire extinguisher handy,and keep the

range, exhaust hood, filters and ductwork clean and
free of grease and soot.

Microwave ovensspeed up foodpreparation
and defrosting of frozen foods. Theyalso eliminate a
perpetualsafetyhazard-potsboilingover on the stove
top. However, you should be aware that fires can occur
in microwaves.

Know the fuel line shut-off locations.

Sanitation

Keep toilet, washing and shower facilities,
lockers and other personal spaces clean and sanitary,
and protect them against insects, rats, miceand ver
min.

Galley and food storage areas are particularly
prone to infestation. Do not leave these areas ex
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posed. Washdishes and utensils promptly with a
suitable disinfectant.

Marine Sanitation Devices

These devices use chemicalsand produce
gases as a byproduct, some ofwhich present haz
ards. The manuals for all chemical marine toilets

list the type ofchemical by brand name and state
theamount to use. Thevast majority use chlorine
bleach, in one form or another. Be sure to read
the label, and be careful what chemicals you use to
clean iL For example,bleach mixed with certain
cleansers (such as ammonia) may form a deadly
chlorine gas.

Do not experiment withyour chemical tank. Follow
exactly themethodoftreating the blackwaterthat is
described in themanufacturers manual

Unes in the Water
A line tangled in the propeller can be a very

expensive and dangerous mistake, and the lost
time willcomeout of your share. Keep your eye
out for lines or wires trailing overboard.

Smoking
Do not smoke in bed or in confined areas.

Dispose ofcigarettes in metal ashtrays or sand
buckets, not cardboard boxes.

Passageways
Keep them clear and free of obstructions

and slipping hazards at all times.

2.4 The Vessel
All vessels should be equipped with features

to ensure thesafety of the crew. Crewmen should
be aware of these features and knowledgable about
their use. All crewmen should be ramiliar with the

requirements of the Fishing Vessel Safety Regula
tions.

2.4.1 Communications

Clear communications between the bridge
and deck should be maintained by means of prop
erly located functioning intercoms. Declcmen
must be warned of breaking waves or heavy rollers.
Helmsmen should be advised ofnavigation haz
ards observed by the crew, such as lines in the wa*
ter. The captain maysense a problem and want
someone in the engine room in a hurry* In all such
cases, good communications are a must.
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2.4.2 Bulwarks and Railings
All exposed working decks should be sur

rounded bybulwarks, rails,chains or wire rope that
adequatelyprotect the crew. The recommended height
is 39.5 inches, with the lowest course 9 inches above
the deck.

For heavysea conditions, the vessel should
have appropriately placed bulwark rails or handgrabs,
storm rails on the outside ofsuperstructures and deck
houses, and guard rails, gangways,lifelines or under-
deck passages between quarters, machinery spaces and
other livingand workingareas (Figure 2-10).

Figure S-10. Bulwarks should adequately protect toe crew.

Periodically inspect handrails, handgrabs and
lifelines to be sure they are secure. You can't have too
many hand holds.

Stern trawlers shouldhavea means of protec
tion fitted across thestern ramp when nethandling
operations are not underway. On vessels without a
means of protective closure, use a doubled chain.

2.4.3 Covers and Openings
Exposed weather deckhatchesshould have

locking closures. Allclosures shouldbe capable of
beingopened from both sides,and all gasketsshould
be secure and maintainedin good condition. Hatch
ways, manholesand other openingsshould onlybe
open when required byspecificoperations, and they
should be reclosed and secured as soonas the job is
done. When theyare open, hingedcoversover hatch
ways, manholes, and other openings should be latched
to guard against accidental closing.

Wherever practicable, ropes or railings should
be provided around uncovered deck openings. Sky
lightsand hatchesshould haveguards. Escapeopen
ingsshould havehand grabsabove them to help crew
menexit in an emergency.

2.4.4 Noise and Fumes
Keep passagewaydoors closed to keep fumes,

odors, and noise from moving between working and
livingareas. Maximum noise levels should not exceed
75dB. Ways to reduce noise levels:

* Mount vibrating machinery, especially generators, on
resilient pads.
* Fit noise barriers or sound-absorbing material
around engine rooms and other noisy spaces.
* Mount exhaust, ventilation and other service lines
with flexible fittings.
*Ensure that all fit-ups are tight.
* Installseals around doors and openings that separate
spaces.
* Install silencers or attenuators on air intakes and ex
hausts.

* Install sound-absorption material in livingspaces.
* Isolate noisyspaces from mannedspaces.
* Installsealswherewiresor pipes penetrate the deck
over the engine room.

2.4.5 Deck Coatings
Applydeck tiles, non-skid paints or gratings

on walkingand workingdecks,around hatches, doors
and passageways, around deck and anchor winches and
around the liferaft. It is difficult to launch rafts from
slippery housetops on vessels at severeangles of heel
(Figure 12-11).

Figure 2-11. Use ofnon-skid aroundthe liferaft cradlemaybe
crucialin launching theraft from a severely heeled vessel.
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2.4.6 Means of Escape
Normallymanned spaces such as accommoda

tions, galleys, machinery spaces and working areas
must have two means ofescape as remote from each
other as possible to minimize the possibilitythat both
exits could be blocked at the same time in an emer
gency.

You should be able to open all escape hatches
from the inside; they should not be fitted with locks or
closures that prevent quick opening. They should
never be obstructed with gear or deck loads, and crew
men should practice exiting in order to be prepared for
an emergency. Lubricate hatch mechanisms regularly.

2.4.7 Stairways and Ladders
Stairwaysand ladders must be adequatelycon

structed and secured to permit safe passage both in
port and at sea. Treads should be flat and covered with
non-skid,or madeof non-slip material. Stairwaysand
ladders in high trafficareas should be permanentlyat
tached. Emergencyescape ladders maybe portable if
they are stowed adjacent to the exit and capable of
being secured in place by hand.

Install fixed ladders at least 6 inches from the

bulkhead to permit a secure foothold. Where ladders
are constructed with stringers, the rungs should pass
through the stringers, rather than being nailed on the
outside.

Avoid using portable ladders at sea. If you
must use them, mount them on a firm, flat base and
lash them securely in place. Do not use ladders bear
ingobvious defects suchas missing rungs. Repair any
bent round metal ladder rungs as soon as possible.

Install handholds wherever they are needed.
When the vessel is underway, crewmen should use lad
ders on the ccnterlineof the pilot house rather than
(he side ladders; the vessel could lurch, sending the
man to the deck. Keep the area around the ladder base
free ofobstacles.

Gangways
Gangways,where used, should be at least 22

inches wide, and strong enough for the job. They
shouldbe equippedwith ropes or railings to a height
of 36 inches. The footstops and midrails, or ropes,
should not be more than 18 inches apart.

2.4.8 Gas Cylinders and Installations
Only use appliances fueled with heavygases

like propane in well-ventilated areas. Avoid a danger
ous accumulationofgasin interior spaces byinstalling
a gas detector in your bilge to warn you ofa gas leak.

Sincepropane gas is heavierthan air, always
install the propane cylinders in a rack or locker on or
above the weather deck, protecting the cylinders
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against wide changes in temperature, direct sun, and
continuous dampness. That way, escaping gaswill
drain overboard. The locker or housing must be
vented to the open air near the top and bottom for
positive circulation ofvapors. Also, protect all valves,
pressure regulators, pipes and fittings against damage;
and install cut-offvalvesat each appliance.

Clearly mark any cylinders containing com
pressed, liquefied or dissolved gases. Also, make sure
that you are using the proper fittings for the proper
application. Joints must be leakproof, and valves
should alwaysbe closed when the cylinders are not in
use.

If you must carry cylinders containing flam
mable or dangerous compressed gases below deck,
stowthose containing one type of gas separately from
thosecontaining another. Do not store combustibe
materials, tools or objects not belonging to the gas dis
tribution system in compartments containing such cyl
inders.

Do not use oils or grease on oxygen cylinders
or fittings. Also, never use compressed oxygen in place
of compressed air for starting engines or machinery.

2.4.9 Volatile Liquids
Do not store unnecessary volatile liquids on

your vessel. Leave paint, lube oil, hydraulic fluids,and
solvents ashore, if possible. If you do store volatile liq
uids aboard, designate one locker or storage area for
them, remove all other flammables, vent the space to
the air, and install a fire extinguisher nearby (Figure 2-
12).

Figure2-12. Storage areas lorvolatile liquidsshould be marked
and vented, with a fire extinguisher mounted nearby.
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Store volatile liquids in containers designed for the
purpose, never in breakable glass containers. Inspect
metal containers regularly for signs of corrosion, dam
age or leaks. Do not stow volatile liquids in the engine
room,galley or livingquarters. Do not store volatile
or contaminatingsubstances near the food supply,
since you might taste them in your food.

2.4.10 Hot Surfaces

All hot surfaces should be insulated with non-

combustible materials to prevent burns.
Construct and secure electric heaters to re

duce the risk ofAre. Cover heating elements, to pre
ventcurtains and clothingfromcatchingfire.

Do not use portable appliances such as kero
sene heaters,since the open flameis too dangerousto
have on a boat. Secure all heating stoves on the sides
and the bottom. Insulate exhausts and uptakes, and
clean them often to minimize the accumulation of

soot. Even in the closedposition,dampersshould
permit sufficient draft to minimizethe buildupof com
bustion gases in the uptake. Ventilatespaces equipped
with heatingstovesenough to provideadequateair for
combustion.

There must be sufficient ventilation to remove

fumes and leakinggaswhereopen flameranges and
water heaters are installed. All piping between the gas
tank and the appliance should be steel or another
metal. Also, make sure the automatic shut-offvalves
will workincaseof Game failureor lossofpressure in
the main gas pipe.

Do not hang clothing to dry unattended overa
heateror stove.

Never use gasoline appliances.

2.4*11 Gasoline Engines
Gasolinepropulsion engines require special

precautions. Vent engine compartments properly be
forestarting the engine. Correct fuel leaks immedi
ately, close doors and windows duringfueling to pre
vent the entryof fumes, and extinguish stoves, ciga
rettes and open flames dur
ing fueling. Gasoline en
gines mustbe equippedwith
backfire flame arrestors. Do
not allowportable gasoline
engines or containers inside
the vessel unless in an emer

gency such as pumping the
bilge. Ifyou must have gaso
line engines on board, store
them on deck with a vented

covering that will allow fuel
fumesand spill to disperse
into the air.

2.4.12 Watertight Integrity
Bydefinition}a vessel must be watertight. Be

cause a fishing vessel is fitted with numerous openings
above and below decks, its watertight integrity is con
stantly dependent upon the vigilance and competence
of its crew.

All openings must be closed and secured unless
they are actually in use, and especially during threaten
ing weather and sea conditions. The only way to en
sure that the vessel is safewhen danger or emergency
strikes, is to pay constant attention to watertight integ
rity even in calm conditions.

Construction standards require that the number
of openings through which water can enter the vessel
be kept to a minimum, and that theybe locatedas high
and as close to the centerline as possible. All external
openings should be capable of being made watertight
by covers, coamings, or doors.

Report anydefects in watertight or weathertightclosures
immediately.

2.4.13 Watertight Closures
Openings in the side of the vessel below the

working deck should be minimum in number and lo
cated above the deepest waterline wherever possible.
Closures on side openings must be watertight and as
strong as the surrounding structure. Post notices at all
such closures stating that they must be closed when
ever they are not in use.

Regularly inspect and grease all closures and
dogs to ensure that they are ready for use. Also main
tain the gaskets in good condition (Figure 2-13).

The crewman whoopensa watertight closure is respon
siblefor ensuring that it is rechsedat the earliestpossible
opportunity.

The list of watertight and weathertight clo
sures includes closures in watertight bulkheads; doors;
covers over hatches, holds, manholes, lazarettes,

Figure 2-13. Be sure you know the location of watertightclosures, end how to secure them.

IS
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ventilators or exhausts; and portholes, deadlights and
pilothouse windows.

In addition, the vessel has numerous inlets and
discharges that pass through the hull. Each should be
fitted with a stop valvethat is marked or taggedto
show its function and means ofclosure. Check or non
return valves may also be fitted in discharge lines be
low the waterline. All valvesand pumps should be
clearlymarked as to function. Operation of valves is
the job of the captain and rigman, although each crew
man shouldbe familiarwith the locationand operation
of inlet and discharge valves in case ofan emergency.

Ifyoufeel thatcircumstances require thatyou operate
valves onyourown authority, report it to thecaptain at
once.

Hatches and Match Covers

Make sure all flush hatch covers in the deck are

watertight and easilyhandled byone person. They
should be as strong as the surrounding deckstructure.
Raised hatch covers and doors should also be water

tight. Hatch coversshould be kept closed and secured
at sea whenever loading operations are not underway.
Mark the open and closed position ofall dogsor fas
tening devices.

Exterior Doors

Openings between the main deck and the super
structures should have weathertight closures that can
be secured from eitherside. They should normallybe
closedand secured, unless there is a specificreason for
leavingthem open.

Neverpermitdeckloadsorgear to interfere with the abil
ityto closeexteriordoors. Always secure doorsbefore the
onsetofheavy weather.

Wheel house

The wheelhouseshould be weathertight. Win
dows should have deadlights or suitable storm shutters
made of tempered or safety glass, lexan, or some other
high-strength plastic Wheelhouse doors should be
capable of being secured weathertight, fromeither
side, by one person.

Porttlghts
Portlights or portholes on or belowthe working

deck should have watertight deadlights hinged on the
inside. Keep them closed and secured unless there is a
specific reason for leaving them open. Always keep
them closed at sea.
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Ventilators

Ventilators should have weathertight closures
for storm conditions, and they should be as strong as
the surrounding structure. The air supplyingthe en
gine should come from a high, protected area of the
vessel that is close to the centerline. That way there is
less of a chance of downfiooding due to heeling or
wave action.

Vents

Vents for tanks and living spaces should be close
to the centerline, and they should have some type of
closure for heavy weather, such as ball check valves,
hinged closures, wooden plugs, or canvas hoods. Fuel
oil tanks must have a wayofequalizing air pressure
when the vessel is secured for storm conditions.

Inlets and Discharges
Equip pipe discharges with automatic non-re

turn valves and a readilyaccessible, positive means of
closure at each point where the hull is pierced. All
hull penetrations in unmanned spaces should have
valves that can be operated from the deck. Place a tag
on all valvesstating their function and rig an indicator
that shows whether theyare open or closed. The
whole crew should know how and when to close such

valves.
Regularly inspect valves and pipes for corrosion

and leaks. A rust streak on the hull underneath the

through hull is the first sign ofa leak.
Inlets and discharges in manned machinery

spacesshould be easilyaccessible,and theyshould
haveopen and shut indicators. These spaces mustalso
have alarms to indicate leaking water.

2.4.14 Watertight Bulkheads
Watertight bulkheads vitally affect the seawor

thiness of the vessel. Hiewhole crew should know the

location and function of the watertight bulkheads in
the event of hull puncture or failure. The vessel
should have a watertight collision bulkhead forward
that can not be fitted with any doors, manholes, or ven
tilation ducts. Pipes piercing the collision bulkhead
must be fitted with screw-down valves that can be oper
ated from the deck. The main machinery space should
also be bounded by watertight bulkheads extending up
10 the working deck.

Thereshouldbe a minimalnumber of openings
in watertight bulkheads, and all their closures should
be in goodworking order. Each crewman should know
whenand how to close them properly. Post notices on
both sides ofwatertight closures statingwhen and how
they must be secured.
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Watertight closures belowthemaindeckshouldalways
beclosedandsecured, unlessthere is some specific and
temporary reason for doing otherwise.

Forepeak
Do not carry oil in the forepeak or forwardof

the collision bulkhead.

2.4.15 Lazarette

The lazareue is a special safety hazard,and has
produced numerous fishing vessel casualties. There
fore, one crewman should be specifically responsible
for its maintenance.

Inspectthe lazarette frequently, especially be
fore loading cargo on top of the hatch. Install water
and smoke alarms, and test them during each inspec
tion. Also check the steering gear and packingglands.

Have a good light in the lazarette, and make
sure that all materials are firmlysecured. Install
screens on all the inlets and clean them frequently, and
immediately remove any loose debris that could clog
the pump or drain inlets. Operate lazarette drains
from the deck if gear makes entry impossible.

Keep thegasket aroundthehatch coverabsolutely water
tight

2.4.16 Freeing Ports or Scuppers
Freeing ports allow water to escape from the

deck. Know where theyare located,and keep them
clean. Do not lock freeing port coversIn the closed
position when you are at sea; keep them in the open
position in case you encounter icing. Regularly main
tain and grease freeing port covers (Figure 2-14),

2.4.17 Bilges
The bilge and ballast pumping system must be

able to drain any watertight compartment in all con
ditions. Install at least two power-driven bilge
pumps, eachwith a separate power supply. One of
the powered bilge pumps should have suction capa
bility for the compartment where it is located. A
portable bilge pump can be used in the space for
ward of the collision bulkhead, provided it is ca
pable ofdraining the compartment.

The bilge andballastsystem mustprevent seawater or
ballastwaterfrompassingbetween holdsandmachin
ery spaces, andfrom movingfrom one watertigftt com
partment to another.

Keepbilge pumpsin good working order, and
bilge water kept to a minimum. Test bilge pumps
and piping systemsat least semi-annually, if they
have not been in regular use.

Turn all bilge seacocks to the "off* position
as soon as the bilges are pumped. Do not leave sea
cocks in the open position while the vessel is unat
tended, orwhile the crew is sleeping. Clearly label
and color-code seacocks according to their use.

Lead all bilge suction lines from the engine
room, shaft alley, and lazarette to a central mani
fold, and equip them with accessible check valves to
protect against accidental back flow. The bilge and
wash down systems should be separate. Never leave
deck hoses hanging overboard where they could si
phon water back into the vessel Inspect suction
screens frequentlyand clear them of any obstruc
tions.

Figure 2'14. Scuppers and freeing ports are vitat forremoving shipped waterand ensuringyourvessel's stability.
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Install a bilge alarm system with water-level sensor
units in the engine room, shaft alley and lazarette. It
will activatean alarm if the water risesbeyonda preset
level. Check the alarms before each trip to make sure
they are in working order (Figure 2-15),

Figure2-15. Bilge spaces should be Fitted withalarms thatwarn
ifwater rises above preset levels.

If a bilge line pierces a collision bulkhead, it
should be fitted with a screw-down valve at the bulk

head. It should have either a remote control closure

from the weather deck, or it should be installed on the
after side of the bulkhead, where you can reach it un
der all conditions.

Only the captain and engineer should operate
the bilge pumps, and no one else. However,each crew-
membershould know how to operate them in case he
is alone or there is an emergency.

Keep bilges freeofoil. If there isa spill,pump
the bilge into the holding tank. Fishing vessels are
subject to Coast Guard pollution prevention regula
tions (see Pollution Requirements in Appendix).

2.4.18. Confined Spaces
Spaces that have limited access and poor ven

tilation can developtoxicor asphyxiation hazards.
Such spaces may include cargo holds, tanks, machinery
spaces, fish holds and lazarettes. They should be
clearly marked and assumed to be dangerous until
proven otherwise. For example,asphyxiation(death by
suffocation) in fish holds has killed at least 40 fisher
men in the past 15 years.

Spaces that contain refrigerants or chemicals
may be especially dangerous because of toxicity. Simi
larly, if a C02 or Halon firecontrol system is dis
charged in the engineroom,oxygen willbe displaced
and you must get out immediately.

If you are going to paint in a confined space,
fix a means ofventilation and wear goggles and a filter
type respiratory mask.
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Ifyou haveanyreason tosuspecta toxicorasphyxiation
hazard, report it to thecaptain andstayawayfrom the
area.

All confinedspaces should be assumed to be
dangerous unless proven otherwise. Death and injury
can be prevented by making everyone aware of the
danger posed by confined spaces, and by taking precau
tions as outlined below:

* Test the space ifyou haveappropriate instruments.
Test for oxygensufficiencyas well as toxic or flam
mable vapors.
* Ventilate before you enter and while you remain in
the space.
* If there is a hazard, continueretesting and ventilating
until the space is safe.
* Ifno means ofventilation is available, wear a self-
contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) in the space.
* Have a rescue plan ready in case someone collapses
in the space. Don't followa collapsed victiminto a
confined spacewithout an SCBAor safetyline,or
there maybe two victims.

Although adequate ventilation will usually
make a space safe to enter, it is alwaysadvisable to test
the atmosphere in the space before entering unless you
have an SCBA

Equipment
Vessel owners may wish to consider outfitting

their vessel with some of the equipment listed below.
Dependingon the vesseltype and size, number of crew
members and location of operation, some of this
equipmentmay be required bythe FishingVessel
SafetyRegulations.

* Portable blowers (preferably explosion-proof).
* Self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA).
* Oxygen sufficiencymeter.
* Combustible gas indicator.
* A meter or colorimeter detector tube kit for each
toxic gas that can be expected to be found on board.

Lack of Oxygen
Normal fresh air contains about 20.9% oxy

gen byvolume. Oxygen is consumed byinternal com
bustion engines, bypersons breathing in the space,and
by chemical reactions such as the formation of rust or
the action of bacteria as they decompose organic mate
rial like fish products. Oxygencan also be displaced by
other gases that may be either heavier or lighter than
air. These gases can be particularly dangerous because
they can exist in invisible pockets within a space.
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There are many devices available on the mar
ket whichallow you to measure the amount ofoxygen
in a space. Any space containing less than 19.5% oxy
gen should not be entered without a SBCA. Oxygen
content of less than 20.9% indicates the existence of

another gas which isdisplacing the oxygen. It isadvis
able to continue ventilating anyconfinedspace until
the oxygen content is approximately 20.9%.

Nitrogen dioxide
Nitrogen dioxide is a brown non-flammable

gaswitha pungent odor. It is present in the exhaustof
internal combustionengines. It causessevereirrita
tion to the skin and eyes. It reacts with moisture to
form nitric acid; it is extremelytoxicand acts princi
pallyon the respiratory tract.

Sulfur dioxide

Sulfur dioxide is a colorless non-flammable
gas with a strong, suffocating odor. Small amounts of
thisgasare present in the exhaust of internal combus
tion engines. The useof excess sodiumbisulfite to pre
vent blackspoton shrimp has been linked to the forma
tion of this gas. Sulfur dioxide reacts with moisture to
form sulfuric acid. Exposure causesirritationof the
eyes and lungs with severe choking.

Hydrogen sulfide
Hydrogensulfide is a very toxic, colorless,

flammable gaswitha characteristic rotten-eggodor.
Concentrations as lowas .1% (lOOOppm) canbe lethal.
In largeconcentrations, the gasquickly desensitizes the
nostrils and cannot be smelled. It is found in many
mineral watersand is alsoformed bythe rottingof fish
productsand other organic materials. It acts as a poi
son byinhibiting the abilityof the body's cells to ab
sorb oxygen. Exposure to this gas in high concentra
tions can cause immediate coma, convulsions, and
death fromrespiratory failure. Symptoms of sublevel
dosages include headache, dizziness, excitement, nau
sea and diarrhea.

Sodium bisulfite

Shrimp are often treated with sodium bisul
fite, commonlycalleddip, prior to storageon board
thevessel in order to preventthe formation of black-
spot.

Dipshouldalways be madeup andusedon
deck, never in thehold. Even more dangerous is the
practice ofsprinkling drypowder onshrimp stored in
thehold. This notonly leaves most oftheproduct un
protected, but alsocan result in the production of
toxicgases,therebyendangering the crew.

Always use bisulfiteas a dip at the recom
mended levels of 1.25% solution for ice boats and

0.75% solution for freezer boatswhich incorporate
the chemical into the brine.

Carbon monoxide

Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless and
tasteless flammable gas that is formed from the incom
plete combustion of carbon. Gasoline or diesel en
gines are common sources of this gas. It binds with
hemoglobin in the blood and interferes with the ability
of the blood to carry oxygen to the body's cells. Symp
toms of exposure include headaches,dizziness,drowsi
ness, nausea, vomiting, collapse, coma and death.

Ammonia

Ammonia is a pungent colorless gas which is
verysoluble in water. It issometimes formedduring
the decayoffish products. Ammonia is used in some
refrigeration systems. It is irritating to the eyes, nose
and moist skin. Other symptomsof exposure include
headaches, burning in the throat, loss ofability to
smell,nausea,vomiting,swellingin the throat, respira
tory arrest and death.

The gases listed below haveno toxicpropertiesbut
they act by displacing oxygen.

Carbon dioxide

Carbon dioxide is a colorless, odorless gas
whichis produced bynormal breathing and the decay
or combustion of organicmatter. It is a majorproblem
in the fishing industrybecauseit begins to formshortly
after the fishdie. Dry ice is frozen carbon dioxideand
can also be a source of this gas in fishholds. It acts as a
simple asphyxiant; that is,it displaces oxygen, causing
death by oxygendeficiency. Since carbon dioxide is
heavierthan air, it will form in pockets at the bottom
of the tank or fish hold.

Methane

Methane is a colorless, odorless flammable
gas. Methane acts as a simple asphyxiantin addition to
beinghighlyflammable. Methane is lighter than air
and will rise to the top ofa compartment

Methane (also called swamp gas), and in some
cases, hydrogen sulfide, are formed bythe decomposi
tion of fishproducts or other organic materials.
Hydrogen is formed in lead-acid batteries as they are
charged.

Amongthe dangers posedbythesegases is the
formation of explosivemixtures in air. The introduc
tionof a flame or sparkintoa confined space filled
with combustible gases can be disastrous.

There are combustiblegas meters availableto
measure spacesfor the existence of explosive mixtures.
Thesemetersusually havedirect readoutsexpressed in
termsof percentof the lowerexplosive limit (LEL).
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The lower explosive limit is that percent byvolume of
a particular gas that will form an explosivemixture
when mixed withair. Any space whichcontains greater
than 10% of the LEL should not be entered without
further ventilation and testing.

Freon

Freon is widelyused as a refrigerant and aerosal
propellant. It can also act as a simple asphyxiant.
When exposed to extremelyhigh heat, it decomposes
into highlypoisonous phosgene gas and related com
pounds. Freon is heavier than air and will sink to the
bottom of a compartment.

use the: buooy system

Tips for Working in Confined Spaces

* Don't enter a confined space without telling the cap-
tain. Use the buddysystem if you suspect a hazard, and
have a safety line and self-contained breathing appara
tus (SCBA)at the ready (Figure 2-16).
* Fish holds should be cleaned as soon as possible af
ter off-loading. Attempt to useclean seawater. Do not
use water known to contain a large percentage of sew
age or waste.
* Equipment that could create heat or sparks and pose
an explosive hazard in a confined space should be shut
off at the electrical power supplywhenever an explos-

VENTUHITYPE VENTILATOR

ORAWTYPE GAS
DETECTOR
WITH COLOHIMETHIC

TUBE

Figure2-l$t investigating a confined-space hazard. Thespace must be tested by moans of a remote sensor or by a crewman equipped
with an SCBA. Ventilators must be explosion-proofor Intrinsically safe. The typepicturedabove Is operated by means of compressed
air and poses no explosive hazard.
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ive hazard exists. A tag should be placed on the power
supply warningpersonnel not to re-energizethe equip
ment.

* Internal combustion engines should only be used in
a confined space when there is adequate ventilation.
Exhaust from these engines should always be vented
out of the vessel.

* Exhaust piping should be inspected regularly for
leaks.

* Ventilate spaces using blowers or other methods of
forcedventilation. Blowersshould be explosion-proof.
The length of time needed to exchangethe air in a
space depends upon a number of factors including the
size of the space and capacityof the blower.
* Test the spaceforoxygen contentand the presence
of combustible or toxicgases ifyouhave the equip
ment Continue testing as long as personnel must re
main in the space. Disturbinga pool of sludgeor
chipping rust can reintroduce hazardous gasesor dis
place oxygen.
*Continueto applyforced ventilation while personnel
are in the confined space.
* If you must enter a space that has not been venti
latedand tested,wearan SCBAandsafety line. Make
sure someone else isstandingbyoutside the space in
case you must be rescued.

* Crewmen working or painting in confined spaces
that have been tested and ventilated should still con
sider wearingrespirators.

2.5 Safety In Fishing Operations
2,5.1 General Deck Skills

Trawling, dredging, and anyother mobile gear
fishing isextremely dangerous because oftheheavy
gear that is handled undera variety ofsea conditions.
It takesyearsoffishing to becomea skilled deckman.
However, even an experienced deckman must follow
basic safety measures. What follows ismerely an intro
ductory list:

Learn thesignals used aboard yourvessel for
communicating between thedeck and bridge. Stay in
yourarea. Stand clear of outrunning gear.

Neverstart ajob until the captain gives the signal

Donotstand on netsor gearwhen partof it re
mains in the water, and never stand in the bightof a
line(Figure 2-17). Becareful when youclearfouled
gear, and don't use your hands to clear a line from a
fouling point, since there may be a sudden strain put
on the line.

Figure2-17. Stay out
of the bight

Never stand in the direct line ofpull when a
rope or wire is under tension, in case it breaks and
snaps back (Figure 2-18). Generally, rope or wire
snaps back with a corkscrew motion, so the danger
zone extends to either side of the direct line ofpull.

Figure 2-18. Stay
out of the line of
pull.

Linesunder tensionmay besubjected to sud
den shocks or strains that cause them to bounce vio
lently upand down. Never straddle orstepover a line
orwire under tension. Similarly, never tryto pass
underneath a loaded wire.

It isadvisable to wear gloves when youhandle
wire rope, and watchout for "fishhooks" or "thorns11
(broken wires thatstand upfrom the rope).

Stay out from underneath loads suspended in
theair andkeepin mind that suspended codends or
otherloads become battering rams in rolling seas.
Don'tstand between a loadin the air and a rail,stan
chion or anysolidobject against which youcould be
crushed. Ifyou're the man at the controls, never pass a
load over another crewman.

Always tryto anticipate what could gowrong
with loaded gearand keepa hiding placein mind. Ask
yourself, "ifthat block fails, where isthewiregoing to
go?" Similarly, keep safe handholds in mind so you can
grab for them automaticallyifyou must clutch for sup
port. Neveruse runninggearas a handhold.
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Figure 2-19. Beware ofdanger zonesandwatch out tor unexpected strains when the gearIsout If a trawl
blockgh/es way, farexample, the wiremay sweep sideways.

In addition to paying constant attention to
running gear and suspended loads, each deck man
must keep a "weather eye" and be ready to drop the
gear and grab a safe handhold when the vessel rolls
suddenly, or whena wavecomesover the rail.

Bealert to unexpected strains when the gear isfouledon
thebottom, andremember thatgearcanfoul at anytime
before it is altaboard

If the gear suddenly comes free, lines can snap or
sweep sideways, or bounceviolently upand down (Fig
ure 2-19).

Be careful of fish or other objects that may come
up ina net. Wounds from fish spines should be treated
immediately to preventblood poisoning (Seesection
1213.3).

Workingwith heavy equipmentsuch as trawl
doorsor largenets requiresskill and attention. Don't
attempt to workdoors and nets beforeyou havebeen
givenspecificinstructions.

Ifyourclothinggetscaught in the gear,cut it
free immediately. Ifyou have to cut a line, besure to
cut the outboard end (Figure 2-20).

Figure 2-20. Cut the outboard end ofthe line ifyou're caught. Otherwise yoi/ll bepulled into the block.
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Beware of thedangerofworking in the vicinity
ofa trawler'sstem ramp,and use a personal flotation
device (PFD) and safety line if you have to go down the
ramp or out onto the cod end.

2*5.2 Lifting Operations
Whenever weightsare to be lifted by means of

cranes, booms,tackles,topping liftsorother appli
ances, consult the manufacturer's tables to determine
the strength of the wire used in the standing and run
ningrigging, and neverexceed these toads. Inspect all
rigging frequently, replacingworn parts and perform
ingpreventative maintenanceas specified by the manu
facturer.

A lifting appliance isonlyassafeas itsweakestpart

The rating (e.g. 12tons)ona telescoping
crane assumesthat the arm is fully retracted and that
the crane is angled at 70 degrees or higher off the deck
(nearlyvertical). The rating does not mean that the
craneis capable of lifting that much weight with the
arm extended and the crane at a low angle.

Inany weighthandlingoperation, speed should besubor
dinated tosafetyandsmoothness ofoperation.

Jerkymovements put enormousstrainon the
standingand running rigging and can causeseriuosac
cidents. Thegreatest force must beapplied at the time
of starting a load, in order to overcome inertia. The
force must beapplied gradually to avoid exceeding the
safeworkingload. Speed may be increased once the
load is moving.

The operator should be an experienced hand.
He bears the responsibility for thesafetyof the rest of
the crew:he can kilL If he can't see the workingarea
fully, he shouldbedirectedbyone competent observer
usinghand signals, not by the entire crew.

Shackles

Shacklesare used to connectobjects;one wire
eye to another, a sling to a load, a hook to a block or a
hook to a wirerope eye. A rough formulafor deter
mining thestrength ofold(unmarked) shackles: safe
working load= 3xdiameter squared (for a one-inch
shackle, 3x1 squaredor 3 tons). Newly manufactured
shacklesare marked with the safe working loads they
are capable of withstanding. Do not use bolts in place
of shackle pinssinceboltshavea wide range of break
ing strengths.

All permanently attached shackles should be
the locking type or should be "seized" or secured
against accidental opening(Figure2-21).

Figure 2-21.
Seizing a
shackle.

Hooks

Hooks are used to attach the load. Because of

its open construction, the hook is usually the weakest
part of the lifting rig. Safety hooks should be used
wheneverpossible. For unmarked hooks, safeworking
load = 2/3 D squared, where D is the diameter at the
back of the hook below the eye. Like shackles, new
hooks are stamped with their safe working loads. For
heavy loads,,substitute shackles, which are five times as
strong as hooks of the samewire diameter. Safety
hooks should be "moused", or secured, if there is dan
ger ofa sling popping out.

Swivels

Swivels should be inserted in the rigwherever
a twist is possible. Swivels are somewhatstronger than
shackles of the same size.

Blocks

Blocks are frames ofwood or steel fitted with

one or more sheaves(pulleys). Theyare designed as
single, doubleor triple dependingon the number of
sheaves. The sizeof a block isdetermined by the
circumferenceof the rope to be used with it. For fiber
rope, the sizeof the block,measuredas the lengthof
the cheek in inches, should be three times the circum
ference of the rope. The diameter of the sheave should
be twice the circumference of therope. For example,
for a 3-inch rope, use a 9-inch block with a 6-inch
sheave.

Blocks for wire rope are not as wellstandard
ized. Followthe manufacturer'sspecificationsas to
sheave diameterand the speed at which the wiremay
be safelypassed through the block. Otherwise, the life
of thewirewill be considerably shonened bybending
andstraightening. Asa rule of thumbforwirerope,
use a sheave diameter at least 15 times the diameter of
the rope.

Tackles

Tackles arearrangements of ropes (falls) and
blocks for the purpose of multiplying force. To reeve
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is to pass the ropes (fells) around the sheaves of the
blocks. Thestandingpan is the end made fast to a
block. The haulingpart is the end to which force is ap
plied. To overhaul is to seperate the blocks. To round
in is to bring the blocks together. The blocks arechock-
a-blockor two-blocked when they are tight together.

Chain Hoists

Chain hoists are ordinarily constructed with the
lower hookas the weakest part, so the hookwill start
to spread before the hoist is overloaded. Anyevidence
ofspreadingorwear on the hook iscause for replace
ment. Any distortion of the links in the chain means
the lift has been overloaded and is probably unsafe for
further use. Under ordinary circumstances, the pull
exerted on a chain hoist byone or two men will not
overload it

2.5.3 General Lifting Precautions

* Fiber lines should be checked for signs ofexcessive
wear, fraying,rot and dryness.
* Components must be ofsufficient size to accomplish
the task and should be inspected regularly.
* Wire ropeshould be examined for fish hooks, badly
worn areas, and kinks. Badlyworn wire ropes should
be replaced.
* Woodenblocksshould be inspected for crackedor
rotten cheeks or sides, worn pins or cracked or badly
wornmetal parts.
* Shackles, swivels, metal blocks and hooks should be
inspected for cracks, distortion, excessive wearor
metal fatigue.
* Ifone part of a liftingappliance gives way, the force
mayweaken or destroy other parts.
* Heavy weights should never be allowed to drop no
matter what the distance. They should be lowered to
restand secured to prevent rollingorsliding. Never
keep a load in the air any longer than necessary.
* All motionswith heavyweights should be slowto
avoid creating momentum.
* Avoid sudden shocks or strains and beware ofside

pulls. Sideplayputs great stress on a boom or crane.
* Avoid dangerous positions: standing under a load,
standingin a bight,orstanding in the line of pullofa
taut rope or cable that might give way(Figure 2-22).
* Specialprecautionsare necessary in wet, slippery
conditions.

* Specifications providedby the manufacturerapplyto
newequipment. Actual safe working loads of worn
equipment maybe far less.
* Stay out from under booms and cranes while lifting
operations are in progress. Keep the deck clear ofob
structions and lines. A clean, orderly deck provides the
safest working conditions.
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Figure 2-22. Stayingout from under the loadmeans stayingoutof
thepossible radiusof swing.

* Stop, look and listen. Whilea load is beingmoved,
keepeverypart of the rig under observation. Listen
for changesin sound. A wireor rope normallyhums
under strain. If it starts to squeak or squeal, watch out.
A faulty block maygive warning bysqueaking or
groaning.
* Ifyou're the operator, don't pass a loaded boomover
a crewman.

* No unnecessary personnel should be in the area.
* Avoid swinging1the load. Ifyou're lifting something
offa dock,drag it until the load is directlyunder the
head of the crane or boom.

* Attachsteadylines to heavyor unwieldy loads,and
knowwhereyou can throw a quick hitch in caseof
trouble.

* Don't stand between the load and fixed objects. Al
ways facethe load and keep handsand feet in the clear.
A heavy trawlbag in a rollingsea becomesa wrecking
ball.

* Never sluea boomwhenthe loadis toppedup high
becauseof the stress imposedon the gooseneck. Keep
crane boomssucked in as tight as possible.
* Checkguys and rigging for wear includingbroken
wires and wear in the eyes and thimbles.
* On booms, check the boom lift, the boom guysand
the gooseneck. Inspectblocksand lift ropes. Inspect
the lift itself for wear, chafe and other signs ofdeterio
ration. Boom guysmust be in good shape to prevent
boom"runaways" and the potential for serious acci
dents. Inspect goosenecks for wear. On vesselssuch as
trawlersthat use the equipment continually,such in
spectionsshould be carried out monthly.
* Ifyou are operating a winchor hoist, be sure every
one is clear of the danger zone before applying a load,
andneverleavethe equipmentunattendedwhenit is
running or when there is a load in the air.
* Make sure snatch blocks are closed and properly
latched when used.
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* Besure the area around the controls is unimpeded,
and that your view is as unobstructed as possible. Be
fore each operation, test the control handles to make
sure they return automatically to the neutral or
stopped position.
* When using a "cathead" to lift anchors or rigging,
never use frayed whip lines which can overlap and con
tinue wrapping. If this occurs, shut off the winch to
take the strain off the whip and untangle the line off
the cathead,
* Never use two catheads for one line because you have
no control for slippage when slacking the line.
* Those on the working deck in the area where loads
are lifted over shoulder height, should wear hard hats.

Hand Signals
Where verbal communications are impossible

or are likely to be interferred with by othernoises, the
crewshould utilize a standard set of hand signals (Fig
ure 2-23). Where the winchoperator doesn't havea
clear viewofthe load, one competent crewman should
give signals, not the whole crew,

2.5.4 Trawling
Trawl Wire

Do not guide trawlwire or other typesof run
ningwires with yourhands, feet or hips. The forceyou
can applywon't affect wireunder thousands of pounds
ofload, and you could be seriously hurt Ifyour boat is
equipped with a cable guide, use it, and make sure of
your footing (Figure 2-24). Ifyou fall into running

wire, you could be carried into the winch. Be aware of
bridles, shackles and fittings that can catch the guide
and create sudden movement

As for as is practicable, do not lead wire or
line close to, or over the heads of, crewmen in their
normal work stations.

Neverworkon operatingmachinery. It mustbe stopped
andrendered incapable ofaccidentalrestarting. When
repairs areunderway, tag the controls to alertothercrew
menthattheequipment is not to be restarted untilthe
workis complete.

Figure 2-24. Cable
guides keep hands and
feet awayfrom moving
winch cable. S|Ym4

))MP
Trawl Doors

Since trawl doors are bulky and heavy, handle
them carefully, especially in rough weather. Store the
doors in their own storage racks, and make sure they
are secured with safety chains (Figure 2-25). Take care
to avoid crushing injuries when working with trawl
doors at the stanchions. Remember that a trawl door

storage rack can either protect or crush you.

HOIST LOWER RAISE BOOM LOWER BOOM MOVE SLOWLY

<n <^ci

SWING RAISE THE BOOM AND LOWER THE LOAD LOWER IKE BOOM AND RAISE THE LOAD STOP COG £v£hyth|NG

Figure 2-23. Hand signals forUsein directing winch orcrane operators.
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Figure 2-25. Secure trawl doorsonracks to ensuretheydo not
break loose Inheavy seas and cause serious injury.

Set trawl blocks at the correct height above the
deck,otherwise the doors can swinginboard and en
dangerthe crewunder heavy sea conditions(Figure2-
26).
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Figure 2-2$. Beware of
hazards posed by trawl
doors.

The man at the rack and the man at the controls must
coordinate theiractionswhile hauling back anddetach
ingthetrawldoors.

Waituntil the doors are completely hauled back
before moving to the trawl racks, because shock loads
on the trawl gear can cause the doors to bounce inside
of the rail. Do not stand under a door. As soon as a
door has been hooked to or unhooked from the trawl

gear,moveout of the radiusof it*s swing.
Rig doors with safety chains to prevent them

from swinginginboard, and in case an eye wears out
and a trawl block fails. Never leave the doors hanging
onlyby the trawlwarpswhen the vessel is underway,
but support the secured doors bykeeping tension on
the main trawl cables*
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Repair the doors only when they are se
curely stowed in their racks.

2.5.5 Dredge Gear
Like trawling, dredging operations involve

heavy gear which has to be hauled up,
brought aboard, emptied and set out again,
A large scallop dredge weighs over a ton.
Because dredge boats sometimes fish in
rough weather, the dredge swingsand slides
easily.

Crushed body parts and back strain are
common on dredge vessels,due to the weight
of the dredgeand the rocks that come up in
it The dredge stops, camel, hatch, and rail
are areas where the dredge is particularly
prone to catching a man.

Beespecially mindful when a boatis workingitsgear,
andalwayskeepclearofthedredge boarding area.

When the scalloper is steaming, use the safety
straps to secure the dredge. In rough weather, shackle
down the dredge to prevent it from knocking into
someone if it starts to slide.

Stand clear as soon as the winch is engaged to
haul back,because of the danger of being pulled inlo
the winch by a loose thread of clothing. When the
dredge reaches the gallows bollard, the hook-up man
willplace the cargo hook in the bull ring* makingsure
there are no turns in the tackle wires.

On an eastern rig scalloper, the man should be
ahead of the forwardgallows. Becareful, because just
as the dredgecomesover the caprail, the hook can fall
out and either fall on deck or overboard.

The wayyou empty the scallop dredge depends
on the type of dredge. Maine style dredges are emptied
from the bottom of the bag byopening the clubs with a
hasp-type latch. The wholedredgeassembly is hoisted
overhead, and the catch is emptied directly into the
dumping box,whose bottom is at waist level.

On a NewBedfordstylescalloper, the dredge is
hoisted aboard with the bail standing straight up in the
air, resting against the rail. The dredge is broken down
by hand, leaving the crewman in a position to pull the
drag on top ofhim if he isn't careful. Heshould, there
fore, have his head up to watch the cargo hook and
make sure it stays in the bull ring.

As the gear is broken down, it is critical for you
to stay on your own side of the deck. There is a ten
dency to move around to a better pulling position, ob
structing your viewof the other crewmen. Putting the
dredge down in a "blind" area could crush a crewman's
leg.
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Although the procedures for re-setting the
dredge vary, there are always dangers. Someone usu
allyhas to step inside the bailof the dredge to place
the cargo hookin the ringon the dumping chain. It is
best to beon top of the dredge, in caseit starts to slide.
That wayyou slide with it and it doesn't slide into you.
Never straddle the chains or wires, because they can
snap taut unexpectedly.

Rocks on a rolling deck are dangerous to both
man and vessel; use slings and hoists to remove them.
Do not jeopardize your extremities to save a scallop.

2.5.6 Lobsterlng
Lobstering is physically demanding. Crewmen

are often required to be on deck for twentyhours at a
time, with only short breaks while the boat is steaming
to the nextstring of gear. Offshore traps weigh100
pounds or more when water-soaked; and you will need
strength and skill to maneuver them across the deck,
and stack them in rough weather.

The new crewman on an offshore boat is usually
giventhe job of banding lobsters. Don't underestimate
the power of a lobster or crab claw; even a small one
can cutyour finger - a large lobster can crush it

When hauling gear, payconstant attention to
the hydraulic hauler. If the line pops out of the
sheaves, and isn't put back in immediately,line will
beginpayingback out through the snatch block. This
is very dangerous. Alsobe careful whenyouplace the
line into the hauler - ifyour Angers get caught, they
maybe crushed or severed.

Trapsshouldbe stacked and tieddown in rough
weather.

Settinggearisthe most dangerous operation in
lobstering. Offshoreboats havefifty to sixtytraps on
deck with hundreds of fathoms of line flaked across the
deckand down below. Usually onlyone manworks
backaft duringthis operation, but there should be
someone standing by to assist or notify the helmsman
ifanythinggoeswrong.

Asin anydeck work, stayout of the bightof the
line,keepout of the way of gearsliding offthe deck,
andpayattention* If only takes a fewseconds for that
neat stackofgear to turn into a giant nestof traps,
lines, and high flyers racing across the deck. If this
happens, getout of theway until things have quieted
down.

When you handle some types of lobster bait, es
peciallyredfish, and you have punctures or scratches
on yourhand,youare vulnerable to bait poisoning
(alsocalled bloodpoisoning). Symptoms include a
very painful spot on your hand and a red streak run
ningup your arm. Seesection 12.13.3 for moreinfor
mation.

2.5.7 Fouled Gear
Maneuvering on a hang

First,get the men off the deck, and use pilot
housecontrolsifyou havethem. Havethe crewinside,
dressed in their oilskins and ready to go.

Step 1 - With the boat out of gear, use the winches to
see ifyou can lift the gear.
Step2 - If the gear remains fast,steer a course opposite
to your course when your gear became entangled, pay
ingout all cablebut the last full drumwrap (nevergo
belowthe last wrap,becausecableanchors alone are
never strong enough to hold the gear.) With only one
wrap, the cablewill bite into the drum, rather than cut
ting into itself.

Start pullingat half-speed forat least15min
utes.

Step 3 - If the gear remains fast slowly increase the
throttle to full speed.
Step 4 - If the gear remains fast, retrieve the cable until
the vessel is over the gear. Return to the original
course, taking care to make the turn in the direction
that untwists the gear (the first turn has caused a half-
twist). Also take care not to foul the propeller.

Attempt Step 1 again.
Step 5 - If the gear is still fast, start a sawingaction by
taking tension on one drum, while the other is slack
and viceversa. You've got to "sawoff' the tangled
cable. Don't waste all day. Saw the tangled cable, lick
yourwounds,set another net, and keep on fishing.

Besure to take a readingon thehangsoyoudon'thitit
again.

Two Boats With Crossed Gear

Keep calm. Twohot-headed captainswill make
matters worse.

Normally, the vessel whosegear ison top triesto
freeitselffirst Ifyoucannotdetermine whose gearis
on top,whichoften happens in the fog, then the vessel
with themorepowerful winches will attemptto un
tangle both sets of gear.

Ifyou haveto cut the cable, do it as closeas pos
sible to the trawl door of the othervessel

Crossed Doors

Simple half-cross - one door is over another but
you're notsurewhich. Retrieve the cable until(water
depthallowing) the gearisoff thebottom. Useap
proximately15 fathoms of main cable between the
trawl blocks and the doors.

Try alternating lifting each door about fivefath
oms,and return it to the same mark. Simplylifting
each door may free you, but don't lift to the block or
you'll lighten the twist
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Outboard Maneuver

If the doors remain crossed, lift one side while
slacking the other until you can count the numberand
direction of turns of the slack cable ahead of the other
trawl door.

Keepingin mind the direction of the turns,
lower both doors to 20to 25 fathoms onan equal set^
ting. Engage thepropeller and put the rudder hard
overin the direction that will undo the cableturns,and
make sufficient turns (plusanextrahalf-turn) around
the gear to free the tangle. The extra half-turn com
pensatesfor gear rotation that willoccur as youmake
the turns.

If that doesn't work, secure the door(onthe
cablewith the twists around it) to thestanchion with a
chainheavyenoughto support it Rig a stopperon the
cable. Uncouple the maintowing shacklevery care
fully, remove theshackle from thesplice, andpull the
splice through the twists. Use the main winch if neces
sary.

Crewinjuryis most likelywhen youslack the
cable to pull the eye through - the captain always did
this on the old boats.

Note: inhauls or gilson winches are ideal for
keeping a strain on the twisted cable. Use inhauls
rigged through a block and padeye from the gantry.
Don't use the crane, because a surge willbend the
boom.

Inboard Maneuver

On ramptrawlerswith clear rampsand twoin
hauls, pass the inhaul through the ramp and shackle it
into the towingshackle on the raised door (the door
on the stanchion). Once secured, slack the main warp
slowly until the inhaul takes the strain. Slowlypull the
door(s) up onto the main deck, secure sweeplines or
bridles with stopper chains, and remove the twists.

Ifyour ramp won't pass a door, you will have to
use the outboard maneuver. If the ramp will pass the
door, the inboard method is safest

After untangling crossed cables, inspect them
carefully for damage. They may have to be re-spliced.

2.5.8 Other Hazards
Explosive Ordnance

For trawlers and other vessels with bottom-

tending gear, there isalways the possibility of snagging
or netting a piece of explosiveordnance (weaponsor
ammunition). Both explosiveand non-explosive ord
nance can be found in most fishing grounds along the
US. Coast,as a result of the militarytraining,sea
dumps, and combat operations. If they are handled
and disposedof properly, explosives should be of little
or no danger to fishermen.
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Asvirtually any typeof ordnance maybe re
covered, it isnot practical to identify all types in this
manual (Figure 2-27). Itemsthat have beensub
merged for an appreciablelength of time maybe heav
ily encrusted with seagrowth anddifficult to identify in
any case. When in doubt, it must be assumed that the
itemisexplosive ordnanceuntil identified otherwise by
qualified personnel.

Torpedo warheads are probablythe mostdan
gerous items likely to be encountered because the war
head maybeseparated from the torpedo body. Should
suspected ordnance be recovered, the U.S. Naval Ex
plosiveOrdnance Disposal TechnologyCenter recom
mends the following procedures:

* If the ordnance is covered in nets or dredges, cease
all operations immediately. Do not allow the item to
remain alongside the vesselwhere waveaction may
cause it to contact the hull. If the item is on board and

suspended, and can continue to be safely suspended,
stabilize the net with guylines to prevent movement
and keep the crew well forwardand awayfrom the
stern.

* If the item is not on board and can be safely lowered
back into the water, do so. If you are in shallow water
(less than 130 feet), lower the item to the bottom, at
tach buoys to the net recovery lines and stand by in the
immediatearea while you await assistance. In deep
water, stream the object aft as far as possible and main
tain steeragewayas necessaryto remain in the area
while awaiting assistance. Keep the crew well forward
and awayfrom the stern. In all cases, avoid unneces
sary movementor jarring of the item. Do not handle
suspected ordnance.
* Contact the nearest Coast Guard facilityby radio,
statingyour vessel's position and circumstances, and
describe the itemas completely as possible. The Coast
Guard willnotify the nearest military ExplosiveOrd
nanceDisposal (EOD) team,whichwill respondwith
assistance and attempt a rendezvous at sea. If weather
or other circumstances dictate that the vessel must

make port with the ordnance on board, anchor or tie
up in as remote an area as possible outside the port to
avoidendangering other lives and property. Await fur
ther instructions from the Coast Guard.

Submarine Cables

The International Convention of 18S4 for the

protection of submarine cables and the United States
Submarine Cable Act 47 USC, Sections 21-33,provide
that anypersonwhodamages or breaksa submarine
cable, either deliberately or through culpable (blame
worthy) negligence, is liable to a penalty of imprison
ment, or fine, or both. The law also provides that any
one hooking a cable must sacrifice his gear rather than
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Figure 2-27. Examples ofexplosive ordnance that may be encountered by fishing veasets with bottom-tending gear,
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cut thecable. Cable owners are required to pay com
pensationfor anygear lost under these circumstances,
providing such losscan be proved and that all reason
ableprecautionswere taken to prevent fouling the
cable. Claims for lostgearare requiredto be made to
the appropriate authoritywithin24hoursof arrival at
the next port of call

Allclaims shall besubmitted to the DeputyDi
rector-Overseas Facilities Maintenance and Marine
Operations, Room S-230,340 Mt Kemble Ave,Mor-
ristown, New Jersey 07960. A claim for fishing gear
lossshall be considered in accordancewith the provi
sions of the International Convention for the Protec
tion ofSubmarine Cables.

In addition to the danger of snaggingcables in
fishing gear,mostmodernsubmarine cables cany high
voltagesof approximately 11,000volts,whichcould be
lethal if attempts are made to cut them.

In the event that a cableis hooked,immediately
notify AT & T. Co, bytelephone,collect,giving loca
tion and details (201) 234-6771. If the gear cannot be
freed without riskof damage to the cable, then the gear
shall be abandoned.

Location ofcables are charted and are available
for free. For free charts call: 1 - (800)- 235-CHARTS.

Other

Other unusual items are occassionallycap
tured in fishing gear. These range from wreckage of
boats or planes to human bodies and parts. These
should be immediately reported to the nearest Coast
Guard Station. The location should be noted and, if
possible,the items should be stored or preserved.

2,6 Atlantic Coast Fishing Vessel
Safety Tips

Here is a summary ofsafety guidelines for
fishermen:

* No alcoholic beverages or illegal drugs. If you are
taking prescribed medication, informthe captainand
show him the prescription.
* Never smoke in your bunk, in any confined areas, or
while fueling at oil docks.
* Take your time as you move around the vessel. Al
waysuse handrails.
* Never run up or down steps, and never run on deck.
Avoid "horseplay" wrestling, running or jumping
aboard the vessel.

* Alwayswear life vests or life jackets in rough seas.
* Learn how to lift, load and unload cargo. Bend your
knees, not your back.
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*Neverstand under stressed rigging. Do not walk on
or straddle rope. Never stand in the loopof a line.
* When tyingup, alwaysplace your hands over the line,
not beneath the line. Keep fingers from in-between
lines andsolid objects. Pick upmooring lines from the
side of the boat Makesure there is slack in the anchor
line before makinga wrap on an anchor cleat
*Always face a ladder when climbing upordown.
Keepstairs and laddersclear of tripping hazards.
* Know the locationofall fire extinguishers, and how
to operate them. Advise the captain when extinguish
ers have been used or discharged.
*Neverwalkbarefooton the boat; always wearappro
priate boots ordeck shoes.
*Become familiarwith emergency proceduresand all
alarms and whistles.

*Do not lean over the edge of the vessel to grab a line.
Use a boat hook.

*Alwaysbe aware of slick decks, open hatches, loose
or swingingrigging, and loose lines or gear on deck,
* Keep all watertight doors and hatches closed and se
cured when underwayand in open waters. Replace
and re-secure all manhole covers, hatch covers and
deck plates prior to getting underway.
* Do not obstruct passagewayswith gear or cargo.
* Learn the location of the vessel's first-aid kit and use
it when needed. Report all injuries, scratches, cuts,
burns, sprains, etc., to the captain at once, no matter
how minor.

* Do not remove guardrails or othersafety guards from
around winch, power takeoff and chain or belt-driven
equipment.
* Do not jump from vessel to dock before vessel has
come to a complete stop.
* Use hand tools properly. Keep tools clean. Check
their condition before use, and do not cany sharp tools
in your pockets. Use the right tool for the job.
Ground all portable electric tools.
* Do not dischargeoil or oilywaste into water. Viola
tors are subject to stiff penalties.
*When repairing, checking, oiling, cleaning or adjust
ingequipment,be sure equipment is turned off and
that the switch will not be turned on by other crew
members,
* Avoidlooseclothingand loose-fiitingrain gear near
winches and chain-belt or gear-driven equipment.
* In the galleybe a good housekeeper. Be careful with
knives, keeppot handles turned away from the front of
the stove. Keep cabinet doors and drawers closed, and
clean up all spills immediately.
*Wearsafety glasses whenchipping, grinding or doing
other work that produces flying particles.
* When pulling in the net, look out for stingrays,
sharks,jellyfishand other marineorganismsthat may
cause injury. Report anyinjuries at once.
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* When fishing at night,besure to have properlight
When fishingduring the day,displayproper day
shapes. Be carefulofplatformsand other fishing ves
sels in the area. Use radar if it is available, and have
the wheel manned at all times.

*Do not use hands or feet to guide towingwire or
cable on winch drums.

* On vesselswith sliding pelican hooks, do not stand
underneath the hooks.

* Wearsafetyhard hats when working around or under
power blocks, especially while lifting.
* Do not swim off the boat

*Notifythe captain immediately if yousee defective or
damaged equipment,or anyhazard to the crew. Keep
safety in mind at all times. Know theproperway to
perform your job.
*Keepthe holdsclearof trashand greasy rags, and
wipeup oil and fuelspills.
*Always notify a fellow crewmember beforeyougo
into the hold. Do notgo into the fishholduntilpoi
sonous gases are properlyventilated. When you use
chemicals, follow the manufacturer's recommenda
tions. Do not stand on a bitt to throw a line on or off a
cleat, dolphin, bitt or piling.

2.7 Fishing Vessel Safety Act
The Commercial FishingVesselSafetyAct of

1988 hasput into effecta number of regulationsthat
affect all U.S. uninspected commercial fishing vessels,
fish processing vessels and fish tender vessels. The
complete listof regulations isavailable in theAppen
dix Someregulationsare already in effect and are in
cluded in the appropriatechapter in this manual. The
remaining ruleswillbecomelawin late 1990 or early
1991. The majorelements of the newregulationsre
late to:

* General provisions, including casualty andinjury
reporting requirements.
* Lifesaving equipment suchas EPIRBs and flotation
devices for all vessels.

* Documented vessels operating beyondthe socalled
boundary line or with more than 16 individuals on
board. Theseregsinclude safety training, aswell as
ground tackle, firefighting, navigation and first-aid
equipment
* Vessels built or converted after the effective date of
the regulationsand that operate with a crewof 16or
more, the provisions cover mechanical, electrical,
plumbing, andfuel systems, inaddition to fire fighting
gear,survival craft and other safetyfeatures.
* Stability, including basic engineering tests andspe
cific standards that ensurea vessel's ability to survive
critical conditions suchas icing or severe rolling.

* Fish-processingvessels,including the inspection,
surveying and classification of such vessels.

What's In Effect Right Now (09/90)
Though referred to in the Fishing Vessel

SafetyAct of 1988, EPIRBS have been legislated by
another independent law. As ofMay17,1990,all com
mercial fishingvessels that operate on the high seas
must have the appropriate EPIRB. Vessels with no
permanent berth spaces or galley are suspended from
this requirement Exact EPIRB requirements for these
vesselsare not yet defined. All other fishingvessels
that operate beyond three nautical miles from shore
must have a Category 1-406MHz unit unless a ClassA
unit had been installed aboard the vesselprior to Oc
tober 1988, even if the vesselonly briefly transits these
waters. Anyonetravelingon the highseaswill need a
FCCapproved406 EPIRB byAugust 1,1991. Failure
to have the proper safetyequipment might cost a viola
tor $5000 in fines.

The Fishing Vessel Safety Act has several pro
visions that are in effect right now:

* The US Coast Guard has the authority to terminate
a voyageofa fishing vessel if it feels that the vessel is
being operated in an unsafe manner. This might in
clude failingto have specifiedsafety or survivalequip
ment on board, qualified operators or unseaworthy
conditions of the hull or machinery.
* Ifyour vessel measures 20 or more gross tons and is
on a voyage from a U.S.port, a written agreement be
tween the person in charge and each seaman employed
aboard the vessel is required. The vessel owner is ex
pected to signit It shall includethe term ofemploy
ment, and specify the wage or share for that period.
* A seaman on a fishing vesselshall notifythe person
in charge regardinganyillness,disabilityor injurysuf
fered when in service to the vessel no later than seven
daysafter it took place. A placard should be displayed
aboard all vesselsalerting all crewmembers to this re
sponsibility.
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Safety Equipment and Survival Procedures

3.1 Introduction
This chapter covers safety equipment, safety

proceduressuch as man-overboard and abandon ship,
and survival aboard a life raft

The survival gear you will need to carry aboard
your fishing vesselwilldepend upon the sizeof your
boat, its mode and area ofoperation, and the sizeof
your crew. The U.S. Coast Guard has established
guidelines for different sizesand typesofvessels (See
Appendix). Make sure your vessel has the necessary
equipment However, remember that the Coast Guard
establishes minimumsafety guidelines; it never hurts to
prepareyourself above and beyond these requirements.

Survivalgear includes both personal equipment,
suchas PFDs (personal flotation devices) and immer
sion suits, and general equipment, such as the vessel's
liferaft There must be adequate survival gear for every
memberof the crew,and it must be properly main
tained, and stowed where it is easily accessible.

Stow PFD's and immersion suits where the crew can

reach them easily in an emergency, preferablynear exits.

Your vessel must have contingency plans for
coping with emergencies, and each crew member must
know his specific responsibilities in each situation.

Failing toplanfor an emergency is the same asplanning
to fait in an emergency.

Included in this chapter are some suggestions
forsetting up a station bill to assignspecificduties to
eachcrewmember in each typeofemergency.

It is essential that each fisherman familiarize

himselfas muchas possiblewith the survival gear that
is carried aboard his ownvessel, and with all emergency
alarmsand procedures usedaboard that vessel. The
survival of each man depends upon his and his crew-
mate's foreknowledge and preparedness, physicalcon
dition,and abilityto remain calmand act quickly and
effectively. Panic only ensures catastrophe. Saysone
fishingvesselcaptain, who managed to save himself
and his crewwhen their ship went down,"Nowwhen I
hire a man, I ask myself,"is this someone I want to
have around in a liferaft".

3.2 Preparation
Even for the most modern and self-sufficient

fishing vessel,the possibility ofa disablingmishapat
sea isa factofnautical life. There are risksin going to
sea,and yoursafetydepends on yourability to plan for
and manage problems which can be not only costly,but
fatal.

"There area lot ofthingsI wish
couldhave been donedifferently that
maynot have resultedin the loss ofour
boat, butmost importantly there was
no loss oflife.

[That is largely dueto a) Fishing
Vessel SafetyProgram, which bothmy
mateandJ attended. Because ofit, we
implementeda station bill whichgave
specificduties to each crewmember in
anynumberofdistresssituations. Dur
ingthe emergency, in less thanfive min
utes,everything that was supposed to
getdone was."

There are two parts to beingprepared for an
emergency: training and practice,and the proper
equipment. The importance of training cannot be
stressed enough. Although experience is one of the
most effective ways of learning skills, some skills are
better learned in a controlled situation. There is no

room for mistakes in a real emergency.
There are many marine safety training programs

offered throughout the region. They range from one-
dayworkshopsto month-long intensivecourses. In
1989, educators in the Northeast Atlantic and Mid-
Atlantic regionsdevelopeda network to coordinate
their safety programs, and to make them widely avail
able to fishermen. You may not want to lose a day of
fishing to attend a training workshop, but it will payoff
in the long run.

Onceyou and your crew haveacquired the basic
skills,it is important to practice them. The newFish
ing Vessel Safety regulations will require that the indi
vidual in charge of the vessel to ensure that drills are
conducted and instruction given at least once each
month. Conduct abandon ship, man-overboard and
fire drills whenever a substantial crew change occurs.
Explain the emergency procedures to new crewmen,
and drill them when they come aboard.

Drills do not need to be elaborate. Putting on
an immersion suit on the back deck several times a sea

son is an excellent way to reduce the time it takes to
find and don the equipment in an emergency. Dis
charging a fire extinguisher that is due for servicing, or
watching the repacker inflate a liferaft that is about to
be serviced, gives the crew vital experiencewith proce
dures that may save their lives. Even if the equipment
can not actually be used, discussing the procedures
educates the new hand, and refreshes the experienced
crewman.
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Simplediscussions are invaluable. One captain
whose boat went down credits the survival of the entire
crewto their dinnerconversation about abandoning
ship. En contrast, a fisherman who was carried over
board bythe gear saysthat he nearly lost his life fee-
cause his crew had never talked about how to retrieve a
man from the water.

Afterattendinga survival course, a captainwith
40yearssea timeexpressed, amazement at howmuch
he hadlearned. He had neverbeforeput on an immer
sionsuit;andafter recognizing that it canbe tricky the
first time, hevowed hiscrew would getregular prac
tice.

Practicing with thesurvival gear has an added
benefit: it helpsensure that the gearisworking prop
erly. It is far better to discover duringa drill rather
than duringan emergency that the zipperon your im
mersion suit is broken, if a drill reveals that the ves
sel's fireextinguishers or liferaft are overduefor servic
ing, it could save the life ofeveryone aboard.

Abandonment drills should give the crew a sense
of how long it takes to conduct an inventory and gather
vital equipment and supplies.

Fire drills should be realistic, and deal with an
assumedoutbreak of fire in a specificpart of the vessel
Give the appropriate signal, layout and test hoses,un
shipthe fire extinguishers, and occasionally discharge
oneof theextinguishers. Practice isolating thespace
byclosing ports, doors,ventilatingshaftsarid other
openings, and practice usingbreathing apparatus or
other specialized fire-fighting equipment that you have
on board.

3.2.1 Training checklist
Training sessions canbecreative andtruly bene^

ficial to yourcrewmembers. Tryconducting themat
night and setting time limits for certain activities.
Training sessionsshould cover the following:

* Each crew member's duties as listed on thestation
bill.

*Thevessel's alarmsor emergencysignals/what to do
when they sound.
* When and howto launch a liferaft/precautions to be
taken before, during and after launching.
* Donningan immersion suit or PFD/entryinto the
water (Should take less than 60 sec).
* Boardinga liferaft or life float/righting an inverted
raft.

* Knowledge of the equipment carried in the liferaft
and how to use it.

* Understanding how to survive in a liferaft.
* The use of the EPIRB and other signalingdevices.
* The dangers of hypothermia, and how to minimize its
effects.
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* The use of fire extinguishers.
* The useof fire hoseswithdifferent nozzles ifappli
cable.

3.2.2 Station Bills

Militaryand merchant vesselsprepare station
bills that assignspecificduties, that must be performed
in an emergency, to specificcrewmen. Fishingvessels
musthavesimilardocumentsthat are prepared prior
to leaving port. The station bill should cover the du
ties listed below:

*Making the distress call
* Closing watertight doors, hatches, valves,etc
*Equipping the liferaft
* Launching the liferaft
* Generalpreparation of other survival equipment
*Manningof fire parties assigned to deal with fires
*Specialduties required for the operation offire-
fighting equipment

The station bill should describe the alarms or
signals that summon the crew to their survival and fire
stations. A sample station bill appears below.

Sample Station Bill

General Instructions

1. All crew members shall familiarize themselves with

their assignedlocation in the event ofan emergency
immediately upon boarding the vessel.

2. Allcrew members shall be thoroughly familiar with
the duties that are assigned to perform in the event of
an emergency,

3. Each person shall participate in emergency drills
and shall be properly dressed, including a properly
donned personal flotation device or immersion suit.

4. shall be responsible for the
maintenance and readiness of all lifesavingappliances
and equipment.

5. Allvessels shouldbe equipped witha generalalarm
system. The general alarm system is an electrical sys
tem with an actuating switch or push-button in the
wheelhouse with gongs, bells, horns or other sound
devices installedin the crew'squarters, crew'sdining
area, crew's work areas and in the engine room. Due
to high noise level, the engine room is also equipped
with a red strobe light, which flashes in coordination
with the general alarm signals.

The system provides communication between
the captain and crew in emergencies (Signals to bear-
ranged).
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Fire And Emergency

1.Any person discovering a fire shall notify the wheel-
house bysounding the alarm, and then take initial ac
tion as appropriate.

2. Upon hearing the fire and emergencysignal all wa
tertight doors, fire doors, scuppers and designated dis
charges shall be closed and all fans, blowers and venti
lating systemsshall be stopped. All safety equipment
will be prepared for immediate service.

3. Upon seeing a "MAN OVERBOARD," immedi
ately throw a ring buoy (with a light attached, if at
night) and notifythe wheelhouseby reporting "MAN
OVERBOARD PORT (STARBOARD) SIDE." In
all cases,keep the man in sight

4.During the abandon ship, dress for survival: put on
plenty ofwarm clothing and an immersion suit, and if
at all possible, don't get wet

Since crew turnover may be high in certain fish
eries, it is a good idea to assign duties to individual
bunk numbers Instead of to names. Post these duties

at each bunk outlining emergency procedures for fire,
man overboard,and abandon ship. Ifyou havea stable
crew,youcan assignmore preciseduties.

Sample
BUNK#1

Emergency Procedures

Abandon Ship
- Get survival suit and kit

• Report to winch head, starboard
side.

- Individual taskswillbe assignedby
captain at this time.*

* These tasks could include making
the distress call and manning the ra
dio, inflating the raft, closingwater
tight hatchesand bulkheads,etc.

3.3 Safety Equipment
3.3.1 EPIRBs - Emergency Position
Indicating Radio Beacons

EPIRBsare vital in distresssituations, especially
where communications have not been, or cannot be,

established. The EPIRB is a small VHF transmitter

that sends out distinctive signals on certain frequen
cies. The EPIRB should be able to transmit on at least
two frequencies. These transmissions can be picked up
by rescue aircraft, satellites, ships, and coastal stations.
Ships at sea and coastal radio stations keep a round-
the-clock watch on 2182 KHz; civilian aircraft monitor
both 121.5 and 243 MHz; rescue aircraft can monitor
all three frequencies (Figure 3-1).

RESCUE HELICOPTER
121.SS243 MHz. 2 182 KHj

CIVILIAN AIRCRAFT
121.3/243 MHZ

Mix. distant* *
100 ntullcal mii«.
at ttylng beiohi 3.000 m

SKIP 2192 KHz
Max. diBfanca 7B rum.

IMO REGULATION: AT LEAST
121.5 AND 243 MHz

hecOmmENDEO:
121.6 . 243 MHz AND 2182 KHz

Figure3-1, Monitoring an EPIRB signal.

EPIRBsare required on all fishing, fish process
ing and fish tender vessels operating more than 3 miles
from shore (on the high seas). The U.S. Coast Guard
hasestablished rules describingwhich typeoperates on
which frequency (Refer to Appendix).

EPIRBs fall into two general classifications cor
respondingto where they operate: inshore and off
shore. Offshore EPIRBs are divided into Class A,
Class B and Category 1 types (Figure 3-2). Class A
units are being replaced by Category 1 EPIRBs in
meetingCoast Guard requirements. ClassA'swillbe
completely phasedout byAug. 1991.Table 3-1 illus
trates some common features of the two EPIRBs.

Category 1 EPIRBs transmit at 406 MHz and
121.5 MHz. The higher transmitting frequencypro
ducesa stronger signal. Each EPIRB will be registered
with information on the owner, vessel, etc., which will
help in search and rescue operations.

Category1 (and ClassA) EPIRBs activate auto
maticallyafter they are thrown into the water. If a ves
sel sinks, these units should float free of their holding
brackets and automatically turn on if theyare properly
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Figure 3-2. EPIR&s come in a varietyof shapes and sizes. Theymay be eitherCetogory1
automatic), Class B (manual), orClass C(for less than 20 milesoffshore). Newregulations on
EPIRBs havebeen developed. Check InAppendixforupdateson these requirements.

placed on the vessel Note that there are also Categoiy
1 EPIRBs that must be manuallyactivated, ClassB
can onlybe manually activated Class B"s are not sub
stitutes for a Category 1 requirement

Inshore EPIRBs are Class C type. When turned
on, they transmit alarm and homing signals on the
shorter range VHF channels 15 and 16. Transmission
alternates between a short warning signal on the emer
gencychannel, and a longer homing signal on the alter
nate channel The range for these EPIRBs is about 20
miles. Vessels in the area willbeable to hear the peri
odic alert on channel 16, but will not be able to home
in on the signal Therefore, if a vessel hears the dis
tress signal, they should contact the Coast Guard.

No piece of survival gear is foolproof, and
EPIRBs are no exception. Activatingan EPIRB may
not result in an immediate rescue. Your survival and

rescuedependon goodjudgmentand using good qual
ity,well-maintained equipment.

The lanyard attached to the EPIRB should be
securely fastened to the raft or to an individual in the
water. Most EPIRBsoperate bestwhen floating with
the antenna vertical.

In rough conditions, operate the EPIRB inside
the liferaft, even though this may reduce the range of
thesignal. A reduced signal is better than a lost
EPERB. Hold it upright, clear of the raft and do not
touch the antenna.
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Caution: EPIRBs with water-activated switches must be

kept in the water.

Haveyour EPIRB serviced according to the
manufacturer's recommendations. Have it tested peri
odicallyto ensure that it is functioning properly. Fol
low the procedures below to avoid accidentally mobi
lizing rescue units.

To test a Class"A" (automatic), Class "BM
(manual), or Category1 EPIRB you will need the
EPERB, an FM receiver, a bucket of enough salt water
to activate the water-activated switch (if necessary),
and a watch.

Checkthetime. The full-power test can be made
onlyduring the International Distress Frequency test
period (the first fiveminutes of any hour) (Figure 3-3).

Figure &$> Testing
your EPIRB improperly
could mobilize rescue
units, as wall as
subjectyou fo a fine.
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Category 1
406 MHz EPIRB

Global detection- regional satellite earth sta
tion not needed.

Reliable beacon with low false alarms and
high probability of detection.

Beacon signal coding and exclusive interna
tional use of the 406 MHz frequencyband for
distress beacons assures a signal receivedis
from an EPIRB- no problem with false alerts
from non-beacon sources.

1.5 nautical mile accuracy and a second signal
provided to use for homing.

Beacon is registered with nationality, owner,
phone number, vessel type,etc

Good ambiguity resolution, ie. can promptly
launchrescue unit to a knownpositionwith
an alert froma singlesatellite pass.

Several thousand in use in the United States
and overseas.

Table $-1. Comparisonof Categoryland Class A EPiRB's.

* Operate the battery test switch. Turn on the FM ra
dio and tune it to 99.5 MHz.

* Before placing an EPIRB with a water-activaied
switchin the water, examine the sealing gasket. If the
gasket is missing, torn or loose, do not conduct the
immersion test becauseyou might ruin the EPIRB.
* When the time is right, activate the EPIRB. Watch
the indicator lamp and listen to the radio. Note: You
can not hear the EPIRB signal unless the radio is
tuned to 99.5 MHz.

* lithe EPIRB is operating properly,the indicator
lamp will light and you will hear the EPIRB on the ra
dio. Turn it offas soonasyouhear the signal This
full-power test must not last longer than one second,
or three audio sweeps.
* Ifyou do not hear the signal on the radio, the EPIRB
needs to be serviced.

Class A

121.5 MHz EPIRB

Regional earth stration needed-not available
in many ocean areas. Potential for detection
by overflying aircraft.

Beacons often incompatiblewith satellites-
were designed for detection by aircraft. High
number of false alarms is typical.

High false alert rate due to alerts generated by
other transmitters within the 121.5 MHz band.

10-20 nautical miles accuracy. Search and
rescue forces can home on the primary signal

No way to know whether signal is from an
EPIRB, similiar aviation beacon or non-bea
con source. No coded information with sig
nal

Hard to know whichof the two separate posi
tions calculatedwith first satellite pass is the
beacon location. Usually must wait for a sec
ond satellite pass to resolve.

Will be replaced by Category 1 406 EPIRBs.

An alternative to testing the unit yourself is to
have it professionally tested and serviced.

// is recommended thatALL EPIRBs be Coast Guard-
approved

3.3.2 Visual Distress Signals
A visual distress signal is anything that makes

you bigger, brighteror differenL Byyourself,you are a
small target; anything you do to make yourself more
visiblewillhelp your rescuersfindyou.

Visual distress signals include pyrotechnics,as
wellas flashlights, portable strobe lights, mirrors and
distress flags (Figure 3-4). There are advantages and
disadvantagesto each signal, and, ofcourse, you must
use them properly for them to be ofanyhelp.
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=n
DISTRESS FLAG

SIGNALLING MIRROR

WTTH aiming HOLE

Figura 3-4. Visual distress signals.

Mirrors

Mirrors are the brightest and most effectivesig
naling devices you can use during the day. Rescue
crews often see the reflections from a signal mirror be
fore they see anything else.

To use the mirror, first reflect the sunlight from
the mirror onto a nearby surface (raft, hand, etc) (Fig
ure 3-5). Slowlybring the mirror up to eye leveland
look through the sighting hole. You will see a bright
light spotwhich isyour aim indicator. Hold the mirror
close to your eye and slowlyturn and manipulate it so
that the bright light spot is on the target (the aircraft,
the approaching ship).

Even if no aircraft or ships are in sight, continue
sweeping the horizon. Mirror flashes can beseen for
many miles, even in hazyweather.

Pyrotechnics
All signaling devices have both advantages and

disadvantages. The most popular, because ofcost, are
Ihe smaller pyrotechnic devices.

Onfyusepyrotechnic devices whensomeone is
nearbyto see them - use them ifyou can see or
heara boat orplane.

A pistol-fired meteor will reach a fewhundred
feet in altitude and burn for 4-6 seconds. Rocket-pro
pelled flares can be seen for greater distances (up to 40
miles),depending on atmospheric conditions (Table3-
2)-
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Figure 3-5. Using a rescue minor.

The officialdaylightsignal is the Buoyant Or
ange SmokeSignaL It is best on clear dayswith light
winds;however, it tends to lose effectiveness in high
winds,because the smoke disperses quickly.

Tests have shown that in normal daylight condi
tions a hand flare or rocket parachute signalcan be
seen for a greater distance than an orange smoke sig
nal The ideal combination is smoke and flare.
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tfumber
Marked as

Device Device Description

DXY DBE OHLY

160.022 Floating Orange Smoke Distress Signals (5
minutes]

160.037 Hand Held orange Smolce Distress Signals
160.057 Floating Orange Smoke Distress Signals (IS

minutes}
160.072 Orange Distress signal Flag for Boats

HIGET USB ONLY

161.013 Electric Distress Light for Boats

D&* MID NIGHT 08E

160.021 Hand Held Flare Distress signal {These
signals must have a date of October 1, 19SO
or later to be acceptable.

160.024 Parachute Red Flare Distress Signals (37jnpi)
(These signals require use in combination
with a suitable launching device,

160.036 Hand Held Rocket-Propelled Parachute Red
Flare Distress Signals.

160.066 Distress Signal for Boats, Red Aerial
Polytechnic Flare (These devices may be
either meteor or parachute assisted type.J
some of these signals may require use in
combination with a suitable launching
device.

Tabto 3-2. Descriptionof pyrotechnicdevices.

Pistol-launched and hand-held parachuteflares
and meteors havemanyof the same characteristics of a
firearm,and you must handle them with the same cau
tionandrespect Never aimpyrotechnics directly at a
searching aircraft or surface vessel.

Red hand-held flares can be usedbyday, but are
most effective at night or in restricted visibility suchas
fog or haze.

Pistol-launched or self-contained, rocket-pro
pelled, red meteors can be used byday, but are most
effective at night Because of their rapid descent, their
burningtime is shorter and theymaynot be as readily
observed asslower descending signals.

Red parachuteflares, either pistol-launched or
hand-held, are gooddistress signals for both day and
night because of their altitude, slow descent and bril
liant intensity. Theirslowdescent, however, makes
them drift with thewind, which canlead a rescuer away
from the disabled vessel.

Whatever signals you use,always read and fol
lowthe attached instructions. Pyrotechnics makeex
cellent distress signals; however, they can beused only
once, and theycancauseinjury or propertydamage if
theyarenot handled properly. Anotherdisadvantage

is that flares and smoke signals can expel
ash and slag as they burn. Even though
these particles cool quickly,they can cause
painful burns or ignite materials that burn
easily. The flare itself is very hot, and it
can start a fire if it is dropped. You must
hold these devicesin such a waythat nei
ther you nor the raft is damaged.

Always take the wind into account
when you use pyrotechnic distress signals.
In calmwinds keep your arm at approxi
mately60 degreesabove the horizonwith
the windat your backwhen firing the de
vice. As the wind increases, increase the
angle ofyour arm up to (but not more
than) about 80 to 85 degrees. Never fire a
pyrotechnic devicestraight up or into the
wind, since it may land on your boat or
another boat

Store pyrotechnics in a cool, dry,
readily accessible place. Everyone on
board should know where they are stored.
Youshouldassign one crewman to bring
them in an emergency.You maywant to
store a pair of glovesalong with them.

Each crewman should carrypyrotech
nic signals in his PFD and immersion suit You
can never have too many. Never use automobile
Cares as a substitute.

Visualdistresssignalsare includedin the
equipment package aboard properly packed lif-
erafts. Haveyour raft repacked byan authorized
servicefacility to ensure that the pyrotechnic de
viceswork when you need them.

Expiration dates are important Expired
signalsdo not count as part ofyour minimum re
quirements. Onlyhavethemaboard as back-ups,
or for practice. Dispose of expiredpyrotechnics
properly withyourlocalfiredepartment,policeor
bomb squad. Do not place them in the trash.

Sometimes the obvious solution is the most

overlooked. Ifyou findyourselfin the water, try to
make yourself bigger. Tie together floats, debris,
PFDs,anything that youcanquickly salvage from
the vessel. Searchersalways investigate debris. If
you have dye, put it in the water to attract atten
tion. Use any kind of light as a signal - strobes are
best. Attach them to your PFD or immersion suit
Use whistles and air horns,ifyou havethem, to
attract the attention of a boat in the vicinity.
Never underestimate how small you are in a big
sea. Makeeveryattempt to draw attention to
yourself.
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3.3.3 Personal Flotation Devices (PFDs)
PFDs are designed to keep you floating faceup.

Theyshould do two things for you:keep your mouth
and nose above the surface, and make you clearly vis
ible to rescuers. Without flotation in extremely cold
water, your ability to tread water or swim is measured
in minutes. Ifyou are unconscious or injured,survival
time is even less.

Although most standard PFDs are uncomfort
able to wear during routine fishing operations, there
are a number of vest, jacket and coverall typesthat can
be worn without hindrance or discomfort. We highly
recommend that you include them as part of your daily
clothing, especially in the cold-water latitudes.

PFDs are classified as Type I or offshore life
jackets; Type II or near-shore buoyant vest; Type III or
flotation aid; Type IV or throwable device;and Type V
or special devices(Figure 3-6 and Table 3-3 and 3-4).

The Coast Guard establishes minimum stan

dards for all vessels. These are outlined in Table 3-3.

You mustbe familiarwith these requirements.
Your PFD should fit you snugly. Do not relyon

the printed designations on the jacket For example,a
TypeI vest, designed for "adultsover 90 pounds/'
might be adequate for a 210-pound person, but bulky
and unusable for a 210-pound person. Try it on.

Buoyancyis the force that keeps you afloat. The
more the buoyancy, the better. The Coast Guard sets
minimumbuoyancylevels for each PFD type. The type
I,at 22pounds, is the mostbuoyant CoastGuard-ap
proved PFD. Anything less than 22 pounds is inade
quate in open,roughwater. Type lband Ills (USCG
minimum 151/2pounds) do not provide enoughbuoy
ancy to floatmostpeopleface up; theytend to roll for
ward and face down. Type III PFDs include float coats
and vests; they provide floatation, and a small amount
of hypothermia protection.

Figure 3-6. Four types of floatation: traditional PFD(Typa i)(iaft);
float coat (Type ill) (leftcenter);worksuit (TypeV) (right center);
jacket with inflatable air bladder (right).

PFDs are effective only if they are worn; how
ever,few people feel comfortablewearingthemas nor
mal boating attire. Type Ills are attractive and com
fortable, but because of the floatation material, they
tend to be bulky. Type V special and hybridsare less
bulky, because much of the conventional floatation
material is replaced with inflatable chambers. Hybrids
have a minimum buoyancy of 7.5 pounds uninflated
and 22 pounds inflated They are not approved for
children.

Special Type Vs,such as ski jackets and work
suits, are designed for specific uses. Many of them are
not Coast Guard approved.

For your PFD to work properly, follow these
suggestions to ensure that it fits, floats, and stays in
good condition.

Qcsnn, toyand Boundary Lino ahd
HoCth of 33* H or South of
US, or Croat takes

Ocean, lnalde Boundary tinoJ

ocean, between ja" N apd
32*8

Lakes, bays sounds, or rivers

Vessel Length. Devices. Required

AIL Jnnoraian suit or exposure suite, each
with PFD light and and retrorofloctlve
notarial

Lota than 40 feat Typo X, Typa II, Typo III. Typo V
coBoarclaL hybrid lnaetolon suit, or
oxpoBura eult, aach with PFD light and
retrorarlectlv* notorial.

40 foot and longer-.,...,., Typo I, Typ* V «»Rj»*r<:lal hybrid,
lLnersloh suit. Or exposure suit, «*«*
with PFD light and ratrorof14CC1V*
tutorial.

Less than 40 toat.......... Typo I, Typa JI, Typa III, Typo V
conn*re la l hybrid, iiH»*r*lon suit, or
exposure suit, each vith ,
rotrare flactive notorial.

40 feet end longer Typa I. Typa v eonsrclal hybrid,
imonlon suit, or exposure suit, each
with rotrorofleetive Baterial.
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Certain Typo V Personal Flotation Devices are approved for cubotlt.ut.lon for Type I, II, or III
Personal Flotation Devices vhon used in accordance with the conditions stated in tha Coast Cuard
approval lapel.

Table3-3, Coast Guardrequirements forpersonal flotationdevices and immersion suits.
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TYPE PFD FLOATABILITY MINIMUM BUOYANCY ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES ENVIRONMENT

TYPE1 will float 22 pounds Excellent per Very bulky Offshore, open

majority of peo (Adult) formance. and cumbersome. water, coastal

OFFSHORE ple face-up even Suitable for cruising.

LIFE JACKET if unconscious. rough water.

TYPE II Some wearers may 15.6 pounds Good flotation Uncomfortable Inland water or

not float face (Adult) and low cost Not suitable for where rescue

NEARSHORE up if unconscious. rough water or will be quick.
BUOYANT cold water.

VEST

TYPE III May take active 15.5 pounds Comfortable and Not suitable Inland water

participation to (Adult) stylish. Al for rough or or where rescue

FLOTATION float wearer in lows wearer to cold water. will be quick-
AID upright position. swim. Useful

in water-skiing,
small boat sail

ing, etc.

TYPE IV A broad category 16.5 pounds for ring Throwable. Cannot be worn. In areas where

for devices buoy. 18 pounds for Not for uncon there are other

THROWABLE designed to be cushions. scious persons boats and rescue

DEVICE thrown. or non-swimmers. wilt be quick.

TYPE V When inflated 7.5 pounds deflated. Very Comfort Higher cost. Depends on equiv
provides either Minimum of 22 pounds able and sty Requires atten alent flotation

HYBRID Type 1,11, or when fully inflated lish. May tive maintenance. performance (i.e.
(Required to HI flotation (Adult) provide better Type I, Type II,
be worn) performance.

When deflated,
may not float
some people.

flotation than
Type II or III.

or Type III).

TYPEV A Type V PFD is approved for restricted UBeS or activities such as board-sailing, commercial white water
Special rafting, etc. The label on the PFD indicates whether a particular design can be used in » special appli-

cation, what restrictions or limitations apply, and its equivalent performance Type

Table 3-4 Characteristics olCQapproved PFD's.

*Try on yourPFD andadjustit until it fitscomforta
bly in and out of the water.
* Markyour PFDwith your name if you are the only
wearer. Alwaysmarkit with thenameofyourboat.
* Do not alter it. If it doesn't fit properly, get one that
does. An altered PFDis no longerCoastGuard ap
proved.
* Dryawet PFDthoroughlybefore storage. Store it in
a well-ventilated area.

* Do not dryyour PFDin frontofa radiator or other
source ofdirect heat

* Make sure thereare at least31square inches of
retro-reflective tape on the PFDto increase yourvisi
bility.
* Accessories such as strobes and whistles can be at
tached to your PFD in a location that will not interfere
with your work on deck.

Inspectyour PFD periodically to makesure that
it is freeofrips, tearsand holes;that all seamsand
joints are securely sewn;and that the fabric, straps and

hardware arestillstrong. If it contains a C02 car
tridge, make sure you have extras available.

Buoyant inserts must not show signs ofwater
logging,shrinkage, mildew odor, oil absorption, or in
creased hardness or stiffness. In the case ofkapok, the
plastic insert coverings must not be torn, split or punc
tured. To test for punctures, apply gentle pressure to
the insert to see ifair escapes. If you have anyof the
abovementioned problems, replaceyour PFDs imme
diately.

To test the buoyancy ofyour PFD, do the fol
lowing:

* Put the device on and get in water deep enough that
you can stand with your head above the surface.
*Tilt your head back to see if the PFD will float you
on your back or slightly back ofvertical.
* Your mouth should be above water as you breathe in
and out.
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Figure 3-7. Donning animmersion suit Asharp jerkonthe carrying seekejects tha suit (far left). Remove your boots but laave plenty of
clothes on (near left). Donthehoodbefore youzip(cant&r). To avoid problams In zipping thesuit, arch your becktoremove wrinkles in
the fabric (near right). Saoure the face closure before entering the water (tight). To increase easeofdonning the suit, putplastic bags
over your shoes.

3.3.4 Immersion Suits

Coast Guard-approved immersion suits are re
quired for each memberof the crewon vessels operat
ing on all U.S.coastalwaters above 32? N Lat (Figure
3-7), Evenin moresouthernwaters, consider having
immersionsuits if your vesselwill operate far onshore
in winter,where prompt rescuemaynot be available.

An inflatable life raft along with animmersion suit repre-
sentyour besthope ofsurvival in coldwater.

There are manydifferent varieties of immersion
suitson the market. Whenyoushop for an immersion
suit, it is important that yon selectone that meets the
legalrequirements that apply to your vessel,and that
fitsyour personal needs. Somesuits are just bigover
alls;othershaveboots, detachable gloves, legzippers,
and other features.

Thesuits that do not have detachable gloves or
zippered hand openings do not allow for much hand
movement. If you buy a suit with built-in boots, mini
mize the time you spend walking, since the fool pads
wear easily.

An immersion suit shouldbe equipped witha
whistle; an attached strobe light is requiredon ocean
going vessels of any size. It should have an inflatable
pillow to keepyour head and neckout of the waterfor
better thermal protection,and to helpeliminate the
strain of holdingyour head up. As withPFDs, thesuit
must have 31 square inches of retro-reflective material
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on the shoulders, back, and hood to make you more
visible. Your suit should include a lifting ring and a
buddy cord.

Make sure the suit fits you properly, there have
been cases of people drowning in suits that were too
large for them. The suit should form a tight seal
around your face.

Your immersionsuit willcome in a storage bag.
Thebagitselfis tested to provideprotectionto the
suit, and it is clearlymarked with instructions for use.
Your suit isa sturdypieceofequipment,but treat it
with care.

Mark the suit with your name and the vessel's
name in large letters with a waterproof marker or sten
cil. Avoid usingpaint, since it may becomebrittle.
Marking the suit may help prevent theft, and if the suit
is found floating in the water, the markingswillhelp
rescuers identify what vessel the suit came from.

Tdeally, you should inspect the suit for defects as
you are buying it; but if that is not possible, check it as
soon as you get it* Immersion suits have saved hun
dreds of lives,but like any piece of equipment they
need periodic inspection and maintenance. Try it on
to makesure that it fits,and check it for defects; rips,
tears, improper seals, and defectivezippers. Be sure
that your zipper has a lanyard or tail long enough to
enable you to grasp it easily with your gloves on. In
flate the buoyancy ring, tug gentlyon the hose to make
sure it won't come off in your hand, and make sure the
zipper is well lubricated with a non-petroleum based
product.
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* Check all zippers for smooth operation. Any cor
roded, brokenor malfunctioningzippersshouldbe re
placed. The manufactureror someone qualifiedto re
pair"dry"diving suitsshouldmakethe repair.
* Lubricatethe watertight zipper on the frontof the
suitwith canning paraffin,beeswax, or the wax pro
videdby the manufacturer. Siliconeand graphitelu
bricants, available fromdive shops,alsowork well.
DO NOT use vaselineor other petroleum based
greases, since they destroy the material to which the
zippers are attached.
* Check the stitching and gluing on all of the seams on
the suit aswell as the seamson the storage bag.
* Inflate the external flotation bladder to ensure that it

willholdair. Pay particular attention to the jointsand
connection-point ofthe inflation tube. Contact the
manufacturer for instructionsif repairis required. De
flate before storage.

Test your suit in the waterwhen you havethe
chance. This is a good way to not only check its condi
tion, but also become more familiar with it When
yoursuit hasbeen used in saltwateror in a swimming
pool, make sure to rinse it inside and outwith fresh
water to rid it of salt and harmful chemicals. If the suit

has been in contactwith petroleum by-products, such
asoil and fuel from harbors, washit in a milddetergent
and rinse it thoroughly.

To dry the suit, turn it inside out, and hangit in
awell-ventilated place- but out of the sun, since the
sun degradesthe material in immersion suits. When
the insideis thoroughlydry,includingthe veryend of
the fingers and feet, turn the suit right-sideout to fin
ish drying the outside.

Packyour suit according to the following dia
grams. Always re-lubricate the zippers,and leavethem
open (down). If the zipper breaksor snags,youwant
to be able to at least get into your suit Roil your suit
up and fold the arms over it (Figure 3-8).

Immersionsuits should be stored in averyacces
sible,dry place. Aboard fishing vessels, there isa de
bate whether that means in each crewman's bunk, or in
the wheelhouse. If you put it in your bunk, you know
where it is, but you may not be able to reach it in an
emergency. Wheelhouse storage would normally be
best,but there maynot be adequatespace. It is a deci
sionyou must make basedon the configurationof your
boat.

Whateveryoudecide, know thelocation ofallsurvival
gear, especially theimmersion suits. Makesure youcan
reach yoursuitina hurry.

If you cannot repairminor leaksor tears using
the kit packed with the suit, try using some of the com-

Flgura 3-8. StorageotyourImmersion suit (a). Laysuit flat with
zipper open. (b). Rollsuit up from bottom to top, tryingto
preventany folds, (c). Laststep before insertingInto bag should
be to fold arms overrolled up suit

poundssold at dive shops. If that doesn't work, have
the manufacturerrepair it. If that doesn't work, re
placethe suit.

Two manufacturers voluntarily recalled early
suitsbecauseof problemswith the inflation tube for
the external flotation bladder. These are still in use on

some uninspectedvessels. If your suit was manufac
tured in 1981 or before,and does not havea clasp
aroundthe tube at each joint, contact the manufac
turer. You mayhaveone of the problem suits. The
manufacturers arestillmakingfree repairs to those
early suits.

Have your suit checked and maintained at least
oncea year, preferably moreoften. Write the inspec
tion dateon the outside of the storagebag. And re
member, ifyou haveto useyoursuit:don't put it on
too early, but don't wait until it's too late.

Immersion suits do not guaranteeyour sur
vival, but have been shown to greatlyenhance your
chances. Even if youdo not survive, it is importantto
your family ifyour bodycan be recovered. Many insur
ance companies require proofofdeath in order to fi
nalize payments.
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3.3.5 Personal Survival Kits
The development of immersion suits means that

even if youare lost at sea without a liferaft,you havea
margin of hope. Immersionsuits haveenabledsurvi
vors in Alaskan waters to endure for more than 24

hours* You can boost your chances even morebycre
ating a personal survival kit in a small, watertight bag
that is stowed with your immersion suit. Attach a 3-
foot lanyard to the bagso youcan lie it offonceyou're
in the water (Figure3-9).
Suggested contents:
*Woolwatch cap/reflective space blanket
*Personal EPIRB, strobe light, flares,dye, mirror,
whistle.

* Flashlight and batteries.
* Freshwater (as muchasyou can carrywithyou).
* Extra pair of prescription glasses.
*Seasickness pills.

Figure3-9. A
persona) survive! kit
enclosed In a

watertight bag and
stowed with your
Immersion suit
boosts your
chances of

surviving.

3.3.6 Uferafts

U.S. Coast Guard approved liferafts are re
quired on cargo, tank, and passenger vessels. There
willbe some requirements established for fishingves
sels in the near future. The U.S. Coast Guard has only
approved some of the liferafts on the market that meet
this requirement
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CoastGuardapproval guaranteesthat the lif
eraft is made of high quality materials, and that it has
passed a series of rigorous tests. It assures that the lif
eraft willperform properly, if it is serviced regularly.
Becareful of the non-approved rafts, sincetheymay
not have passed the rigorous Coast Guard tests.

Manyliferafts carrya "SOLAS" (the Interna
tional Convention for the SafetyofLife at Sea) ap
proval However, "SOLAS" approved equipment can
notbe substituted for Coast Guard approved equip
ment.

There are many features available on rafts. You
should be aware of the benefits and disadvantagesof
each. All rafts intended for cold water use should have

double canopies and inflatable floors, to ensure ade
quate insulation from the cold.

A rule proposed by the Coast Guard would re
quire that approved rafts be equipped with water bal
last systemson the undersides to improve stability in
high windsand seas, reducing the probability that the
raft willcapsize. The Coast Guard does not favorany
particular design,but they haveshown that raftswith
largewatervolumesin ballast appendagesperform
best

It is important to consider the survivalgear that
you may need aboard your raft. Approved rafts come
with either an oceanservice or limited service equip
ment pack. The equipment pack is clearly marked on
the raft container.

Raftswitheither packinclude such things as
canopylights, paddles and distress signals. Ocean serv
ice packs include emergency drinking water and food, a
first aid kit, fishing tackle and other items. Ocean serv
ice rafts shouldbe usedon all vessels operatingmore
than 20 miles oSshore or in remote areas. The Coast
Guard also recommends that all rafts be equippedwith
an EPIRB.

The following items are recommended for all liferafts:
*Boarding ladderor ramp*
* Heaving line.
* Survival instructions

* Safety knife.
* Interior and exterior canopy lights.
* Paddles.

* Painter.

* Manualinflationpump.
* Sea anchor.

* Bailer.

* Flashlight
* Repair kit.
* Distress signal.
* Sponge.
•EPIRB.

* Sea Dye.
* Radar reflector.
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These additional items are recommended for ocean

service rafts:
* First aid kit

*Signaling mirror.
* Emergency drinking water.
* Provisions.

Installing your Liferaft
Install your liferaft atop the wheelhouse or in

some location where it is accessible to the crew and
capable of floating free if the boat sinks before you are
able to launch it Keep it clear of deckhouse overhangs
and rigging. Consider installingnon-skidstrips and/or
hand-holds around the raft, since you will need solid
footing in order to pull the inflation cord.

You should not install the raft where it is ex
posed to boarding seas that could damage it Nor
should you install it next to exhaust stacks, since heat
and gases will damage the rubber gaskets on the canis-
ter. Damaged gaskets may allow salt water to enter the
canister and damage the raft

Install it on a cradle or bed shaped to fit the bot
tom of the canister. Then secure the raft canister to its

cradle with a hydrostatic release (hat will free it auto
matically if the vessel sinks suddenly (Figures 3-10 and
3-11). Have the hydrostatic release inspected and
tested every time the raft is serviced.

Secure the painter to the vessel with the weak
link supplied with the raft Display the operating in
structions on or near the canister.

Figure 3-10. The raff should be stowed In e cradle orbedina location where itis capable offloating free if the vessel sinks suddenly.
The raft should be securedbymeans ofa hydrostatic release(right). The painter shouldalwaysbe firmly securedto thevessel, with a
weak link (left) Incorporatad Into the tine.

Float-free launching of an
Inflatable liferaft

Figure3-11. Ata depth of approximately 3
meters, the hydrostatic release
is activated and the liferaft
starts to lloat to surface,

JCTX

As the vessel sinks, the painter pays out
tofull length andactivates tha CQ2
cylinder to Inflate the liferaft. if the water
depth is less than the lengthof the
painter,however,you willhave to pull
outthepainter manually to its fulllength
to activate the mechanism. Swim to the
raft,place your foot on the cannlstorand
pull until the raft inflates.

if the vessel continues to
sink, the painter or a
weak link pads end the
liferaft floats free.
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Servicing Liferafts
Liferaft manufacturers and the Coast Guard rec

ommends that you serviceyour raft at least once a year
at a facilityauthorized bythemanufacturer.

Servicing ensures that the C02 cylinder remains
fullycharged and operational, and that ihe raft is able
to passa workingpressureleakagetest Servicing also
includes the renewal and replacement of such thingsas
light cells, pyrotechnic signals, water, provisions, etc.

Eventhebestliferaft is useless ifitdoesnotinflate or
fails when itdoes inflate.

The names ofauthorized service facilities are
readily available from the manufacturer. An author
ized facilitywill have a recent letter of authorization
on the manufacturer'sletterhead, signedbya company
official. In addition, if the manufacturer makes Coast
Guard-approved rafts, the facility willhavea copyof a
letter from the CoastGuard stating that it is approved
for servicing.

Ufefloats and Inflatable Platforms

A typicallifefloat is available in 6- to 25-person
capacity, is made ofa methane innercorewith a fiber
glassshell, is equipped with polypropylenelife-lines
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Figure 3-12. Ufefloet(a) and Inflatable plaform (b),

3.4 Man-Overboard
Just a fewminutes of exposure to cold water can

be disabling to a crewman who lacks flotation and ther
mal protection. 99 percent of the people who go over
board, are not prepared to be there. Therefore, speed
is the key to saving the crewman who does fall over
board. The skipper and aew must react quickly, and
the person in the water must minimize heat loss.
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and requires very little maintenance. However, they
should beperiodically examined for signs ofdeteriora
tion. Prepare and maintain a well-stocked survival kit
for this raft, includingall the survivalequipment
needed with inflatable rafts, as well as paddles, a radar
reflector, a strobe light and sea dyes.

Lifefloatsdo not provide the all-weather, can
opy-cover protection of inflatable liferafts. You are
not able to get out ofthe water, however, they are less
expensive to buyand to maintain. Theyare ''visually
ready to go," and they do not depend on an inflating
mechanismin order to deploy. Unfortunately, they do
not offer any protection from hypothermia; wearing an
immersion suit will increase your chance ofsurvival
(Figure3-12).

Inflatableplatforms are non-canopied, soft flo
tation devices, operated with a C02 inflation system.
Grab lines are located around the edges, however, it is
possibleto climb aboard to reduce bodyheat loss.
These are not Coast Guard approved at this time

The amount and type of clothing greatly affects
your survival time. Figure 3-13 graphically illustrates
survival time versus water temperature. With ordinary
clothing at water temperature of10° C, you may only
have 2 hours, while with an immersion suit, this is ex
panded to over 6 hours.
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Figure 3-1$. 'COLD WATER SURVIVAL: The abovegraph demonstrates thetimeof usefulconsciousness In
hours for various water temperatures. For example, a person In ordinary clothing only hasapproximately2 hours
of consciousness In waterof 10degrees,

Golden Rule Number 1: don'tbe the man overboard. Ifyou do fall overboard, don'tswim afterthe boat.
You can't catch it,and swimming causes faster heat loss in cold water. Assume the heat escape lessening posture,
orHELP position (Figure 3-14). Stay calm. Attract as much attention aspossible and concentrate onstaying
afloat.

Figure 3-14. ifyou dont have anImmersion suit, use tfjg HELP position (left). I!
there are other survivors nearby, form a group (right).

You are much betteroff ifyouhappened tobewearing a PFD orsome other form of flotation when youfell
over. Youwant tokeep your head and neck out ofcold water above all, and any form of flotation keeps you higher
inthewater. That means Golden RuleNumber 2 is: wear flotation, whether it'sa PFD, awork suit, a float coat, a
pairof inflatable suspenders or foul weather gear equipped with aninflation bladder.

Ifthere isanything else floating nearby, try tocrawl uponit toget as much ofyour body as possible outof
thewater. Youwantto preventheat loss, andyouloseheatmanytimes faster inwaterthanin air.

Oncesomeone isseen falling overboard, thecrew must act immediately. Notify theskipper right away and
simultaneously, throw thevictim several ring buoys, if theyare available. If there isnoring buoy close athand,
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throw anything that will provide flotation for the vic
tim to help him get high in the water.

Golden Rule Number 3; make sure your boat
has adequate ring buoys located where they are
needed. All Ashingvessels must have at least one
throwable device (ring buoy) on deck for a man-over
boardsituation. Ownersare advised to place ring
buoys at the working deck level as well as on the sides
of the wheelhouse. Depending on thesize of the ves
sel, two or more ring buoys should be located inside
the bulwarks on either side of the working deck. At
least one ring buoy on either sideshould be outfitted
with at least 60 feet ofheaving line and rescue light
(Figure 3-15).

Figure3-15. Ring buoy equipped withstrobe light and man
overboard pole.

Also throw a highflyer with a radar reflector, a
strobe light,or a smoke flare, if possible, to help you
relocate the victim. Some boats rig their ring buoys
withstrobe lights and man-overboard poles. The
strobe light is hung upsidedown,but is designed to
float upright; the light activates itself automatically
when it is turned right-side up. The man-overboard
pole consists ofa fiberglass wand with a weight at one
end and a flag at the other. The buoy, light and pole
are connected by light line, and all three are tossed in
the water together in the event ofa man-overboard
accident

Because the victim will be incapacitated very
quicklyin cold water,whether or not he is injured, a
rescuerequipped with an immersion suit and lifeline
should be readyto go into the water to help him.

3.4.1 Man Overboard Precautions
Learn what and where to grab. Falling into the

sea is dangerous. You may not be seen going over
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board. You may be sucked under the vessel and
through the propeller or get caught in semi-submerged
nets and drown. Falling against machinery or through
deckopenings can bejust as dangerous. The falling
hazard is made worse by rolling and pitching decks, by
running gear, bywet, slippery conditions, and byfa
tigue.

When the weather is rough* use extra precau
tions. Carelessness produces many avoidable man-
overboard and falling accidents. Never grab a piece of
running rigging. Whenever you are around running
gear, know where there is a safe handhold; you may
need to grab it ifyou start to fall.

Do not work alone on deck in heavyseas unless
you have told other crewjrtembers and someone is
watchingyou. If you must go on deck, wear a PFD and
safety line. Ifyou have to get something that falls over
board, do not lean over the rail Use a boat hook. Do
not use a draw bucket when the vessel is underway. Do
not sit or climb on the rail. Do not climb into the rig
ging unless you are sent for a reason; observe safety
procedures.

Ifyou are standing a wheel watch, make sure you
warn the deck crewof heavyoncoming seas, or of
changes in course and speed.

Ifsomeone ekefalls overboard, sound the alarm, throw
hima lineor buoy, andkeep youreye on himuntilyouget
further instructions.

When a fishingvessel has its gear out, it can't
simplyturn around to pick up an overboard crewman.
There is a time lagbefore the rescuecan begin. Crew
men are urged to wear worksuits, float coats or PFDs
with inherent buoyancy, or properlymaintainedin-
flatables. Vesseloperators should also consider re
quiring crewsto wear hard hats.

We recommend that you rig a self-rescue device
- a ladder or length of knotted rope - at the quarters of
your vessel. There have been casualties and near casu
alties when crewmen were in contact with the vessel,
but unable to reboard by themselves.

3.4-2 Man-Overboard Recovery Methods
There are a number of man-overboard recovery

methods, and they are described in detail in Chapter 5.
The most commonly used are:
1) One-tum orAndersorv fastest but requires the most
skillful shiphandling;
2) Williamson mm for night or lowvisibility: turns you
around and sendsyou down your previous track.
3) Race track: for the quickest recoverywhenyou are
proceeding at high speed in clear weather.
4) Y-backing: for shipswith large turning circlesand
lots ofbackingpower, proceeding at slowspeeds.
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Large ships often use a small boat to recovera man from the water. Smaller vesselswill use the boat-recov
erymethodas wellwhenthe sea isveiy rough,or when there is little chanceof getting the man close along-side.
Swimmers with PFDs or immersion suits and tending lines should be ready to go into the water.

No matter which recoverymethod is used, the same basic principles and methods apply. Swingthe stern
away from the person with full rudder. Ifpossible, stop theshaft before the person reaches the screw. Always as
sign someone to do the job ofkeeping the man in the water in sight.

3.4.3 Recovering the Victim
The person must be recovered as soon as possible. Cold water kills in a matter of minutes. For small vessels

in good weather, this means using the Anderson or race track methods. At night or in low visibility, the William
son Turn, though not the fastest recovery method,must be used to bring the boat backalong its former track. For
anymethod, the desiredfinal position is beam-to-the-wind, slightly to windward of the person,with all wayoff. In
this position, a lee is provided for the man in the water, and since the vessel will make more leeway than the man
in the water, it will drift toward him.

Hoisting a man out of the water can be difficult, especially on a vessel with high freeboard, and in a seaway.
An effective method is to use a bowline or a ring buoy (Figure 3-16).

Figure 3-16. Afiferingbuoyshouldbe thrown to man ovErboerd quickly.

3.5 Abandoning Ship
3.5.1 Seven Steps to Survival

Abandoning ship is never routine, and the sug
gestions offered in thischaptercannot possibly address
all thecircumstances that may arise in an emergency.
They are intended to make you aware ofgenerally ac
cepted procedures that should increaseyour chances of
survival.

The Coast Guard has determined that there are

seven steps to survival that you should observe:
1) Recognition. You must confront the fact thai a life-
threatening emergency exists. Don't wail until it's too

late to make a distress call and initiatesurvival proce
dures.

2) Inventory. What have you got that will help you
cope with the emergency? You must make your inven
tory quickly and assemble the gear you need.
3) Shelter. Your boat is your best shelter as long as it
remains afloat, and it is a mistake to leave the boat too
soon. If you must abandon ship, immersion suits and
the liferaft becomeyour best means of shelter at sea,
and you must find other means ofshelter ifyou reach
the shore
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4) Signals. Your hope forsurvival probably depends
on alerting someone who can help you. Your radio is
your best signaling device, and you should establish
radio contact as soon as you recognize that an emer
gencyexists. When you no longer have radio contact,
you must depend on EPIRBs, flares, strobes, flash
lights,mirrors, dyes, etc.
5) Water. You need fresh water to stay alive and to
maintain the physical strengthneeded to copewith
survival. Thereshould be fresh water in the survival
packon yourraft, but take as muchextra wateras you
can. Begindrinking rationed quantities of freshwater
immediately to maintain your strength. Neverdrink
salt water, urine, or alcohol.
6) Food. You need high energy food and youshould
add to the rations in your raft's survivalpack ifyou
can. Remember, however, that water ismoreimpor
tant than food. Don't eat if you don't have water, be
cause the food will make you thirsty, and it will drain
your body of water.
7) Play. Survival gear won't keepyou aliveif youdon't
have thewillto survive, and playhelps maintain your
will. Play canbea jokeor a game, anything that keeps
your mind focused on life instead ofdeath.

3.5.2 The Decision to Abandon Ship
Only the captain shouldgive thecommandto abandon
ship; and onlywhen theship is in suchdistress thatthe
lives ofthe people on board are endangered. Abandoning
shipsignifies theendofattempts tosave the vessel. It
meansthattherafthas becomethebestshelter.

You must sound the alarm and alert the crew in
plentyof time to enable them to get to their emergency
stationsand prepare the survival gear. It is muchbet
ter to have to re-siow the survival gear after a close call
than to wish you had assembled it sooner. When the
alarm sounds, each crewman must report to his station
immediatelyand begin his assigned survivalduties.

The first rule is to establish radio contact with a
shore station or another vessel as soon as you recog
nize that an emergency exists. Don't let prideor panic
causeyou to delay makinga distress call (Figure 3-17).
The man on watch should always know the vessel'spo
sition; keepa DR (dead reckoning), and logyourposi
tion and/or loran numbersat least every twohours and
at everycourse change (for information on how to
keepa DR, see Section6.3,5 in Chapter6).

If your emergency does not allow for a well-or
ganized abandonment, use whatever lime is available
to send a distressmessage, musterall personson
board, and prepare the liferaft. In general, the smaller
the vessel, the less time you will have between a disas
ter and the need to abandon ship.
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Figure 3-17 Establishradiocontact as soon as you recognize that
an emergency exists. Update the log frequantfy to ensure thatthe
man on watchcan quickly report the vessels position.

While it is a fatal mistake to wait too long to
give the order for abandonment, it is just as dangerous
to abandon ship too soon. As long as the vessel con
tinues to float, it is your best means of survival.
Searching aircraft and ships are more likely to see a
vessel than a liferaft However, to stay with the vessel,
you musthavea relatively safeplace for the crew, and
you must have a quick escape route to the liferaft

3.5.3 Dress for Survival

If youare facedwith an abandonment emer
gency, put on plentyof layers ofwarmclothing,includ
ing a watch cap, even if you will be using an immersion
suit. Woolor polypropylene clothingis best (Figure3-
16). If you don't have an immersion suit, use some
thing waterproof for the outer layer.

Cold, not lackoffood and water, is thegreatest killer.

If you have to enter the water without an immer
sion suit, the initial coldshockmay be disabling or
even fatal Extra clothing and a waterproofouter layer
will markedly reduce this shock effect.

Extra clothingwill prolong your survival time by
reducing your loss of body heat. The clothes will also
help keep you afloat, because when you enter the wa
ter, air gets trapped between the extra layers of cloth
ing. If you are luckyenough to board the liferaft with
out getting wet, the extra clothing will reduce the ef
fectsof cold (for discussion of cold-related threats,
including hypothermiat see section 12.9).
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Figure 3-18. Puton layers of polypropyleneorwool clothing to keep you warm and dry.

Be Sure you Have Flotation
Without a PFD or immersion suit even good

swimmerswill have difficulty stayingafloat in cold wa
ter because of the disablingeffects of cold,shock and
cramps. Swimmingmakes you lose body heat and kills
you faster in cold water.

A PFD or immersion suit will keep you afloat
withouteffort, no matter howinjuredyouare, or how
much clothing youhaveon, Flotationalsohelpskeep
your head out of the water, which is vital in minimizing
heat loss.

Knowhowto use your flotation beforeyouneed
it (see sections 3.33 and 33.4 for discussion ofPFDs
and immersionsuits).

3.5.4 Launching the Raft
Makesure your raft is installedwith a hydro

static release and clear of the rigging (see Installing
your Liferaft,section 33.6). That way, ifyourvessel
sinks suddenly,your raft willautomatically inflate, and
float to the surface (Figure 3-11).

However, ifyou have time beforeyou have to
abandon ship, you can launch your liferaft manually.
Securely attach the raft's painter to your vessel before
you launch the raft, otherwise you may lose the raft.

You may want to launch the raft from some
where other than where it is stowed. If you do, be sure
to untie the painter first, to prevent inflating the raft

accidentally, since pulling the painter out ofthe canis
ter to its full length is the wayto inflate the raft. Rese-
cure the painter to the vessel structure immediately
using the weak link.

Ifyoumust cutthepainterfor anyreason, there is a safety
knife stowedneartheraftentrance.

Before launching the raft, make sure the water
in the immediate area is clear of people and obstruc
tions. Two crewmen should grasp the canister at the
ends and toss it into the water on the lee side of the ves

sel. The raft canister will have bands around it from

the manufacturer. You do not need to cut these bands

before you launch the raft. Pull the painter until the
raft inflates (Figure 3-19). There may be as much as
100feet of painter in the canister which must be fully
withdrawn before the raft will inflate.

Waitfor the raft tofulfy inflate before boarding. Ifyou
boardtoosoonyoumayinterfere with theraft's inflation.

Your raft will probably over-inflate and you will
hear the sound of air escapingthrough pressure-relief
valves. This does not mean that the raft is defective -

the sound should stop in a fewmoments.
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Additional Supplies
Coast Guard-approved ocean service rafts con

tain a considerable amount of equipment Your re-
packer should provide you with a list ofeverything
aboard, and you should be aware of the raft's contents
(seesection 33.6 on ServicingLiferafts for the descrip
tions of survival packs).

However, you may wantsomemoreequipment
Ifyou have time, gather as much other equipment as
you can. Use your time wisely, and remember the
seven steps.

We suggest you stow the following gear ready for
abandonment:

* Blankets and extra clothing.
*Foul weathergearand waterproof material likespace
blankets, tarpaulins, or plastic sheeting.
* An EPIRB.

* Flares, strobes and other signalingdevices.
*Additional flashlights, batteries and bulbs.
*Extra water. Fillwater-tight containers three-quar
ters full; they will float and can be towed behind the
raft

* High-energy foods - energy bars, candy bars, cookies,
freshor dried fruits in watertight packages. Canned
foods are heavy,and offer little energy value
* Vitamin supplements.
*Notebook and pencil for keeping a log.
* Charts marked with the vessel'sestimated position/
current charts.
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Figure 3-19. The raft shouldbe launched from thelee side (left).
There maybe as muchas 100 feet of painter in the cannlster,
and pulling thepainterout to Itsfulllength (center) Is themeans
of Inflating the rail Be sure you have tha painter firmly secunad
to tf?e vessel (dght) before launchingendInflating the rati

* Light rope for towing purposes
* Light buckets or bailers
•Sea dye
* Radar reflector

* Portable radio

* Copyof this manual

3.5.5 Boarding the Raft

Boarding from the Vessel
If possible, board the liferaftwithout entering

thewater to avoidthe effects ofcold. You maybe able
to jump from the rail directly into the canopy entrance,
or lower yourself to the raft with a ladder, net or line.
If the distance isn't too high, and there is no one else
alreadyinside the raft, you can jump directlyonto the
canopy(Figure 3-20).

Think beforeyoujump. Your oddsofsurviving aregoing
to beeven worse ifyouhurtyourself. Do not bringany
sharp object with you thatcouldpuncture theraft.

Jumping Into the Water
If you must enter the water, choose a safe place

to leave the vessel, keeping in mind the following
points:

* If at all possible, enterwhere you can use the painter
line to guide you 10the raft If you are not in contact
with the painter line, you maybe swept beyond the
raft
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Figure 3*20. Ifat ell possible, board toe raft without gettingwet You can jumpdirectly into thecanopy opening (left), orloweryourself
with a ladder, net or line (right).

* Beware of hazards below you. Don't
jump onto people, objects or burning oil.
Jump from the lowest suitable point to
minimizeimpact with the water. Consider
using a ladder, net or line to lower yourself
to a safe point ofentry.

If you are Wearing a PFD:

* Be sure it is securely fastened. Cross your
arms over your chest to help hold it down,
* Block off your nose and mouth with one
hand.

*Protect your head.
* Keep you feet together in case you land
on something.
* Check the area belowbefore you jump,
*Jump feet first (Figure3-21).

If you are Wearing an Immersion Suit:

*Be sure it is fullyzipped and that all clo
sures are snug. You want it to keep water
out

* Leave the external flotation bladderde
flated until you are in the water,
* Hold the top ofyour suitwith one arm for
two reasons: to protect your head, and to
prevent escapingair from popping the hood
of the suit up overyour head.
* Check the area below.

*Jump feet first,with feet together (Figure
3-22).

Figure 3-27. Ifyou must enter foe water wearing a.PFD, Cross yourarms
securelyover your chest andblock off yournose and mouth (left). Always en ter
tha water feet first, withyour feet together (right).
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Figure $-22. Enteringthe water in an Immersion suit (left). Protect
yourhead with one armand Jump to the side, tfyou Jump facing
forwards (light),a slip is more likely to cause ahead Injury.

Slay with your Boat
If your boat is still afloat, remain secured to it

unless fire or some other danger forcesyou to cut the
painter. There are twogood reasonsfor remaining at
tached to your boat:

* It maynot sink, and as long as it remains afloat it is a
potential form ofshelter. If it sinks in shallow water, it
may serve as an anchor for the liferaft
*Staying close to your boat keepsyou closestto your
distressposition and makes you easier to spot, both
visually and on radar.

Ifyou decide to cut the painter, use the safety
knife stowed near the entrance. Its curved blade is de

signed to avoid accidental damage to the raft
If there is more than one raft in the water, tie

them together with a doubled rescue line Again, there
jssafetyin numbers. You willhavemore survival gear
between the two, and it is easier to spot tworafts than
one. If there are heavyseas, leave adequate slack be
tween the rafts. When rafts are tied bya short line in
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big seas, they tend to snatch, which may allow wind to
get underneath and cause a capsize.

Action In the Water

Avoidstayingin the water one second longer
than necessary. You will lose body heat to the sur
roundingwater veryquickly. This leads to hypother
mia (cold exposure), unconsciousness and death.
Wearing extra clothing will help delay the start of hy
pothermia.

If you cannot get into a liferaft, do not swim
aimlessly;swimming increases heat loss. Remain as
still as possibleusingflotation to keep you high in the
water. Since heat loss occurs much faster in water than

in air, keep as much ofyour body out of the water as
possible. You may be able to get on top of floating
debris (a lifebuoy, a board, even a dead body) to help
keep you out of the water.

Now is the time to inflate the external bladder

on your immersion suitwith the mouth tube If you
don't have an immersion suit and you are alone, use
the HELP (Figure 3-14) technique. If there are other
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survivors,form a huddle A group is more easilylo
cated, more likelyto maintain morale, and a good way
to decrease heat loss.

If your immersion suit or PFD has a whistle at
tached, use it to attract attention. You maynot be vis
ible,but usingthe whistle willenable you to let others
know where youare. Ifyouhave taken the time to pre
pare a personal survival kit you may have othersignal
ingdevicesthat willboost your chances of rescue. Use
themwisely, and get into the liferaftas soon as pos
sible.

When you are in the water, whether or not you
are in a liferaft, tryto staynear the boat It may not
sink, andyoumay beable to reboard. Ifit stays afloat,
searchers willbe able to spot it more easilythan they
canspotyou. Staying closeto the boatalso keeps you
closestto the position reported in your distress call.

Boarding the Raft from the Water
Boarding a liferaft from thewaterwithout help

is difficult. Pull your head and upper body in first us
ing the boarding ladder and lifelines at the raft en
trance. It may help to bobdown and usethe buoyancy
ofyour PFD or immersion suit to help liftyou out of
the water. Once your upper body is on the buoyancy
tube, thereshould be internallifelines to helpyoupull
yourselfall the wayin. Try to pull yourself in with the
boarding ladderand lifelines rather than the canopy,
since you run thechance of tearing thecanopy.

Getting an Injured Man Into the Raft
If one of your crewmates is injured and unable

to help himself aboard the raft, pull him in carefully to
avoid aggravating his injuries. Havehim face the raft

untilyou get his upper body aboard. Pullinghim in
with his back to the raft could harm him ifhe has a

backinjury. Oncehiships are restingon the buoyancy
tube, gently turn him until he is on his back, and pull
him into the raft (Figures 3-23), Keep him lyingon his
back untilyouhavedeterminedthe extentof his inju
ries(seeChapter12- Medical Emergencies - for tips
on assessing and treating injuries).

3.5.6 Righting a Capsized Raft
One person can easilyrighta capsizedcraft if it is

done before the canopy fillswith water. Swimto the
sidemarked Right Here. If there is no marking, go to
the sidewiththe CO^ cylinder. Maneuver the cylinder
sideof the raftso that it isdownwind, then reachup
and grab the righting strap. Start pulling yourself up
onto the raft. It mayhelp to kickyour feet out as if you
were swimming.

If that doesn't work, try putting your feet or
knees into the externallifelines to helpyou pullyour
self up on the raft Some rafts may right while you are
climbingonto them. If not, stand on the veryedge,
wherethe CQ2 cylinder is located. Leanbackwithall
your weight and pull on the righting strap.

If the canopy is clear of the water, the raft will
beginto follow you. If the raft is large, it will land on
top of you, unless you spring backwards just as the raft
begins to right (Figure 3-24).

If the raft doeslandon top ofyou,don't panic
The bottom of the raft is soft and flexible and your head
will form an air pocket Stay face up, catch a breath of
air and pull yourself out from underneath. If you try to
swimout facedown,your PFD or immersion suit could
get hung-up and make it difficult for you to get free.

Figure 3~23. Uftan Injuredsurvivor wfmhis face toward the raft until his torsorests on the inflation tube (left). Whenhis hips are on the
tube(right), gently turn himon his back and pullhimIntothe raft.
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Figure3-24. To righta capsized raft, grab the rightingstrap and pull. When Itstarts to right,you have to spring backward to avoid
havingthe raft land on tap ofyou (right).

Righting a capsized raft with water trapped in the
canopy

If the inverted canopy fillswith water, the raft
will be moredifficult to right Put as many peopleas
you can on the rightingstrap, and try to pull it over. If
you can't right it, you may have to cut a hole in a non-
vulnerable part of the canopy, taking care not to de
flate the canopy or the raft.

3.6 Surviving Aboard the Liferaft
3.6.1 Initial Situation in the Liferaft

Immediately afterabandoning shipandgaining
theshelterof a liferaft, survivors are likely to becold,
wet, exhausted, and suffering from varyingdegrees of
shock. Mental and/or physicallet-down leading to col
lapseislikelyat thisstage. Ifyouare going to survive,
youmustmaintain yourself-control andyourwill to
live.

At thispoint,youwill be faced with multiple
problems, and you must decide the order in whichyou
deal with them. Inventoryand shelter are highpriori
ties. You must be sure that all survivors have found
the liferaft, and make it a real shelter by insulatingit
against the cold. Youmust treat serious injuries and
try to prevent seasickness. You should examine the
equipment and supplies on the liferaft, and read the
instructions for theiruse. If there are several people
on board, assign each person a task to accomplish the
taskssimultaneously. You must establish priorities,
keeping in mind the seven steps (Section 3.5.1).
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Look for othersurvivors. The survival pack
aboard the raft should include a flashlight that will
help you search at night The light is also a handy
signaling device. Lookfor lights or reflective tape
on other life-saving equipment Listen forwhistles.
If it is necessary to swim to a survivor, use a safety
line because the raft willdrift faster than you can
swim.

If you have cut the raft free of the vessel,
check to be sure that your sea anchor or drogue has
been deployed. Liferafts can drift rapidly. The sea
anchor reduces the rate of drift and assists the

search by reducing your distance from your distress
position. The sea anchor is deployed automatically
on many rafts, and there is usually a spare packed
aboard (see the section on sea anchors and drogues
later in this chapter.)

Close the liferaft entrance when everyone is
inside to keep out the cold and wet and keep in the
warmthgenerated by the occupants. Leaveonlya
small opening for ventilation. Post a look-out

Rafts are made so that you have the choice of
pumping the floor up with air or not This is be
cause in tropical climates, the water under the raft
will help cool the inside. In northern latitudes, re
gardlessof the time of the year,you should pump up
the floor with the hand pump inside the raft Some
rafts have seating positions that also must be
pumped up by hand (Figure 3-25),
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Figure 3'25. Incold climates, pumpup thefloor as soon as possible (left). In hotclimates (right), the floor maybe left uninflated to help
keep you cool.

Inspect theliferaft fordamage. If thereare leaks, usetherepair clamps (Figure 3-26).

Figure 3-28. Inspecttheraft end use therepair clamps to fix leaks.

Takeseasickness tabletsas soonas possible.
Even hardenedsailors are probably going togetseasick
on a raft,and seasickness results in lossof bodyfluid
and incapacitation.

Ifyou havean EPIRB, makesure it isworking
(see section 33,1). Leave it on. Don't switch it on and
offor work theswitch unnecessarily. Ifyouhave a
hand-held VHFradio, transmit distress messages to
helprescuershome in on the signal. Anyportable
two-wayradio available should be taken aboard the
raft.

Use distress flares and rockets sparingly,and
onlywherethere isa likelihood of theirbeingseen (see
section 33,2). If they aresighted by a searching air
craft, it maybesometimebeforeyourrescueisat
hand, but your location will be known.

Treat all Injuries
You must assessand treat serious injuries ac

cording to the procedures outlined in the Medical

Emergencies chapter, with one exception. You cannot
perform the chest compressions required for cardio
pulmonary resuscitation (CPR) because of the soft
floorof the raft A suggested method of performing
chest compressions is to place the victim on his back,
on topo/another crewman. The man on the bottom
wraps his arms around the victim's chest, locks his
handsand performsthe chest compressions as if he is
givinga bear hug.

Where crewmen are recovered from the water
apparently drowned, start mouth-to-mouth rescue
breathing immediately,and continued until help ar
rives, or you are too exhausted to continue. In cold
water (below 70 degrees F.), near-drowning victims
have been revived after being submerged for as long as
an hour because ofa body response known as the
mammalian divingreflex. It is the same response that
enableswhales and seals lo remain underwater for long
periods. DonVgiveup on a near-drowning victim.
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PreaervJng Body Heat
Remember that cold is the greatest killer. Every

attempt should be made to pump or bail out the lif
eraft, and to dryout the interior byusingthe sponges
provided in the survivalpack, extra clothing,etc If
your clothing is wet, remove it, wring it out as much as
possible, and put it back on.

In general, clothing should be shared among sur
vivors, but take special care of the sick and injured.
Make waterprooforwindproof clothing available to
those on lookout duty in the open.

Once the liferaft has been dried out as much as

possible,make everyeffort to raise the bodytempera
ture of the survivors. This is vital in cold weather or
whensurvivorshave had prolonged immersion in the
water. Keeping dry also helps guard against immersion
foot (see section 12.11).

Close the canopy entrances, inflate the floorand
have thesurvivors huddle together for warmth. The
bodyheat of the occupants will raise and maintain the
temperature inside the raft Tests in sub-zero tem
peratures haveshown that the temperature inside the
liferaft can be raised to 60 degrees F inside an hour.

3.6.2 Leadership and Morale
Good leadership and high morale are crucial for

survival. Good leadership creates high morale, and the
leader must take on the responsibility of keepingthe
other survivors as organized, calm and comfortable as
possible.

The vesselcaptain will normallybe the leader
aboard the liferaft, unless he is injured or missing. In
somesurvivalcircumstances,however,unlikelyleaders
emerge. The leader should be the person who is in the
best shape, physically and emotionally; he will establish
priorities and maintain morale, whether or not he is
the captain.

Ifyouare in charge, it is important for you to
communicate with the other survivors. You must reas
sure them andassess who is best able to carry out vital
tasks. Do everything youcan to reduce fearand panic
Use the materials in the liferaft to show the survivors
that there is shelter, means of signaling,water and
food,

Try to establisha sense of companionship and a
firm but positive level of discipline. Ifyou must deal
wiih someone who has lost his emotional control,
don't let himdisrupt the rest ofthe crew. If may help
to give him an aimless task. One survival instructor
suggests rigging a fishing line with a weight, but no
hook (which might tear the raft), throwing the
weightedend over the side, and instructing the man to
catch a fish.
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While the leader has the greatest responsibility,
each survivor must strive to maintain a positive atti
tude and carry out the tasks whichhe is assigned. The
survivalof the group depends on each man's contribu
tion, and it is here that preparation and training pay
off. A man who has foreknowledge ofsurvival proce
dures, and can focus his mind on constructive tasks, is
much more likely to make a positive contribution than
onewho has his panic for company.

In striving to maintain morale, don't forget that
one of the seven steps isplay.

Establish the Routine

The discipline ofa routine not only helps ensure
that vital tasks get done, but helpsfocus attention on
the positive work ofsurvival. The following sugges
tions should help you establish a routine:
* Assignone-hour watches in pairs, with one man on
duty outside and one man on duty inside.

Outside

a) Look for ships, survivors, aircraft and useful wreck
age.

b) Bash the signaling mirror all around the horizon
when there is sunshine. Someone else can see your
minor before you can see them.
c) Look for land. At night, listen for surf.

Inside

a) Maintain the liferaft (bailing, drying, ventilation,
etc)
b) Attend to injury victims,
c) Maintain equipment
d) Keep rations.

Keep the minds of the survivors occupied during
waking hours, but don't overdo it Avoid unnecessary
work.

Water

Your body is about 70 percent water. Maintain
ingyourbody's water balance isa prime requirement
for survival. Remember that water is a higher priority
than food. You can probably live for weeks without
food, butyour survival will be measured in days ifyou
have no water. Because the digestion of food drains
needed water from your body, don't eat if you don't
havewater. Every bit ofwater you conserve, even per
spiration, increasesyour survival time.

While conserving water is vital, so is maintaining
enough physicalstrength to copewith the ordeals of
survival. Survival experts recommend that you begin
drinking rationed quantities ofwater soon after board
ing the liferaft, the amount depending upon how much
you have been able to bring aboard. They suggest
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drinking one-halfof the daily ration at a time, rather
than sipping verysmall quantities.

Thirst may be reduced by chewing on gum, or
practically anything else. However, this relief does not
reduce the body's need for water.

Drinking seawater willexaggerate thirst, pro
mote water loss through the kidneys and intestines,
and shorten your survival time. Under conditions of
lack of.water, urine is too toxic to drink and will also
cut down your survival time. Alcohol will promote
heat loss through the skin and water loss through the
kidneys. Drinking alcohol under the conditions of lack
ofwater is suicidaL

General

Lash down all gear so that in case the raft cap
sizes or is swamped, nothing is lost

If you don't have a metal radar reflector, metal
paddles can be used to reflect radar signals. A raft is
never a good radar target Recovering survivors in a
raft usuallydependson visualsighting.

Never wasteyour distress signals, flash light bat
teries, etc Distress signalsshould only be used with
the permission of the leader and onlywhen there isa
reasonable chance that they will be seen. Use the
whistle and shout in thick weather.

3.6.3 Using a Sea Anchor or Drogue
Your liferaft should have a sea anchoror drogue,

whichis used to reduce the rate ofdrift awayfrom the
distress position, and therebyreducethe likely search
area.

Thedrogue is normally attached toa strong
point on the raft and lightlylashed so that it is released
automatically whenthe raft is launched (Figure3-27),
A sparedrogue is usually stowed withthe other equip
ment Since you will use the drogue continuously, have
it and its line inspected frequently.

Byvarying the point ofattachment, the drogue
can be used to alter the position of the raft openings
relative to the seas. The drogue can thus help you gain
more shelter or betterventilation.

If both drogues in the liferaft have been lost,
make everyattempt to jury-rig another one, using
whatever is available on the raft: paddles tied to
lifejackets;discarded clothing; or a pair of trousers
with legs tied, and the waist held open. You maybe
able to use a section of the raft canister if you still have
it Or, you can make a temporary drogue using two
buckets and a heaving line. With the bight of the heav
ing line inboard, make each end fast to the handle of
the bucket (and around the bucket for safety), and pay
out one bucket on each bow.

Until recently, liferaft drogues have not been
rigged with tripping lines, although such lines are now
beinginstalledon Coast Guard-approved rafts. If
there is no trip line and you need to increase your rate
of drift (to clear obstacles or reach a landfall, for ex
ample), you willneed to haul the liferaft to the drogue,
and remove the drogue from the water.

3.7 Personnel Trapped in a
Capsized Vessel

The following procedures are recommended for
personnel trapped in a capsized vessel.

*Seekout an air pocket Peoplehavelived for hours
in this manner. Don't panic Ifyou remain calm,
you'vegot a chance. Ifyou panic, you're dead.
* Beforeattempting escape, makean inventoryofwhat
survival aidsyou can take along. Signalsare especially
important If possible, take a PFD or immersion suit;
you'll need flotation and shelter once you have sur
faced outside the boat

Figure 3-27. The drogue orsea anchor shouldbe deployed automatically when the raft Inflates. It Isossential for reducing the rate of
drift
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* Remember that coldwaterwillsignificantlydecreasethe lengthof time you can hold your breath. It mayalso
giveyou a sensation of tightnessin the chest Ifyouare unsureofhow longyou can staydown,practiceinside the
compartmentbefore makingan escapeattempt. Practicemayavoid panic.
* Ifyou are unable to dive deep enough wearing a PFD or immersion suit, remove it and try again. Pull yourself
hand-over-hand ifyou're unableto swim or divedeepenough to reachan opening.
* Rememberthat the boat is upsidedownandall exits and passageways will appear different
* Ifmore than one person is trapped, the Erst personto exitshould try to rig a guide line for others. When he is
free,he should try to communicatewith them through the hull.
* Ifyoucan't escape,don't giveup hope. Staywith the air pocket Whenyou hear rescuers,try to cotrununicate by
shouting or pounding on the hull. Try to conserve your remaining air bystaying calm and minimizing physicalac
tivity. Conserve yourbody warmthbygettingas farout of thewateras possible.
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4.1 Introduction
Fire is even more dreaded at sea than it is

ashore. Fishermen faced with fire at sea can neither

call for professional help nor run away from the dan
ger. You must decide if you should remain on board
and fight the fire yourselfor abandon ship.

It is everyfisherman's responsibility to be well
prepared for the prevention and control of fire. You
should understand the causes of fire and make every
effort to prevent it. You should have a good working
knowledgeof the equipment and techniques that will
best contain and extinguish fire. The Fishing Vessel
Safety regulations will set minimum equipment and
training requirements for your vesselsize and type.
You must be familiar with these regulations.

This chapter covers the following: tips for fire
prevention;an explanation of the factors that enable
fire to sustain itself; a discussion of different types of
portable and fixedfire extinguishers; how to use water
to fight fires; and basic fire fighting tactics.

No matter how well you understand the material
presented in this chapter, without hands-on experience
with the typeoffire fighting equipmentcarried aboard
your vessel, you won't really be prepared. One of the
most valuable lessons that should be learned in any
training program is when to make the decision to
abandon ship. Even the mostexperienced fire fighter
with the best equipment should be ready to use this
option. Your boat maybe lost, but you and your crew
will live to tell the story.

"A littlefoodfor thought for anyone whogoes outon the
water. We hadJiveminutesfrom thetime weknew we
hadafire,untilthewheelhouse wasengulfed inflames
andwewere in theraft She wasa 73foot boat"

4,2 Preparation and Prevention
Coast Guard statistics reveal that most fires

aboard fishingvessels occur in unattended machinery
spaces. However, fires also happen in accommodation
spaces and galleys, 'typical causes include broken fuel
or hydraulic oil lines that spray fuel on hot engine
parts, faulty electricalsystems, uninsulatedexhaustsin
contact with flammable materials, rags or other com
bustibles in the vicinity ofhot engines,and spontane
ous combustion of oil-soaked rags.

Fire prevention begins with the design and con
struction of the vessel. Each vessel should be built

with an eye toward maximizingstructural fire protec
tion and restricting the use ofcombustible materials.
Bulkheads, decks and other structures should be non-
combustible. Fire resistant or retardant materials

should be used for deck coverings, interior surface fin
ishes, curtains and carpets. Avoid having combustible
furniture on board your vessel. Polyurethane foam or
other insulations must be applied properly and covered
with a fire-resistant coating.

Adequate ways to ventilate your vessel should be
built into the design. Fuel, lube and hydraulic oil lines
must be installed in a safe manner. Exhaust systems
must be properly insulated, and engine rooms, cargo
spacesand fuel tanks must be adequately vented. You
should observe minimum stairwayand passageway
Sizes, and there should be at least two means of escape
from each compartment (Figure 4-1). Electrical and
machinery installations must be done by trained per
sonnel.

Your vessel should have fire and smoke detec

tion and alarm systemsin unattended machinery
spaces, galleys, accommodationsand other high risk

Figure 4-1. Eachcrewman shouldpracticeexiting viaescape routes he may be forced to use in
en emergency. Ifa firebreaks out, he may haw to exitin the darkor in blinding smoke.
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spaces. Fixed fire extmguishing systems are recom
mended and may be required on larger vessels.

The International Maritime Organization, the
U.S. Coast Guard and vessel classification societies
set standards for fire prevention, firefightingequip
ment, and vessel design. You should follow these
standards when yon have your vessel built, orwhen
you equip it for fishing. No matter howwell a vessel
is designed, constructed and equipped, however, it is
up to the crew to keep the vessel safe from fire.

4.3 Awareness
Constant awarenessof the danger of fire is the

responsibility ofeach and every crewman. In other
words, carelessness is a chief cause ofvessel fires.

Each crewman should be alerted to common

fire hazards and taught how to eliminate them. Each
crewman should be advised of his duties in the event
of fire, andshould beaware of allmeans ofescape
frominterior spacesin casea fire occurs.

4.4 Causes of Fire
4.4.1 Spontaneous Ignition

Spontaneous ignition (commonly called
"spontaneous combustion") isoften overlooked as a
causeoffire aboard ship, yet it can occurwithin
many common materials.

For example, a ragsoaked with oilorpaintand thrown
into the comerofa workshop, storage area orengine
room isan excellent candidateforspontaneous igni
tion.

The area is warm and there is no ventilation.
The oil on the rag begins to "oxidize" to react chemi
callywith the oxygen in the warm air around it -
which in turn produces heat. The heat causes the oil
to oxidizefaster and produce still more heat. Since
the heat is not drawn awayby ventilation, it builds
up around the rag.

Finally, the raggets hot enough to burst into
flames (Figure4-2). It then can igniteanynearby
combustible substances - perhaps other rags or
stored materials- and a major fire becomes very pos
sible. All of this can and does occur without any out
side source of heat.

4.4.2 Faulty Electric Circuits and Equipment
For properlyinsulated and wiredequipment,

electricity isa safeand convenient sourceof power.
Whenelectrical equipment wears out, is misused or is
poorly wired, electrical energy can turn to heat, and
fire may be the result.
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figure 4-2, Oll-
soeked rags In
a warm,

unventffated

corner are alt (t
takes to causa a

fire.

Especially in theharshenvironmentat sea, electrical
equipment mustbe installed, maintained, tested andre-
pairedbytrainedpersonnel

Standard home or industrial electrical equip
ment has no place on the ocean. The salt air causes
corrosion, and a steel hull can cause erratic operation
or shortcircuiting(Figure4-3). The result maybe
overheating or arcing in equipment or wiring and the
ignition of flammable materials nearby.

Approved marine electrical equipment is spe
ciallymadefor shipboard use. Giventhe right mainte
nance, it willwithstand the hard life at sea. Thus, only
approved equipment and replacement parts should be
used aboard your vessel, and only in the manner for
which they havebeen approved.

Figure 4-3. Damaged
insulation, overloaded
receptacles are
common causes of fire.

The insulation on electrical wiring, like that
used for appliances, electric hand tools and drop
lights, does not last forever. With age and use, it can
become brittle and crack. Or, it may be rubbed-
through or broken by abuse or vibration. No matter
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how it happens, the result of damaged insulation is
dangerous bare wire. A single exposedwire can arc to
anymetal object. Twoexposed wires can touch and
causea short circuit. Either circumstancecan produce
enough heat to ignite the insulation on the wiring or
set fire to some other nearby material.

Further, if there is no fuse or circuit breaker in
the problem circuit, or if it is oversized, the circuit
won*t be broken. Instead, an increased current will
How and the entire circuit will overheat. In time, the
insulation willbegin to burn and ignite combustible
material nearby.

You can avoid this type of fire by making fre
quent inspections and replacing wires that are obvi
ously defective, and by using only fuses and circuit
breakersof the proper size for their circuits.

Crewmen shouldavoid "juryrigging"electric outletsor
circuits to serve additional appliances, andshouldavoid
overloading electric receptacles.

4.4.3 Exposed Light Bulbs
An exposed light bulb can ignite combustible

material bydirect contact. Numerous vessel fires have
started whena crewmember left a lamp lit in unoccu
pied quarters. As the ship rolled, curtains or other
combustible material came in direct contact with the

hot bulb and ignited. Crewmen should use no un
authorized lighting on extension cords, and should
utilizeguardsprovidedwith drop lights(Figure 4-4).

Engine room lights should be covered byvapor
globes and screens. Lights and electrical fixtures in
areas that contain flammable or combustiblevapors
should be fitted with UL-approved explosion proof
devices.

Figure 4-5. Atomized fuel
can be ignited by a faulty
switch,en arcing motor,
even the spark from a
heavytool dropping.

Figure4~4, Exposed light bulbs can causa tires; Bulbs shoufd
have guards.

4.4.4 Engine Rooms
Engine rooms are full of fire hazards. Water

dripping from ruptured sea water lines can cause se
vere shortcircuiting and arcing in electric motors,
switchboards and other exposed electrical equipment.
This in turn can ignite insulation and nearby combus
tible materials. Diesel fuel and hydraulic oil are highly
flammable when vaporized. Ruptured fuel and lubri
cation lines above and near electrical equipment, or
near hot engine exhausts have been the cause ofmany
vessel fires (Figure 4-5). Uninsulated engine exhausts
have also started fires where they penetrate wooden
decks or come in contactwith other combustible mate

rials.



Prevent kinks in fuel and lubricating lines. Hard
pipingrunsshouldbe used wherever possible in place
of a hose that will fail under high heal or impact. Non-
metallic hose can not be used in lengths any longer
than 30 inch segments. All connections should be
tight. Pipes should be arranged so they don't rub
against structuralmembers. Drip trays shouldbeemp
tied frequently, and oil accumulationin the bilges
shouldbe kept to a minimum. A safetyfuelshut-off
should be installed outside the engine compartment to
allowthe operator to stop the fiowof fuel without en
teringa fire area. No plasticor glass sight gauges
should be used on fuel and hydraulic reservoirs.

Wiiere hose must be used to accommodate vibration, it
should befrequently inspected andreplaced ifcracked,
brittle orotherwise damaged

4.4.5 Foam Insulation
Manyvesselsuse rigid polyurethane or other

organic foam insulations because of their excellent in
sulatingproperties (Figure 4-6). Suchfoams should be
covered with asuitableflame barrier,preferably metal
lining, andshouldnever beexposed to fire sources.

Figure 4-6. Foam
insulation should be
covered by a flame
banier.

Should fire occur in areas filled with foam, after
the fire isextinguished, the foam mustbe completely
removed to insure that the fire is not smoldering in
concealed spaces. Any foamed or foam-filled area that
has been exposed to lire or high heat should be consid
ered a significant fire risk until the area has been com
pletely cooled, disassembled and/or examined.

Allfoams can burn, and they give offtoxic gases and
black smoke.

Nowelding and cuttingoperationsshouldbe
permitted on surfaces coveredwith rigid polyurethane
foam,and electrical circuitry used in and around foam
should be enclosed in approvedconduit

Many typesofplastic, insulation and other re
cently developed materials release phosgene gasand
other poisonous (toxic) gases or fumes when burning.
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4.4.6 Electric Motors

Faultyelectricmotors are prime causesof fire.
Problems may result when a motor is overloaded, isn't
properly maintained or is used beyond its safe working
life. Motors require regular inspection, testing, lubri
cation,cleaningand ultimatelyreplacement Sparks
and arcing may result if a winding becomes short-cir
cuited or grounded, or if the brushes do not operate
smoothly. If a spark or an arc is strong enough, it can
ignite nearby material. Lack of lubrication may cause
the motor bearings to overheat, with the same results.

4.4-7 Charging Storage Batteries
When storage batteries are being charged, they

emit hydrogen, a highly flammable gas. A mixtureof
air and hydrogenbetween 4.1% to 74,2% byvolume
can be explosive. Hydrogen is lighter than air and will
rise as it is produced. Ifventilation is not provided at
the highestpoint in the batterycharging space,the hy
drogenwill collect at the overhead (Figure 4-7). Then,
anysource of ignition can cause an explosion and fire.

Figure 4-7. Hydrogen gas will be emitted from yourbattery as it
charges. Makesuraventilation is adequate to preventthe gas
from accumulating.

4.4.8 Galley Operations
A ship's galleyis a busy, potentially dangerous

place. The intense activity, the manypeople, the long
hoursofoperationand the basichazards - open flames,
fuel lines,rubbishand greaseor soot build-upand gen
eral poor housekeeping - all add to the dangeroffire.

For cooking, the most common energy source
aboard fishingvesselsis propane Liquified petroleum
gas (LPG), which isa combination of propane, butane,
and other gases, is used on some smaller vessels. All
stoves and exhaust ductwork should be well secured
and insulated. Propane and butane are heavier than
air and willcollect in bilgesif allowed to do so. Entry
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and introduction of ignition source to such areas
should be avoided. A sudden increase in rate of use of
LPG or other cooking or heating gas may indicate a
leak. If reasonably possible,another heat source
rather than a propane or LPG should be chosen.
Compressed natural gas (CNG) is primarily methane
gas and may be a feasible alternative to propane in the
future. Electric ranges are subject to the same hazards
as other electrical equipment such as short circuits,
brittle and cracked insulation on wiring, overloaded
circuitsand improper repairs.

When liquid fuels are used for cooking, extreme
care should be taken to avoid damage to fuel lines.
You should be constantly alert to leaks in fuel lines
and fittings. In the event ofa leak, the fuel supply
should be immediately shut off at the source, and re
pairsmade bycompetent personnel before the equip
ment is used again. Everyone who uses the galley
should know where the fuel line shut-offvalves are,
and the valves must be easy to get at

The galley provides plenty of opportunities for
fires caused bycarelessness. Thus, good housekeeping
is a must. Used boxes, bags,paper and even leftover
food should be placed in covered non-combustible ref
use cans where they cannot catch fire because ofa
carelessly thrown cigarette butt, or from being too
close to a hot stove.

Grease or soot build-up in and around the
range, hoods, filters and ductwork can fuel a galley fire
(Figure 4-8). If the ductwork becomes involved and
there is a heavy buildup of grease or soot, the fire can
spread to other areas and decks. Thus, cleanliness is a
must,and it doesn't mean just cleaning the stove top.
Fixedautomatic extinguishing systems for ductwork
are extremely valuable for putting out grease fires.
(For deep-fat fryers use only extinguishers containing
sodium bicarbonate dry chemical.)

Figure 4-8. Grease or
oil on a hot stove can

easily Ignite and
spread to other
combustibles. Don't

leave the galley
unattended when the
stove is in use.

4.4.9 Smoking
Careless smoking is a key fire hazard. Ciga

rettes and matches must be properly disposed ofin
noncombustible receptacles. Ashtrays should be emp
tied into metal containers with lids, not cardboard
boxes used as trash containers. In hazardous areas, no-
smoking warnings should be posted and observed (Fig
ure 4-9).Smoking in bed should be prohibited.

Figure 4-9.
Observe No

Smoking warnings.

4.4.10 Space Heaters
Open flame heating appliances should not be

used. Electric heaters or radiators must be secured

againstthe motion of the vessel. Heating elements
must be protected so they cannot come into contact
with clothing, curtains or other flammable material.
Clothing should not be left to dry unattended near a
heating system, engine exhaust system or stove

4.4.11 Stowage

Spacefor stowageis alwaysscarceaboardfishingvessels,
andscarcityproducesanotherGoldenRule: a placefor
everything and everything in itsplace.

Proper stowageis a keyfire prevention meas
ure, but only if the stowage area and method are safe
to start with. Combustible materials must be stowed

away from sources of flame, arcing or heat, and in well-
ventilated areas. Combustible wastes should be dis

carded promptly.
On-board stowage of paints, solvents and

other highly flammable substances should be kept to a
minimum. Those carried aboard should be inspected
frequently for corrosion or damage to the containers
that could produce leakage Spaces used for stowage
of highly flammable liquidsshould havedirect access
only from open decks. Such spaces should be posted
with "No Smoking" and "No Open Lights'*warnings,
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and no unnecessarywiringor electri
cal equipment should be introduced.

Cylinders used to contain gas
or other hazardous substances

(whether full or empty) should be
stowed on open decks. Valves,pres
sure regulators and pipes leading
from the cylinders should bepro
tected from damage.

Pressure cylindersshould be
stored in an upright positionand be
lashedorchained in place. Loose
gear can rupture fuel lines, damage
machineryand smash electrical equip
ment, causing short-circuiting. In ad
dition, it is difficultand dangerous to
try to regaincontrol of heavy equip
ment that has come loose in heavy
seas (Figure 4-10).

Figure 4-10. Heavy ob/scfts should be tightly
Secured. Fires mayoccurwhen stowedgear
becomes hose and fails or slides across
deck in rough weather.

4.4.12 Unsafe Burning and Welding Practices

Fire Prevention and Fire Fighting

Figure 4-11, You're gottokeep watch onallsidesof welding, burning orcutting oparations.
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The high temperatures, molten metal and sparks pro
duced in welding and burning can be a serious fire haz
ard. During these operations, vessel fires may be
caused by:
1) Failure to keep watch in the work area, below the
work area and on the other side ofa bulkhead that is

being welded orburned.
2) Failure to movecombustiblematerials (or to pro
tect them if they cannot be moved).
3) Burning near heavy concentrations ofdust or of
combustible vapors such as those given off by fuel oil,
lubricating oil and other flammable liquids.
4) Failure to remove flammable vapors, liquids or sol
ids froma container, pipe or similar workplace, or
from a confined space such as a fuel tank, void, coffer
dam or hold.

5) Failure to have the proper type of fire extinguisher
at the scene.

6) Failure to secure oxygen and gas cylinders in an up
right position.
7) Failure to protect gas and oxygen hoses from me
chanical damage, or damage from flyingsparks, slag
and hot metal

8) Failure to provide a gas shutoff valve outside a con
finedspace.
9) Failureto removehosesfromconfinedspaceswhen
the torches have been disconnected.

10) Failure to provide fire guards by boat crew aswell
as by contractor.
11) Failure to check for flammable insulation on other
sideof bulkhead (Figure4-11).

4.5 Fire Prevention
4.5.1 Good Housekeeping

From the fire preventionstandpoint, good
housekeeping means the elimination ofsources of fuel
for fire, that is, the elimination of fire "breeding
grounds." Various housekeeping problem areas are
listed below. All of these can be eliminated with a
little effort.

1) Cleaning rags and flammable wastes should be
stored in covered metal containers.

2) Oil rags should be placed in covered metal cans and
thrown away as soon as possible (Figure 4-12).
3) Discarded packing materials should be disposed of
immediately.
4) Flammables should not bestored in crewquarters.
5) Oilsoaked clothing or other flammables should
never be stored in crew lockers.

6)Paints,varnish, etc, shouldbestored in the paint
lockerwhen not En use, even if you'll need them again
the next day. Containers should be inspected fre
quently for damage and leakage.

7) Leaks in fuel oil or lube oil piping and spilled oil or
grease should be cleaned up immediately. Oil in bilges
or on floor plates should be kept to a minimum.
8) Kerosene and solvents should be stored in proper
containers and in approved spaces. The containers
should be inspected frequently for damage and leak
age.

9) Oil-soaked clothing should not be worn by crew
members.

10) Grease fillers and hoods over galley ranges should
be cleaned regularly.

Figure 4-12.
Store oil rags in
a separate
container.

4.5.2 The Fire Triangle

Afiremusthaveheat,fuel andoxygen in order to bum.
Remove anylegofthis "triangle" andfirecannotoccur.

The fuel for a fire can be in the form offlam

mable solids, liquids or gases. Liquid fuels burn more
intenselythan solid fuels because they are more easily
vaporized. The vapor from a liquid fuel is also heavier
than air. It is extremely dangerous because it will seek
lowplaces,dissipate slowlyand travel to distant
sources of ignition. Flammable gases are already in the
vapor state required for combustion or explosion. All
they require for ignition is mtermixiiigwith oxygen and
a source ofheat

Air contains the oxygen necessaryfor burning,
and ignition heat is present in many forms aboard ves
sels, includingflame, spark, frictionand spontaneous
or internal combustion (Figure 4-13).

There is a fourth ingredient necessary for fire,
however, and that is the chain reaction, or, in other
words, the chemical reaction between the fuel, oxygen,
and heat
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Figure4-13. A boat Is fullof fuel sources for fire.

A firecan beput out bydestroyingone of the compo
nents in this reaction (Figure 4-14).

Ifthefuel, oxygen orheat isremoved, theprewilldie out.
If the chain reaction is broken, the reduction invapor and
heatwillputoutthefire, although cooling with water
may beneeded wheresmoldering orreflash isapossibil
ity.

Removing the Fuel
Theoretically,you could put out a fire byphysi

callydragging the fuel awayfrom the source of the
heat, likesomeonepullinga logout of a campfire.
While thismay berarely practical, it isoftenpossible
to move nearby sources of fuel so the fire cannotex
pand beyondwhat is already being consumed.

Infire fueled byliquids or gases, it may bepos
sibleto extinguish the fire bycuttingoff the fuelsup
ply. When a fire is being fed bya leakyhydraulicor
diesel line,forexample, it can be put out byclosing the
propervalve. Ifa pump issupplying liquid fuel to a
fire in the engineroom,the pumpcan beshutdown.
Either way, the sourceof the fuel is removed and the
fire is extinguished.

Fire Prevention and Fire Fighting

Fire in a defective fuel burner can be brought
under control and put out byclosing the supplyvalve.
Fire involving acetylene or propane can often be put
out byshutting the valve on the cylinder.

Removing the Oxygen
A fire can be put out by removing its oxygen, or

by lowering the oxygen level in the air to less than
16%. For example, extinguishing agents such as car
bon dioxide or foam smother a fire by depriving it of
oxygen.

In open areas, smothering a fire is difficult (but
not impossible) because the smotheringagents are
quicklyscattered. Carbon dioxideis rapidlyblown
awayfrom an open deck, for example,especially if the
vessel is underway. On the other hand, fire in a galley
trashcan maybe snuffed out simplyby placing a cover
tightlyover the can, thus blocking the flowof air to the
fire. As the fire consumes the oxygenin the can, it be
comes starved for oxygenand puts itselfout

To put out a fire in an enclosed compartment
engine room or cargo hold, the space can be starved of
oxygen by completely closing all air-tight hatches,
doors, etc The firewill consume all the availableoxy
gen as long as no air can continue to enter. If your
boat is equipped with a fixedcarbon dioxidesystem,
thearea canbe flooded withCO^.

When the carbon dioxide enters the space and
mixeswith the air, the percentage of oxygen in the air
is reduced below 16% and the fire goes out For the
methods to work, however,the space must be com
pletelysealed to keep fresh air out (Figure4-15).
Your vesseldesign should allow for airtight enclosures.

Removing the Heat
The most commonmethod of putting out fires is

to remove the heat by attacking the fire base with wa
ter. An excellent heat absorber, water destroys the
abilityof a fire to sustain itself by cooling the fuel and

Figure 4-14. Fourways to put outa fire. Remove tha fuel (1); remove the air with asmothering agent like COz or foam (2);
remove theheat with water (3);orbreakthechain reaction withdrychemicalorHaion(4).
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Figure 4-15. Fire should usuallybe containedand isolatedby
closing doors, hatches, ventilators and exhausts.

byabsorbing the fuel and byabsorbingradiant heat
from flame The chain reaction is indirectly attacked
bothon the fuel surfaceand at the flames. The pro
duction of vapor and radiant heat is reduced, and con
tinuously appliedwaterwillcontroland put out the
fire.

Stabilityhazard: the useoftarge quantities ofwater to
fightfire mayjeopardize thestabilityofthe vessel "De-
watering techniques, "discussed later, must becom
menced immediately when large quantities ofwaterare
used

When the fire is attacked with hoseline, water
must first be sprayed onto the main body of the fire to
achieve the quickest possible heat reduction, and water
spraycanbe a highlyeffectivecooling agent To put
out the fire completely,water must then be applied to
the seat or base ofthe fire.

Breaking the Chain Reaction
Breaking the chain reaction permits a fire to be

put out rapidly. The extinguishingagents most often
used to attack the chain reaction and stop combustion
are dry chemicals and Halon. These agents attack the
molecular structure of compounds formed during ihe
chain reaction and reducethe flame-producing capa
bility of the fire. Keep in mind that these agentsdo
not coola smolderingfire or a liquidwhosecontainer
hasbeen heated above the liquid's ignition tempera
ture. In these cases, the extinguishing agent must be

maintained on the fire until the fuel has cooled down

or the fire will re-ignite. Otherwise, a cooling medium
such as water must be used on the smoldering embers
or the sides of the container.

Warning: theuseofwater on electricalfires is not recom
mended. Onelectricalfires, water createsa shockhaz
ard. On oilfires, asolidstream will splash the oil,possi
bly spreading thefire. Waterfog maybeusedon oilfires.

4.5.3 Spread of Fire
If a fire is attacked quickly and effectively, it can

usually be contained and extinguished. If it is allowed
to burn freely, however, it will generate great amounts
of heat that can spread throughout the vesseland ig
nite newfireswhereverfuel and oxygen are present.

Additionally, the heat flame, smoke and gases
associated with fire pose manyhealth hazards. Crew
men fightinga fire should use all available protective
clothing and respiratory equipment, and should stay
low and retreat 10fresh air before they are overcome.

Unless you have the proper fire-fighting equip
ment and training, you would be best advised to close
off the fire and try to deplete the oxygen inside, allow
ing the fire to put itselfout Then make preparations
for abandoning ship (see Chapter 3).

4.6 Classification of Fire
To put out a fire successfully, you need to use the

most suitable type ofextinguishing agent - one that will
do the job in the least amount of time, cause the least
amount of damage and result in the least danger to
crew members. The job of picking the proper agent
has been made easier by the classification of fires into
four types, or classes, lettered A throughD. Within
each classare all fires involvingmaterials with similar
burning properties and requiring similar extinguishing
agents. However, most fuels are found in combina
tions, and electrical fires always involve some solid
fuel. Thus, for fire fighting purposes, there are actually
seven possible lire classes. Knowledgeof these classes
is essential to fire fighting,as well as knowing the
burning characteristics of materials found aboard ves
sels.

Class A Fires

Fires ofcommon combus

tible solids such as wood, paper
and plastic are best put out by
water, a cooling agent Foam
and certain dry chemicals, which
act mainly as smothering or
chain-breaking agents, mayalso
be used.
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Class B Fires

For oil, grease and gas fires,
and othersubstances that give
off large amounts offlam
mable vapors, a smothering
agent is best for the job. Dry
chemical, foam and carbon
dioxide (C02) may beused.

Water, although appropriate, in most cases, with inex
perienced personnel, will only make the fire worse. If
the fire is being supplied with fuelbyan open valveor
a broken pipe,a valveon the supplyside must beshut
down to stop the fuel supply. This mayput the fire out
itself,or at leastmake it easier to put out and allowthe
use of much less extinguishing agent.

In a gas fire, it is imperative to shut downthe
control valve before you extinguishthe fire Attempt
ing to put the fire outwithout shutting down the valve
permits flammablegas to continue escapingand cre
ates an explosive hazard that is more dangerous than
the fire itself.

It may be necessary to put out a gasfire before
shutting down the fuel supply in order to savea life or
to reach the control valve,but these are the onlyexcep
tions.

Combination Class A and B Fires

Water fog and foam may be used to smother
fires involving both solidfuels and flammable liquids
or gases. Water fog willonly be effectivewith the
proper gear and training. These agents also havesome
coolingeffect on the fire. In closed spaces,carbon di
oxide mayalso be used to put out such fires.
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Class C Fires

For fires involving
energized electrical equip
ment, conductors or appli
ances, non-conducting ex
tinguishing agents (C02,
Halon and dry chemical)
must be used, although dry
chemical will ruin electronic

equipment. An external generator and main engine
shut-down switch should be available to shut offelec-
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trical sources. Alwaystry to de-energize the circuit to
remove the chance ofshock and the source of ignition.

Combination Class A and C Fires

Because energized electrical equipment is in
volved in these fires, nonconducting extinguishing
agents must be used. Carbon dioxide, Halon and dry
chemicals are the best Carbon dioxide reduces the
oxygensupply, while the others break the chain reac
tion. Always try to de-energize the circuit

Combination Class B and C Fires

Here again, a nonconducting agent is required.
Fires involvingflammable liquids or gases and electri
cal equipment may be extinguished with Halon or dry
chemical acting as a chain reaction breaker. In closed
spaces, they may beextinguished with CO^ Larger
CO2 cylinders should be grounded (in contactwith
some part of the vessel)during use. As the gas is dis
charged it builds a large static charge that can dis
charge and cause reignition.

Class D Fires

These fires may involve com
bustible metals such as potas
sium, sodium and their alloys,
and magnesium, zinc, zirco
nium, titanium and powdered
aluminum. They bum on the

metal surface at a veryhigh temperature, often witha
brilliant flame.

Water shouldnot beusedon ClassDfires.It mayaddto
the intensityorcause themoltenmetal to splatter. This,
in torn,can extend thefire and inflict seriousbumson
thosenearby.
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Fires in combustible metals can be smothered

and controlled withspecial agents known as dry pow
ders. Dry powders are not the sameas drychemicals,
although many people use the terms interchangeably.
Theagentsare used on entirelydifferent typesof fires:
dry powders are used only to put out combustible
metal fires; dry chemicals may be used on other fires,
but not on Class D fires.

Class D firesare not likely on today'sfishing ves
sels; however, knowledge ofClass D fires is included as
general background information.

4.7 Extinguishing Agents
The mainreason for the fire classification sys

temis to aidcrewmembers in picking the rightextin
guishing agent However, it is not enough to know
that water is best for putting out Class A fires because
it cools,or that drychemical workswellin knocking
down the flames of a burning liquid. The extinguishing
agent must be applied properly, and sound fire fighting
techniques mustbe used. The use of protectivecloth
ingduring the fire fighting process is mandatory.

4.7.1 Hand Portable Fire Extinguishers
Portable extinguishers can be carried to the

fire area for a fast attack, but they contain a limited
supplyof extinguishing agent Theagent isquickly
used up, and continuous application can exhaust the
extinguisherin as little as 8 seconds. For this reason, it
isimportantto back up the leadextinguisher withad
ditional extinguishers or a hoseline (Figure 4-16).
Then, if the first extinguisher fails or does not have
enough agentto put the fireout completely, the addi
tional extinguishersor the hoseline can be used to fin
ish the job.

A crewman who is using an extinguisher can
not advancea hoselineat the same time. On average,
the extinguishers carriedon present dayfishing vessels
are too small to fight any volume offire.

Figure 4-16. Always back-up the lead man.

The first step in fighting a fire is to sound the
alarm and alert the captain and crewso the fire can be
fought as a team (Figure 4-17). Vessels have been lost
because someone tried to fight a fire by himselfwith
out sounding the alarm. By the time the rest of the
crew knewwhat was happening the fire was out of con
trol.

Figure4-17. Letyour
crew know that there is

a problem early.

There is a right wayto use a portable fire ex
tinguisher, and there are wrong ways. Untrained crew
men often, waste extinguishingagent through im
proper application. At the same time, untrained per
sonnel tend to overestimatetheir abilityto put out
fires. Training, includingpracticewith the typesof ex
tinguishers carried on board, is the best insurance
against inefficient use of this equipment Extinguish
ers that are due to be emptiedand recharged are put to
excellent use in training sessions.

CO^extinguishers mustbe securely storedso
they can't falloveror be struckbygear. Theycan be
come deadly rockets if the valve assembly breaks off.
Drychemical extinguishers shouldbe up-ended and
shaken periodically(everymonth) in order to prevent
the compacting of the agent.

4.7.2 Classes of Fire Extinguishers
Everyportable and semi-portableextinguisher

is classified in two ways,with one or more letters and a
numeral. The letter or letters indicate the classes of
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fires on which it may be used. These letters corre
spond to the four classes of fires. For example, Class A
extinguishers may be used only on class A fires-those
involving common combustible materials. Class AB
extinguishers may be used on fires involvingwood, die
sel oil or both.

The numeral indicates the relative size or effi

ciencyof the extinguisher. For example, a 4-A extin
guisher will extinguish twice as much Class A fire as a
2-A model.

The National Fire Protection Association

(NFPA) uses ratings established by Underwriters
Laboratories (UL) and expressed in Arabicnumerals
to rate the efficiencyof fire extinguishers, with the nu
merals growing larger as efficiencyincreases. An
NFPA/UL rating of 20-B would be four limes as effi
cient as a 5-B extinguisher for Class B fires.

The Coast Guard has its own classification

system which uses Roman numerals to indicate the
sizesof portable and semiportable extinguishers. The
numeral I indicates the smallest size and V the largest
Thus, a B III COastGuard rating indicates a medium-
size extinguisher good for fires involving flammable
liquids and gases,

4.7.3 Water

As an extinguishing agent, water's chief effec
tiveness is in its ability to cool burning material. Wa
ter initially absorbs heat as it is heated towards its boil
ing point Aswater reaches its boiling point, a big in
crease in heat input is necessaryto cause the water to
flash to steam (Figure 4-18).

The ability toabsorb huge amounts ofheat and the ready
availability ofwater atseamakeitanidealextinguishing
agent for useaboard ship.

There are some additional side benefits that

water has as an extinguishing agent When water
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flashes to steam it expandsapproximately 1,700times
its original liquid volume. The expandingsteam acts to
reduce the oxygen content in the flame area. This
steam smothering effect is temporary since the velocity
of the gases in the flame area tend to pull the steam
upwardwith the escaping gases.

Water also has the ability of being able to soak
and quench Class A material, and when it is applied as
a solid stream, water has the ability to penetrate and
break-up solid Class A substances.

Water can be used as a protection against the
heat of the flame. Byspraying the water in a fine mist
in a circular pattern in front of the fire fighters, a heat
shield can be formed. This can only be accomplished
witha proper fire nozzleaffixed to a hose line supplied
with the proper pressure. The mist of water will fall
back on the fire fighters and cool them off, while it ab
sorbs much of the heat coming from the fire. A deck
hose should not be used to fight fires because not
enough water pressure can be generated.

Water is normally considered as being rated
for Class A and B fires. For Class A fire fightmg, water
is used as a solid stream to penetrate and break up the
material as well as to cool and soak. For Class B fires,
water is used as a fog or high-volume spray and the ac
tion is one of cooling the fire below its flash point A
straight stream applied to a flame liquid fire will make
the fire flare up. Make certain that all areas and pans
of the vessel can be reached by hose lines,

4.7.4 Dewatering
Freewater can impair the stability of a vessel.

Everyeffort should be made to limit the accumulation
of water in large compartments and cargo holds (refer
to Chapter 11). The efforts should begin with the use
ofwaterin methodswhichproduce maximum cooling
with minimum quantities of water; For example, pref
erence should be given to water spray over solid
streams. As soon as water is used for extinguishment,
dewatering procedures should commence.

Figure4-18. Water cools a flra and removes the oxygen as it flashes to steam.
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4.7.5 Foam Extinguishers
Foam produces a blanket of bubbles that smoth

ers a fire. The bubbles are formed by mixingwater and
foam concentrate. The various foam solutions are

lighter than flammable oils and form a blanket on the
surface that interrupts the supply of oxygen to the fire,
while it prevents flammable vapors from escaping. The
water in foam also has a cooling effect. The operator
of any extinguisher should be cautioned:
a) to avoid plunging the nozzle or agent into the burn
ing product;
b) to stay low to avoid heat and toxic gases;

Becausethey contain water, foams shouldnot be usedon
liveelectricalequipment

The most common foam extinguisherscarry
NFPA ratings of 2A.-4B. They can thus be used on
both Class A and Class B fires with ranges of 30-40 feet
and discharge durations ofslightly less than a minute.

Operation
There are two typesof foam extinguishers. The

older extinguishers are charged by filling them with
two solutions that are kept separate until it is to be
used. Foam extinguishersare carried to the fire right
sideup,theninverted to mix thesolution andform liq
uid foam plus C02 gas. The C02 acts as the propellant
and fills the foam bubbles, and the liquid foam expands
to about 8 times its original volume.

The newer extinguishers combine the ingredi
ents under pressure, and foam is formed when air is
drawn through a venturi in the tip of the hose. The
newer models requirenospecial preparationprior to
firing.

To avoidscattering the foamor the liquid,foam
shouldbeappliedgentlyon burningliquids by"bounc
ing" it off a nearbysurface and allowingit to run down
onto the liquid until the entire surface iscovered (Fig
ure 4-19). If the fire involvesordinary combustibles,
apply the foam as a blanket.

Figure 4-19.
Smothering
with foam.

4.7.6 Carbon Dioxide (C02) Extinguishers
Carbon dioxide extinguishers are used mainly on

Class B and C fires. Among portables, the most com-
monsizes contain from5-20Lbs. of C02. TheC02 is
mostlyin a liquid state, at a pressure of 850 psi. The 5-
lb. size has a rating of5-B:G Its range varies between
3-8 feet, and its duration extends from 8 to 30 seconds.

Operation of C02 Extinguishers
The extinguisher is carried to the fire in an up

right position. Its short range means that the operator
must get fairly close to the fire. The extinguisher is
placed on the deck, and the locking pin is removed.
The discharge is controlled either by opening a valve
or bysqueezing two handles together (Figure 4-20).

Figure 4-20. The use of theC02 extinguisher.

The operator must grasp the handle and not the
discharge horn. The C02 expands and cools very
quickly as it leaves the extinguisher, the horn gets cold
enough to frost over and cause severe frostbite (Figure
4-21),

Remember that CO^displaces oxygen. When a
C02 extinguisher is used in a confined space, the op
erator must guard against suffocation bywearing
breathing apparatus, or by immediate evacuation. In
opened areas, the wind can make this agent ineffective.
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Figure4-21. Don't
grab the horn when
using the C02f!re
extinguisher. Use the
handle.

C02 and Class B Fires
The horn should be aimed first at the base of the

fire nearest the operator. The discharge should be
moved slowly back and forth across the fire,beingcare
ful not to disturb the liquid. At the same time, the op
erator should moveforward as quickly as hissafety
permits (Figure 4-22).

The resultshouldbe a "sweeping" of the flames
off the burning surface,with some carbon dioxide
"snow" left behind.

You'vegot to sweep all of the flame away or the
firewill simplyre-ignite itselfas soon asyour extin
guishing agent runsout Always beware of the possi
bility of reflash and the need to maintain anescape
route. The fire isyour enemy. Neverturn your back
on it. When your extinguisher runs out or you are
forced to retreat,backaway quickly andcarefully, al
ways keeping your eyeson the fire.
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Warning; a liquidfire can flank an operator who moves
in toofast, or reflash around an operator who is too
close.

Whenever possible, a fire on a weather deck
should be attacked from the windward side. This will

allowthe wind to blow the heat awayfrom the opera
tor and tocarrythe CO^to the fire. Generally, C02
extinguishers do not performwellin the wind. The
blanketof C02 gasdoes not remainon the fire long
enough to permit the fuel to cool down.

Fightinga fire successfully with portable extin
guishers depends largelyon how fast you can get to the
scene, and how aggressivelyyou attack it. At the same
time,you'vegot to keep in mind the need for team
work and adequate backup. Ii doesn't do any good to
rush into a firebyyourselfand expend your extin
guisher if the fire is simply going to re-ignite itself the
instant you're done.

C02 and Class C Fires
The discharge should be aimed at the source of a

fire that involves electricalequipment (Figure4-23).
There are no fire extinguishers rated only for

Class C fires; all are also rated for Class A or B.

Maintenanceof the C02 Extinguisher
C02 extinguishersneed not be protected against

freezing. However, they should be stowed at tempera
tures belowISCPF to keep internal pressureat a safe
level. Regularly,C02 extinguishersshould be checked
for damageand to ensure that they are not empty. At
annual inspections, these extinguishers should be
weighed. Any extinguisher that has lost more than
10%of its C02 weight,(as indicated on the stamp on
the cylinder)should be recharged at a service center.
AC02extinguisher should also be recharged after
each use, even if it has been only partly discharged,

Remember, an extinguisher that needs recharg
ing providesan excellentopportunity for a hands-on
fire drill.
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Figure4-22. Aimat the base of the fire and sweep the flames away.
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Figure 4-23. De-energize the equipmentand aim at the source of an electricalfire.

4.7.7 Dry Chemical Extinguishers
Drychemical extinguishersare available in sev

eral sizesand maycontain anyof fiveextinguishing
agents. All have at least a BC rating. There are two
basicstylesof extinguishers:a cartridge operated and
stored pressure.

Cartridge-Operated Dry Chemical Extinguishers
Portable cartridge-operated dry chemicalextin

guishers rangeinsizefrom 2-30 lbs.; semi-portable
models contain up to 50 lbs.of extinguishing agent A
small cylinderof inert gas is used as the propellant
Cartridge-operated drychemical extinguishers have a
range of 10-30 feet Units under 10 lbs. have a dis
chargeduration of 8-10seconds,while the largerextin
guishers provide up to 30 seconds of discharge.

Operation
Theextinguisher iscarriedand usedat an angle

slightly forwardof the vertical. The ring pin is re
moved, and the puncturing leveris depressed with a
blow from thepalm of the hand (Figure 4-24).

Figure 4-24. Use ofa cartridge-operated drychQmlca!
extinguisher.

Besure the screw-cap at thetopoftheextinguisher is
pointed awayfrom you whenyou activate theextinguisher
incase ithas beenimproperly secured. It couldblow up
inyourface.

Depressing the puncturing lever releases the
propellant gas,which forces the extinguishing agent up
to the nozzle The flowofdry chemical is controlled
with the squeeze-grip On/offnozzleat the end of the
hose (Figure 4-24). Test the discharge momentarily
before you approach, the fire extinguishers don't al
ways work. Stay low and direct the discharge at the
seat of the fire, starting at the near edge. The stream
shouldbe moved fromside to side with rapid motion,
to sweep the fire off the fuel On a weather deck, the
tire should be approached from the windward side if at
all possible.

Don't shoot the initial discharge directly onto
the fire from close range (3-8 feet) because the force of
the stream mayscatter burning material or splasha
burning liquid. The agent maybe applied in short
bursts byopening and closing the nozzle with the
squeeze grips. If the propellant gascylinderis punc
tured but the extinguisheris not put into use or is only
partially discharged, the remaininggasmay leakaway
ina few hours. Thus, the extinguishermust be re
charged after each use or activation.

Drychemical extinguishers put out Class B fires
bybreaking the chain reaction, with little or no cool
ing. Thus, a re-flash is possible if thesurrounding sur
faces arehot More dry chemical or another appropri
ate extinguishing extinguishing agent mustbe ready as
a backup, until all sources of ignition are removed.

Dry chemical may be used along with water.
Some dry chemical extinguishers are filled withan ex
tinguishing agent that can be used with foam.
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Stored-Pressure Dry Chemical Extinguishers
Stored-pressure dry chemical extinguishers

comein the same sizesas cartridge operated types.
They have the same ranges and durations ofdischarge
and are used in the sameway. The only differencesare
that the propellant gas is mixed in with the drychemi
cal in the stored-pressure type, and the extinguisher is
controlledwitha squeeze-griptriggeron the top of the
container. A pressure gauge indicates the condition of
the charge (Figure 4-25).

Figure 4-25. Use ofa stored-pressure drychemicalextinguisher.

Class A Extinguishment Using ABC Dry Chemical
Only one dry chemical extinguishing agent,

monoammonium phosphate, is approvedfor use on
ClassA fires. This agent puts firesout bychain break
ing,as do the other dry chemical agents. In addition, it
clings to the surfaces ofburning materials to form a
coatingthat deprivesthe fire ofair. Aswith the other
agents, this dry chemical should be directed at the seat
of the fire and swept from side to side to knock down
the flames (Figure 4-26). However,once the fire has
been knocked down, you should move close to the
burning debris. Then all fuel surfaces should be thor
oughly coated with the chemical agent using short, in
termittent bursts.

Fire Prevention and Fire Fighting

Class B Extinguishment Using BC or ABC Dry
Chemical

A flammable liquid fire should be attacked as in
Figure 4-26). The agent should first be directed at the
edge nearest the operator. The nozzle should be
moved from side to side with a wrist action to cover the

widthofthe fire. The operator should maintain the
maximum continuous discharge rate, remembering
that theextinguisher has a range of 10-30feet

Theoperatormust be verycautiousand move towardthe
fireveryslowly. Remember, a liquidfire canflank an op
erator who moves in toofast, or reflash aroundan opera
tor who is too close.

When all the flames are out, the operator should
back awayfrom the fire veryslowly,remaining alert for
possiblereflash. A hot spot that is missedcan reflash
and recreate the original fire. When you fight this type
of fire, alwayshave backup units on hand and ready to
assist.

Ifyou must use dry chemical to approach a pres
sure gas fire in order to close off the fuel flow, the heat
shield afforded bythe drychemicalshould be main
tained in front ofyour face. Water fog mayalso be
used to providean effectiveheat shield. When youare
readyto put the fire out, the dry chemicalstream must
be directed into the gas stream nearly parallel to the
gas flow, at about 10 degrees to the right or left ofen
try. If dry chemical is directed into the stream at too
great an angle, the dry chemical will not penetrate the
full stream and won't put out the fire. On the other
hand, if the chemical stream does not have a slight
right or left angle, the dry chemical will be deflected by
the gaspipe.

Once the gas is shut offor the fire is out, the op
erator should slowlyback away,always keeping an eye
on the fire.

Figure 4-26. Aimat the seat ofthe fire, sweep fromside to side and advance carefully. Drychemical extinguishershave a range of 10-30
feet.
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Class C Extinguishment Using BC or ABC Dry
Chemical

When electrical equipment is involved in a fire,
the stream of dry chemical should be aimed at the
source ofthe flames. If the fire involves an electrical
panel, for example,you may have to direct the extin
guisher behind the panel to reach the source. In small
spaces, the cloud produced by the dry chemical will
limitvisibilityand maycause choking. The chance of
electricshock is also increased when youcan't see.

Ifat allpossible, electricalequipment thatmaybein
volved in afire should be de-energized at thesourcebe
foreanyattempt is madetoputthefireout.

Dry chemicalextinguishingagents leavea coat
ing or residue that must be cleaned off of electrical
equipment before it can be used. Monoammonium
phosphate (ABC) drychemical leavesa sticky coating
that isveryhard to remove. This coatingalso enters
and sticks to circuit breakers and switchingcompo
nents, making them almost useless. For that reason,
ABC dry chemical should not be used on electrical
fires if there is any other alternative.

Dry chemical agents that contain sodium can
contaminate or corrode brass and copper electrical fit
tings.

Electrical fires are best put out with carbon di
oxideand Halon, which are "clean" extinguishing
agents.

Maintenance of Dry Chemical Extinguishers
Drychemical agents and their propel!ants are

unaffected by temperature extremesand may be stored
anywhere aboard the vessel. They do not break down
or evaporate, so periodic recharging is not needed.
However, the cartridgesin cartridge-operatedextin
guishers shouldbe inspected andweighed every six
months. Cartridges that are punctured orweigh 1/4oz.
lessthan the indicatedweightshould be replaced. At
the same time, hoses and nozzles should be checked to
ensure that they are not clogged,

Stored-pressureextinguishers madeafter June 1,
1965, have pressure gauges that show whether the
internalpressure iswithinthe operatingrange. These
should bechecked visually at frequent intervals.
Storedpressureextinguishers should be invertedand
shaken frequently. Otherwise, the extinguishing agent
maycake at the bottom ofthe extinguisher,especially
after heavypounding at sea.

It you can't feel the extinguishingagent move
when you invert the cylinder and shake it, the extin
guisher may be useless.

4.7,8 Hafon Extinguishers
Halon is considered to be one of the most effec

tive fire extinguishing agents available. It is generally
considered safe, compact, affordable, non-conductive
and effective. However, the biggest problem with Ha
lon is that it is extremely dangerous to the earth's
ozone layer - so dangerous, in fact, that Halon produc
tion will cease by the year 2000.

Halon extinguisherscome in two typesand sev
eral sizes, and all are used in the same way (Figure 4-
27). Halon extinguishers may contain from 21/2-20
lbs. ofagent and cany NFPA/UL ratings of3-B:C and
larger. Their range is from 3-15 feet and they dis
charge their contents in 8-15 seconds. Halon leaves no
residue and is virtually noncorrosive. However, it can
be toxic. When exposed to heat and pressure, some
types of Halon can produce phosgene gas, which is
deadly,and its vapors should not be inhaled.

HAUON 1301 HALON 12"

Figure4-27. Halonextinguishers.

The extinguishing agent is pressurized in a light
weight steel or aluminum alloy shell. The cap contains
the discharge control valve and discharge nozzle or dis
charge hose.

Operation
The extinguisher is carried to the fire and the

locking pin is removed. The discharge is controlled by
squeezing the control-valve carryinghandle. The Ha
lon should be directed at the seat of a Class B fire and

appliedwith a slow,side-to-sidemotion (Figure 4-28).
It should be directed at the source of an electrical fire.

4.8 Inspecting and Testing
Portable Extinguishers

All extinguishers should be servicedyearlyby
qualified personnel. Fire extinguishers should be in
spected monthly for the following:
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Figure 4-28. Halonshould be directedat theseat of a Ctass B fire.

1) Proper location, highlyvisible and unobstructed.
2) Absence of corrosion or dents or mechanical dam
age.

3) A full charge.
4) A clear nozzle.
5) Good condition of the hose.
6) Good condition of hom, if C02 .
7) Cleanliness, free of grease or paint over-spray.
8) Name plates and instructions legible.
9) Tagged,showing inspection dates and inspector.
10) All dry powder types ofextinguishers must be up
ended and shaken to loosen the powder.
11) C02 rs should be weighed.

4.9 Fixed Fire Extinguishing
Systems

Engine rooms and other high-risk spaces should
be equipped with carbon dioxide or Halon 1301fixed
fire extinguishing systems. For such systems to be both
safeand effective, however,certain precautions must
be followed:

1) Locate the activation device outside the protected
space.

2) Evacuate the space before activating the system.
Coast Guard regulations require that COa systemsin
clude a minimum 20-second delay between activation
of the system and the release of the gas to enable crew
men to escape.
3) Close the space tightly. It is essential to curtail the
now ofoxygen to the space and to contain the extin
guishing agent by closing doors, ventilators and ex
hausts. If there are no closures on ventilators or ex

hausts, you may have to seal them with blankets, pil
lows, mattresses or other materials.
4) Shut off main and auxiliary machinery and allow
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them to wind down before the system is triggered, or
the gas maybeexpelled through the exhaust system
and rendered ineffective. If the system is triggered
automatically by a heat orsmoke sensor, be sure that
sensors are adjusted so that the vessel's fire alarm
sounds before the fixed fire-extinguishing system is ac
tivated. Otherwise, the gas may be expelledbefore you
are aware of the fire and have had a chance to isolate

thespaceandshutoff the machinery. Many fishermen
prefer a manual triggeringsystem to preclude this pos
sibility.
5) Don't reopen sealed compartments prematurely.
The firemust be permitted to cool sufficientlyto pre
vent re-flash, or you may find yourselfwith a new fire
and no more extinguishing agent. Monitor the tem
peratures of adjacent bulkheads for at least a half-hour
before reopening or restarting machinery. If bulkhead
temperatures haven't dropped substantially, don't re
open. Ifnecessary* request a towand leave the com
partment seated until you have reached port and help
has arrived.

6) Before enteringa spacethat hasbeenflooded with
CO^ besureit has been ventilated sufficiently to pre
vent asphyxiation.
7) Fixed C02 and Halon 1301 extinguishing systems
should be tested annually bya qualified service facility.
C02cylinders should be recharged ifweight loss ex
ceeds 10 percent of the weight of the charge. Halon
cylindersshould be recharged if weight loss exceeds 5
percent or pressure drop exceeds 10 percent. In addi
tion, alarms, release mechanisms and automatic shut
downs should be tested, and all flexible connections
should be pressure tested.

CO2 displaces oxygen and would rapidlysuffocate any
oneremaining inthe space afterrelease. At High tem
peratures, Halonbreaks down intotoxins thatareex
tremely hazardous.

4.10 Fire Fighting
4.10.1 Sound the Alarm

A delay insounding the alarm usually allows a smallfire
to become a large one.

The crew member who discovers a fire or the

indication of fire must sound the alarm immediately.
When you sound the alarm, be sure to give the exact
location of the fire, including the compartment and
deck level. This is important forseveralreasons. It
confirms the location for the vessel's fire party and
gives them informationregarding the type of fire to
expect. The exactlocation may indicate the need to
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shut downcertain fuel,electric and ventilationsystems,
and it indicates what doors and hatches must be closed

to isolate the fire.

A distress call to the Coast Guard or standby
vessels should be made immediately. All extra crew
should prepare equipment to abandon ship.

4.10,2 Hidden Fires

Before a compartment or bulkhead door is
opened to check for fire, the door should be examined.

Ifflames can be seen, the location of the fire is
obvious. However, if only smoke is evident, the fire
may be hidden behind a bulkheador a compartment
door. If so, certain precautions must be taken. Discol
ored or blisteredpaint indicatesfire directlybehind the
door (Figure 4-29). Smoke puffing from cracks at door
seals or where wiringpasses through the bulkhead is
alsoan indicationof fire (Figure 4-30). The bulkhead
or door should be touched with the back ofa bare

hand. If it ishotter than normal, it is probably hiding a
fire.

Do not open a door hidinga fire until help, a
charged hoseline, and trained personnel are at hand
(Figure 4-31).

A fire burning in a closed compartment con
sumesthe oxygen within that space. Opening the door
will feedadditional oxygen to the fire, and usually
means that the firewill growin sizewith explosive
force.

Flames and superheated gases are then forced
out through the door,and anyone standing inthe path
couldbe severelyburned. Therefore, before opening
it,coolthe door with waterand have everyone stand
clear. Remember that opening a door to a fire-in
volvedspace will release heated gases into the area in

Figure 4-29. Adjacent surfaces may have to be cooled withwater
spray to prevent the transfer of heat by conduction.

which the hose teams are located. The vessel may be
positioned so that the apparent air movement is from
behind the attackingfire-fighters. These gasesare dan
gerous and they will kill! Removal is essential to fire
fighter survival,

4.10.3 Size-Up
Size-up is theevaluation of the fire situation.

The on scene leader should determine:
1) The class offire: what combustible materials are
burning?

Figure 4-30. Beforea compartment bulkheaddoor fe opened to check hr fire, the door should be examined.
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Figure 4-37. Do not open a door hiding a fireuntil help and a chargedhoseline are at hand.

2) The appropriate extinguishingagent.
3) The appropriate method ofattack.
4) How to keep the fire from spreading.
5) The required manpower and fire fighting assign
ments.

A small fire might be extinguishedby the first
fewcrewmembers to arrive. Larger fires require a co
ordinated attack and efficient use of manpower and
equipment. During size-up, or as soon thereafter as
possible, communications and a staging area should be
set up.

Station Bills

Each vessel should have a Fire Duty Station
Bill posted in a visiblelocation. Bypre-assigning re
sponsibilities to each crewmanand alerting each one
about what will be expected of him, the Station Bill
speeds the size-up and planning processes.

Communications

Communications with the captain should be
established by intercom or messenger. Communica
tions with fire fighting teams must be established and
maintained.

Staging Area
The staging area should be established in a

smoke-free area, as near as possible to the tire. An
open-deck location, windwardof the fire, is ideal.
However, if the fireis below deck deepwithin theves
sel, the staging area should be located below deck. A
location near an intercom, if feasible, would be helpful
in maintaining communications. However, the staging
area should not be located where it will beendangered
by fire.
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All supplies needed to support the fire
fighting effort should be brought to the staging
area.

4.10.4 Attacking the Fire
The attack should be started as soon as

possible, to gain immediatecontrol of the lire and
to prevent or minimize its spread. The attack will
either be direct or indirect, depending on the fire
situation, and the equipment availableand train
ing levelof the crewmen. Direct and indirect at
tacks differ widelyin how they achieve extinguish
ment; both are efficient when properly employed.

4.10.5 Direct Attack

In a direct attack, fire fighters advance to
the immediate fire area and apply the extinguish-
ing agent directly into the seat of the fire How
ever,if heat and smoke make it impossible to lo
cate or reach the seat of the fire, an indirect attack
should be considered.

4.10.6 Indirect Attack

An indirect attack is employed when it is
impossible for fire fighters to reach the seat of the
fire or they are not properly prepared as trained
fire fighters. Generally this is the case when the
fire is in the lower portions of the vessel. The suc
cess of an indirect attack depends on the complete
containment of the fire.

One technique involves making a small
opening low into the fire space, inserting a fire
hose nozzle and injecting a water spray. Heat con
verts the water spray to steam, which acts as a
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smothering agent Forthis method towork the space must becompletely sealedand the fire hot enoughto con
vert the water to steam (Figure 4-32).

C020R
HALON OUT

SIDE THE
SPACE.

IFIRE THAVEL^~>

T

Figure4-32. Inan indirect attack, altpossible avenues of firetravelmust be cut off by closing doors and hatchas, and shutting down
ventilation systems and exhausts.

Another indirect method is to flood the spacewith carbondioxideor Halon 1301. Here, too, the space
must be completely sealed (Figure 4-33).

Figure 4-33, Flooding the space with COz orHafon.

4.10.7 Ventilation

Ventilation is the action taken to release combustion products trapped within the vessel and vent them
outside the ship. Most fire fatalities result from asphyxiation by combustion gases or lack ofoxygen rather than
burning. However, ventilation is onlyused when a direa attack is made on a fire. During an indirect attack the
firearea mustbe kept as airtight as possibleto keep oxygen out.
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4.10.8 Preventing Fire Spread
If a fire can be prevented from spreading

beyond the space in whichit originated, it can usu
ally be controlled and extinguished without exten
sivedamage. To do this, the fire must be virtually
surrounded on six sides: fire fighters with hose lines
or portable extinguishers must be positioned to
cover the flanks and the spaces above and below the
fire. The possibilityof the fire traveling through
the venting system must also be considered. Many
times in a fire at sea, the life rafts, life rings and life
jackets (PFDs) are burned up before it occurs to
anyone that the burning vessel might
have to be abandoned. Provisions should be made

to safeguard and prepare life savingequipment dur
ing fire drills and actual fires.

4.10.9 Overhaul

Overhaul is begun after the main bodyof
the fire is out It is actually a combination of two
procedures:examination and cleanup. The purpose
of the examination is to find and extinguish hidden
fire and hot embers, and to determine if the fire has
spread to other parts of the vessel. At the same time
debris should be cleaned up and free water removed.
Any unsafe condition should be corrected. For ex
ample, hanging lagging should be removed, hanging
wires

should be secured, and all debris should be removed
to make the fire area as safe as possible.

4.10.10 When the Fire is Out

Before a fire can be considered out, the on-
scene leader must ensure that certain essential steps
have been taken. These include:

1)A thorough examination of the fire area to ensure
that all potential paths offire spread have been ex
amined.

2) All smoke and combustion gases have been re
moved through ventilation.
3) A reflash watch has been established. Crew
members must be assigned to do nothing but check
for re-ignition, and to sound the alarm if it occurs.
4) An examination has been made to see if the ves
sel has been damaged by the fire. High tempera
tures can cause decks, bulkheads and other struc
tural members to warp or become structurally un
sound.

5) Any necessarydewatering procedures havebeen
started.
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6) A muster has been conducted to account for all
personnel.

4.11 Coast Guard Required Fire
Extinguishing Equipment

The Commercial Fishing Industry Vessel
Safety Act of1988 provides general guidelines for
fire protection and fire fighting equipment, for
fishing vessels, including fire alarms and portable
and semi-portable fire extinguishingequipment
for combustible liquid fuel fires (refer to Appen
dix).

Each fire extinguisher is classified, by letter
and Roman numeral, to show the type of fire it is
expected to put out, and the size of the extin
guisher. The "letter" shows the type offire, the
"Roman numeral" shows the size. The amounts of

agent shown are the minimum agent weights for
each size category.

Fire extinguishers approved for uninspected
fishing vessels are hand portable, B-I or B-II, and
semi-portable B-III,B-rVand B-V classifications
(Tables 4-1,4-2,4-3).

UL listed extinguishers with a manufactur
ing date of 1972 or later (the year ofmanufacture
can be found on the label, valve or cylinder), may
be substituted for Coast Guard-approved extin
guishers using the table. Select the extinguisher
youare going to replace and be sure the ULextin
guisher has the same amount ofagent. All Type B
extinguishersmust havea UL5-B:C or higher rat
ing, such as UL 10-B:C classifications.

•Co-ast Guard

Classification
Dry

Chaaic&i "2

Halon
im/noi Foaa

Type/5Ll* LbB. Lb*. Lbs. Qallcha

A ii - - -
2 1/2

ft T 2 * 2 i/a 1 UA

e II 10 IS ip 2 1/J

a III 29 15 - 12

a IV JO M 20

a V 4u ioa
-

40

c I 2 * 2 va -

c II 10 13 10 -

Table 4-1. Coast Guard classification scheme and the amount of
fire extinguishing agent contained In each.
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Gross Tonnaga
Minimum number of B-II portable

Fire Extinguishers

0-50

50 - 100

100 - 500

500 - 1000

1000 - UP

Table 4-2. Minimum requirements for motor vessels more than 65
feet

vessel Length DI

under 16" 1

16' - Under 26' l

26' - Under 40* 2 or

40' - Under «s« 3 or

1 and

an

Table4-3. Minimum requirements for vessels 65 feet or less
(motorboats).

Note: Vessels may cany one less B-l if an
approvedfixedfireextinguishingsystem is
Installed In fib© machinery space.

An 'outboard' powered open construction vessel
is a vesset less than 26 feet in length in which;

1. There are no closed compartments under
thwartsand seats Inwhich portable fuel tanks may
be stored.

2. There am double bottoms that are not sealed to
the hull or which are not completely fitted with
floatation material.
3. Thereare no enclosed livingspaces.
4. There are no permanently installed fuel tanks.
5. Exceptionswhichdo not require thata fire
extinguisher be carried are:

1. Bait walla

2. Glove compartments
3. Buoyant flotation material
4. Open slatting flotation
5. Ice chests.

Note: In addition to the hand-portable fire
extinguishers, one B-ll hand portable fire
extinguisher shall be carried on board for each
1000 brakehorsepower (BHP) of main engines
or fraction thereof. However, not more than six
such B-ll extinguishers need to be carried.

Vessels over 300 gross tons must carryeither
one B-Hlsemi-portable tire extinguisher or
heve approved fixed fireextinguishingsystem
Installed In the-machinery space.

Space
Classifi
cation 'Quantity and location

safety anu
COcauji lentLftO.
corridors

Pilothouse

l in each sain corridor
net roc* then ISO feet
apart. (Hay be located
In stairwaya)

2 in vicinity or exit

Service space*
Galleys B-II or C-II 1 for each 2,500 aquare

feat or fraction thereof
suitable for hazards
involved.

paint lockera B-It i outside apace in
vicinity of exit

Accessible

Mgg-flg-O and
etcre.roots

1 far each 3,500 cqunre
feat or fraction thereof
located in the vicinity
of exits, either inside
or outside the spaces

worJMijopa
and •lcilar
spaces

a-II l outeido the space in
vicinity of exit

Machinery
spaces

internal
coabustlon
propelling
aachinery
space

B-II 1 for each 1.000 brake
horse power, t>ut not less
than z nor nor* than *

Electric
propulsion
actors or

generator* of
open type

C-II 1 far each propulsion
notar or generator unit

Auxiliary
spaces

internal
confcUStlgn

8-tI 1 cuts!do the space in
vicinity of exit

Electric

•nenjency

•potors or

generator*

C-tl 1 outside tha space in
vicinity of «xit

Table 4-4. Recommended firefightingequipment(Class A-B-C
Extinguishers are recommended for aff-purpose use, other than
Class D (metal) fires).
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4.11.1 Fire Extinguishers
Fire extinguishers must be clearly marked with a

permanent name plate snowing CG and/or UL ap
proval or listing for marine use.

Fire extinguishers mustbe held in placewitha
marineor non-corrosive motor vehicle-type mounting.

Fire extinguishers must be in good condition,
meaning that they are within weight and/or pressure
limits and free ofleaks and damage.

It is the responsibilityof the owner/operator to
show the Coast Guard that all fire extinguisherson
board are in good condition and meet the minimum
requirements,

4*11.2 Fireman's Outfit

Fishingvesselshaving provisions for a fire fight
ing party should have a sufficient number of fireman's
outfits on board the vessel, A fireman's outfit should

contain the following equipment:self-contained
breathing apparatus with lifeline attached, flashlight,
rigidhelmet, boots and gloves,protective clothing, and
fireaxe. It is importantwhena fireman's outfit ispro
vided that personnel be properly trained in its use.

Onvessels that do not carry approved fireman's
outfits, it is important that the crewmen protect them
selves as best they can from the effects ofsmoke and

Fire Prevention and Fire Fighting

flame. Wear heavy, layered clothing over the entire
body,preferably wool rather than cotton or polyester.
Just as layers ofclothing protect you from the cold,
trapped air within layers ofclothing provides cooling
when the body is exposed to high heat.

Always weargloves, the more heavily insulated
the better, and a hard hat or wool watch cap, not a
baseballcap. Foul weather rain gear is not an ap
proved form of protective clothing for fighting fires. In
contact with flame orburning material, the rubberized
cloth can melt and causepainfulburns. Ifnothing bet
ter is available, however, thick foul weather gear may
provide some protection during periodsof short expo
sure to high heat.

Each vessel should have at least one fire axe.

4.12 References

National Fire Protection Association. Pleasure and
CommercialMotorCraft Pamphlet No. 302. Battery-
march Park. Quincy,MA 02269. No publication date.

US Department ofCommerce. MaritimeTraining
AdvisoryBoard. Maritime Administration. Marine
FirePrevention, Fire Fighting andFireSafety, No publi
cation date.
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Seamanship

5.1 Introduction
Unfortunatelyj most fishing vessel accidents are

caused by human error. The secret ofsafety at sea is
KEEPING OUT of trouble, rather than GETTING
OUT,once you are in trouble. Everyone on board
should havea working knowledgeofbasic seamanship
and navigation. There is no substitute for hands-on
experience in your vessel in a variety of sea states and
conditions.

This chapter describes basicwatchkeeping and
seamanship skills; however, local conditions may re
quire you to have more in-depth skills.

5.2 Watchkeeping
Most accidents are caused by human error, and

mistakes are the result of a number of factors: lack of

training; poor attitude; lackof attention ("familiarity
breeds contempt"); and negligence.

As a fishing vessel crewmember, you have no
more critical duty than standing a steaming watch. The
person on watch is responsible for the lives of everyone
on board and for the safetyof the vessel. Staying
awake and being alert to what's going on both aboard
and around the vesselare the most basic requirements.

In addition to always knowing where the vessel
is and where it is going* the person on watch must
know how to deal with other traffic in the area. There

fore, a working knowledge of the rules of the road is
vital.

Mostimportant, ifin doubt, call thecaptain. When you
stand watch, you arehiseyes andears. It*syourjob to
keep htminformed.

The followingis a checklist of things that every
watchslander should know:

Vessel Details

* Length, beam and draft.
* The vessel'sturning diameter, stopping distance and
other handling characteristics. Remember, the heavier
the load, the longer it takes to stop.
* How to turn the vessel in the shortest time.
* How to turn the vessel in the least space.
* How the vessel handles in reverse.

* Location and function ofgauges (oil temperature
and pressure, engine water temperature, etc), and cor
rect action to take if they indicate a problem.
* Operation of internal vessel intercoms.
* How to operate the autopilot; how to convert from
automatic to manual steering.

* How to recognize an unseaworthy condition. Ex
amples: lack ofwatertight integrity; slack fluids in
tanks.

Navigation
* An understanding of the rules ofthe road.
* Location of the magnetic compass deviation card,
and how to apply error-
* An understanding of night eye reaction.
* How to take visual and electronic fixes, and to main
tain a dead reckoning (DR) plot.
* How to operate the radar, ioran, fathometer and
other navigation equipment
* How to determine when the risk ofcollision exists.

* An ability to read and interpret the information on a
chart.

* Knowledgeof ship-borne weather instruments and
how to use them.

* Knowledge of the characteristicsofvarious weather
systems.

Pishing Operations
* What to do if the fishinggear becomes fast on the
bottom or another obstruction.

* How to avoid running over fishing gear.
* How to communicatewith the deck crew. You must

warn them of heavy oncoming seas or other hazards.

Emergency Procedures
* How to sound the general alarm and what to do in
emergencies such as fire, rescue and assistance, man-
overboard, collision, and grounding.
* Location and number of personal flotation devices
and immersion suits.

* Location and capacity of life rafts.
* How to release and inflate liferafts.

* Location and useof flares, distress signals and
EPIRBs.

* Location and identity of all alarms (smoke, fire,
bilge, etc.).
* Radio procedures; how to broadcast a distress mes
sage.

As you Prepare to Take Over the Watch Ensure
that you:
* Are well rested.

* Have established your night vision if it is a night
watch (besure to protect your vision from sources of
bright light).
* Knowthe positionof the vesselon the chart and how
and when the position was obtained.
*Know the vessel'scourse and speed.
* Know the identity of any navigation marks either in
sight or expected.
* Know the depth of the water.
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*Knowwhat navigation equipment is in use, its capa
bilities and limitations.
* Know what weather is expected.
* Know the prevailing and predicted tides and cur
rents.

* Know the direction and speed of the true and relative
wind.

*Knowofany navigational hazards to be expected.
*Are informed of anyspecialorders that apply to your
watch.

*Knowthe compass error, if any.
* Know the location and movement of traffic in the
area.

* Havethe correct navigation lightsburningif it is
dark or you are in conditions of reduced visibility.

Visual Checks

After making sure the vessel is where it should
be, is headed in the right direction and is safelynavi
gating through traffic, you must ensure the smooth and
safe operation of the boat. Regularly check the engine
controls and gauges. At each watch change, monitor
the engine room and other compartments to ensure
that they are not flooding with water, smoke, oil, eta
Scan the decks regularly for loosegear. Keepcirculat
ing tanks either pressed up and full,or completely
empty.

Periodic Checks During Each Watch
* Makesure the helmsman or autopilot ison course.
* Establishthe standard compass error at leastonce
per watch,
* Compare magnetic and gyro compasses.
*Test the steeringsystem in the manual position.
* Make sure navigationand signal lights,and other
navigation equipment are functioning properly.

Restricted Visibility
When visibilityis restricted, the first responsibil

ityof the personon watch is to complywiththe rules
of the road. Where necessary, you must slowto a safe
speed and sound fog signals. A good rule of thumb for
a safespeedin limited visibility is that you canstopthe
vessel in half the distance of the visibility. If the vessel
is not underway, ready the engines for immediate use.
The person on watch should also;
* Inform the captain.
* Post lookouts. The lookouts should have no other
duties that interfere with (heir observations.

* Change to manual steering if the vessel is in con
gested waters.
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*Turn on navigation lights.
* Operate and use radar.

Taking Chances
Don't Your responsibilities as a watchstander

are too great to permit any risk-taking or inattention
to detail. The only way to ensure the safetyof the ves
sel and its crewis to followproper watchslanding pro
cedures in every instance. Remember, if you have any
doubt whatsoever about conditions on or around the

vessel, call the captain at once.

Choosing the Watch, Combating Fatigue
The captain must assess the crew and assign

watches only to crewmen who are in good physical and
mental shape. The crewman who has been up the
longest or out the latest should get the last watch. It is
advisable to use "snooze" or wake-up alarms whenever
fatigue poses a potential hazard.

Common Causes of Groundings
* Too much reliance on radar and Loran without

cross-checking other means ofnavigation.
* Improper application ofcompasserror.
* Failure to use visual navigation aids.
*Failure to read the Notice to Mariners concerning
temporary or missing aids to navigation.
* Failure to use the fathometer.

* Failure to account for set and drift

* Mistakes in identifying lights or other fixed aids to
navigation.
* Failure to maintain a good DR track,
* Failure to take enough fixes.
* Improper reliance on floating aids to navigation.

Common Causes of Collisions

* Lack of familiarity with the rules of the road.
* Failure to establish soon enough that the risk of col
lision exists.

* Failure to turn on running lights.
* Failure to check for steady bearing in a closingsitu
ation.

* Poor judgment in evaluating effects ofwind and cur
rent

* Failure to understand the vessel's turning character
istics.

* Failure to keep a sharp lookout
* Using both radars on long range.
* Using both radars on short range.
* Failure to switch from automatic to manual steering
in congested waters.
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Common Causes of Floodlngs, Founderlngs, and
Capslztngs
* Lackof understandingof the factorsthat governsta
bility.
* Failure to refer to the vessefs stability book or follow
its recommendations.

* Overloading.
* Improper tanking.
* Failure to maintain watertight integrity.
* Poor judgment about when and where to go fishing.

When to Call the Captain
*At the onset of restricted visibility.
* When you encounter heavy traffic.
* Ifyou are experiencingdifficultyin maintaining
course.

* When you fail to sight land or an aid to navigationas
expected.
*When you havean unanticipated change insound
ings.
* When you unexpectedlysight land or a navigation
mark

* If there is failure of engines, steering gear or essential
navigation gear.
* If there is anyquestion about the vessel's seaworthi
nessor ability to handle prevailing weather and sea
conditions.

* If your relief is unfit
*Wheneveryouare in doubtabout the vessel's safety
or how to proceed.

Circumstances suchas thoselisted above may
force you to take immediate action to preserve the
safetyof the vessel. If you must act on your own au
thority, alert the captainat the earliestpossible oppor
tunity.

Your Relief

Always make sure that your relief is awake, alert
and well informed before you leave him on watch. If
he looks unfit for watchstanding,don't turn over the
helm to him. Do not leave the wheelhouse untilyou
are relievedbya competent replacement

At Anchor

Maintain a continuous anchor watch whenever
thecaptain deems it necessary. Aftersettingthe an
chor,the captainshould plot the vessel's position on
an appropriate chart as soon as possible. As crew,you
should:

* Maintainan efficientlookout Make frequent checks
of your position to determine if the anchor is dragging.
Ifpossible, uselights or landmarks to establish a range.

Visual or electronic bearings and soundings are other
means of checking your position. Setting the radar
range ring on the shoreline and using fathometer
alarms are good backup methods of monitoring your
position. However, remember that nothing replaces
vigilance and the human eye,
* Inspect the vessel periodically.
* Observe weather, tidal and sea conditions.
* Make sure that engines and other machineryare al
ways ready.
* If visibilityis obscured, notify the captain and sound
the appropriate fog signal
* Make sure that proper navigation lights are burning.
* Check the anchor cable for vibration, a good sign
that the anchor is dragging.
* Notify the captain and take necessary measures if the
vessel begins to drag.

Night Vision
Learning to "see" navigation hazards at night

takes practice. Your eyes respond more slowlyin the
dark, and they will perceivea movingobject more eas
ily than one standing still. It is sometimes easier to see
something out of the corners ofyour eyes rather than
looking straight ahead.

Anyexposure to white lightat night willgreatly reduce
nigfrt vision. A carelessly usedflashlight? anopen hatch,
oreven theflareofa match mayreduceyour ability to
see. High intensitysodium lights onan approachingves
selwill destroy your nigfit vision andobscure itsrunning
lights.

Night Vision Rules
* Giveyour eyes at least 15 minutes to adjust to the
dark before reporting for watch. Wear red goggles in
lighted areas.
* At night useonly dim red lights in the wheelhouse.
* Scan the horizon slowly and regularly.
* Use clean binoculars.

* Keepin good physical condition: fatigue,alcohol,
drugs and tobacco lessen dark adaptation.
* Extinguish high intensity lights at least two miles
awayfrom an approaching vessel. Call other vesselson
Channel 16 if they fail to extinguish all but their run
ninglights in an approachingsituation.

The effect ofbright sunlight on the eyes lasts
long after the sun goes down. Persons exposed to
strong sunlight during the day see only half as well at
night Protect your eyeswith dark glasses on bright
days.
* At night, look to one side, above or below object
being observed.
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5.2.1 Suggested Watchkeeping Standards *
•(from the North Pacific Fishing Vessel Owner's Asso
ciation)

All personnel involvedin the operation of the
vessel are required to be familiar with and maintain
these standards while underway:

L The captain is ultimately and totally responsible
for the selection, training and competencyof the crew
and enforcement of these standards. Any accidents
aboard or involving the vessel are his responsibility.

IL Specificwatch instructions from the captain, in
cludingcalls and procedures, are inviolate and not sub
ject to any discretion or interpretations by the watch-
stander.

ML The captain should, at a general meeting or
prior to sailing, instruct the crew as to the watch stan
dards expected aboard the vessel. Any questions can
be raised at that time. Replacements should receive a
similar briefingin the presence of the rest of the crew.

IV. The watchshould not be criticizedfor alerting
the captain to apparent orsuspectedchanges in condi
tions or equipment malfunctions.

V. If practical, there shouldbe twomenon watchin
the wheelhouse at all times on inside waters or within

captain-specified distances of an expected landfallor
shoal condition, or at any time deemed necessaryby
the captain for the safety of the vessel and its crew.

VI. On a two-manwatch,one should be designated
by the captain as Watch Chief in charge of the watch.
Prudence dictates that the most experienced hands will
be pairedwith lessexperienced personneland such
watches should be used to train less experienced crew-
membersin navigation and seamanship. This includes
the use ofcompass, radios, radar, Loran, fathometer
and other navigational aids,both as primaryinstru
ments and as cross checks. Rules of the road should be

periodically reviewed.

VII. Normally, if a voyagebeginswith an unrested
crew,discretion willdictate that the captain stand the
first watch.
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VIII. Normally, the watch should be called 15 minutes
beforehand. The watch on duty should ensure that the
chartsand publications required for the reliefare
available and in good order. Running lights should be
checkedby the watch at dusk and prior to each relief
during the hours ofdarkness. High intensity lights are
not to be used down below or near other traffic

DC The watch on duty is not relieved until the relief
arrives in the wheelhouse, an orientation takes place
and is noted in the log. The orientation should include
position information, the condition of the vessel, run
ninglights,and the current course. The coursewillbe
logged and repeated verballyby the relief.

X. No recreational reading material, TV or radio
sets should be allowed in the wheelhouse.

XI. The use ofalcohol, drugs, or any substance that
alters judgment prior to or during a watch may be
grounds for relief and immediate dismissal. Tne U.S.
Coast Guard has set legal intoxication limits based on
bloodalcohol levels. Individual company policywould
determinereliefand dismissal policy.

XII. A ship's log should be kept in the wheelhouse.
a. No erasures should be made.

b. Corrections should be made after lining out
the error.

c Any observations should be noted in the log.
d. Watch changes and orientations, including

the course at the time of relief, should be noted.
e. All personal injuries must be reported to the

skipper immediately and logged,
f. All accidents, incidents or breakdowns should

be entered immediately.

XIIL The captainshouldmake periodicspot checks of
the watch on duty and record in the log. Any discrep
ancywill be noted in the log.

Note:The aboveare suggested standards and subject
to modifications or expansion at the decision of the
captain. While the captain bears the ultimate burden
of responsibility for the well being of the vessel and
crew, always bear in mind that the safety of the vessel
and your crewmates is entrusted to the watch.
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5.3 ShiphandMng
Tbo much headwayis the cause of nearly all shiphandlingaccidents. If you're in doubt about whether you

havetoo muchheadwaywhilemakingan approach,stop and beginfroma stopped position.
Reverse isyouronly brake. Test reversebeforeyou need it, especially if you have been at sea for a longtime

andhaven't used it Don't waituntil you are bearingdown on a pier or another boat to discoverreverseisn't work
ing.

Experiment withstopping distances and turningcircles in calmconditions. Remember, the moreway you
haveon, or the heavieryour load, the longer it will take to backdownto a stop. Your turning circlewillbe greater
at speed than froma standingstart becauseofsideslip. From a standingstart, putting the wheelhard over at full
throttle produces the minimum turning circle.

The average vesselwill pivot about a point approximatelyone-third of the length of the vessel measured aft
from the bow(Figure5-1). Use springlines to comealongsideor get away in tight quarters. For example,to
clearthe stern in a starboard-to-mooring, use the after bowspringand go ahead slowwith hard right rudder.

Phot point.

Figure 5-1. (a) Pivotpoint, (b) Using spring lines.

Carefully monitor the effects ofwindand current when maneuvering in tight quarters.
Reversinga single screwvesselcreates transverse or sidethrust that mayhamper control. The helmsman

mustunderstand the effects of transversethrust in maneuvering a vesselalongsidea wharfor pier. Side force
walksthe stem in the direction of propeller rotation. It is greatest when the ship is dead in the water and de
creasesrapidlyas speed increases (Figure 5-2).
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Figure 5-2, Side force walks thestem In the directionof propellerrotation. Reversinga right-hand screw makes
portsids docking easier.
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A right-hand screwwalks the stern to port in reverse, so it's easierto comealongside a pier port-side-to
thanstarboard-to. You can nose up to a port-side pier and use reverse to bring the stern in. To come alongside
starboard-to, yon have to come in straighter because reversewillwalkyou away. Make a starboard-to landing at
slower speed since you can't use as much reverse.

Withsternway, stoppingtheengines and puttingthe rudderhalfoverwillproducea faster turn than putting
the rudder hard over.

Whenever the vessel isbeing brought alongsidea wharfor pier, crewmenshould be stationed fore and aft
with mooring lines.

In windy conditionsor strong tides, you maywant to havean anchor readywhengoingalongsideor maneu
vering in tight quarters.

5.4 Recovering Objects from the Water

The followingare step-by-stepexplanationsof the four most common recoverymethods.

5.4.1 Williamson Turn

(Refer to Figure5-3).

1)Put the rudderoverfull in the samedirection as the man (thisswings thestern away from him). For example, if
a person fell over the starboard side, put the rudder over full to starboard. Stop the engine.
2) When clear of the man, go ahead with the engine. Continue using full rudder.
3) When the headingis 60 degrees beyond the original course, shift the rudder to fullover in the opposite direc
tionwithout havingsteadied on a course. 60degreesis proper for manyvessels, but youwill need to findthe exact
amount through trial and error.
4) Come to the reciprocal of the original course,usingfull rudder. For example, ifyour original course was 090
degrees, you should be steady on 270 degrees after turning.
5) Use the enginesand rudder to get into proper final position: vessel upwind of the man and dead in the water
with the man along-side,well forward of the propellers.

PRIMARY USE ANALYSIS

Advantages Disadvantages

Used in reduced
visibility because
i! makes good the
original track.

Used when it is
believed thai a man fell
overboard some time
previously bu1 he is not
in sight

Simplicity

Makes good the
original track

Slow

Takes ihe boat a
relatively great
distance from
Ihe man. which

may result in
losing sighi of him

Figure S-3. The Williamson method.
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5.4.2 Anderson or One-Turn
(refer to Figure 5-4)

1)Put the rudder overfull in thesame direction as theman (thisswings thesternaway from him). For example, if
a person fellover the starboardside,put the rudderoverfullstarboard. Stop the engine.
2) When clearof the man, goaheadfull. Continueusing fullrudder.
3)When abouttwo-thirds of theway around, back theengine two-thirds or full. Stop theengines when the man is
within about 15 degrees of the bow, then ease the rudder and back the engines as required to attain the proper fi
nal position (sameas that for the Williamson method).
4) Manyvariations of thismethod are used. Theydiffer primarily in the useofone or both engines on twin screw
vessels, and the moment at which theyare stoppedand backedto return to the man and tighten the turn. The vari
ation youuseshould reflect individual vessel characteristics, sea conditions,and personal preferences.

PRIMARY USE ANALYSIS

Advantages Disadvantages

Used by vessels
which have consider
able power avaiiabfe
and a tight turning
circle,

Fastesl recovery
method.

Requires very
skillful ship-
handling because
of 1he lack of a
straight approach
to the man

Figure 5-4. The Anderson or One-tum.

5,4.3 Y-Backing
(Refer to Figure 5-5)

1) Put the rudder overfull in the same directionas the man (this swings the stem away from him). For example, if
a personfell overthe starboard side, put the rudderoverfull to starboard. Stop the engine.
2) When clearof the man,backthe enginewithfullpower, using oppositerudder to attain the proper final posi
tion (same as for other recovery methods).

PRIMARY USE ANALYSIS

Advantages Disadvantages

Used by vessels with The vessel Backing into
low height of eye. remains compar Ihe wind and sea
The vessel remains atively close to may result in
comparatively close to the man. poor control of
the man, making it Ihe vessel.
easier to keep him in
sight.

figure 5-5. Y-bacldng.
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5.4.4 Racetrack Turn
(Refer to Figure 5-6),

1)Avariation of theone-turn method which provides a desirable straight final approach to theman.
2)Putthe rudder over full in thesame direction astheman (this swings thesternaway from him). Forexample, if
a person fell over the starboardside,put the rudderoverfull to starboard. Stop the engine.
3)When clear ofthe man, goahead full and continue using full rudder untilyou come to thereciprocal ofthe
original course. For example, ifyou original course was 090 degrees, steady upon270 degrees after turning.
4) Hold thereciprocal course tong enough soyou can makea straight final approach to theman on theoriginal
course.

5) Use full rudder to turn to the man.
6) Use theengine and rudder toget in theproper final position (the same asfor other recovery methods).

PRIMARY USE ANALYSIS

Advantages Disadvantages

Used in good visibility
when a straight final
approach leg Is dasired.

Straight final
approach leg
makes it easier
to attain the pro
per final position.

Ship will return to
the man if he is
lost Irom sight.

Reasonably fast.

Effective when
wind was from

beam on original
course.)

Slower than
One-turn method.

Figure5*6, The Racetrack turn.

5.5 Shallow Water
Speed increases draft byforcing water away from

the bowand creating a trough afL At highspeed in
shallowwater, the propellerdrives wateraway from
itself and creates a partial water vacuum,whichsets up
vibration throughout the vesseland increases draft.
Vibrationwarnsof the dangerof grounding. Reduce
speed to dead slow in shallow water, don't try to power
through a potential grounding.

5.6 Navigating Inlets
Tidalinletsarc one of theworstplaces to be in

violent weather. Shoalwaterbuilds up treacherous
surf that often cannot be seen from seaward.
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When offshore swells ma into shallower water

alongthe beach,theybuild up steep waves because of
resistance from the bottom. Natural inletson sandy
beaches, unprotected bybreakwaters, usuallybuild up
a bar across the mouth. When the swells reach the bar
their form changes rapidly, theybecome short,steep-
sided waves that tend to break where the water is shal
lowest

When approaching from offshore, the sea may
be relativelysmooth while the inlet from seaward may
not look as bad as it actually is. Breakers may run clear
across the mouth, even in a buoyed channel.

Shoals shift so fast with movingsand, that buoys
do not always indicatethe best water. Localcaptains
often leave the buoyed channel and are guided by the
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appearance of the sea, picking the best depth by
the smoothest surface and the absence ofbreak

ers. A stranger is disadvantaged here because he
may not care to risk leaving the buoyed channel.
He should thus have a local pilot if possible, or
he might lay off or anchor until he can follow a
local boat in.

If you must get through without local
help, these suggestions may make things more
comfortable; Don't run directly in, but wait out
side the bar until you have had
a chance to watch the action of

wavesas they pile up at the
most critical spot in the chan
nel, which will be the shallow
est. Usually they will come
along in groups of three, some
times more. The last sea will

be bigger than the rest and by
watching closely you can pick
it out of the successive groups*

When you are ready to
enter, stand off until a big one
has broken or spent its force
on the bar, and then run
through behind it Watch the
water both ahead and behind
your boat; control your speed
and match it to that of the

waves. An ebbing current
builds up a worse sea on the
bars than the flood does be

cause the rush ofwater out

works against and under the in
coming swells. If the sea looks
too bad on the ebb, it is better
to keep off a few hours until
the flood has had a chance to
begin.

Departing through in
lets is less hazardous than en

tering, as the boat is on the
safe side of the dangerous area
and usuallyhas the option of
staying there. If you do decide
to go out you can spot danger
ous areas more easily, and a
boat heading into surfis more
easily controlled than one run
ning with the swells. On the
other hand, the skipper of a boat
outside an inlet mayhave to en
ter, and can onlyattempt it in the
safest possible manner.

5.7 Radiotelephone Operating
Procedures
Choose the Correct Channel or Frequency

Each of the marine frequencies and channels is
authorized for a specific type of communication.
Therefore, you must choose the correct channel for
each type of communication. The authorized use for
each channel is given in Table 5-1.

16

L56.eOHHr

DISTRESS AND SAFETY: Ship to Shore and Intership Guarded.
24 hours by tha Coast Guard. No routine messages allowed
other than to establish use o£ a working channel.
CALLING: Ship to Shore and Intership. Use Channel 16 to
establish contact, then switch to the appropriate working
channel.

06

156.30 KH*

INTERSHIP SAFETY; Ho routine messages si loved- This
channel Is limited Co: talking with the Coast Guard and
others at the scene of an emergency, and to get
Information on che aovomanc of vessels.

22

157.10 HUt

(21 In
Canada}

161.65 MHt

COAST GUARD COrtmlNlCATION channel. Hoc guarded! by Che
C.C., but after vessel makes contact vlth the C.S. for
non-distress calls on Channel 14. the c.Q. will tell you
to Switch to and use only 22 for eonraunleating. C,C,
Heather Advisories and Notices to Mariners are also

broadcast on Channel 22. C.G. announces times of these
broadcasts on Channel 16.

09 Ship to Shore and Intership: only channel common to both
Commercial and Pleasure craft. Also for use to United

ohore stations, marines, yacht clubs, etc. (Your
electronics dealer should know local frequencies.)

12.14 Ship to Shore and Intership: Port operations,
harboroasters, etc, (tour electronics dealer should haw*
local frequencies.)

13 Inter/ship, Commercial. 7oc ocean vessels, dredges, tugs,
etc. Bridge and lock information. Honltored 24 hours by
Cc-snnerclaL craft.

68,69.71,72,7BA Ship bo Shore and Internship, Pleasure craft only, Shore
stations are marinas, etc. For pleasure craft this is the
best Channel for general communication,

70 SOT authorized for non-commercial or commercial

Ship-to-ship calls. Authorised ONLY for distress, safety
or general purpose calls-using digital selective calling
(DSC). Ships trust have special equipment for D5C.

24.25,26,27.28.
84.85,86 and 87

Marine Telephone Operators

15 K0AA Weather Reports - primarily weather channels- UX-1.
Wl-2, «.3 (receive only)

Table 5-1. VHF channel numbersand their designated usa.
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FCC Requirements
A vessel equipped with any radio transmitting

device(VHF-FM or SSBradio, radar or EPIRB), must
havea current ship station licenseissued bythe FCC

At all times when the radiotelephone is turned
on and you are not actually communicating,you must
maintaina listeningwatch on the distress and calling
frequency - either156.$MHz (Channel 16) or 2182
KHz, You must log all distress calls and auto-alarm
signals you hear in a radio log book.

Radio checks may not be conducted with the
Coast Guard. Conduct radio checks with another ves

sel or station on a working frequency. Do not use
Channel 16 or 2182 KHz.

5.7.1 Distress Communications
In thi event of an emergency, it is extremelyim

portant to establish radio communications immedi
ately with the Coast Guard or another vessel,using
VHF-FM or singlesideband (SSB)equipment. Do not
waituntil the situation isout ofcontrol. At that point,
there may be no power to the radio, or it maybe too
late for rescueunits to respond.

Note: all vesselsare required to monitor the
callingand distressfrequencies, Channels16(VHF)
and 2182 (SSB), for good reason. You maybe the ves
sel in the best position to assist another vessel in dis
tress,or to relay important information to rescue units.
In addition, marine weather warnings and notices to
mariners are announced on Channel 16, then transmit
ted on Channel 22*

Radio Telephone (voice) Distress Messages
The use of proper format is essential in the

transmissionof distress messages. The urgencyof the
situation requires that distress messages be as briefand
clear as possible, while still containing all necessary
information. All crewmen must understand distress
message format and transmission procedures.

If you need information or assistance from the
Coast Guard, call on either 2182 KHZ (SSB)or Chan
nel 16 (VHF). Yon will then be advised to shift to a
workingfrequencyto transmit your message,, allowing
the distress frequency to remain clear.

Radio Telephone Alarm
Transmit the radio telephone alarm signal (if

available) for approximatelyone minute prior to the
distress call. The signal consists of two audio tones of
differentpitch that are transmittedalternately. Use it
to attract the attention of persons on watch, and only
use it to announce that a distress call is about to fol
low.
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Making the Distress Call
Ifyouare in distress (threatened bygraveand

imminent danger), transmit the International Distress
Call on either 2182KHZ or 156.8MHZ (channel 16
VHF-FM). Speak slowlyand clearly and give the fol
lowing information. Use the following format:

* MAYDAY, MAYDAY, MAYDAY, THIS IS (your
vessel name and call sign) repeated three times.
* Describe the nature ofihe emergency.
*Giveyour position in latitude and longitude, loran
coordinates, or reference to a known geographical po
sition and depth of water. Says a Coast Guard veteran,
"Give us everythingyou've got" that pertains to your
location.

Once you have established two-way communica
tions with another station, you maypass on additional
information.

* Description of vessel - length, colors, construction,
type.
* Number ofpeople aboard.
* Radio frequencieson board.
* Lifesavingand survival equipment on board.
* On-scene weather.

* Whatassistance is requested fromthe Coast Guard.
* If you have an EPIRB, that it will be activated if no
reply is heard.
* Present seaworthiness ofyour vessel
* Homeport, owner's name and telephone number.
* Official numberofvessel.

* Cargo aboard.

If H Is a Medical Emergency, Give
* Name and call sign of your vessel.
* Your position.
* Victim's name and age,
* Nature and complete description of the problem.
Relay the victim'svital signs, if you are able (see Chap
ter 12,Medical Emergencies). Include a past history of
similar problems if it is available.
* Medicine administered or available.

* Name and phone number of victim's physician.
For more information on reporting medical

emergencies, see the chapter on Coast Guard Stan
dards & Procedures, In cases where evacuation is ci

ther not necessary or not possible, medical advice may
be passedvia the Coast Guard.

Phonetic Spelling Alphabet
The spelling alphabet is to be used to identify

letters when spelling out words, names, abbreviations
and call signs in voice communications (Table 5-2).
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The spelling alphabet is to be used to identify letters when spelling out words, names, abbreviations and call signs
in voice communications,

Letter Letter

to bo Identifying to be Identifying
Identified Word ' Spoken as: Identified Word * Spoken as:

A AJfa ALFAH N November NO VEM BER

B Bravo BRAH VOH O Oscar OSSCAH

C Charlie CHAR LEE (or SHAR Lee) P Papa PAH PAH

D Delta DELL TAH Q Quebec KEH BECK

E Echo ECKOH R Romeo ROW ME OH

F Foxtrot FOKSTROT S Sierra SEE AIR RAH

G Golf GOLF T Tango TANG GO

H Hotel HOH TELL u Uniform YOU NEE FORM (or 00 NEE FORM)

1 India IN DEE AH V victor VIK TAH

J Jutiett JEW LEE ETT w Whiskey WISS KEY

K Kilo KEY LOH X X-ray ECKSRAY

L Lima LEEMAH Y Yankee YANG KEY

M Mike MIKE z Zulu ZOO LOO

' The syllabiBs to be Bmphaslzad are in bold face type.

Table 5-2. Phonetic Spelling Alphabet.

5.8 Radar for Collision Avoidance
The increasing efficiency ofelectronic naviga

tion aids is both a blessing and a curse. They have
madethe workof navigation far easier,but people
tend to relyon them too completely - even to the ex
clusion ofusing old-fashioned but useful devices such
as binoculars. You must understand the fundamentals
of navigation and useyour eyesand your head to con
stantly check electronic information.

Never rely on any one source of navigation in
formation to the exclusion ofother sources. Be sure

all ofyour sources agree with each other. If one source
doesn't check out, follow up on it, and recheck it.
Never blindly trust any source of navigational informa
tion; always apply the "seaman's eye"and common
sense.

Since radar and other electronic devices become
primary navigation aids in lowvisibility, practice using
them in good weather-

Radar

Radar mustbeusedon theproper range scaleswhenever
visibility is tow, orincongested waters.

Details about radar operation for navigationis
discussedin section 6.4.2. However, it is important to

note that a basic trick of watchstanding often ignored
is the use of the radar cursor to giver early warning of
collision. When a target appears on the scope, rotate
the cursor to put the line directly on top of the blip. If
the target stays on this line as it gets closer, you're on a
collision course (Figure 5.7). This is known as con
stant bearing/decreasing range.

If you already have the cursor on one target and
another appears, you can note the bearing on the ring
around the radar screen, or, if the target is in sight, you
can take a visual sight and observe whether the angle
between your vessel and the target changes or remains
constant. If the angle remains constant as range de
creases,you are on a collision course. For example, if
you see lights in line with the bow chock and they stay
right there as they get brighter, you know you've got a
problem.

The best way to use radar as an anti-collision
tool in crowded waters is to use a Maneuvering Board
rather than to try and solve relative motion problems
in your head. Any text on radar navigation will explain
how to use one.

Large vesselswith sophisticated radar systems
may be equipped with Video Plotters. These devices
provide an electronic record of target motion similar
to what has traditionally been accomplished by means
of a Maneuvering Board.
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Figure 5-7. Abasic trick ofwatchstandlng ohen Ignored1$ Jfre use ofthe radar cursor togiveeariy warning ofcollision. Whan a
targetappearson tha scope, rotate thecursor toputthe line diractfy on top oftheblip. Ifthetarget stayson thislineas itgets
closer,you're on a collision coursa. Thl$ 1$ (mown as constant bearing/decreasing range.

5.9 Avoiding Collisions at Sea
*Often in meeting or crossing a big ship,theburden
for avoiding a collision rails upon you, because theship
cannot maneuver fast enough to keep clear.
* Largediesel orsteam engines cannot be thrown into
reversequicklywhen a ship is running full ahead. It
takesbig shipsa long time to stop evenafter the en
ginesare reversed, and they cover a lot ofwater in the
process.

* Once the ship's engines are/utf astern there is noth
ingelsethe captaincando. Reversing may causehim
to losecontrolof the ship. In mostcases, thereversing
action will cause the bow to swingto starboard.
* Aship that isstowingdowndoes not steer verywell.
Ashipwith itsengine andpropeller stopped steers
verypoorly. Ifthe captain feelsa turn willsave the
situation, he maynot slowdown and risk losingcontrol
of the ship.
*Bigships don't slowdownwhen it gets dark. Keep
youreyeout forbigshipsafter dark,and be sureyour
navigation lightsare working properly andare bright
enough to be seen.
* Ifyou meet a bigship, night or day, makea large,
early coursechange. Then the pilotwillhave nodoubt
about whichwayyou are heading (Figure 5-8).
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* Ifyou are being overtaken bya bigship at night, use
a search lightor flare-up light to warnhim ofyour po
sition, but nevershine the light toward the ship's bridge
or youmayhamper the pilot'snightvision(Figure 5-
9).

Figure 5-9. Ifyou'rebeing overtakenby a big ship, use a flare-up
lightto Illuminate yourown vessel. Nevershine the flare-up light
at thebridge of the big ship.

* Bigshipswill typicallywait until small craftare fairly
close aboard before changing course because they want
to avoidhavingto make multiplecoursechanges
should the small craft change their headings. Most
ship pilots willattempt to set a courseandhold it in
waterscongestedwith small craft
* If a bigship running at fullspeed has beguna sharp
turn to avoidyou and it appears the turn is insufficient
to eliminate the collision, you have to get out of the
way. The ship cannot increaseits rateofswing.
*Largeships travel quickly. For vesselsthat travelat
20 knots or more at sea, dead slow may mean 9 knots.
* Bigships travelquickly, even in poorvisibilityor
congested waters, for reasons that may range from
maintainingmaneuverabilityto stayingon schedule.
* Keep in mind that even bigships can havesteering
and engine failures.
* Visibility from many ships is poor, especially when
boomsand mastsstick up like a forest in frontof the
wheelhousewindows (Figure 5-10).
* If you hear a big ship's whistle in fog, a veteran pilot
recommends that you contact the othervessel and alert
them to your presence. A possible action that may be
decided upon is lo stop your vessel and let the ship
maneuver around you by means of its radar. The ship's
pilot will be better able to take avoidingaction ifhe
doesn't have to guess which wayyou're going.
* In other conditions, although big ships use dual ra
dars, pilots recommend that you take avoiding action
rather than rely on a big ship to pick up your boat by
radar after dark, in either fair weather or foul.

Figure $-10. View from thebridge. When a smaltvessel passes in front ofa big ship, tfiaship's pilot loses visualcontactlong before the
pointof impact
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* Whena smallvesselcrossesahead of a bigship,
the pilot of the ship losesvisualcontact longbe
fore the point of impact. Once he loses sight, the
pilotdares not turn the ship becausehe doesn't
knowwhat the smaller vessel is doing.
*Following currents can make steering a big
shipverydifficult, especially ifyou force it to
slow down. Lateralcurrentscancausea shipto
bear down on you even if it appears to be head
ingin a directionthat should carry it safely past.
Givebigshipsextra room in strong currents.
*The large sail area of a big ship maycause it to
make considerable leewayin strong winds. Give
it plentyofmaneuvering room to fight the wind.
*A bigship probablycannot hear yourwhistle
signal.
*Always maintainproper runninglightsduring
hours of darknessor lowvisibility and display
*Afterstartinga turn at full speed,a bigship
willmove ahead a considerable distance (in the
direction of its original course) beforecoming to
a new heading 90 degrees from the original
You must be beware of this advance that occurs
whena bigship is turningin yourvicinity. A
turning ship also experiencestransfer (move
ment in the direction of the new heading)as it
makes a turn. Figure 5-11 shows that transfer is
half the distance of advance. The transfer factor
may placevessels to thesideof a bigshipin dan
ger if it is a forced to turn to avoid collision.

Figure 5-11. Advance and transfer.
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5.10 Heavy Weather
Ifyou have no alternative but to ride out a storm

at sea, youmuststorm-proofyourvessel: button up,
secure loose gear, and ready safety and emergency gear.

Secure deck cargo at thefirstsign ofheavy
weather

There can be no hard and fast rules for

heavy-weather tactics. Too manyvariables exist in
the weather; sea state; type, design and condition
of vessel; crewcompetence; loading;geographical
position;etc. But failing to recognize an ap
proachingstorm and/or not preparing for a storm
maybe fatal mistakes,

5.10.1 Heavy Weather Handling
A boat will pound heavily going to weather

with a head sea. This pounding can damage the
bottom plating, frames, engineholddowns, port
holes, bridge windows, deckhouse plating, ladders,
etc You can also damage the engine's gearbox
and shaft if the propeller races when the stern lifts
out of the water.

Reduce speed as soon as you notice heavy
seas coming from up ahead, since even minimal
pounding can damage the vessel. Adjust the
throttle until the bow rises with the oncoming
waves rather than driving into them. Taking the
seas on the port or starboard bow also lessens
some of the pitch (Figure5-12).
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Figure5-12, Heavy weather handling.

At the right speed, going to weather is safer than
having the weather abeam or astern. If there is suffi
cient room, speed can be reduced until only steerage-
wayis maintained, and the vessel is "hove-to" or jog
ging with the seas at an angle to the bow.

Running before big seas is dangerous because
the hull is lifted by the stern and you can lose steerage-
wayand power, and broach in the trough. When con
ditions warrant, reduce speed and let the swellsroll by,
or even use a drogue or sea anchor (Figure 5-12 (2)).

Avoid the trough except in an emergency. When
you are moving broadside to the waves, turn the wheel
momentarily to take larger crests on the windward
bow, then return to course when conditions permit
(Figure5-12 (3)).

5.10.2 Boarding and Quartering Seas
When thesea is on the bow, the vessel rolls and

pitches simultaneously,and the resistanceof the ves
sel's headway reduces the angle of roll. When the ves
sel runs with the sea, however, the roll increases be
cause there is less resistance forward, and because the
wave runs past the vessel more slowly and staysin con
tact longer. The result is pronounced roll and pitch
and the possibility of taking heavy seasover thestern.
Because the sea is traversing the vessel from astern, the
rudder is less effective,and the vessel maybe slewed
across the waves and broach. The added weight ofwa
ter from boarding seas can subject the vessel to the
danger of capsizing.

As a counter measure, the captain must quickly
alter course and speed to avoid synchronization of
waveand vessel speed and direction. He may have to
come head-to-sea. Putting the sea to one quarter or
the other can improve control and "riding" conditions
in a followingsea.

5.10.3 Turning in Heavy Weather
Alwaysturn before it is necessary; for example,

before the vessel finds itself in jeopardy off a lee shore.
Turn in a smooth^ a period when the waves are mo
mentarily flatter than the prevailing sea condition.
Start the maneuver as soon as the last wave crest has

passed the vessel (Figure 5-13 (1)). Reduce engine
speed to allow the sea to pass quickly. Turn the wheel
hard over and turn the vessel in the trough between the
crests. Try to turn fast enough to be head-to the next
wave. Apply power to complete the turn quicklybut
don't gather too much headway (Figure 5-13 (2)). Re
duce speed as soon as the vessel is nearly head-to
weather (Figure 5-13 (3)).

Don't turn when there is water on deck. Turn

well before your vessel suffers damage or loss ofstabil
ity. A stern trawler with a Tampmay have to turn to
weather before othervessel types because the sea will
run up the ramp and break on deck. High bulwarks
ordinarily make it comfortable to work, but allow wa
ter to escape less quickly than do low bulwarks. Al
wayskeep freeing ports clear.

5.10.4 Seaworthy Versus Sea kindly
The degree to which the vessel will roll on the

wavesdepends on its center ofgravity. A low center of
gravity means a stiffvessel, resistant to waves,with a
very quick roll. Such a vessel is very stable and seawor
thy, but it is not seakindly. A high center ofgravity
means a tender vessel with a slow roll. Such a vessel is

comfortable but not stable. Ifyour vessel js tender and
you have water on the deck, a shifting load, or free sur
face in the tanks, you will have trouble. While a stiff
boat is seaworthy, a very quick roll places heavystrains
on lashings, hold-downs, and stays- Avoid either ex
treme.
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Figure 5-13. Turning In a smooth.

Captains muststudystabilityplansand understand the vessel's behavior inbad weather.

5.10.5 Heaving-To
It isupto thecaptain todecide thepoint atwhich it becomes safer to jog or heave-to rather than continue

trying to maneuver. Oncethispointis reached, hemust choose the tactic that results in the most comfortable ride
and iseasiest tomaintain. Again, there arenohard and fast rules that apply toallfishing vessels inall conditions.
Thefollowing are a few tips:
*Power vessels inheavyweatherwill normally bemost comfortable when drifting with no way on. However, be
cause ofpropeller drag and wind sheer, they will normallyassume astem toor nearlystern-to the-weather posi
tion, which increases thepossibilityoftaking a breaking wave aboard (Figure 5-14 (1).

Figure5>14t (1) A stem-to position increases the
possibilityof taking a wave over the stem.

* Usinga drag or some other method to keep the bowto the weatherwhilethe vesselcontinues to drift would
probably bea bettermeans of heaving to,especially forvessels with impaired watertight integrity or stability.
Windage andpropeller drag usually make it impossible tomaintain a bow-on positionwhile drifting, especially for
a house-forward vessel Many captains prefer to jogbow orshoulder-to theweatherwith only enough way on to
maintainsteerage (Figure5-14(2)).
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Figure 5-14. (S) A sea anchor may help maintain a bow-on position.

* Ifyour vessel rollsdangerously as it drifts,you may try runningquickly enough just to keep steerageway (Figure
5-14(3)).

Figure 5-14. (3) Runyourvessel quicklyenough so thatyou can maintain control.

Before using anyheavy weathertacticor storm avoidance maneuver, the captain must knowthe characteris
tics of hisvessel. He should knowits level ofstabilityin loadedand light conditions,its levelofwatertightness, the
likelihood of cargoshifting, the conditionof its tanks (fullor emptytanksare best, half-fulltanksare worst be
cause offree surface), the length ofseas most likely to cause synchronous rolling, the vulnerability of the hull and
equipment to rackingand bending, etc. Some of this information is available in the stability reports prepared by
naval architects or surveyors. Some can only be acquired through experience at sea. Some general information is
included in Figure 5-15 (a)-(e).

Figure5-15. Heavy Weather Rules

Ensure watertight integrity:
Dog ail hatches. Inspect bilges
and bilge pump screens, ar)d
remove anything that could clog
them. Make all effort to reduce
free surface in tanks and bilges:
keep tanks containing liquids
either fulland pressed up or
entirely empty. Secure portfstar-
board tank cross-connection
valves.
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Ensure power and control:
Start engine and generator,
inspect rudder control linkage
Ready emergency tiller and sea
anchor

Clean up and tighten down:
Remove freeing port covers and
pound boards thatmighthinder
the escape of shipped water.
Secure alldeck cargo and use
extrachain or lashing on crab
pots and other heavy objects.
Secure the bow anchor. Have
meals and snacks prepared in
advance

Navigation: Take a fix to update
your DR track. Record barome
ter reading, wind direction and
speed, and set and drift. Pre
pare a storm and sea forecast:
what do you expect the
sequence of events of the storm
to be? Plot the storm track.
Check operation of ailnavigation
equipment. Have emergency
lightingreadied. Ready PFDs,
immersion suits andsafety har
nesses. Get a radio check and
report yourposition,

Emergency equipment: Ready
signal and distress flares. Have
emergency repair gear readied.
Have an emergency station bill
posted and assign action sta
tions. Ready survivalgear for
possible abandonment. Require
personnel who must work top
side to wear PFDs and safety
lines. Ready the EPIRB

5.11 Mooring
Mooring Lines

The bow line runs through the bullnose or bow
chock. The stern line runs through after chocks. Breast
lines maybe run perpendicular from the bow, waistor
quarter to keep the vessel from moving awayfrom the
pier. Spring lines may be run from the bow or quarter
to eliminate forward or aft movement of the vessel

(Figure 5-16(1)).
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When you are tying to a pier or wharf, pay atten
tion to the tide. At high tide, leave enough slack to
ensure that as the water level falls, lines will not part,
carry awaybollards or list the vessel at a dangerous
angle. If a rising tide could pull the mooring line over
the top of a cleat or piling, pass the line under the bull
railthen over the cleat or piling. Check mooring lines
after each turn of the tide.
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STERN line

Figure 5-1$, Mooring. (1) Use of chafinggear;(2)&(3} Dipping theaye; (4} Snubbing a line on a cleat.

Use onlyspliced eyes in the ends of mooring
lines, no knots. Send the eye to the dock, and have the
man on board tend the line.

Beforeyou leave the vesselat its mooring, check
the conditionof dockcleats, pilesand rails to be sure
they will hold. If you're the inboard boat in a raft, run
extra lines.

Avoidextreme bends in mooring lines where
they pass through hawseholes or fairleads (use a mini
mum bending radius of3 times the diameter of the line
to avoidwear or failure.) Use rubber hose or some
othermaterial aschafing geararound the bends (Fig
ure 5-16 (X)).

Dipping the Eye
If twobightsor eyesplicesare to be placed over

the same bollard, lead the second up and through the
eyeof the first so that either can be removed independ
ently (Figure 5-16 (2) & (3)).

Making a Hitch on a Cleat

Start with at least one full turn around the base

beforeyoubegin taking turns over the horns. Use only
figure-eight turns, no knots or hitches that may Jam
under tension. Synthetic lines are slippery,with little
friction; useextra turns. Watchyour hands to avoid
pinchingor crushing injuries.

Snubbing a Line on a Cleat
Never try to hold a vessel without first taking

turns on a cleat. Stand well back from the cleat, out of
thebight andat 90degrees (Figure 5-16 (4)).

5.12 Ground Tackle and Anchoring
Ground tackle is one of the most vital parts ofa

vessel's equipment Good ground tackle has saved
manylives. Correspondingly, improper maintenance
and use of ground tackle has caused manycasualties.
Everyfisherman must understand the use and upkeep
of his vessel's ground tackle.

5,12.1 Elements of Anchoring
Rode

The rode includes all gear between the vessel
and the anchor, including line or chain, and connecting
swivels or shackles(Figure5-17). The rode maybe all
chain, or a combination ofchain and wire or chain and
Une. A combination is best, since it will allow the rode
to stretch under load. First attach 10-12 feet ofchain
between the anchor and the line orwire. The chain
not onlyaddsextra holdingweight,but it also keeps
the pull horizontal, ensuringthat the flukes willdig
into the bottom properly. Chain also withstands the
wear of lyingon the bottom better than wire or line.

Use chafing gear where and when it is needed,
and mark the rode by length to help you determine
how much rode has been paid ouL

The rodeshouldhavea breakingstrength offive times
theanchorhold ifmade ofline or wire, and two timesthe
design toad ifmade ofchain.

Bow Rollers, Hawae Pipes, Hawse Holes
Manyfishing vessels havebowrollers that permit

the rode to be paid out or heaved in,, and that serve to
secure the anchor when the vessel is underway. The
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Figure 5-17. Ground tackle. Therode refers to ailgear between the bow hawse and theanchor. (1) Marking the rode; (2) A typical
lishing vessel anchor; (3) With proper scope, everypuil on the rode sets the anchor deepen (4) Dogging the anchorchain.

term hawserefers to pipes or holes that pass through
the bulwarks to lead the anchor Line or chain. The
hawse pipes or holes may be used for storing certain
typesof anchorsso that theycan be quickly deployed.
Stow the anchor securely in its bow roller or hawse
pipe to prevent its breaking loose and causingdamage
in a seaway.

Riding Chocks, Stoppers, Dogs
These are devices that take the strain off the

winchorwindlasswhen the vesselis riding at anchor.
Alwaysstopper or dog the anchor rode to keep the ves
sel from riding on the winch or windlass brake.

Wildcat
On vesselsequipped with a windlass,this is a

sprocket wheel that engages the anchor chain as it is
being hauled in. Always dog the wildcatwhen the ves
sel is riding on the chain.

Capstan or Gypsy Head
These are vertical or horizontal drums fitted to a

windlass for handlingthe line portion of the anchor
rode or other forward mooring tines. When you are
working a line on a capstan or gypsyhead, stand as far
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backas possibleand watch your hands. If possible,
stand at right angles to thedirection of pull.

Chain Pipe, Chain Locker
On vessels equippedwithwindlasses, after pass

ingover the wildcator gypsy, the chain or line drops
downthe chainpipe into the chain locker below. The
bitter end of the line or chain must be securely fas
tened in the chain locker to prevent losing the ground
tackle overboard.

On vesselsequipped with winches and wire
rodes leave one full layer of turns on the drum to
"lock" the wire in place.

Scope
This is the length of the rode (measured from

the hawse or bow roller) compared to the depth. A
scope of7 to 1 is the general rule for anchoring (7 feet
of rode for everyfoot ofdepth), although this rule may
not be practical in deep water. Adequatescope is es
sential to enable the flukes of the anchor to dig into
the bottom. With adequate scope, every pull of the
vessel sets the anchor deeper. With too little scope,
the pull of the vessellifts the shank, and the flukes
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come tree. With too much scope, the vessel mayswing
excessivelyand foul other lines or endanger other ves
sels.

Shots
These are lengths of chain connected to form

the anchor cable. The standard shot is about 15 fath

oms, or 90 feet long.

Anchor Elements

*Flukes orpalms, the flat membersthat grab the bot
tom.

*Shank, the metal bar that joins thecrowns to the ring
or hole that accepts the rode,
*Stock, a crosspiece that helps position the flukesso
they dig into the bottom.

5.12.2 Anchoring Procedure

Sinceyoumayneedanchors unexpectedly, keep them
readyfor immediate use.

Do not leave the anchor windlass in gear when
you are underway. Use the hand brake and dogs or
stoppers in case you lose power and have to set the an
chor manually.

Always let the anchor go when your vessel is
moving slowly, to avoid paying the chaindown on top
of the anchor and fouling the flukes. Under normal
conditions,let the anchor go when the boat has slight
steraway(Figure 5-18).

Always send two men forward to work the an
chor gear: one to work the gear, and the other to stand
byin case the first man gets hung-up.

You mustbeable to swing360 degrees with no obstruc
tionson thesurfaceor underwaterat low tide. Thera
diusofyourswingcircleequalsthe length oftherodeplus
thelengthofthe vessel

Do not anchor over underwater cables or pipes,
or where your vessel will interfere with othervessel
operations.

When you are letting go, maintain control over
the anchor and rode by keeping a turn on the winch or
windlass. If you are handling the chain over a wildcat,
use the palm ofyour hands. Never put your fingers
into the links. Stand as far back from the wildcat as

possible, and stay out of the bighL
If you must let go at high speed, let the rode run

until the vessel loses waysufficiently to make it safe to
check it There is no harm in letting out a considerable
length of rode, and then hauling in to the proper
scope.

Scope
Remember, proper scope is the key to safe an

choring. The common rule is to use a scope of seven
times the depth at high tide, although this may not be
practical in deep water. If you need great holding
power, it is safer to set two anchors than to use exces
sive scope.

When you have let out the proper scope, set the
anchor by backing down against it

Anchor Watch

Alwaysmaintain an anchor watch to ensure that
the vessel doesn't drag or break free unnoticed. Take
visual bearings and ranges to use as reference points.

Figure 5-1$. Anchoring.
The anchor Is normally
set withslight stemway,
then snubbed when the
proper scope has been
paid out. (1) Mousing an
anchor shackle; (2} Using
the palm, not the ringers,
to handle the chain; (3)
The radius of the swing
equals the length of the
rode plus tha length of
the boat.
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You might also want to set the radar range ring
on the shoreline, and use the fathometer depth alarm
as warning mechanisms. Just remember that nothing
replaces the human eye.

There is a tendency to feel safer the longeryou
have been at anchor, but beware. When the vessel
swings on the tide, the flukes can pull free. Therefore,
check the set of the anchor frequently.

Anchoring In a Tideway
A vesselat singleanchor in strong tideway may

sheer considerablyand be brought up against the chain
withviolent shocks. Put the rudder hard over and keep
it there, and the vessel will be held across the current

Anchoring In Heavy Weather
If a storm approaches, the best course ofaction

is to seek the open sea. If you must ride out a storm in
an anchorage, use extra scope. You might set a second
anchor to form a mooring, or drop a second anchor
underfoot to prevent the vessel from surging back and
forth across the wind.

Always make sure thatthe inboard end ofthe anchor
rode is madefast before lettinggo.

Maintenance

Ideally, inspect the anchor gear annually. Pay
special attention to detachable chain links, shackles
and swivels, and replace them as needed. Layout the
anchor rode on deck and examined it for damage
throughout its entire length. Remove any scale and
corrosion. To distribute wear, rotate chain shots. On
all-chain rodes, shift a worn or defective shot to the
bitter end until it can be replaced.

Anchors also require maintenance. Lubricate
the hinges to keep the flukes from seizing up, particu
larly if you rarely use the anchor.

Seize screw-typeshackles that are used to con
nect segmentsof the anchor rode to preventthem from
coming loose when the anchor is on the bottom.

5.13 Marlinespike Seamanship
This section is an introduction to the safe use of

fiber line and wire rope. For more detailed informa
tion, consult one of the many comprehensive manuals
availableon the subjectof marlinespike seamanship.

Rope and Cordage
Rope refers to both fiber and wire rope, al

though fishermen usuallyrefer to fiber rope as rope or
wire. More specifically, a line is a fiber rope with a spe
cific use, like a mooring line or heaving line.

All cordage is made by spinning natural or syn
thetic fibers into yarns. The yarns are then twisted
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(laid) together to form strands, and the strands are
twisted,braided or plaited together to form ropes. To
carrythe processfurther, ropes maybe twistedto
gether to form cable, or cable lay.

In twisted rope, the direction of the strands de
termines the lay. lite angle ofthelay and the degreeof
twistdetermine the character of the rope, which may
be hard or soft, left or right Right hand lay should be
coiled in a right or clockwise direction.

5.13.1 Fiber Rope Do's and Don'ts

Overloading
Know the safe working load ranges of your ropes

and lines and don't exceed them. The ranges are estab
lished by taking 15 to 25 percent of new rope tensile
(or breaking) strength for braided rope, and 10 to 20
percent for twisted rope. Theyapply to rope in good
condition, with proper splices, under normal service
conditions. As a general rule, use at least a 5-to-l
safety ratio. In other words, select lines five times as
strong as you need.

Because ofwide variations in rope condition and
use, and in the degree of risk associated with various
uses,working load recommendations provide onlygen
eral guidelines and do not alleviate the need for con
stant attention to safety.

Use the lower limit ofthe working load range
where there is risk to life or Umb, or for exceptional
conditions such as shock loads or sustained loads. If

your rope is old or worn, make additional allowances
for safety.

Breaking a line isn't just a matter of ruining a
pieceof material. A broken line can injure or even kill.
Never continue to increase the tension when a load is

two-blocked or fully tightened.

Abrasion

The outer and inner fibers of rope contribute
equally to its strength, and abrasion produces substan
tial weakening. At rub points, wrap and tie chafing
gear around the rope.

Shocks and Jerks
Sudden strains can part ropes that would be ca

pable of supporting the same loads under steadycondi
tions. Start and stop loads gently.

Kinks

Never load a kinked rope or pull it through a
block. This will result in serious damage to the rope fi
bers. If this does happen (and it often does), the rope
can't be trusted and should be replaced.
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Bends and Angles
Chafe and wear account for most rope failure. A

rope is substantially weakened if it is bent at too sharp
an angle. Use recommended sheave diameters (at least
6 times rope diameter for fiber cordage) and groove
sizes (so the rope doesn't rub against the side plates).
Make sure leads are fair. If you must lead a rope
across part of the vessel'sstructure, pad it

Rigging
When you rig for heavy loads, do not attach

blocks or leads to untested pad eyes or fittings. They
maypull away and cause an injury.

Reverse the Ends

Prolong the safe working life of a rope bycutting
offends to move wear points, and reversing the ends to
bring newsections into areas of heavy wear. You can
removed localized wear by cutting out the damaged
part and splicing the ends back together.

Chemicals

Chemicalsseverelydamage natural fiber ropes.
Synthetic ropes are much more resistant, but still do
not expose them to oil, gasoline, paint or other chemi
cals.

Keep It Clean
Dirt abrades rope fibers. Wash ropes in clean

water,and always drynatural fiber ropes before storing
them, since they will rot if they are stowed wet

Storage
Stowsynthetic ropes out of direct sunlight, out

of the elements and away from heat

Heat and Cold

Excessive heat willmelt syntheticropes and
make natural fiber ropes dry and brittle. Ice crystals
will cut the fibers.

Blocks and Sheaves
Sheaves should be guardedwherever practical.

Regularly maintain, inspect, and lubricate blocks, for
your safety, and for the extended life and efficiency of
the block. Things to note during inspection:
* Wear on pins or axles, rope grooves, side plates,
bushings, bearings and fittings.
* Deformation in side plates, pins and axles,fitting at
tachment points, etc
*Mis-alignment or wobble in sheaves.
* Securityof nuts, bolts and other lockingdevices, es
peciallyafter tear-down and reassembly.

5.13.2 Synthetic Cordage
Synthetic ropes have replaced natural fiber

ropes on most fishing boats for several reasons. They
are stronger and more durable than natural-fiber
ropes, they are generally not affected by rot or chemi
cals, and they can be stored wet or dry. However, they
do break down in sunlight

Unreel coilsof synthetic rope the wayyou would
unreel wire rope (see section 5.13.5).

If oil or grease makes a synthetic line slippery,
scrub it with a grease-cutting cleaner.

Nylon
Nylon rope has great strength and elasticity that

enables it to withstand shock loads that would break

other fibers. Nylon is also highly resistant to weather
and abrasion, although it deteriorates in direct sun
light

Nylon is capable of withstanding repeated
stretching with no ill effect Twisted or cable laid ny
lon rope safely stretches one-third of its length under
normal working loads. A stretch of40 percent is the
critical point, and the rope parts at a 50 percent
stretch.

Unlike naturalfiberrope, nylon doesn'tmake noise when
it is in danger ofbreaking.

Nylon's visible warning signs are excess elonga
tion (stretch) and decreased diameter. Nylon line
parts with a powerful snapback and recoils in a cork
screw motion that extends the danger zone to either
side. Staywell clearof the direct line of the pullwhen
heavystrains are applied. Nylon line can stretch on
capstan heads under load, and snap back when eased,
pulling your hands into the capstan head.

Take care when you are easing nylon line around
bitts or cleats. Since the material has low friction and
mayslip, use extra turns.

Dacron

DacTon is second to nylon in elasticityand
highlyabrasion-resistant After an initial 50 percent
loading, dacron will elongate only half as far as nylon
under strain. Unfortunately its expense keeps it from
wider use in fishing.

Polyester
Polyester rope is slightly less strong and consid

erablyless elastic than nylon rope, although it resists
sunlightbetter. It is a good choice for use in tackles
and other applications where lowstretch is required.
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Polypropylene
Polypropylene rope is the lightest of the synthet

ics, with good strength and storage characteristics.
Due to its low cost and multiple applications, it is
widely used in the fishing industry.

Polyethylene
Polyethylenerope floats although it is heavier

and slightly less strong than polypropylene. It is stiffer
and more slippery than polypropylene, but highlyresis
tant to abrasion and water.

Blends

Manufacturers are developing numerous blends
of nylon,dacron, polypropylene,kevlarand mylarfi
bers to lake advantage of various characteristics of syn
thetic fibers. Their use is increasing, especially for rig
ging trawl nets.

5.13.3 Rope Construction
Twisted (laid) rope is strong, relatively inexpen

sive,and spliceable. It is normally manufactured by
twisting threestrandsof fiberin a spiraldirection. If
the twists are clockwise, it is rigfrtloy and must be
coiled to the right

Three-or four-strand right or left-laytwisted
ropes are calledrotating ropes becauseall of the strands
are wound in the same direction and the rope tends to
turn under load. Under heavy loads, turn is transferred
into the strands. Whenturn in the strandsbuilds up to
a pointwhere the strands cannot maintain their equi
librium along a length, they tend to turn back on them
selves and the inside yarnof the strand may pop
through the cover (called a kocfde). Three- or four-
strand rope also tends to kink or unlay, depending on
whether the user is putting in too much rotation (kink
ing) or taking out rotation (unlaying).

Braided, plaited or eight-strand ropes are called non-
rotating or balanced becausetheyhavean equal num
ber of right-layed and left-layed yarns or strands.

STANDING PART FIGURE OF EIGHT SHEET BENO
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Braided rope was developed to avoid the hockling
problem that occurs with laid rope. It is made up of
manyyarns instead ofstrands, and it has a very smooth,
cylindrical surface.

A three-strand rope is adequate for most uses.
Where there is a free end such as an anchor or moor

ingfloat,a non-rotating rope is preferable.

Solid braid rope is constructed with 3,12 or 16 strands
of fibers tfghtly braidedaround a center core ofparal
lel fibers. It is strong, but hard to splice.

Diamond braid rope is constructed with 8,12 or 16
strands of fibers braided over and under each other in a
circular direction. The hollow center allowseasysplic
ing. It is generallystronger than solid or maypole
braid.

Braid on braid rope is two ropes in one: a jacket
braided over a braided core. It is a very strong and
flexible rope that doesn't kink, hockle or rotate under
load. It is spliceable.

5.13.4 Knots, Bends, Hitches and Splices
Neveruse a knot where you can use a splice,

sincea splicedline retains 80 or 90 percentof its
strength, where a knot may reduce the line's strength
by half. Use splices to make permanent eyesand per
manent repairs in ropes, and always use a splice when
ever the rope will be used under heavy or sustained
loads.

The standingpart of a rope is the end ofthe line
that is made fast Thebitterend is the part ofthe line
that is free (Figure 5-19 (a)). Aknot forms a loop or a
stopper at the end ofa rope, like a bowline or a figure-
eight (Figure5-19(b)). A bend joins two ropeends
(Figure5-19 (c)). A hitch makes a rope fast to another
object or to the standing part of another rope (Figure
5-19 (d)). A splicejoins two rope ends or forms a loop
or eye (Figure 5-19 (e)).

TWO HALF HITCHES SHORT SPLICE

Figure 5-19. Knot terminology, a) Standingpart;b) Figure of eight;c) Sheet bend; d) Twohalfhitches; e) Short splice.
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Knots

Figure 5-20.

Overhand knot: the first move in
tying tha square knot.

Square or reef knot: widely us
ed for lashing when a strong,
secure knot is required.

Bowline: another widely used
knot that every fishermen must
know Makes a secure loop or eye
end won'tjam under a load. A run
ning bowlineproduces a running
eye, while a bowling on a bightpro
duces a doublet} eye o! greater
sUength thanthe single variety.

Bends
Figure 5-21.

Fisherman'* band: Them are
two bends bythis name. One pins
two lines that must pass through a
narrow opening. The second pins a
Bne to a ting or spar Inthe second
case, the end should be seized to
tire standing partor locked with a
hall-hitch or stopper knot.

Hitches

Figure 5-22.

DouWa cartfek bend: used for
joininglarge lines The ends should
be seized to the standing parts

Two bowflnea: used to join
hawsers together.

figure-of-eight; this knotserves
as a stepper to prevent a tine from
unreeving itself from a biock. Can
be used temporarily to keep an un-
whipped line from unlaying itsett.

Sheet bend: (Becker bend) used
for pining fines Use the single
sheet bend fortinesof similar sue.
Double it for lines of different sees.

Rolling hitch or stopper hitch:
an improved clove hitch withan ex
tra turn. An &ccellent hitch that can
be tiedback upon itself to keepa
line from slipping, or tied to a rail or
pipe without Slipping under the
strain, ft can be used with cham or
wirerope to hold the strain whitea
nd/ng (fouled) turn is cleared from a
winch.

Owehitch with two fwlfhitches
usedforattach inga linetoasparor
stanchion.

Bleckwnll hitch: ased to bena a
strap to a hook.

OJcve hitch: extremetv useful
hitch that secures the end of a line
under tension. Should be checked
after strain is removed. Can be
prebrmedand dropped overa
bollard. Add a half-hitch to "lock" n
against slippage.

Round turn and two half hit-
chOBJ help$ prevent a line from slip
ping vfong a spar or stanchion
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Stoppers
Figure 5-23.

Fiber line: to hold a Una under
tension if you must move it or
cBsecure it. make two turns at a roll
ing hitch against the fay, then back
it up with a half hitchand several
more turns (as shown) to keep it
from jamming.

Colling Fiber Une
Figure 5-24.

RIGHT-HAND LAY
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Colli rig lines: Twisted rope
should alweys be coiled in the
direction of the isy. Forexample,
right-hand fay*scoiled in a rightor
clockwise direction. Two methods ol
finishing coils ace shown (above)
When a coil «s paid out rapidly, it
maysnarl. To avoidpotentially
dangerous problems in paying out,
if is ivortfi ffie time to fake down fhe
line by faying n back and forth on
deck (right).

Making last to a cleat: A line
made fast to a cleat must support
the load withouttamming. Take at
least ore full turn around the deal
(teit), then cnss-cross the imas over
the horns m a series of figure
eights Neverstart witha knot or
hitch that will be impossible 10 ease
under tension.

Seamanship

Wire rope i to stop wire rope, use
e chain stopper as shown With
fiber line or wire rope alivays apply
tension lo the stopper slowly.
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Seizing and Cutting
Placeseizings securely on eachsideof the pointwhere a cut is to be madeto preventthe ropestrands from

exploding or flying apart Theseizing should be tight enough thatno strands are displaced. Twine, wire andtape
are all good seizings (Figure 5-25).

figure 5-25. Sellings.

5.13.5 Wire Rope
Construction

Wire rope ismade from multi-wirestrands laid ina spiralaround a coreof fiber or steel. It isalways made
larger, never smaller, than thenominal or rated diameter. Forexample, a 1-inch nominal diameter ropemay vary
between 1 and 13/64-inches (Figure5-26).

The core is thefoundation ofawire rope and dictates itsbending and loading characteristics. Wire ropes
commonly used infishing consist offiber core (FC) or independent wire rope core (IWRC) constructions.

Figure 5-2$, Wire ropes used in fishing: purse seine, 6x24 on
seven polypropylene cores, 2} trawl warp, 6x7 on Single
polypropylene core,3} trawl warp, 6x19 on singlepoh/propytono
core, 4)6x19 trewf warp, S) combination rope, galvanizedsteel
wire strandsspun with pofypropyiene yam onpolypropylene
coro, 6) steel-cored combinationrope.
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The design of a rope isalsodetermined bystrandconstruction - the numberandarrangement of wires in
eachstrand,and rope construction - the number andarrangement ofstrands in eachrope.

Ropesare classified bythe numberofstrandsandthe numberofwires in eachstrand:6 x7,6 x 19,6 x37,8 x
19. However, these are nominal classifications. For example, the 6x 19 class includes ropes madewithstrands
containingfrom 15 to 26wires. Ropes within the sameclassmay havedifferentworkingcharacteristics. When
you order wirerope, order a specific construction,or otherwise youmayend up with the wrong rope for a particu
lar job.

Wire Rope Lay
(Figure 5-27)

Right lay: clockwise.

Left lay: counterclockwise.

Regular lay; wires instrands are laid in the oppositedirectionof the layof the strands, and theyare parallel to the
ropeaxis. Ropes with regular layare easy to handle and havegreaterresistance to crushing than thosewithlang
lay.

Lang Lay: wires are laid in the same direction as the strands of the rope, and at an angle to the rope axis. Longer
lengths of the individual wiresare exposed, creating greaterresistance to wearand improved flexibility. Onlyuse
langlayropeswhereboth ropeendsare "fixed.*' Do not uselanglayropewitha swivel-type terminal.

RIGHT REGULAR LAY LEFT REGULAR LAY RIGHT LAMG LAY LEFT LANG LAY RIGHT ALTERNATE LAV

Figure 5-27. Wire rope lay,

5.13.6 Using Wire Rope
Since wire rope isgradually consumed by wear andtear, you must always beaware of thegradual decrease in

load-bearing capacity that occurs ina wire ropesystem. With the tremendous strainsthatoccurduring fishing op
erations,regularand careful inspection of the components in a wire ropesystem isessential(Figure5-2B).
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Figure 5-26. 7b©
correct diameter ofa

wirerope is the
largest cross-
sectional

measurement

RIGHT
WRONG

ACTUAL DIAMETER

Wirerope that has beenworn or damaged develops "thorns"or "fishhooks,*1 protrudingstrands ofbrokenwire
that stand up from the lay. Becareful because they canslash yourhands. Always wearleathergloves around run
ning wire (Figure 5-29).

Figure 5-29. Wear gloves toprotect yourhands ageinst wire ropes 'fishhooks'. Be careful not to hang up gtovBS in moving cables and
gear.

Safe Working Loads
A safe working load depends on the normal

strength of the rope and the efficiency ofend attach
ments. There are twowaysof attaching a rope: by
formingan eyeor byplacinga fitting on the end (Fig
ure 5-30). Since wire rope maybe pushed toward its

ultimate breaking strength, keep in mind that two
ropes rated as having the same safe working loads may
differ substantially in ultimate breaking strength. If
wire rope starts vibrating under strain, it may be in
danger of parting. Stand clear.

Figure5-30. End
attachments with
efficiency as a percent
ofrope strength. 1)
hand splice (80-90%);
2) mechanical splice
{90-95%);3) spelter
socket (100%); 4)
swaged socket (95-
100%);S) wirerope
clips (75-85%); 8)
mechanical splice
thimble (90-95%).
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Bending Stress
Ropes operating over sheaves and drums may

be subject to fatigue if the sheave or drum diame
ters are too small, if loads are excessive, or if the
sheaves or drums are worn. Also, you will need
largersheavesthe fasteryouoperate the machinery.
Avoid reverse or S bends from one sheave to an

other, since they greatly accelerate rope fatigue.
The diameter of a sheave should never be less

than 15 times the diameter of the rope, generally
larger. It is best to have larger sheaves and slower
speeds. All manufacturers prescribe minimum
sheave diameters, and the guaranteed breaking
strengths and estimated safe working loads assume
you will use a minimum or larger sheave diameter,
and moderate workingspeeds. High speeds cause
wear two ways:by increased friction over the
sheave, and also by the friction of the wires rubbing
against one another.

Seamanship

Method of Attaching Wire Rope Clips
1) Turn back around the thimble the length of rope
specified (Figure 5-31). Apply the first clip so the U-
bolt is no less than the width of the clipsaddle back
placed over ihe dead end, and the live end of the rope
rests in the saddle, lighten both nuts evenly and
torque.
2) Apply the next clip as near the loop as the thimble
will permit Turn both nuts on firm, but do not
tighten.
3) Space additional clips equi-distant from one an
other. .Tightenall nuts evenlyon all clips, and torque
as specified.
4) Apply the initial load to the rope and retighten all
nuts to the recommended torque. Rope willstretch
and shrink in diameter when they are under load. In
spectthe clipsperiodically, and retighten them to the
recommended torque as necessary.

Note: Alwaysput "U" bolton bitterendsidewhen using
wire wpe dips.

RIGHT WAY

Anoth Aircsch Attach Arioch

Second Thuef Faurlh fin.1

Figure 5-31. Method of attaching wire rope clips.

Measuring Grooves on a Sheave
Under normal operating conditions, as a

groove wears it tends to get deeper and narrower
until eventuallyyou will need to replace the sheave.
Excessive side wear may indicate a mis-alignment in
the system. A properly fitted sheave groove should
support the rope over 135-150degrees of ihe rope's
circumference. Field gauges are made to the nomi
nal diameter of the rope PLUS one-half the allow
able oversize. In an on-board inspection, when the
gauge for worn grooves fits perfectly, the groove is
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WRONG WAY

at the minimumacceptable size Figure 5-32). A worn,
corrugated sheave groove will quickly damage a new
rope.

During an inspection, also check the condition
of bearings and shafts. A sheave rotated by hand
should run true, without wobble. The groove should
be round in relation to the shaft, and each sheave and
shaft should be properly aligned.
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Figure 5-32. Measuring grooves on a sheave: 1) correct 2) too tight; 3) tooloose; 4) corrugated sheave groove.

Winding with the Lay
You must follow the laywhen you wind the rope on a drum to ensure that the wraps hug together and form

and even layer. Winding against the laycauses the wraps to spread; the rope maycross over itself and become
crushed or flattened (Figure 5-33).

Figure 5*33. Useyourhandw/tfi thumb andforefingerextended to toil you howtowind wire rope ona smooth drum. For right fay(left), your right
hand toils you toovenvind lefttorightandunderwindright to left Forleftlay(right), your lefthand tells you tooverwind right toleft andunderwind
leftto right

Extending Rope Life
* Break-in: run newrope with light loads and con
trolled speeds to allow the wires and strands to adjust
to each other.

* If wear occurs near the ends, cut them off to move
the wear points.
* Reverse the ends to bring less worn sections into ar
eas where conditions are destructive. Takecare to

avoid kinking and other damage.
*Cleanand lubricate (Figure5-34). Wire rope isa
machinewith moving parts, and factory lubricants
don't last forever. Clean the surface to allow new lu

bricant to penetrate to the core. Don't use lubrication-
destroying solvents.

Figure 5-34. To
lubricate, use a
tight-bodied,
penetrating
lubricantapplied by
dripping, spraying
orbrushing. Apply
Itat the top ofa
bend over a sheave

where we strands

open up.
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Inspection
Regular inspectiondetermines whena rope can

no longer be used safely,and helps pinpoint faults in
your equipment or operation that are causing costly
and potentially dangerous rope wear. Check wire by
bending it; if it hasno spring-back, replace it.

Your rope ought to be replaced if a significant
number ofwires breaks, or when obvious signs ofdam
age appear.

Chisel fractures happen when the outside wires have
been worn awaybyabrasion. When they are worn to
one-half their original diameters, replace the wire (Fig
ure 5-35).

Peening is distortion caused by pounding rather than
abrasion. Excessivepeening causes fatigue breaks.
You probablyhave a problem in your system that
ought to be repaired.

Square-end breaks mayoccur even in relativelynew
ropes if there is excessivevibration or too much bend
ing. Any sudden increase in such breaks means the
rope ought to be replaced (Figure 5-35).

Cup and cone fractures are the result ofoverloads.
Such breaks should not occur if your rope is operating
under safe loads (Figure 5-35).

Reduction in diameter - if you notice a sharp reduction
in diameter, there may be core failure or internal cor
rosion. Either way, replace the rope.

Increasedlay length - viewanyincreasein laylength
(the distancea singlewire travels in making one com
plete turn around the rope) with concern. It mayindi
cate core failure, and the rope should be replaced.

Corrosion of outside wireswill produce accelerated
wear, because the wires will no longer tolerate bend
ing. Internalcorrosion means the rope isunsafe and
should be replaced. Since trawlers operate in the
highly corrosive marineenvironment, their rope ispar
ticularlysusceptible to corrosion.

Accidental damage caused by the rope jumping a
sheave or being struck bya falling weight calls for close
inspection and constant checking. It will be impossible
to determine the remainingstrength, and you may
need lo replace it
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CHISEL FRACTURE

^ ' '/.

SOUAAE-ENO BREAK

v1 > ,

CUP4 CONE FRACTURE

Figure 5-35. fnspection can prevent dangerous accidents.

5.13.7 Rope Handling
Taking a Rope from a Reel

The reel must be mounted on a shaft or turn

table where it is capable of rotating, or rolled along
the ground as the rope is paid out. Never pull rope
over the flange ofa stationary reel.

Storage
Ropes should be cleaned, lubricated, wound on

a reel and stored indoors and away from corrosive at
mospheres.

Rope on Drums
When winding rope from one reel to another

or from a reel to a drum, avoid reverse bends that will
make the rope "twisty" and hard to handle. Wind
from top-to-top or from bottom-to-bottom (Figure
5-36). To avoid slack, alwayskeep the rope taut and
even on the drum. The turns in one row should

never overlap one another, and the first layer on a
smooth drum should be wound tightly and left as
"dead wraps" that are never removed. In paying out,
avoid overruns: the result is slack ropeon the drum
and excessabrasion as the slack is taken up. You
mayeven part a slack rope if the drum is started sud
denly.
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Figure5-36. Windingrope.

Uncoiling a Rope
Alwayslift the coil on edge and roll it like a

hoop (Figure 5-37). Never pull the rope from a sta
tionary coil or you will produce kinks that will ruin the
rope even if it is brand new. Any time a loop forms in
a slack rope, carefully remove it by unwinding the free
end. You can repair minor damage by tapping ihe
rope with a wooden mallet against a block. A kink
pulled through can never be repaired.

Figure5-37. Uncoiling a rope.

5.14 Towing
5.14.1 Requesting Assistance tram the
Coast Guard

Ifyourequest a tow from the Coast Guard,you
will be asked to describe yoursituation during the ini
tial radiocall (seeChapter 10, CoastGuardStandards
andProcedures, fora discussion of the agency's towing
policy). When a Coast Guard unit arrives on scene,
you will be asked for more information about what

kind of bitts or other towing attachments you have
aboard, your normal operating speed, your loading
condition, etc

Coast Guard personnel maylaunch a small
boat and come alongside or board your vessel for a
first-hand look. You should comply with all the di
rections issued by the Coast Guard, and maintain
radio contact whenever possible^ Remember:
* Have all crewmen outfitted in PFDs. The Coast

Guard won't proceed otherwise.
* Clear the foVsle and ready a means of securing
the tow line.

* If a line-throwing projectile is used, keep all per
sonnel under cover until the projectile clears your
boat.

* Be sure you advise the towing vessel ofyour nor
mal speed. If your vessel running speed is 10 knots,
you don't want to be towed at 15 knots.
* Be sure the towing line or towing bridle is securely
attached to your vessel and protected against chaf
ing and wear.

5.14.2 Towing Another Fishing Vessel
If you are called upon to assist another fishing

vessel, remember that everything must be done
slowlyand cautiously. The tow will affect your
safety and stability in numerous ways, and each situ
ation is different.

In a seaway, remember that the vessels must
be kept instep. This means that you must adjust
your speed and the length of the tow line so that
each vessel has the same orientation to the sea state.
Ifyou are cresting a wave,for example, the tow
should be cresting several waves back. You are
tryingto avoid one vesselcresting while the other
vessel is lyingin the trough (Figure 5-38). Beingin
step isvital for conducting a smooth and stable tow.

You mustbe careful to useenoughtowline.
The shorter the tow line, the greater the strain. In
contrast, the longer the tow line, the more it sinks
and absorbs shock (Figure 5-39). A Coast Guard
veteran recommends that the tow line be at least
200 feet long and perhaps as long as 600 feet. He
says he never tows anything with less than 100 feet
of tow line even in flat calm water, and recommends
that ifyour tow line is less than 200 feet long,you
proceed at bare idle speed.

Don't forget that the act of towingaffects how
each boat reacts to the wind and waves,and prob
lems mount when the weather is bad. Beware of
shock loads that mayresult from running in a sea
way,heavyweather, waves,sudden changes of speed
and sharp turns.
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Figure 5-38. Ifyou tow anotherfishingvessel, use plentyof towlineandkeep the vessels In step (above). Towingwitha short lineand
thevessels out of step means heavy surge toads.

Before you take a vessel in tow, be sure that it
has been secured by:

* Ensuring watertight integrity;
* Securing heavyobjects and movable cargo;
* Eliminating free surface and other threats to stability
* Pumping bilges.

Navigation Lights carried aboard each vessel
must be in accordance with the rules of the road. If

you are called upon to assist a vessel in distress and
you do not havea meansof displaying lightsnormally
required aboard a vessel engaged in towing, you must
take all possible measures to indicate the nature of the
relationship between the two vessels, including use ofa
searchlight to illuminate the tow.

Remember that the act ofassisting another ves
sel does not alleviate the burden ofsafe and prudent
navigation.

Figure 5-39. The weight of thetowUna creates a catenaryordip in thelinewhich reduces surge loads,
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5.14.3 Towing Gear
A towinghawser maybe made ofsynthetic rope, wireor chain (Figure 5-40). An important asset for off

shore towing is weight in the tow line, and heavychain used in bridles or as an intermediate length in the tow line
provides resistance to sudden surges and shock loads. Chain and wire provide resistance to wear on the bottom,
while a synthetic rope hawsershould not be used in shallowwater where it could be subject to wear from dragging
on the bottom.

Although it is possible to tow a vesselbya single pennant, it is better, especiallyoffshore, to use bridles.
Bridles must be ofequal length, and the legsshould be long enough for the angle at the apex to be less than 45 de
grees. Since towing gear failure occurs most frequently at or near bridle connections, bridle legs and connections
should be strong enough to absorb surge loads. It is safer to riga bridle that is too heavythan one that is too light.

Towed vesselkook-up. Rather than secure the bitter end of towing gear directly to deck bitts, it is safer to
lead the towing gear through fairleads to the deck bitts and then to secondary fittings. It is common for deck bitts
used in towing to fail.

You can connect the bitter ends of the lowinggear directlyto heavytowing pads or lugs that are reinforced
under the deck.

Youcanminimize surge loads, byputtinga shotof chainbetween the towing hawser and the apexof the
bridle, or byputtinga pennantofsynthetic line (nylon, dacron or polypropylene) at the bitter end of the towing
hawser on the towing vessel.

Chafinggear. Use it at wear points on bothvessels.

PENNANT OF SYNTHETIC LINE

CHAIN

TOYING PADS

Figure 5-40. Towed vessel hook-up. Surge protection (belowleft) can beachieved byusing aheavyshotofchain between tfie bridle and
the tow line, ora pennant of synthetic line attha bitter endofthe towing hawser.
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5.14.4 Rescue Tow

A rescue tow can be accomplishedby using the towedvessel'sanchor chain or cable. In heavyweather, the
rescuevesselshould approach the bow of the casualtyat a large angle across the bow (Figure 5-41, (1). Drop a
lineand buoyfrom the stern of the rescuevessel, and allowthe casualtyto driftdown on it (Figure 5-41,(2). This
line is used as a messenger to pass the anchor chain orcable to the rescue vessel.

It is possible fora vessel to towa casualty of perhaps twice herowntonnage, but in heavy weathershe may
onlybe capableof maintainingsteeringwayto keepeither vessel from broaching. Use plentyof chafinggear un
der these conditions. Never use your own line to towanother vessel,except in emergency. Be prepared to quicldy
release the towed vessel, even without their permission. Have an ax,cutting torch, hacksaw or knife available for
quick release.

Figure 5-41. Rescue tow using the towed vessel's anchor chain.
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Navigation

6,1 Introduction
All navigation,from the most complex to the

most elementary, involves two things: determining the
present positionofyourvessel, and directingthat ves
sel from one known position to another. To do so
safelyis a science and an art Navigational accuracy is
vitallyimportant to you, since it can save travel time,
increasesafety,and make more moneyfor your opera
tion.

There is no mystery to navigation. The concepts
are relativelysimple, but you must payconstant atten
tion to detail. Says one veteran fishing vessel captain,
"vigilance is 99 percent ofnavigation." You must use
multiple sources of information, update that informa
tion frequently,and regularlydouble- or even triple-
check your work.

Even with the best navigation equipment in the
world, ifyou fail to question electronic data, misinter
pret plotting data, or ifyou are disorganized, you could
put your vessel in jeopardy. Alwaysbe vigilant, and
use the "seaman's eye."

Although electronic equipment has made the
navigator's task easier, fishermen today tend to over-
relyon electronicequipment and they tend to neglect
or ignore the basics. Since electronic systems don't
alwayswork, and since they are fallible, every fisher
man ought to know how to use the old-fashioned ba
sics as well as the new technological gadgets.

This manual presents only the rudiments of
navigation; you must consult more in-depth books for
a thorough treatment of the subject. This chapter in
troduces the tools of navigation, charts, how to deter
mine the visible range of objects, the buoyagesystem,
magnetic compass deviation and variation, how to de
velop speed tables, dead reckoning, tips on piloting,
using radar for navigation, and the Loran-C system.
Thischapter addresses not only the captain and the
navigator, but also the crewmanwho wants to upgrade
his skills and master the ability.

6.2 Aids to Navigation

6.2.1 Tools

The Fishing Vessel Safetyregulations will require
manyvessels to carry navigation equipment and mate
rials. Refer to the Appendix for more detail. The ba
sic tools of navigation are:
* Charts, updated and properlyscaled.
* Soft leadpencils.
* Greasepencils,
* Stop watch.
* Speed log,a mechanical device for measuring speed
through-the-water.

* Speedtable, tabulated speed-through-the-waier as a
function ofengine RPMs. Obtained by running meas
ured mile at various RPM settings.
*Nauticalsliderule, device for determining speed, time
or distance when the other two variables are known.

*Magneticcompasses.
*Hand-held bearing compass.
* Compass deviation tablet list of compass errors due to
deviation for representative headings through 360 de
grees. Posted by the steering station.
* Plotter, protractors, parallelrules, devices for placing
on a chan, or taking from a chart, a course orbearing.
* Dividers, devices used to measure distance on a chart.
* Tide and currenttables for the current year.
* Notice to Mariners, the best source of recent chart
corrections in your area. Available free from local
Coast Guard districts.

* Li$it lists, publications describing aids to navigation
maintained by the Coast Guard.
* Coastpilots, directions for piloting in inland and
coastal waters of the U.S. (similar publications for for
eigncoasts are called Sailing Directions).
* Gyrocompass.
* Radar.

* Loran-Creceiver.

6.2.2 Charts

When you buy or use a chart, you should check
to ensure that the chart is up-to-date and has been cor^
rected recently. All charts are dated to indicate first
printing and new edition dates.

First Edition Dale

The first edition date is the original date of issue
of a new chart. It is shown at the top-center margin
(example;1st Ed., Sept. 1950).

New Edition Date

The date of re-issue of a chart that has been cor

rected (making previous editions obsolete). The date
of the first edition is still at the top; however, the num
ber and date of the new edition appears at the lower
left-hand corner. This date is the same as that of the
latest Notice to Mariners to which the chart has been
corrected (example: 5th Ed., July 19,1970).

Scale

The ratio of a given distance on the chart to the
actual distance which it represents on earth. It maybe
expressed in various ways. The most common,
1:80,000 or 1/80,000, means that one unit (such as an
inch) on the chart represents 80,000of the same unit
on the surface of the earth (Figure 6-1).
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Figure $-1. The most commonly used methodof exprassingscale.

Harbor Charts

These charts are intended for navigation and
anchoragein harbors and smallwaterways. The scale
is generally larger than 1:50,000.

Coast Charts

These charts are intended for inshore coastwise
navigation where the course maybe insideoutlying
reefsand shoals,for entering or leaving bays and har
bors of considerablewidth, and for navigatinglarge
inland waterways. The scales range from 1:50,000 to
1:150,000.

General Charts

Thesecharts are intended for coastwise naviga
tion outside of outlying reefs and shoals. The scales
range from 1:150,000 to 1:600,000.
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Sailing Charts
These are smaller scale charts, used for planning

trips, fixingyour position at sea, and dead reckoning
during a long voyage. The scale is generally smaller
than 1:600,000.

Chart No.1

Much of the information contained on charts is

shown bysymbols. The symbolsmake no attempt at
accuracy in scale or detail, but are shown at the correct
location and make it possible to convey large amounts
of information. The standard symbols and abbrevia
tions used on charts published in the U.S. are shown
on ChartNo.l - Nautical ChartSymbols andAbbrevia
tions (Figure 6-2).
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The Compass Rose
The compass rose consists of inner and outer

circles, each marked off in degrees. It should be noted
that the directionrepresented by these twocircles do
not correspond. The outer circle indicates true direc
tions. The inner circle indicates magnetic directions.
Thedifference between true north and magnetic north
is callvariation, and it differs in each part of the world.

Figure 3-3. Themercatorprojection.

Variation for the region represented is noted
at the center of each compass rose. Variation
also changes with time and must therefore be
corrected for the year, if you are using old
charts.

Distance from Latitude

Latitude and longitude are marked on the
margins of each chart Latitude and longitude
are measured in degrees, minutes and seconds
(or tenths of a minute). One minute of lati
tude is equal to one mile on the earth's sur
face, and the latitude scale on the side of the
chart is usually the handiest place to measure

Figure &Z. Much ofthe infonnaSon contained on charts Is shown by symbols. Ai.,.„M •>,„„ „-..,;,~i M;iAAn...iB «-« ~;n...AThe symbols make noattempt at accuracy in scale or detail, but are shown at Stance. One nautical mile equals One minute
the correct location and make Itpossible to depictgreatamounts ofInformation. (V) of latitude (a mile a minute). Since there
Thastandardsymbols andabbre via tions usedon charts published In tfieU.S. a re 60 minutes in a degree, one degr ee of Iall-
a/eshown on Chart No. 1,Nautical Chart Symbols and Abbreviations. tude eauals 60 nautical miles

When using the latitude scale to measure dis-
tance, always choose a portion of the scale that is mid
waybetween the latitudes of the two points on the
chart you are measuring. This is necessary since the
latitude scale on a Mercator projection (the most com
mon typeof navigation chart) expands at higher lati
tudesbecauseof the distortions that occur in project
ing the curvedsurface of the earth onto a flat piece of
paper (Figure 6-3). Do not measure distance on the
longitude scale.

f) The Mercator pmJKtxyi
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6.2.3 Buoyage Systems
Two buoyage systems are used on Atlantic coast

waters, the Navigable Waters and the Intracoastal.
The basic structure for these systems is called the Lat
eral Systemof Buoyage, now called the lateral (modi
fied). This system is based upon channels determined
as "proceeding from seaward" in which vessels return
ing from sea are to leave red markers to the starboard
side (as the saying goes, Red Right Returning).

The term "Proceeding From Seaward" means
following the Atlantic coast in a southerly direction.

Navigable Waters
Navigable Waters are defined as coastal waters

that include bays,sounds, rivers and lakes that are
navigablefrom the sea. The buoyagesystemused on
navigablewatersfollows the lateral (modified) system
of buoyage,as entering from seaward. This system
employsa simple arrangement of shapes, colors, num
bers/letters and light characteristics to show the side
on whichto leavethe buoy,when proceeding in a given
direction. Certain buoys and daymarkshave differenti
ated shapes, and some are painted distinctivecolors to
indicate, both of which tell you on which side to leave
the buoy. Numbersand/or letters further identify the
individualbuoys. In this system,buoys that mark the
sides of channels have numbers which increase when
proceeding from seaward.

Shapes
Buoyshapes and their special uses are described

later in this chapter.

Colors

Buoys are colored red, green or a combination
of red and green. Some buoysare red and white, and
some are yellow.

Green buoys mark the port (left) side of the
channel when "proceeding from seaward," or the loca
tion of wrecks or obstructions that mustbe passed by
keeping the buoyon the port sideof the vessel when
proceeding from seaward.

Red buoys mark the starboard (right)side of the
channels, or location ofwrecks or obstructions that
must be passed on the starboard side of the vessel
when "proceeding from seaward." (Red Right Return
ing)

Junction buoys are green with a wide red hori
zontal band, or red with a wide horizontal green band.
The topmost color indicates the preferred channel.

Mid-channel or fairway buoysare red and white
vertically striped. They are "safewater" aids to naviga
tion, and can be passed close-by on either side.
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Yellowis the color usedon all special purpose
buoys according to the International Association of
Lighthouse Authorities (IALA) plan, which is in use in
this country. This is discussed in further detail in the
section on special purpose buoys.

Numbers

Most buoys, daybeacons and minor lights used
on navigable waters have numbers, letters or a combi
nation ofboth numbers and letters placed conspicu
ouslyon the aids. These markingsare usuallymade of
reflective material to help identify the aid.

* Odd numbers are used only on solid green aids.
* Even numbers are used only on solid red aids.
* Letters may be required with a number, so as not to
disturb the sequence of the numbering, but to indicate
some othersignificancesuch as a particular shoal. Let
ters customarily mark junction and mid-channel buoys,
as well as buoys that are not solid green or solid red.
* Daymarks that are usedin placeof buoys are num
bered and/or lettered in the same manner as buoys.

Ught Colors and Characteristics
Lights used on aids to mark the sides of channels

along navigable waters are green and red. White fights
have been discontinued on the starboard and port
hand aids in waters used by international mariners.

* Only green lights on solid green buoys mark the port
sideof the channelwhen "proceeding from seaward."
Lights are Flashing, Quick Bashing, or Occulting.
Check the Light List for details.
* Red lights are used on solid red buoys marking the
starboardside of the channel when "proceedingfrom
seaward." Lights are Flashing, Quick Flashing, or Oc
culting. Check the Light List for details.
* Preferred channel aids will carry the light corre
sponding with the topmost color. The light character
isticof these aids is Composite Group Flashing (2+1).
* White lights are used on mid-channel or fairway(safe
water buoys with the flashing characteristic ofMorse
Code "A" (MoA).
* Yellow lights are to be used on special purpose
buoys,

Intracoastal Waterway (ICW)
The buoyage system used on the Intracoastal

Waterway is the same as that for navigable waters with
some variations. The ICW follows a comparatively
shallowchannel in more protected waters that lie par
allel with, and extend along, the Atlantic and Gulf
coasts from New Jersey to the Mexican border.
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This passage,sometimes referred to as the "in
sideroute," is considered to be "proceeding from sea
ward" as it follows the Atlantic coast in a southerly di
rection to the tip ofFlorida. Numbers on the ICW
buoys and daymarks follow the basic system, beginning
with the number 1 as if approaching from seaward.
The numbers increasealongthe "inside route" up to
the number 200, then begin again with the number 1.

The ICW uses the same coloring ofbuoys and
daymarksas the lateral (modified) system with one ex
ception:allbuoysand daymarks that identify the ICW
route have an additionalyellowsymbol, usually a band
or horizontal bar. Basically green buoysand daymarks
identify the port side of the channel, and red buoys and
daymarks mark the starboard side of the channel, when
proceeding from New Jersey to Mexico.

When the ICWcoincideswith another waterway
marked according to the lateral (modified) systemof
buoyage, special ICW markings are used. Theyconsist
ofbyellow square or zyellow triangle painted on a con
spicuouspartof the dual-purposeaid to navigation.
The shapeof the yellow mark indicated the side of the
channel for the ICW. A yellow triangle on an aid
meansthat the aidmust be kept on the starboard side;
a yellowsquareindicatesthat the aidmust be kept on
the port side, when proceeding from "seaward." When
yellow squares or triangles are used on dual purpose
aids,the yellowband or bar is omitted. (Don't becon
fused if yousee a yellow squareon a nun (red)buoy,or
a yellow triangleon a can (green) buoy.)

Lights on buoys and fixedstructures along the
ICW follow the basicsystemof green lightson green
aids,red lightson red aids,and white lightson safewa
ter or mid-channel buoys. The lights cany the same
characteristics as lightsin the lateral (modified) buoy
age system.

Buoys
Buoys are floating objects anchored to the bot

tom at specific locations so as to function as aids to
navigation. They may be unlighted or lighted, with a
visual signalofdefinite color and flashing pattern.
There arealsosound buoyswith audiblesignalsofvari
ous natures,and buoys which have both light and
sound. Buoys are depicted on charts by various sym
bols and abbreviations that indicate the type, color,
and numbering or lettering, and visual and/or sound
signals, if any. The actual size ofa buoy is not shown
on a chart

Shapes
In order to providequick identification,certain

unlighted buoys are differentiated byshape.

Can buoys are cylindrical. The upper partof the cylin
drical shape mayconsistof two metal plates at right
angles to each other, these serve as a radarreflector
without changing the appearance of the buoy from a
distance (Figure 6-4).

Flgurof}^. A can buoy.

Nun buoys consist ofshorter cylinders topped with
blunted conical caps or metal plates that give the coni
cal appearance at a distance (Figure 6-5),

Figure 6-5. A nun buoy.
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Safe-water buoysmarking mid-channelsand fairways
are spherical, or they have spherical topmarks.

Other lighted and sound buoysmaybe pillaror
spar-shaped. You can find illustrations in Chart No.l,
NauticalChart Symbols andAbbreviations,

Isolated Danger Mark
Isolated danger marks are erected in, moored

over, or placed immediately adjacent to an isolated
danger whichmaybe passed safelyon all sides. The aid
is colored black with one broad horizontal red band. It

may be any shape except nun or spherical. The manda
tory topmark for the isolated danger mark is two verti
cal black balls. These marks must be lettered; the first
character must be the letter "D".

Colors

All buoys are painted with one or two ofthe
basiccolors - green, red, white and yellow. Can buoys
are green. Nun buoys are red. The distinctive color of
a buoyis the primaryfeature that indicatesits naviga
tional significance. Somebuoysmaybegreen (or
black) with a horizontal red band, or red with a hori
zontal green (or black) band. Buoyswhichare verti
callystriped will be red and white. Yellow is used on
buoys to identifyall specialaids in all systems except
the Uniform State WaterwayMarking System. It is
also used as an identification on the Intracoastal Wa
terway aids.

Numbers

Buoys are usuallynumbered in sequence as
"proceedingfrom seaward." Odd numbers(1,3,5, etc.)
are placed on green buoys. Even numbers (2,4,6, etc.)
are placed on red buoys. Numbers are customarily
used on buoys that mark the sides ofchannels. Letters
are used in some instances to designateadditional
channelsor junctions. Numbersand letters are of a
contrasting color to the buoy, usually white, and are of
a reflective material to be easily identified at night.

Reflectors

Most buoys,lighted or unlighted, havepatches
of optical reflectivematerial that greatly facilitates
their location at night. Thesereflectors show up
brightly in the rays of a searchlight, hand-held electric
lantern, or strong flashlight.

Reflective material may be white,green, red or
yellow and has thesamesignificance as lights of the
same color. The numbers and letters on a buoyare
alsoreflective material - usually white, foreasy identi
fication at night.

Many modernbuoys, especially largerones that
are located in high fog areas, have radar corner-reflec
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tors built into their superstructure to make them easier
to detect.

Lighted Buoys
Some or all of the buoys maybe equipped with

lights in an area where there is significant night-time
traffic on the water (Figure 6-6a). Lighted buoysare
paintedeither green or red when replacingan un
lighted can or nun buoy. In these cases, no lateral sig
nificance can be placedon the shape of the lighted
buoy,since the appearance of all lighted buoys are es
sentially pillar shaped. Neither can-shaped nor nun-
shaped buoysdisplay lights.

Green lights are used onfyon green buoys, and
on green and red horizontally banded buoys with the
topmost band green.

Red lights are use only on red buoys and on red
and green horizontally banded buoyswith the topmost
band red.

At present, white lights may be used on any
color buoywhere the greater range ofvisibilityof a
white light is required, orwhere a white light is needed
to distinguishone buoyfrom other showing red and
green lights. However, when the modifications are
complete, white lights willonfybe used on safe-water
(mid-channeland fairway) aids.

Light characteristics ofeach lighted buoy can be
found in the applicable Light List. Lights on red and
greenbuoys willalways be flashing, occulting,or quick
flashing.

Flashing
The light flashes at the rate of50 or fewer

flashes per minute. The normal rate is once every21/
2,4, or 6seconds. In a flashing light, the lightisoff
longer than it is on. Thus, the periods of darkness are
interrupted by short flashes of light.

Occulting
The light is on longer than it is off. This light is

steady with interruptedshort eclipses of darkness, thus
-"on" more than "off."

Quick flashing
When it is desired that a flashing light have a

distinct cautionarysignificance,such as sharp turns or
sudden constriction in a channel, or to mark wrecks or
hazardous obstructions which can be passed safelyon
onesideonfyt the frequencyofflasheswillbe at a rate
of 50-80 or more per minute.

Lights on green and red horizontally banded
buoyswillalways show a Composite Group Flashing
(CGpFl) (2+1).
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Figure 6-6. Light (a) and sound (b) buoys.

This is a sequence of 2 flashes followed bya
single flash. Suchbuoys are placed to indicatepre
ferred channels.

Lights on red and white vertically-striped buoys
consist ofa short Cash followed bya long flash,the let
ter "A" ofthe Morse Code, This series ofa short, then
a long flash recurs at a rate of about 8 times per min
ute. These buoysare placed at mid-channels,fairways
and in entrances to harbors.

Almost every lighted buoy is equipped with a
special device which automatically causes the light to
operate during the hours of darkness, and to be extin
guished during the daylight hours. These devices are
not of equal sensitivity, and therefore, all lights do not
come on or go offat the same time.

Sound

Some buoysare equipped with sound signals to
increase their effectiveness during periods of restricted
visibility(Figure 6-6b). One should be cautioned that
buoyswith bells and gongssounded by the motion of
the sea, do not emit regular signal characteristics. Do
notdepend upon them when the sea is calm. There
maybe no signal at all.

Bell buoys have 4 clappers hung loosely about a
bell,so that even a slight rolling of the buoy causes the
bell to ring.

Gong buoys have multiple gongs, usually 4, of
different tones, each with a separate clapper. The
gongsare rung in random order by the motion of the
buoy in the sea.

Whistle buoys use air, captured and compressed
bythe rising and felling the the buoy in the sea. Such
buoys are used in openand exposed areaswheresuffi
cient ground-swell exists to operate the mechanism.

Horns may be used on some buoys. The signal is
produced at regular intervals byelectrical means.

Special Purpose Buoys
Special aids are used to mark areas that have no

lateral significance. These special buoys will be all
yellow,and if lighted, will show a yellow light.
Among them are;
1. Ocean Data Acquisition Systems (ODAS).
2. Traffic separation schemes, where channel mark
ing could be confusing,
3. Dredging buoys,where conventional channel
marking would be confusing,
4. Fish net areas.

5. Spoil grounds.
6. Military exercise zones.
7. Anchorage areas (white buoy and light).
Note: The use ofyellow for special purpose buoys
does not apply to the Uniform State Waterway
Marking System (USWMS).

Station Buoys
Sometimes it is necessary to place a buoy in

close proximity to a floating aid to mark thestation in
case the regular aid is accidentally shifted or otherwise
incapacitated. Station buoys are colored and num
bered or lettered the same as the regular aid to naviga
tion. If the buoy that is being temporarily replaced has
a sound signal, the station buoy should carry the same
sound signal.

Daybeacons
Daybeacons are unlighted fixed structures in

shallow waters (sometimes as much as 20 feet), or on
shore. The daybeacon consists ofa simplestructure of
a single pile of wood, concrete, or metal, or a group of
piles tied together at the top, called a dolphin. On the
structure are one or more signboards called daymarks,
to conveynavigational information.

Daymarks are signboards that can be identified
byshape and color, and have navigational significance.
They are covered with reflective material, and also
have retro-reflective borders, which make them easy to
locate at night with a searchlight.

Shape and Purpose

1. Square daymarks are used the same as can buoys to
mark the port (left) side ofchannels when proceeding
from seaward. The color is green the same as can
buoys.
2. Triangular daymarks are used the same as nun buoys
- to mark the starboard (right) side of channels when
proceeding from seaward, and cany the same color
(red) as nun buoys.
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3. Preferred channel daymarks can be square or trian
gular to mark junctions in channel, wrecks,or obstruc
tions. The shape of the daymark and the color of the
top half indicate the preferred channel.
4, Octagonal-shaped daymarksare used to mark the
fairwayor middle of the channel. These daymarks will
be vertically divided, half red or black and halfwhite.

Numbers and Letters
Daymarks are numbered and/or lettered much

thesame as buoys. The numbers are white and reflec
tive to be more easily identified with a searchlight at
night They are used to mark the sides of channels, and
they are given numbers and letters in accordance with
the lateral (modified) system of buoyage,

6.2.4 Major Lights
Lights ate the other major aids io navigation

besides buoys and daymarks. These powerful lightsare
in lighthouses, on lightships,and on towersor large
navigationbuoys. Whether the "light" is classified as
primary or secondary dependsupon the importance of
its location, intensity, and the prominenceof its struc
ture. Those of lesser importance are, of course,con
sideredsecondary. Refer to the LightList for the indi
vidual characteristics ofeach station.

Lighthouses
Lighthouses havestructures of distinctive design

and coloration to makeidentificationeasy. Until re
centyears, theyall used to be manned,but theyare
gradually becomingautomated. Besides the "light,"
many lighthouses are alsoequipped with fog signals
and radiobeacons.

Lightships
Lightshipshavedistinctiveshaped hulls,usually

painted redwiththe nameof thestationin largewhite
letters on each side. At present, theonly lightship re
maining inactive service is iheNantucket. Lightships
are especially equipped to emit light, sound and ra
diobeacon signals. Lightships formerly wereanchored
at specific locations to serveasaidsto navigation.
Eachshiprequired a crew of 15to keep it in operation.

Light Towers
Lighttowershavereplacedmanyof the old

lightships, and theyare located in deepwateroffshore
to mark shoals and heavily traveled sea lanes. The
foundation ofeach tower is firmlyembedded in bed
rock, and eachtowerisequipped witha light, a fog sig
nal and radiobeacon. A toweris usually mannedwitha
crewof4or5.
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Largo Navigation Buoys <LNB)
Large navigationbuoys, the newest of the three

offshore light stations, have also been used to replace
lightships. LNBsare 40 feet in diameter with
42-foot towers, and they are fullyautomated. The light
is visible for ten miles, and the fog signal is audible to
two and a half miles. The radiobeacon transmits a dis

tance ofabout twenty-five miles.

6,2.5 Compass Courses
There are three types of courses commonly re

ferred to in navigation:

True Course, your direction in relation to true north.
Magnetic Course, the course after correcting the true
course for variation.

Compass Course, the course after correcting the mag
netic course for deviation.

While many fishingvesselsnow use automatic
steering systems interfaced with gyrocompasses that
are oriented toward true north, a properly installed
magnetic compass - and the ability to correct for vari
ation and deviation - are essential elements for safe

navigation (Figure 6-7).

Variation

Variation is the difference between the true,
geographicnorth pole, and the magnetic north pole,
measuredin degrees. Your magneticcompass needle
willseek to align itselfwith the magnetic lines of force
that encirclethe earth, pointing towardthe magnetic
north pole. Becausethe magneticnorth pole is not
locatedin the same place on earth as the geographic
north poles, the compass needle will indicate a bearing
that varies from true north, thus the word variation. It
is an error, or variance, from true north that maybe
either east or west depending upon your location.

Determiningvariation isa simplematter; just
look at the chart Variation is listed on each compass
rose, severalof whichare located on everychart You
should note that each compass rose on the same chart
may have a different value for the variation. You
should use the variation from the compass rose closest
to your position.

Variation is nota constantquantity; it changes.
The annual increase or decrease is also noted
on the compass rose,and the valueshould be
appliedfor eachyearsincethedatelistedin the
compass rose.
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Figure $-7. Three ways to name a coursa.

Deviation

Deviation is the difference between magnetic
north and compass north. It is caused by your vessel's
magneticeffect on the compass. The hull structure,
deckloads, machinery, etc, all combine to cause an er
ror in your compass. In other words, the combined
magnetic disturbances aboard your vessel pull the com
pass needle away from the magnetic north pole, and
this error is called deviation (Figure 6-8). It is an error,
or deviation, from magnetic north that maybe either
east or west of the magnetic north pole.

MAGNETIC NOfTTH

FERROUS METAL

Figure$-$. Any ferrous metal object pults
your compass needle away from magnetic
north.

When you are navigating with a magnetic com
pass, you must keep in mind that the earth's magnetic
field (causing variation) and the vessel's magnetic field
(causingdeviation) are always at work, always changing
and continuously affecting the ability of your compass
to indicate the correct direction. You must be capable
ofcorrecting a compass course to a true course by ap
plying the variation and deviation errors.

You need to determine the magnetic compass
deviation of your vessel, and recheck it from time to
time. Post the results on a Deviation Table near the

steering station. Acompass adjuster always make up a
Deviation Tablewhen he corrects the compass on a
fishingvessel.

You can also determine deviation using the fol
lowing method. First, look for two conspicuous ob
jects on shore that appear on the chart (lighthouses,
towers, stacks, etc.). Draw a line through these two
objects on the chart and read the true bearing. To this
bearing apply the variation (adding if west and sub
tracting if east) and you have the magnetic bearing.
Position the vessel on the line and take a compass
bearing of the two objects when they form a range.
The difference between the magnetic bearing is the
deviation for that heading.
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In the example, on a headingof 045the deviation wouldbe 1W (and wouldhave to be applied to a course
steeredor a bearing taken). Likewise on a heading of270the deviationwouldbe 5 E (Figure 6-9).

VESSEL HEADING

True beating

Variation

Magnetic bearing...

Compass bearing
Obs&ved
Deviation

045

.030

26
.028

029

^i < . »T >rri^s
«-:r +

,N=

V

VESSEL HEADING 270

True bearing 030

Variation 2E
Magneticbearing 028

Compass bearing
Observed 023
Deviation S£

Figure 6-9, Determining deviation.

By taking a seriesof compass bearings withthe boaton different headings, youwillbe ableto make up a deviation
table (Table6-1).

Table 6-1.

Sample
partial
deviation
Table.

SAMPLE PARTIAL DEVIATION TABLE

(In momg item leh *>righi on ino table,
A00 EAST and SUBTRACT WEST omx)

Compass Deviation Magnetic
Heading Heading

000 2 E 002

015 2 E 017

030 0 030

045 1 w 044

060 2 W 058

Correcting Compass Courses
With a table like Table 6-1you can go from magnetic to compass to magnetic depending on need.

You can take the magneticcourse off the chart (using the compass rose), compare it to the table and find the
proper compass course to steer. If the magnetic courseis017degreesyou knowto steer a compasscourseof015
(Figure 6-10).
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^W..x^
' I1

Figure 6-10. Correcting compass courses. Note: Yfhen youare correcting a bearing, alwaysapply thedeviation thatcorrespondsto
theheading of the vessel, not the figure thatcorresponds to thebearing itself.

Compass Course Correction
This is a good rule to remember to help you apply deviation and variation to magnetic compasses: Can Dead

Men Vote Twice (Figures 6-11 and 6-12).

Can

(Compass course
Dead

Deviation

Men

Magneticcourse
Vote

Variation

Twice

True course

When moving to the right add easterlydeviation and variation.
When movingto the right subtractwesterly deviation and variation.
When moving to the left subtract easterly deviation and variation.
When moving to the left add westerly deviation and variation.
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Can Dead Men Vote Twice

2E 6W 045

051 6W 045

049 2E 051

049 2£ 051 6W 045

for example, if you want to head
045 degrees true, and you know
the deviation is 2 degrees Eastand
the variation is 6 degrees West
then using the rule:

Figure$-11. Example 1.

Can Dead Men Vote Twice

This is what is known

Solve for men add west when
moving left 045 + 6 = 051

Solve for Dead when moving left
subtract east 051 - 2 b 049

300

300

7W

7W 293

293

16E

16E 309

This is what is known

Solve for Magnetic when moving
lo the right subtract west
300 - 7 = 293.

Solve tor True when moving to
the right and east 293 + 16 =
309.

300 7W 293

Another example; Ityou're steering
a compass course of 300 degrees
and the deviation is 7 degrees West
and the variation is 16 degrees East
whatare the magnetic end Vue
courses?

Applying the deviation and variation
errors is important because every
degree ol error Inyourdesired
course means that you winmiss
your desired destination by 100 teat
per mile traveled. If you travel 40
miles and steer a course that is 3
degrees off you'llmiss yourdestina
tion by about 2 miles (40 mites x
300 ft. - 12.000 ft. - 2 miles).

Figure6-12. Example2,
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6.3 Piloting
6*3.1 The Fix

A lineofposition (a bearing)thoweverobtained, represents a series ofpossible positions. Your vessel must
be somewhere along each line position (LOP), but you don't know where, until you have obtained afix, or the
intersection ofat least two LOPs. Stated differently, the intersection of at least two, simultaneous, non-parallel
lines of position represents the only place your vessel can be.

The important point to keep in mind is that any bearing taken with a steering compass is a compass bearing
and cannot be plotted directly on the chart until it has been corrected for deviation (Figure 6-13).

Figure 6-13. Bearingsmaybe takenbysightingover thasteering compass orusinga hand
held compass.

However,after correcting the compass bearing for deviation, the magnetic bearing can be laid down on the
chart becausewe havea magneticrose (the inner one) on the chart from whichwe can get magneticdirections
(Figure 6-14).

Figure6-14, The Intersection olat least two LOPs creates a fix. A third LOPproduces greater accuracy.
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Note: When convertingfrom a compass bearingtoa
magnetic bearing, besure toapply thedeviationfor the
vesselheading, notfor the bearingyouhavetaken.

Practical piloting requires you to have a thor
ough familiarity with the principles,knowledge of
local conditions, constantalertness, and good judg
ment. A study ofavoidable grounding reveals that,
in mostcases,the the causeof the problemwas not a
lack of knowledge, but a failure to useor interpret
available information. Among the more common
errors are:

* Failure to

* Failure to

* Failure to

tively.
* Failure to

* Failure to

an accurate

* Failure to

lion.

* Failure to

in variation,

* Failure to

* Failure to

* Failure to

obtain or evaluate soundings.
identify aids to navigation.
use available navigational aids effec-

correct charts.

adjust a magneticcompassor maintain
table ofcorrections.

applydeviation,or error in its applica-

applyvariation,or to allowfor a change

keep a dead reckoning plot.
plot information received.
properly evaluate information received.

Navigation

* Poor judgment.
* Failure to do own navigation (following an
othervessel).
* Failure to obtain and use information avail

able on charts and in various publications.
* Failure to "keep ahead of the vessel."

6.3.2 Ranges
You can take one type of bearing by eye

without measurement When twoobjectsap
pear directlyin line, one behind the other, they
aresaid to be "in range," and together they con
stitute a range. For accuratelycharted objects,a
rangemaybe the most accurate line ofposition,
and one of the easiest to observe. Tanks,
steeples, towers, and cupulas often form natural
ranges. Ranges are so useful in marking a
course that manyartificialranges - two beacons -
have been installed in line with channels in many
ports. A vessel proceeding along the channel
mustonly keep the beacons in range to remain
in the center of the channel (Figure 6-15).

If the farther beacon (customarily the
higherone) appears to "open out" (move) to the
rightof the forward (lower)beacon,one knows
that he is to the right ofhis desired track. Simi
larly, if it opens out to the left, the vessel is off the
track to the left.

Figure6-15. Arange creates one ot the simplest and most accuratebearings. When the range markersline up (right), the vessel is on
the desired track.
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6.3.3 Bow and Beam Bearings
Bowand beam bearingsare another simple,valuablewayto get a fix. If an identifiable chartedobject is ob

servedwhen it bears45 degreeson the bow and again when it comesabeam (90degrees), the distancerun between
observationsis the distanceofthe object from the vesselwhen it is abeam (Figure6-16).

figure8-1S. Doubling theangleon thebow. The distance run equals thedistance from theobject when His abeam.

This method is alsoknownas doubling the
angle ofthe bow. This method will work with obser
vations of45 degrees and 90 degrees as shown. It
willalsoworkwith othersets of angles, the second
of which is double the first Forinstance: 30 degrees
and 60 degrees, 40 degreesand 80 degrees,etc.

Remember, youmust haveanaccurate speed
table for this method. Also, you must calculate the
actual distance-made-over-the-bottom, not the dis
tance through the water, and you must correct for
any known current

Also remember, the deviation that you will
applyto a bearing is the one that applies to the ves
sel's headingat the moment when the bearingwas
taken.

6.3.4 RPM-Speed Table
In navigating, it isalways importantto know

the speedofyourvessel - yourspeedoverthe
ground,as wellas yourspeed through the water.
Chances are, yourspeedometer isnotveryaccu
rate,especially at slowspeeds,and it cannot meas
urecurrents that determineyourreal speed; speed
over the ground.

Most engines have tachometers, and a boat's
speed at a given tachometer setting is usually quite
predictable. You can develop anRPM-Speed
Table using the following technique. Use astop
watchto time yourselfwhile runningbetween
buoys. Besureto runbothways at thesame rpm
to cancel out the effect ofcurrent Make several

runs at different tachometer setting (rpms) and
calculate your speeds. (Caution: always calculate
the speedeachway and averagethe twospeeds -
neveraverage the times). An RPM speed table
should be established for different loading condi
tions.

The basic formula forcalculatingspeed,
time and distance when two of the three are known

is:60D = ST (or 60 x D = S xT), where D isdis
tancein nautical miles,S is speedin knots, andT
is time in minutes.

For a simple wayto use this formula, follow
Figure6-17.

60xD

ST

Formulas can be rearranged to solve for the
variableyouwant. For example,for S, the formula
is:

60xD

T

For distance, the formula would be:

SxT

60

For time, the formula would be:

60xD
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in the following example the distance between lite buoys is 2.3
nautical miles The downstream run took 10.5 minutes and the
upstream run took 12.3 minutes.

60 x D

13.14

60 X 2.3 = 13,14

10.5

60 X 2.3 = 1122

12.3

11.22 = 12.2

Figure 6-17. 12.2 Knots, the average of thatwospeeds, is whatshould be listed on theSpaad Table torthe RPM used duringthe two
runs.

6.3.5 Dead Reckoning
Dead reckoning (DR) is the act ofputting to

gether the elements of navigation as you guide a ves
sel from place to place. Your DR is the sum ofall
the information you receive- heading, speed, bear
ings,soundings - from whatever source. It depends
on three things: your point of departure, your
course over the ground (including all its twists and
turns), and your distance run. Know those three
things,and youTl always know the position of your
vessel (Figure 6-18).

Dead reckoning is a matter of logging each
changein courseor speed, and of maintaining a run
ning plot ofyour progress on a chart. Logging your
departure is easy. Simply note the place and time,
along with your course, heading, and speed over the
water. Start your plot by making a straight line from
your point ofdeparture in the direction of your
heading* and label it with the direction (degrees
magneticor true) above the line and the speed be
low the line.

Nowyour logandyour DR plot becomerec
ords ofevery change in heading or speed. Note all
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significant navigation information in the log, and
update your plot on a regular basis using LOPs,
Axes, soundings, etc When a good fixshows that
you are no longer on your DR track, the difference
in your estimated and actual positions becomes a
good indicator ofeither set and drift (direction and
speed of the current) or steering error.

Maintain the log and the DR plotwell, and
you'll always have a pretty good idea of where you
are, even if your electronics go down just as the fog
sets in. After all, dead reckoning was how men
navigated before they had all the technological
gadgets. It stillworks just as wellin the handsof a
navigator who uses all the sources of information
at his disposal,and who keeps a record of what he
learns.

A dead reckoning plot also enables you to
cross-check electronic data. Label the course
above the heading line, and the speed below the
Una The half circle represents a deadreckoning
positionbased on inputs ofspeed and heading. The
full circle identifies a fix consisting ofat least two
LOPs.
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Figure 6-18. ADRis simplya running plot of your progress ovar theground.

6.4 Electronic Navigation
6.4.1 Loran

Lx>ran stands for LOng RAngeNavigation. The
Loran-A systemwas developed during World War II,
and the superior Loran-C systemwas put into wide
spread service during the late 1970s. It is a radio navi
gation system that uses shorebased transmitters and
shipboard receivers; it normally offers continuous,
highly accuratepositioningin areas coveredbyLoran
signals.

Like allnavigation information, Loran isnotfoolproof,
andyoumastalwayscheckyourLoranpositionsagainst
othersourcesofdata.

In areas where signal quality is good, Loran is
capable ofproviding a reliable fixwithin 0.1 to 0.25
nautical miles. Its repeatability (the abilityof the sys
tem to return to the same spot consistently) is even
belter. In otherwords> once youhave logged a posi

tion based on Loran input, the unit will typicallymain
tain the same degree of error and enableyour to return
to the logged position over and over again with consid
erable accuracy. If you have logged the coordinates of
a harbor entrance or buoy,for example,a Loran re
ceiver shouldenableyou to return to that spot no mat
ter what the weather or visibility.

While the system is normally quite accurate and
unaffected byatmosphericcondition, over-relianceon
Loran can be extremely dangerous. For example, the
signal can become lost or distorted, not allowing the
unit to determine its position. In some areas, signal
geometry (the angle at which the Loran lines of posi
tion cross one another) can produce significant posi
tioning errors. Or, you, the operator, may incorrectly
interpret information providedby the Loran. In a
worst case, loss of power aboard the vessel could make
the Loran unit useless.
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As the navigator, youmust understand the Loran system and its shortcomings, and you mustconstantly
question Loran positions bycomparing them to positions obtained from dead reckoning, visual bearings, ranges,
soundings, andother types of electronic navigation equipment.

Loran Don'ts

* Relyon Loran as a solesourceof positioninformation.
* Rely on lat/long readings near land without cross-checks.
* Use TDs (time differencegradients) near the baselineextension.
* Rely on the Loran when the warning lights are on.

Loran Do's

* Makesure the initial installation is good.
* Be sure backgroundnoise on the boat has been suppressed.
* Cross-check Loran information with other sources ofdata.

* Bewareof possible latitude/longitudedistortions
near land.

* If possible, choose a chain you canusethe entire trip.
* Choose secondary stations with good TD gradient.
* Choose TDs with good crossingangles.
* Be aware of your unit's warning indicators.

Loran-C chains

Loran-C transmitters operate in groups referred to as "chains." Eachchainhasa masterstation (labeled
M) and iwo to foursecondarystations (labeled W,XtY, or Z). The masterstation transmits its radiopulsefirst
Each secondaiy waits a precise amount of time, thentransmits itsown. TheLoran receiver compares thesignals
emitted by the master and secondarystations in termsof time differences or TDs measuredin microseconds (mii-
lionthsofasecond).

Thedistance from each transmitting stationto the receiver isdirectly related to the timethe signal takes to
arrive. When the receivermeasures the difference in signal times between the masterstation and one of its secon
daries, the result isa lineofconstant time difference (Figure 6-19). At anypointalong the line, theLoranreceiver
would measurethe samedifference between the two stations. Thus,the vessel's position issomewhere on that
line.

Figure 6-1Q. A vessel receiving e signal fromthe master and secondary station willproduce a Una of constant time difference.
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Such lines are called Loran lines ofpositionor LOPs. As in other forms of navigation, the intersection of two
LOPscreatesa/ir, or the vessel's position (Figure6-20).

Figure6-20. A fixis obtained when two LOPs Intercept

Loran TDs are represented by a grid that is printed onspecial charts (Figure 6-21). Ifyourunit reads only
inTDs, you mustcompare the readout on the Loran to the lines printed on a Loranchart to find yourposition.
Once you have located your position, you can use thechart to convert to latitude andlongitude (lat/long).

Figure 6-21. Loran TDs are printed onspecialcharts that enable you toconvert to iat/iong.

Lat/long Conversions

Ifyour Loran unit features a lat/long converter, it iscapable ofmaking theconversion from TDs to lat/long
for you. This eliminates the need forspecial charts and reduces thepossibility of plotting errors. Beware, how
ever, thatsignal distortion caused by land masses may hamper your unit's ability to convert to lat/long when you
are near land or in a harbor.

Nearland, it may be safer to convert theunit toTDsandplotyourposition on TDcharts, which are cor
rected forsignal distortion. Or,your operator's manual should tellyou how toenter"offsets" to helpyourunit
compensate fordistortion as it converts to lat/long. When you arenearland, you mustcheck Loran positions
against othersources of information: visual bearings, soundings, radar, etc
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Selecting a Chain
Loran chains are identified by four-digit num

bers. In many areas, only one chain is available. In
someareas, however, coverage overlaps,and you must
select whichchain and secondarystations provide the
best positioning within a givenarea. Or, youcan con
tactyou localCoast Guard District Officeto get infor
mation on the preferred chain to use in your area.

In order to be sure that you are getting accurate
information from your Loran, you must understand the
factors that determine why one chain, or oneset ofsec
ondaries, is better than another.

The first factor to consider is strength, which
depends largelyon distance from the transmitting sta
tion,unless interference, or an interruptionin thesig
nal, means that you cannot receive the correct secon
daries in the chain nearest your position. And, when
ever possible, you should select a
chain that you can use during your
entire trip. This enable you to "lock
on" the receiverprior to departure,
and, assuming your receiver has the
capability, to "track" a set of signals
for the entire trip.

The first step in operating
your unit is to enter the four-digit
number that identifies a chain. You

should normally choose the closest
one, unless you determine that sig
nal quality or geometry makes an
other station better to use. If you
are travelling long distances, you
may leave one coverage area and en
ter another. At that point, you must
reprogram the Loran receiverbyentering a newchain
identification number.

On the Atlantic Coast the 9960chain is the only
chain available. If youshould leave the Atlantic Coast
you would need to switch to the Loran chain available
in the area in whichyou are entering.

Normally there is a "chain overlap," or dual cov
erage, between chains. If you are operating exclusively
within this area, you could use either chaindepending
on whichprovided the best signal quality and the best
LOP crossing angles.

TD gradient
Once a chain has been selected, your unit may

require that you tell it whichsecondary stations you
want to use. Or, it maybe programmed to select a pair
ofsecondarystations automatically. Even ifthe unit is
automatic, however,you mayfind it necessaryto over
ride the unit and manually choose another pair in or

Navigation

der to get the best fixes. The most important consid
eration in choosing secondaries is called TDGradient.

Gradient refers to thespacing between TDs generated by
each station.

As youcan see in Figure 6-22, the spacing be
tween the Y lines is one nautical mile or about 2,000
yards. In terms of time, the Y lines are"10 microsec
onds apart, so that each microsecond of time differ
ence equals about 200 yards of distance. You might
expect an error inyour Loran readingofplus or minus
0,1microseconds, whichwouldcorrespond to plus or
minus 20 yards in this case.

Figure 6-22. TD gradientrefers to the spacing between the lines.
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Looking at the X lines in this example, you
could expect an error of plus or minus 40 yards for
each 0.1 microsecond error experienced by the Loran
receiver.

In Figure 6-23 however, you see much larger
gradients for the Wand Z lines, although the same 10
microsecondtime differenceseparates each pair. In
this case, a 0.1 microsecond error in time difference as
measuredby the Loran receiver translates into a posi
tioning error of plus or minus ISOyards in the case of
the Z lines, and plus or minus 240 yards in the case of
the W tines.

The smaller gradient (the closer lines of equal
TD spacingappear on the chart), the better the accu
racy. In this case, you should choose the X and Y sec
ondaries, assumingsignal reception from thosesecon
daiy stations is good.
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Figure 6-23. Thelarger thegradient, the less accurate theposition.

Crossing Angles
Ideally, Loran LOPswouldall crossat right angles(90degrees). Unfortunately, however, nearlyall Loran

LOPs are curves that crossat angles other than90degrees. Assuming equalgradients, you shouldalways choose
theTD pairs that cross closest to 90degrees (Figure 6-24). In Figure 6-22 the lines cross at about70degree, which
should provide a high degree ofaccuracy. In Figure 6-23, however, the lines cross at about30degrees anda small
errorin timedifference translates intoa significant error in position. Bewary offixes produced by LOPs that cross
at angles less than 30 degree. Consider the crossingangle whenyou choose a chain.

?\ ^^>
<

Figure 6-24. Loran lines intersecting attight angles provide the best positions. Dont use tines that cross atless than 30degrees.

Baseline Extension

As you can see in Figure 6-25, the line that con
nects the master station with one of its secondaries is
called the baseline. The baseline extension occurs
where the line extendsbeyondeither station, and the
LOPsbecomesharplycurvedin these regions.

Do not use a TD near its baseline extension.

The gradient becomesvery large in this area, and
there is the definite possibility that the receiver will be
confused about whichsideof the baselineit ison (see
Figure 6-26).

Loran charts clearly identifybaseline extension
areas,and you should choose another secondary (or
another chain) if your vessel is about to crossa
baseline extension.

Figure 6-25. Bs$0ling extension.
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Figure6-26. Loran ambiguity.
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Plotting Loran Fixes
The Loran system is highly accurate, but careless

plotting can ruin its ability to fixyour position. Ifyour
unit converts to lat/long, plotting a fixis the same as in
other forms of navigation. To help you plot fixes, each
loran chart features a Loran interpolator in one cor
ner. In the followingexample, assume your Loran re
ceiver has established 11347J5 microseconds one LOP.

Using a pair of dividers (Figure 6-27), measure
the distanceon the chart between lines 11340 and

11350, a distanceof 10 microseconds. Nowplace the
dividerson the interpolator exactlywhere one point
rests on the top line and the other point rests on the
bottom line. Without movingthe bottom point, move
the top point straight down to a position 7J divisions
from the bottom line (fora 10microsecond TDspac
ing, consider that the bottom line represents 0, the top
line represents 10and each dark line in the middle of
the interpolator represents2 divisions. It may help to
temporarily pencil in 10,8,6,4, and 2 over the num
bers 100,80,60,40, and 20 on the scale at right).

Now go back to the chart Place the bottom
point of the dividers on the 11340 line. With the divid
ers held perpendicular to that line, the top point indi
cates 11347.5. Draw a line parallel to the printed lines
through this point and youhave plotted the 11347.5
LOP. Do the same with a second LOP, and the inter
section represents your fix.

^»xo

jHOO

^-113-sO

s

r

75

I I <r>

Figure 6-27. Measure the distancewith dividers, and transfer to0)6Interpolator.

Additional Operating Notes

Estimatesof loran accuracy assumethat youhavea goodqualityreceiverthat has been correctlyinstalled,
and that uses a proper antenna. Accuracyalso depends on yourability to tune and operate the receiver. Ifyour
loran receiver is computerized, it mayhavenumerousfunctions that enableyou to store positionsaswaypoints,
monitor your course and speedover the ground,and to steer predeterminedcourses. Manyreceivers are fitted
witha "HOLD" switchthat enablesyou to store your presentpositioninstantly,while the receiver continues to
track internally. This memory functioncanbe vitalin returningto pick up a man overboard. You shouldconsult
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your operator's manual to learn all of the unit's capa
bilities. It may also include various alarms that indi
cate problemswith the signal.

For example, Loransignals consist ofground-
waves normallyused for position fixing, and skywaves
that bounceoff the ionosphere. At extremedistances
from transmitters, the unit may lose a fadingground-
wavesignal and pick up the stronger skywave. Skywave
navigation is very tricky at best, and you should view
these positionswithsuspicion. Ifyour unit warnsthat
it is receiving a skywave, refer to the operator's manual
for a discussion of this typeofnavigation.

A blink warning indicates that there is a mal
function at the transmitting station.

A cycle slipwarning indicates that the receiver
has locked onto the wrongcycle of the Loran-Csignal.

A lost signal alarmtellsyouthat the signal is too
weakfor proper receiver function.

Also, interface may causethe lastdigitof the
readout on your receiver to jump or jitter. If this oc
curs, you must average the reading.

Whenever an alarmlightis on, do not relysolely
on yourLoran data. For more informationon Loran,
consult the Loran-C User's Handbook issued by the
U.S. Coast Guard.

6.4.2 Radar

A vesselis required to use "all available means
appropriate" to navigate safely and avoid collision.
Vessels equippedwith functioning radarare legally
required to use it when visibility or trafficwarrants.

And, says former Commandant of the Coast
Guard, "Themariner who fails to properly utilize ra
dar can expect to be held accountable for this failure in
thesame manner as for anyother neglect or disregard
of the requirements of good seamanship."

The useof radar(the nameisan acronym for
RAdio Detection And Ranging) iswidespread among
fishing vessels; however, it isnot always used correctly.
Despitethe capabilitiesof radar, it has not eliminated
collisions at sea. For the sake of both law and human
life,everyfishermanwho stands watchon a vessel
equipped with radar ought to knowhowto use it prop
erly.

A radar unit consists ofa transmitter which
sends short burstsof high-frequency radioenergy
through a rotatingantenna. These radiopulses are
transmitted ina highly directional pattern, and they
produce echoes that are reflected back to the antenna
when theystrike target objects, such as othervesselsor
land masses. The returning signalis displayed as a vis
ual symbol orpip on a dark screen, to indicate the di
rectionand range of the target

Relative Motion Display
Most fishing vessel radars provide relative mo

tiondisplays in which your own vessel is alwaysat the
center of the display and the motion of a contact is
relative to your own vessel. This means that in order to
determine the direction and speed of the target, you
must consider your own motion in relation to that tar
get

On relative motion display, fixed objects, such as
land masses, move at a rate equal to, and in a direction
opposite to, the motion ofyour own vessel.

The relativemotion displaycan either hehead
ing-up, in whichyour own vessel's heading is always at
the top of the screen, and contacts are displayedat
bearings relative to your own vessel's bow,or north-up,
in which the picture is gyro-stabilized and north is al
waysat the top of the screen. In this mode, the head
ing line wanders according to your own vessel's head
ing,and contactsare displayedin true bearings.

The heading-up display is most suitable in
crowded coastal areas or narrow channel. The north-

up displayis often preferred on the highseas,and sim
plifies plotting, because target bearings appear in de
greestrue. The north-up mode requires that the radar
unit be connected to a gyrocompass.

In Figure 6-28, your own vessel on a heading of
270degrees detects a contact bearing 315 degrees true.
The contact pip appears at 045degrees relativeon a
heading updisplay.

Figure6-29. Heading up display.

In Figure 6-29, the same contact appears at 315
degrees true on a north-up display. In both cases, the
pip bears 045 degrees from the heading flash, but the
heading-up displayprovides a more immediate indica
tion ofwhetherthe contact lies to port or to starboard.
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Figure 6-29. North-up display.

Range
The likelihood that a radar unit will detect a tar

get depends as much on the size, shape, material,
height and angle of the target as it does on the range of
the radar. Ranges beyond 15 miles are of limited use
on fishingvessels except for coastwisenavigation. The
useof a high-rangescale makes the picture of the more
important close-range area smaller, and makes targets
in that area much smaller and less likely to be noticed.

The Radar Horizon Table (Table 6-2) indicates
that even ifthe radar is on the 15-milescale, a unit
with a 35-foot antenna height has a horizon ofonly 7
nautical miles. To present a good reflection,a target at
15 mileswould have to present a reflection surface at
least 45 feet above water.

Table 6-2.

RADAR HORIZON TABLE

Height Distance
(n.m.)

Height

(ft)
Distance

(n.m.)

5 2V2 65 10

10 4 70 10

15 4Vt 75 10V?

20 5'/S? 80 11

25 6 85 11

30 evu 90 11V5?

35 7 95 12

40 TVs 100 12

45 a 110 13

50 QV2 130 14

55 9 150 15

60 9'/2
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Use the Radar Horizon Table to calculate the

rangeat whichvarious targets are likelyto be seen.
For example, withan antennaheightof 35feet,the ra
dar horizon is 7 nautical miles, while a 45-foot-tall
lighthouse has a radar horizon of S nautical miles (Fig
ure 6-30). Therefore, the lighthouse should appear on
the radar, under normal conditions, at 15 nautical
miles (7 n.m. + 8 n.m. = 15 n.m.)

Most fishing vessels use a 6- to 12-mile radar
range when running, and a closer range during fishing
operation., although circumstancesmay dictate other
ranges. For maneuvering close to targets, the range is
usually reduced to the smaller range that will show the
area ofinterest.

When the radar is usedas a collision avoidance aid, the
shortrange areais ofgreatest importance. It is very dan
gerousfor thetarget to disappearfrom thescreen as it
approaches thevessel, as is oftenthecase when theradar
unitis set on longrange.

In the open sea, however, take care not to ne
glect the longer distance ranges in conditions of re
duced visibility,when another vessel could get danger
ouslyclose without being noticed ifyou only use short
ranges.

A boat running at 10 knots, detecting another
vessel running at 20 knots at a distance of 10 miles in a
head-on approach needs at least 20 minutes to evalu
ate the relative motions of the two vessels, and to take
action lo avoid a collision.

Rough seas, rain, fog, snow, and certain Navy
experimentsinterfere with radar reception. You can
reduce the interference by natural conditions by reset
ting the controls on the radar set The unit can be
tuned to reduce sea clutter (reflection from waves) or
rain clutter (reflectionsproduced byheavy precipita
tion); but you must be aware that tuning out clutter
mayalso tune out weak target signals.

Ice accumulation on the antenna can cause a

steady deterioration in the signal. Shut down an ex
posed scanner, and remove the ice gently. Heavy ice
buildup may cause the scanner to blow a fuse by in
creasingthe loadon the motor.

Bearing Resolution
Bearing resolution is the ability to discriminate

between two targets that are located at the same range
and close in azimuth (angle from your own vessel) to
each other. Usual bearing resolution is on theorder of
1 to 2 degrees. The horizontal beam width of the an
tenna is the primary factor in bearing resolution.
Smaller radars now coming onto the market have only
a 5-degree rating for bearing resolution.
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15 n.m

Figure 6-30. With an antennaheightof 35 feet, ate radarhorizon Is ? nautical miles, while a 46 footlighthouse has a radar horizon of 8
nauticalmiles.

Bearing Accuracy
Accurate measurement ofbearings isvital to using yourradarset properly. The accuracy of the bearingde

pends primarily on the narrowness of the radarbeam. Also, whenbearings are takenrelativeto yourownvessel's
heading, the adjustment of the heading marker at installation isan important factor. To minimize error in meas
uring thebearing ofa target, put the target echo close to theoutside edge of thescreen by selecting theproper
range.

Range Discrimination
Range discrimination is the ability to distinguish betweentwo targets that are in the same direction and

close to eachother. It isdetermined bythe length of the radarpulse.

Range Measurement
Rangemeasurement is an importantfunction of the radarunit.Generally thereare twoways to measure

range; fixed range rings,whichappear on the screen,and the variablerange marker,whichcan be movedinwards
or outwards so that it touches the leadingedgesof a target and indicates range on a digital readout

Falae Echoes

Occasionally, echo signals may appear on thescreen at positions where thereis no target They may also
disappear, even if thereare targets. Multiple reflections occur when a wideand flat targetnear your ownvessel
produces multi-reflection of the radar pulse. Thisresults in the appearance ofmultiple echoes on the screen at
equalintervalsafter the true echo, as shownin Figure6-31.
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Figure 6-31, Occasshn&ily, echo signals mayappear on thescreen et positions wherethereIs no target, or disappear even if thereare
targets. Multiple reflectionsoccur whena wide and flattargetnearyourvessel produces mutti-reflaction of the radarpulse. Thisresults
Intheappearance of multiple echoes on ihe screen ataquaJintervals afterthe true echo.

Side Echoes

Side echoes mayoccur becausea radar pulse emitted from the antenna produces a main beam and side
beams. A large,strong target maybe detected bythe side beams as wellas by the main beam,and produceside
echoes that appear at both sides of the true echo at thesame range (Figure 6-32).

fTr V ^\M 1*1*1'/

Figure 6-32. Side echoes may occur because a radarpulse emitted from the antenna produces a main beam and side beams. A large
strong target may be detected by tha aide beams as wellas the main beam, andproduce side echoes thatappear at both sides of the
true echo et the same range.

Virtual (mirror) Images
A relativelylarge target, close to your ownvessel,maybe represented at two positions on the screen. One

of them is the true echo directly reflectedbythe target,and the other is the falseecho, whichis causedby the mir
ror effect of a hugeobject on or close to yourownvessel(Figure6-33). If your own vesselcomes to a big metallic
bridge, for example,such a false echo maytemporarilybe seen on the scope.
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Figure 6-33. Arelatively largetarget, close toyour vessel,may be represented at two positions on thescreen. Oneofthem is the true
echo directfy reflected bythe target, andtheotherIsthe false echowhich maybecausedbythe mirror effect ofa huge object onor
dose toyour ownvessel, if yourvessel comes toa bigmetallic bridge, forexample, such a false echo maytemporarily be seen on tfte
scope.

Dead Angle (blind sector)
A funnel, mast or derrick postnear the radar antenna may intercept theradar beam (Figure 6-34). Inthat

case, you will notdetect any target in thatarea,called thedead angle. A huge object next toyourown vessel may
causea similar signal blockage.

Figum6-34. Afunnaf, mastorderrick postnear the radarantenna mayinterceptthe radar beam, inthatcase, notarget can bedetected
in that direction, called the dead angle. Ahuge objectnext to your own vessel may causea similar signal blockage.

Radar Interference

When another vessel isusing thesame frequency asyour radar, thepulses emitted from theothervessel are
received by your unit and appear onthe screen ascurved spokes ("rabbit tracks") (Figure 6-35).
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Figure 6-35, When another vesselis using the same frequency as your radar, thepulsesemitted from the other vesselare received by
yourunit and appearon tha screen as curved spokes (rabbit tacks).

Constant Bearing/Decreasing Range
(Seesection 5,8in Chapter5 on RadarforCollision Avoidance.)

Identifying Land Masses
Using radarto navigate along theshoreline is complicated by distortion andother factors. It canbequite

difficult to identifyspecificfeatures. Unless theshoreline consists ofhigh, distinct cliffs, forexample, it islikely
that buildings, towers and inlandhillswill appearon the radarscreen beforethe shorelineitselt

Position-fixing bymeans of radarranges requires thecorrect identification ofspecific features. Ifyou mis
takenly assume that the radar imageis the shorelinewhenit isactually a hill twomiles inland,however, youwillbe
two milescloser to jeopardy than you think you are.

Figure 6-36 illustrates thedistortion effects of radar shadow, beam width andpulselength. View Ashows
the actual shape of the shoreline and the land behind. Note the steel tower on the towsand beach, and the two
shipsat anchorcloseto shore. Theheavy line inview Brepresents the reflected image on the radar screen, while
the dotted line represents the actual positionand shapeof all targets. Note the following:

* The lowsand beach is not detected by the radar.
*The tower on the low beach is detected, but it looks likea shipin a cove. At closerrange, the landwould begin
to fill in, and youwouldnot see the towerwithout reducing the receiver gain.
*There is a radar shadowbehindboth mountains. Distortioncausedbyradar shadows is responsiblefor more
confusion than anyother factor. The smallislanddoesnot appear, becauseit lies in the radar shadow.
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View A

Figure 6-36. Distortion effects. View Ashows tfje actualshoreline shape, View B represents the radarimage.

*The beam width distortion causes a spreading of the land
bearing. Look at the upper shore of the peninsula. The
shoreline distortion is greater to the west, because the
angle between the radar beam and the shore is smaller as
the beam seeks out the more westerly shore.
* VesselNo.l appears as a small peninsula. Here the pip
has emerged with the land because of beam width distor
tion.

* Vessel No.2 also merges with the shoreline and forms a
bump. The bump is caused by the pulse length and beam
widthdistortions. Reducing receivergain might cause the
ship to separate from the land, provided it is not too close
to shore.

Figure 6-37.
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Racons

Racons are radar beacons in the marine radar

frequency bands, 2900-3000 mHz and 9300-9500 mHz.
When triggered by a vessels radar signal,theyprovidea
bearing bysending a coded reply. This signal received
takes the form ofa single line or narrow sector extend
ing radially towards the circumference of the radar-

scope from a point slightly beyond the spot formed
by the echo from the lighthouse, buoy, etc. at the
Racon site (Figure 6-37). Hours of transmission
are continuous and coverage is all around the hori
zon unless otherwise stated. Their ranges depend
on the effective range of the ship's radar and on
the power and elevation of the Racon apparatus.
Mariners are advised to turn off the interference

controls of their radar when wishing to receive a
Racon signal, or else the signal may not come
through to the vessel.
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Weather

7.1 Introduction
Weather has a great influence on commercial

fishing. It often determines if and when you go, and if
your trip will be safe. Weather influences the time you
need to get to and return from the fishing grounds,
and how long you will fish. In many cases, the weather
is a major factor determining your trip's failure or suc
cess.

Fishermen as a group have a special need to
know about weather and sea conditions. As a com

mercial fisherman, you appreciate how fast weather
can change. You have a lifetime ofobserving the
weather and making informal predictions. You must
be able to recognize the signs that warn of impending
bad weather.

Fishermen sometimes fish far from shore, and
becauseland isout of sight, they can no longer judge
the weather by changes over land. Predicting the
weather over the open sea involves guesswork, and a
wrongguess can easily lead your boat into trouble.
Fishing boats still travel much slower than do chang
ing weather patterns.

You need a constant update of weather infor
mation and forecasts so that you can relate that infor
mation to your ownsituation, skills,and capabilities.
The weather radio gives these constant updates as well
as information provided byother fishermen who re
port their local conditions to land-based weather sta
tions.

Since fishermen are most concerned with wind,
fog, ice,waves and swell, thischapterwilldiscuss these
conditionsas they relate to the Atlantic Coast of the
United States.

7.2 Global Circulation Patterns
Weather is the sum ofall ofthe elements of

heat, pressure, wind andmoisture in theatmosphere.
Allweatherchanges are caused by temperature
changes indifferent partsof the atmosphere.

Theearth receives heat fromthe sunduringthe
dayand losesheat at night. Over the ocean,a consid
erablepart of the sun'senergyis usedfor the evapora
tion, rather than the warming, of the sea water. Over
land, however, almost all the sun's radiation is used to
warmthe soil. Therefore,during the daytimethe land
surface generally warms faster than thesea surface,
while during the night the land surface cools faster
than thesea surface.

Heat from the sun is not uniform over the
earth'ssurface; the sun is strongerin theequatorial
regions than in the polar regions. Theatmosphere
near the equator becomeswarm,expandsand rises. In
the.polar regionsthe atmosphere cools and contracts,

and it moves towards the equatorial regions, counter
acting the upward movementof the atmosphere in
that region. This atmospheric movement is deflected
by the effect of the rotation of the earth. The move
ment of air becomeseven more complicateddue to
the air passingover the irregular pattern of the earth's
land and water with the many differences in heat ab
sorption and reflection.

The atmosphere is constantly moving around
the earth. In the United States, which issubject to the
prevailing westerlies, differential heating and differ
ences in pressure cause most weather systems to move
from west to east, and from north to south.

7.3 Pressure Systems
The unequal heating and the rotation of the

earth create prevailing wind patterns that move great
air masses around the earth in bands. Spinning off
those bands are high whirling masses ofair called
high-pressure cells (also called highs or anti-cyclones)
and lowpressure cells (lows,depressions,or cyclones).

In the northern hemisphere, the circulation of
air is clockwisearound a high. The wind direction is
both clockwiseand outward from the high's center.
Fairweather and light winds are generally characteris
tic of a high,or anticyclone. Dependingon the time of
year, location and source region of the high, it can be
either cold or hot An elongated high pressure area is
called a ridge.

A high pressure system,called the Bermuda
high, prevails from the Atlantic Ocean across the
southeast Atlantic Coast into the GulfofMexico. It is
only disrupted in the winter by intrusions ofcold air
masses fromthe north, and in late summerand failby
tropicalstorms or hurricanes. The air flowaround the
Bermudahigh accounts for the prevailingsouthwest
erlywind directionalong the AtlanticCoastduringthe
summer (Figure 7-1).

Landward to the north and westbeyond the
Appalachians and the Saint Lawrence Valley liesthe
source of dry,cold arctic and polar air masses, the Po
lar High. Althoughthe Bermudaand Polar Highs are
moreor less permanent fixtures, theyshiftseasonally
and affectthe weather along the Atlantic Coast

Duringthe winter,the Bermuda Highmoves
southward, allowing colder air to move downward. In
springand earlysummer, both the Polar Highand the
IcelandicLowweaken,and the Bermuda High intensi
fies and expands over most of the Atlantic Ocean.

Lows develop when air warms and rises, or is
liftedbyother means,such as risingover a mountain
range. The air flowaround a low in the northern
hemisphere is counterclockwise and inward. Weather
neara low, or cyclone, isjust the oppositeof a high -
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cloudy, rainy, stormy, or ifcoldenough,snowy andicy.
Windsare alsostronger around a low. An elongated
area of lowpressure is knownas a trough. There isa
semi-permanent low located west ofIceland.

Tropicalstormsand hurricanes (tropical cy
clones)are the mostviolent lowpressuresystems, but
extra-tropical cyclones can be almostas menacing.
Gale-force winds, and in a few cases, hurricane-force
winds, havebeen reported in these rapidlyforming
and fast-moving lows.

Of the two major pressure systems (highsand
lows), the low-pressuresystemis,byfar, the more dan
gerousto fishermen. Although the windsin the outer
peripheryofhighsmaysometimes reach gale force,
creating undesirable or dangerous sea conditions, the
winds throughout an entire low-pressure system (ex
cept in the very center) and their generated waves and
swellscan be extremely hazardous. Consequently, all
mariners should know a little something about the
generation, maintenance, and characteristics of lows.

A simple rule of thumb bywhich to locate a low
pressure area is to stand with your back to the wind.
Lowpressurewillbe toyour left. This is knownas
Buys-Ballots's Law (See Section7.10.3).
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Figure 7-1. The average August
pressure (millibars) and wind
patterns for the North Mantle
Ocean. Note the locations of the
Icelandic tow (polarfront), and the
Bermuda high.

7.4 Clouds
Clouds giveus the simplest indicationof

weather. Each cloud is formed by water droplets or
ice particles. Cloud formation is nearly alwaysrelated
to the upward motion of the air. When air rises, its
temperature decreases, and the lower temperatures
causes the water vapor to condense, forming small wa
ter droplets. Thus condensation is directlyrelated to
the water vapor content of the air. There is usuallya
much higher water vapor content in the lower atmos
phere, since it is supplied bythe sea surface,lakesand
rivers. This iswhy high altitude clouds are thin and
those at a lower level are usually thicker, appearing
dense and grey.

The meteorological classification ofclouds is
complex; however, theyare generallydividedinto four
classes - high, middle and low altitude clouds, and ver
ticallyextendingclouds. Only low,middleand verti
cal-development clouds produceweather that affects
us directly at the surface. But all the clouds enable us,
to some extent, to foretell the approach of, or change
in weather.

The thin white clouds which seem motionless

are located at a high altitude, about 26,000 feet or
more (highaltitude cloud). The rather thick,white or
grey-white cloudscoveringthe wideexpanseof skyare
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generally located at middle altitude, Le. higher than
6,000feet, and may consist partly of ice particles
(middle altitude cloud). The thick black clouds are
lower and may bring rain; they consist ofwater drop
lets and are in continual movement, changingform
(low altitude cloud).

On sunny days we often see cotton-like white
clouds scattered in a blue sky. These Cumulus clouds,
also change form quite rapidly, but they do not gener
ally bring rain.

We may sometimessee verylargecloudsof the
same nature extending to the upper atmosphere,
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1) Cirrus, 'mare's tails."

2} Q'rrostmtus, white sheet that
may cause a halo around the

3) Cirtoeutvulvs. "macketel sky'

A) Altostratvs. gray sheet

5) Attocumutus, white pulls

sometimes reaching 32,000 feet or more. These Cu
mulonimbus clouds frequently bring heavy rain and
thunderstorms,

There is strong upward and downward air move
ment in Cumulonimbus clouds, and their upper strata
consistsof ice particles. These cloudsare carriedfrom
one zone to another by the movement of the upper air.
They are continually changing form, developing with
heavy rain and thunder, and then gradually disappear
ing. Of all types ofclouds, the Cumulonimbus, or
thunderstorm, are the most violent and of the most
concernto the fisherman (Figure7-2).

6) Stratocumulus, dark layered rolls. 8} Nimbostratus, rain cJouds

7) Cumulus, big tufts of cotton with g; Cumulonimbus, "thunderheeds:'
areas of dark

Figure 7-2. Tho various types cfclouds:, whore they are tocated inthe atmosphere, anda brief description ofeach.
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7.5 Air Masses
Air massesare huge masses ofair with the same

temperature and humidity. They are caused when an
area ofair hundreds ofmiles wide rests on a sea ora
land massthat has a fairly even temperature and hu
midity. The air takes on the characteristics of thesur
face below. There are two extreme kinds ofair masses:

tropicalones,whichare warm;and polar ones,which
are cold.

On weather maps, air massesare labelled to
show where they came from. Air masses from the
Poles are labelled P, air masses from theTropics, T. If
theyare formedover land, theyare labelledc (for con
tinental), if they formedover a sea or ocean,m (for
maritime). So an air mass labelled cP came from a po
lar land mass, like Alaska, for example, while and air
mass labelledmTcame from a tropical sea, like the
Caribbean.

The air masses that most affect the United

Statesand the AtlanticCoastare:continental polar
(cP), maritime polar (mP), maritime tropical (ml),
and continental arctic (cA) (Figure 7-3).
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Figure 7-3. Theair masses thatmost affect the continental U.S..

Continental polar (cP) air masses form over
Canada during winter and move south and east into
the U.S.. These are cold and usuallydryair masses
(the Alberta Clipper). Continental arctic (cA)air
masses originate in the frozen reaches around the arc
tic icecap or the frigid interior ofSiberia in winter.
The sheer weightof this extremelycoldair movesrap
idlysouth and east into the continental U.S. This is
the coldest ofall air masses and is usuallydry (Artie
Express).

Maritime polar (mP) air masses movefrom the
north Pacific Ocean into the northwest U.S., then
eastward across the continent. They are originally
moist, due to their source region, and not normallyas
cold ascontinental polar air masses.
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As air masses leave the place where they
formed, theybecomemodified, warmingup or cooling
down, becoming drier or moister, according to the dif
ferent surfacesthey travelover. Meanwhile, freshsup
plies ofpolar and tropical air are being produced at
the Poles and in the Tropics.

Very different air masses don't mix together
when they meet- There is a polar front in each hemi
sphere, a boundary between modified polar and tropi
cal air masses. These boundaries are belts of unsettled

weather and are referred to as fronts.

7.6 Fronts
The boundary between two air masses ofdiffer

ent temperature or moisture content iscalled a front
There are four kinds offronts - cold, warm, stationary
and occluded. All four are common along the Atlantic
Coast

Cold Fronts

When cold air replaces warmer air, we have a
cold front These generally lie along a northeast-
southwest line, movingat speeds of 10 to 20 knots in
summer and 20 to 30 knots or faster in winter. Typi
cally,they move from northwest to southeast You
can tell a cold front is on the waywhen there isa
sharpening of winds from the south or southwest, the
skiesbeginto cloud up, and the barometer starts to
fall. As the front nears, the clouds appear lower, pre
cipitation (rain or snow) may begin, and winds will in
crease further, usually from thesouthwest

The barometer is still falling. As the front
passes, windsshift rapidlyto the north or westand be
come gusty. Precipitation maycontinue a bit and the
barometer will hit its lowest reading. Shortly after the
front passes,the barometer beginsto rise fairly rap
idly, the skybegins to clear,and the temperature
drops. Clearing will be slower along the coast and
over the water than it will be inland.

Cold fronts form when colder, denser air slides
underand replaceswarmer,lessdense air. As this
warmer air is lifted by the colder air, it condenses and
forms cumulus and cumulonimbus clouds along the
leading edge of the boundary (Figure 7-4). These

Cold Front

Figure 7-4.
Cold front
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cloud formations can produce thunderstorms which
can include lightning, hail, heavy rain, strong gusty
winds,and even tornadoes or waterspouts (tornadoes
over water). Sudden wind shifts, from the south or
southeast to north or northwest, signal the cold frontal
passageand can easily capsize a small boat, ifyou are
not prepared.

Squall lines are nearly solid lines of thunder
storms. Theycan developalong a cold front,or even
50 to 100 milesahead of the front They form most
often in the late winter or spring, but can occur at any
time of the year.

The weather in a cold front or squall line, al
though intense, is seldom long-lasting. After the front
has passed, you can usuallylook forward to clearing
skies,lower temperatures,drierweatherand higher
pressure.

Although weather conditions may improve fol
lowingthe passage of a cold front, sea conditions may
not In fact,seas mayactuallybuild and become quite
rough and confused. Until winds subside and the air
temperature moderates closer to the sea-surface tem
perature, waters may remain rough for several days.

Warm Fronts

If awarmair massis replacinga colder air mass,

Figure7-5.
Warm front

WARM FRONT

WARM aib

the boundary is calleda warmfront (Figure 7-5).
These generally lie along a northwest-southeast line
and move from south to north at speedsabout half that
ofcold fronts. The effectsofawarmfrontmaybe felt
over1,000miles away and more than 48 hours in ad
vance of its passage. High, filmy, cirrus-type clouds
precede a warm front. The barometerbegins to fall
slowly andwindsare usuallyeasterly. Whether they
aresoutheast, eastor northeast dependson the loca
tion of the pressurecenter. As the front nears,clouds
thickenand lower,often bringingprecipitation. The
barometerkeepsfallingand precipitation intensifies
untilthe front haspassed. Then windsshift to the
southwest, andtemperatures rise fairly quicklyover
land. Fogmay form at seaif thewatertemperature is
cold enough.

Warm fronts do not have the same violent
weather as do cold fronts. However, since cold fronts
occasionallyfollow hard on the heels ofwarm fronts,

the duration ofgood weather may be short-lived.
Relatively calm seas before and after a warm frontal
passage also may be temporary, ifan approaching cold
front looms on the horizon.

Stationary Fronts
Stationaryfronts,as their name implies,move

very little and aredifficult to predict Sometimes they
oscillateback and forth over a ship or station several
times. Stationary fronts usually lie in an east-west di
rection, but sometimes can orient themselves north-
south.

The weather associated with a stationary front is
similar to that in a warm front - nimbostratus clouds,
steady rain or drizzle, fog and low visibility, cool tem
peratures, and light-to-moderate wind. Weather along
a stationary front may persist for days, up to a week in
some instances, if no weather systems move in and dis
place it Because of the slow movement of these
storms, thunderstorms can form along the frontal
boundary, producing locally heavy rainfall for an ex
tended period of time.

Occluded Fronts

Occluded fronts form when a cold from over

takes a warm one, lifting the warm air mass off the sur
face of the earth. Weather associated with this front is

a combination of the best and worst features of the two

fronts (Figure 7-6).

'COLD-FRONT
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Figure 7-6, In §ie upper diagram, the coldair
behind the cold frontal surface Is colder than Ihe
cold air ahead of the warm frontal surface; this
forces the warm frontup. Inthe lower diagram, the
cold air ahead of the warm frontal surface Is colder
than the coldair behind ttiecold frontal surface; In
thiscase, itis thecold front that is forced up.
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Nor'easters

Many of thestorms along the Northern Atlantic
Coastare caused bythe large temperature difference
between the cold arctic air streaming southward off the
southern New England coast and the warm waters of
the GulfStream. The warmerwater addsenergyto the
cold air, causing a circulation to begin whichmaybuilt
to a nor'easter (so called because of the direction from
which the strongest windscome). These storms, which
are common in New England and off Cape Hatteras,
often sit just off the coast for a number ofdays - three,
according to folklore - producing weather that varies in
each local area.

7.7 Land and Sea Breezes
Land surfaces warm and cool more rapidly than

do water surfaces; therefore, the land is warmer than
the sea during the day. Wind blowsfrom the cool wa
ter to the warm land, resulting in a sea breeze, so called
because it blowsfrom the sea (Figure 7-7).

.^£b
SEA BREEZE
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Figure 7-7.
Sea breeze.

At night, air over the land cools quickly,falls, and
blows out over the warmer water. This creates a land

breeze (Figure 7-8).
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LAND BREEZE

v
Figure 7-8.
Land

breeze.

The basic sea breeze circulation is often modi

fied, though, by larger-scale weather forces which tend
to distort it. It is, after all, only a small-scale wind in
serted into the larger, overall wind pattern. If the over
all wind is strong and opposing, there willbe no sea
breeze.

Clouds, too, playa part in the development of a
sea breeze. Extensive cloud cover decreases the tem
perature difference between land and water, retarding
or even preventing a sea breeze from developing.
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Valleysor indentations along a shoreline can
cause a sea breeze to penetrate further inland than it
would otherwise, following the contours ofthe valley.
Along the Connecticut coast, for instance, a sea breeze
sometimes reaches as far inland as Hartford. Areas on

a bay may have, in effect, two sea breezes - one from
the bay and the other from the ocean beyond* This
happens often in Buzzards Bay,

Barring other influences, the greater the tem
perature difference between land and water, the more
likelihood there is of a sea breeze. And the prime sea
son for this is spring. Ocean temperatures still retain
their winter dull while the land massis already warm
ing. Bymidsummer, the frequencyand intensity of sea
breeze days begins to diminish. Finally, by mid or late
fall, as the days shorten and the sun mils to heat the
land to its previous high temperatures, sea breezes dis
appear.

7.8 Thunderstorms
A thunderstorm brings the most violent weather

a fisherman or boater can experience - fierce lightning,
torrential rains, battering hail, hurricane-force winds,
and monster seas. Some people havesurvived to tell of
their experiences;others haven't

Thunderstorms are common along the Atlantic
Coast in every season butwinter. Between 20 and 30
occur each year. When winter thunderstorms do oc
cur, they are usually well offshore.

Various weather situations produce these
storms. In spring and earlysummer, when cold Cana
dian air moves into the region, displacing the relatively
warmer moist air, thunderstorms often form in the vi
cinity of the front separating these widely different air
masses. Normally, the storms form a line 100 to 200
miles ahead of the front in the warm air. These are

"squall lines"and theydeservea boater's respect
From a boat, the approaching squall line looks like a
wall ofrolling, black cloud. If there is time, you should
head for a safe mooring. Violent thunderstorms, tor
rential rains, and extremely high, shifting, and gusty
winds are on the way. Occasionally these can be as
high as 50 to 60 knots over the water.

Passing warm fronts can also trigger thunder
storms, which usually move from the south and south
west These are rarely severe. Wind gusts onithe wa
ter's surface tend to be less than 25 knots.

More dangerous are those storms associated
with an occluded front (the point where a cold and
warm front intersect - see section 7.6). They can bring
high winds, hail, and a great deal of lightning for rela
tively long periods.

Yet another kind ofstorm, an air mass thunder
storm, is a summer phenomenon that occurs inland on
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a clear day when air rising off the earth's surface is
warm and moist enough to become unstable, Occa
sionally, these air mass thunderstorms drift over
coastal waters, usually from the north. They can con
tain tremendous wind or none at all, but betting on
thunderstorms is risky.

A little-known, but particularly dangerous phe
nomenon, called a microburst, gust front, or
downburst, is possible in a thunderstorm. Thesesud
den downdrafts produce explosivewind shifts, far
greaterthana simplegust, reaching speeds of 100 mph
or more, and have been known to capsize large vessels.
Theyare especiallydangerous because they can occur
miles from the parent storm cloud, and because there
islittleadvance warning. However, a watchful eye may
beable to predictan approaching microburst bythe
approach of building waves.

Lightning is one of the most dangerous features
of a thunderstorm at sea. Although lightning strikes
on boats are rare, they do happen, and boaters have
been severely burned and even killed. Small wood or
fiberglass boats, especiallysailboats, are particularly
vulnerable, because their masts and radio antennas can
act as lightning rods. These boats don't have the auto
maticgroundingprotection of large,metal-hulled ves
sels. A propergrounding system cangreatly minimize
yourchances ofbeingstruckbylightning. Follow the
methods described in the National Fire Protection As
sociations Lightning Protection Code of 1977. Sources
of moredetailed information on grounding procedures
and other safely measures are listed in the references.

A thunderstorm's electrical activity can be used
to tell something about the storm's distance and inten
sity. Because light travels about one million times
faster than sound, the distance in miles to a thunder
stormcanbe estimated bycountingthe numberofsec
onds between lightning andthunder, anddividing by
five (sound travelsabout 0,2 milesor 0.3 kilometers
per second).

A simpleAM radiocanalsowarn of impending
thunderstorms and lightning problems. In addition to
producing static in harmonywith lightningdischarges
froman approaching storm, the radio can tell a boat
man when the charged water area associated with a
thunderstorm surrounds hisboat. According to Thorn
Bacon in WeatherforSportsmen (TheHearst Corpora
tion, N.Y., N.Y., 1974),an AM radiowill produceloud
hissing or sizzling noises (abacon frying sound) when a
storm's "electrical shadow" overtakes a boat.

Youshouldheedwarnings of anapproaching
storm, and take precautions long before the rain
comes.

Ifyouare caught in a thunderstorm, follow the
recommendationsoutlined below> even if your boat is
properly grounded;

* Remain in the center of the cabin of a closed boat
when possible.
*Don't go in the water or swim until the storm passes.
* Keep away from any metal fittings aboard the boat,
particularly those which are connected to the lightning
conductive (ground) system.
* Disconnect the major electronic equipment not
being used.
* Don't touch the radio equipment or wiring.
*On smallboats, lower the radio antenna and keep a
low profile below the freeboard.
* Ground small boats with a length ofbattery cable;
clamp it to the wire stays of the mast and allowed it to
hang over the side into the water.
* Ifthe boat is nearshore,seekrefugeundera bridge.
* After any lightning storm passes, check the electrical
system and compass. Lightning strikes have been
known to alter the magnetic characteristics ofa boat,
* Ifyou mustrideout a thunderstormin a boat, try to
avoid shallow water; it does not insulate a boat from
the earth as well as deep water.
* Ifyoufeelyour bodyhair stand on end oryour skin
tingle, lightning may be about tostrike you. Drop to
your knees and bend forward, placingyour hands on
your knees. Do not lie flat

A person struck by lightning receives a severe
shock and may be burned externally as well as inter
nally. However, the bodyretainsno electrical charge
and may be handled safely. A personapparently
"killed" byu'ghtning canoftenberevived by prompt,
prolonged mouth-to-mouth resuscitation and cardiac
massage (SeeChapter 12,Medical Emergencies).

7.9 Tropical Storms and Hurricanes
Tropical stormsand hurricanes are the "glamor

ous" lowpressure systems (tropicalcyclones) that af
fectthe Atlantic Coast Tropical storms are assigned
names when wind speeds reach34 knots (39mph).
Tropicalstorms are upgraded to hurricaneswhen wind
speeds reach64 knots (74 mph).

A hurricane is born at sea. It is formed when

moist warmed air at the water's surface is forced aloft
and replaced bycooler, denser surrounding. The air
blowsspirally inward around the center, or "eye," of
the storm. A hurricane can generate winds of over 85
knotsanddeep-ocean waves 50 feetor morein height.
When the storm's forward momentum carries it over
land or coolerwater, it is no longer fed bywarmmoist
air,and the stormquickly dissipates.

In an average year, more than 100 disturbances
with hurricanepotential form in the Atlantic, the Gulf
of Mexico, and the Caribbean. Fewer than ten reach
the tropical strom stage, and only about six mature
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SEA STATE

into hurricanes. On the average, three of these
strike theUnited States. ,rHurricaneseasonwex

tends from June1 to November 30; however, the
greatest likelihood of hurricanes is in August
and September.

Fortunately, hurricanes no longer strike
without warning. NOAA's earth-orbitingsatel
lites have all the tropical cyclones under con
stant surveillance long before they develop into
hurricanes. When they travel to within several
days of landfall, weather advisories begin to
carry hurricane watch and warning messages.

A hurricane watch is established when a

hurricane threatensa coastal or inlandregion. It
means that hurricane conditions are a possibil
ity. When a hurricane watch is issued,everyone
in the area should listen for further advisories

and be ready to respond quickly to hurricane
warnings,

A hurricane warning is issued when
hurricane conditions are expected within 24
hours, and identifies coastal areas where
windsof at least 64 knots are expected. Take
immediateprecautions. If the path of the hurricane is
unusual or erratic, the warnings may precede the on
slaught of the storm by only a few hours.

NAVIGABLE SEMI CIRCLE

Figure 7-9. Everystormhas a dangerous and a navigablesemi-circlo.

7.10 Maneuvering to Avoid the
Storm Center

Thesafestprocedure, with respect to lows, is to avoid
them. Ifaction is taken sufficiently early, it is a simple
matter to set a course that will take the vessel well out

sidethetrack ofthestorm.

7.10.1 The Dangerous and Navigable
Semicircles

Ifyou find yourself caught within thestorm
area, however, the proper action to take depends in
part upon your position relative to the storm center,
aswellas upon its direction of travel. It iscustomary
to divide the circular area ofthe storm into two parts.
In the northern hemisphere, that part to the right of
thestorm track (facing in the same direction in which
the storm is moving) is called the dangeroussemicircle
(Figure 7-9).

It is considered dangerous because: (1) the wind
speed is intensified by the forwardmotion of the
storm; (2) the direction of the wind and sea push the
vessel into the path of thestorm;and(3) because the
greater windspeed in this semicirclecreates higher
seas.
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The area to the left ofstorm track is called the

navigablesemicircle. In this region, the storm-gener
ated windis in opposition to the storm's forward mo
tion, and blows the vessel away from the storm track
(in the forward part of the semicircle).

7.10.2 Which Semicircle are you in?
Plotting the movement of the storm center

should indicate which semicircle you are in. However,
stormpositions issued inweatherbulletins are unreli
able because of the lagbetween the time of observa-
tion and the broadcast. The use ofradar eliminates the

time lag,but maynot provide a true indication of the
storm center. Perhaps the most reliable guide is the
wind (Figure 7-10).

7.10.3 Using the Wind to Locate the Storm
Center

Accordingto Buys Ballots Lawb an observer with
his back to the wind has the center of the low on his
left (in the northern hemisphere)and somewhat in
front of him (115 degrees is a good approximation).
Thisvalueapplieswhen the storm is still several
hundred milesaway. Closer to the center, 090degrees
is a better figure (Figure 7-11).

While the vessel can still make good headway, a
course should be selected to take it as far as possible
from the centerof the storm. If the vessel can move
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Figure 7-10. Wfnd speed is themost reliable guide as towhat semi-circle ofthestorm you are in.

faster thanthe storm,it isa simplematter to outrun
the danger as long as sea room permits. When the
storm is faster than you are, however, matters are trick
ier.The problemis to selecta course that willput as
much distance between you and the storm center as
possible. This isbest determined bymeansofa rela
tive motion plot

7.10.4 Practical Rules for Maneuvering to
Avoid the Storm Center

Assumingyou are unable to reach port and have
sea room in which to maneuver, and that you know
where thestorm center is, its probable track, and which
semicircle youarein - the following rulesapply.

The Right or Dangerous Semicircle
Bring the wind on the starboard bow (045 rela

tive), hold course and make as much wayas possible at
a safe speed.

The Left or Navigable Semicircle
Bring the windon the starboard quarter (135

relative), hold course and make as much wayas pos
sible at a safe speed.

On the Storm Track Ahead of the Center
Avoid the center by the best practicable course,

keeping in mind the tendency oflows to curve north
eastward.
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Figure7'11. Use Buys Ballots Law to help you determine where the storm Is in relationto you.

Obviously, none of the standard rules should be
followedwhen doing so heads a vessel on a collision
course with a lee shore, other vessels or any other haz
ard, or results in the vessel rolling dangerously in the
seaway. It may also be inadvisable to head toward a
strong current or a shoal that could cause steep seas.

Figure 7-12 shows a hilly developed lowwith a
partiallyoccluded frontal system. To further illustrate
the importance of the "dangerous** and "navigable"
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semicircles, let's look at the weather that vessel A
would experience in the dangerous semicircle, as op
posed to the weather that vessel Bwould experience in
the navigable semicircle.

Vessel A is struck by both the warm and the cold
fronts,whichproduce increasing, gusty,rapidly shifting
winds,heavyrain, and confusedseas. Vessel B avoids
both fronts, experiences lower seas (because the wind
and the movement of the storm are acting against one
another), and avoidsmost ofthe rain (Figure 7-12).
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Figure 7-12. Vessel A Isstruckby both the warm and the cofd fronts in the dangerous semicircle, where vessel B avoids bothfronts,
experiencing lower seas and less rain, in the navigable semicircle.

7.11 Fog
Fog is a surface-based phenomenon that occurs

when the air is cooled to the dewpoint temperature
(the temperature at which moisture condenses). Many
types of fog occur along the Atlantic Coast, but the
most prevalent are sea smokeand advectionfog.

Seasmoke is almost exclusively a winter phe
nomenon, consisting of wispysteam rising off the
ocean's surface as cool, dry air passes over the warmer
surface water. The air closest to the water warms and

absorbs moisture, rising through the chilly air above,
which cools it, and the watervapor condensesout as
fog. Northerly or northwesterly drywinds in late sum
mer, fall, and early winter cause this kind of fog, and it
is most likely to occur in early morning or evening. It
reduces visibility,but it is rarely as thick as summer
advection fog.

You are likely to mn into advectionfog any
where along the coast in spring and summer, especially
in July. And the further east you go, the more likely
you are to encounter fog, since the Labrador current
cools that water more. It is causedby conditions just
the oppositeof those that bringsea smoke:warm,

moistair from the southwest passesover the cooler
water surface, chilling the air and condensing the water
in it (Figure 7-13). This kind of fog,which can persist
until the weather pattern changes, can be thick, reduc
ing visibility to near zero.

Fog can trick you in a number of ways. Though
it sometimes comes with some warning, it can just as
easily shut down all at once, catching you unprepared.
Always check offshore conditions before you leave. If
fog threatens to overtake you at sea, keep an eye on
distant objects as a wayof tracking its progress, and
know your position at all times.

Finally, fog fools the ears as effectively as the
eyes. Since fog muffles sound waves, it is easy to mis
take the direction ofwarning bells or horns when you
cannot see them. Have a radar reflector and foghorn
on board.

Some sailors use a sling psychrometer to predict
fog. This tool measures the difference between tem
perature and dew point However, it is useful only af
ter you have left port For long range information,
listen to VHF reports on visibility upwind.
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Figure 7-13. Fogover the western North Atlantio during the summer months. The shadedareas are
fog; numbers In themiddle refer to theaveragenumber of days with fog during theperiodJune-
August. Dashedlines are sea-surface tempereturo (isotherms) Indegrees Famnheit Dashed arrows
ere streamlines of theprevailing surface aircurrents. Solid arrows represent the cold Labrador
Current and the warm Guff Stream.

7.12 Ice Accretion
Ice forming on boats at sea is a serious hazard,

since the added weight of ice reduces freeboard and
jeopardizes thestabilityof the vessel. When iceforms
on the mast,rigging, andsuperstructure, the vessel may
becometop-heavy and difficultto handle in heavy
weather (see Chapter 11on Stability).

Ice can form on a vessel as the result of freezing
rain, arctic frost smoke or freezing spray. Freezing
rain can covera vessel with fresh-water glazeice,but
the accumulated weightsare unlikelyto endanger the
vessel directly, Arctic frost smoke, which occurs when
the air is a least 16"F colder than the sea, is often con
fined to a layer onlya fewfeet thick. Fishermen in
northernwaters refer to it as whitefrost when the top
layer is below the observer's eye level,and as black
frost when it extends above the observer.

A portion of the small water droplets freeze
immediatelywhentheycomein contactwith a partof
the vessel. The other portion stays liquid for a short
time before it freezes. The result is an accretion of

opaque white rime ice with air inside. This rime ice i$
easier to removethan the clear icebecause it is porous.

Freezingsprayis the most dangerous form of
icing. It occurs when the air temperature is belowthe
freezing temperature of the sea water (about27°F).
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The spray freezes on the exposed surfaces of the vessel
and produces clear ice or glaze. At lower air tempera
tures, the ice may be opaque.

Freezingspray is common in air temperatures
below 28°F, and in winds of18 knots or more. The
lower the air temperatureand the stronger the wind,
the more rapid the accumulation ofice. The rate ofice
accumulation dependson the amount ofspraycoming
from wind-andvessel-generatedwaves,the design and
loading of the vessel, and on the vessel'sspeed and
heading relative to the wind and waves. Accumulation
of ice will, by itself, increase the rate of accumulation,
sinceice increases the surfacearea of the rigging,
masts, and rails. Figures 7-14 a-d will help you deter
mine the rate of icing in different weather conditions.

A combination of very low air temperatures and
strong winds are the worst conditions for ice accretion.
Although you may not alwaysbe able to avoid these
conditions, you may be able to head for warmer air and
warmer water. If you seek shelter in the lee of the
land, you may have less icing, since the wind speed and
spray is less. Experience withyour vessel in icingcon
ditions will help you determine where you will fish and
under what weather conditions your boat will be able
to perform.
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7.13 Wind and Waves
The longerand harder the winds blow, the higherthe waves become. The three most important factors

determining wave heightare the windspeedat the sea surface, the fetch (the stretch ofwaterover whichthe wind
blows), and the duration (the lengthof timethat the wind hasblown).

The Beaufort Scale (Table7-1)enables youto estimate the wind speedfrom the appearance of thesea.

BEAUFORT WIND SCALE

World

Beaufort Wind Speed Meteorological

Number Organization
or Force Knots mph km/hr Description Effects Observed at Sea

0 under 1 under 1 under 1 Calm Sea like a mirror

1 1-3 1-3 !-5 Light Air Ripples with appearance of
scales; no foam crests

2 4-6 4^7 6-11 Light Breeze Small wavelets; crests of glassy
appearance, not breaking

3 7-10 8-12 12-19 Gentle Breeze Large wavelets; crests begin to
break, scattered whitecaps

4 11-16 I3-IS 20-2S Moderate Breeze Small waves 0.5 - 1.25 meters
high, becoming longer;
numerous whitecaps

5 17-21 19-24 29-38 Fresh Breei* Moderate waves of 1,25 - 2,5
meters caking longer form;
many whitecaps; some spray

6 22-27 25-31 39-49 Strong Breeze Larger waves 2.5-4 meters
forming; whitecaps everywhere;
more spray

7 28-33 32-38 50-61 Near Gale Sea heaps up, waves 4 -6 meters;
white foam from breaking waves
begins to be blown in streaks

8 34-40 39-46 62-74 Gate Moderately high (4-6 meters)
wave; of greater length; edges
of crests begin to break into
spindrift; foam is blown in
well-marked steaks

9 41-47 47-54 75-88 Strong Gale High waves (6 meters); sea begins
to roll; dense streaks of foam;
spray may reduce visibility

10 48-55 55-63 89-102 Storm Very high waves (6-9 meters)
with overhanging crests; sea
takes a white appearance as foam
is blown, in very dense streaks;
rolling is heavy and visibility
is reduced

1! 56-63 64-72 103-IJ7 Violent Storm Exceptionally high (9-14 meters)
waves; sea covered with white
foam patches; visibility stilt
more reduced

12 64 and 73 and 118 and Hurricane Air filled with foam; waves
over over over over 14 meters; sea completely

white with driving spray;
visibility greatly reduced

Table 7-1.
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7.13.1 Wind Chill

The risk of frostbite is not to be taken lightly(see Chapter 12,Medical Emergencies), and temperature is
only one point to consider. As the wind speedincreases, thechanceoffreezing exposed flesh greatly increases.
Under certain conditions, flesh may freeze within 30 seconds.

Thecooling powerofwind iscalledequivalent chill temperature or wind chill. Ifyou know (or canguess)
the temperatureand wind speed, youcanuseTable7-2to determine thewind chill. For example, assume anair
temperature of 10°F, and a wind speed of30 mph. Read across the table and find that this combination of tem
perature and wind have the same effecton exposed fleshas a temperature of-33dF.

Eqiaivalent Temperatures <V

CALM 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0 -5 -10

-C
a.

£
10 22 16 10 3 -3 -9 -15 -22 -27 -34

V
20 12 4 -3 -10 -17 -24 -31 -39 -46 -53

v.
30 6 -2 -10 -18 -25 -33 -41 -49 -56 -64

c

5 40 3 -5 -13 -21 -29 -37 -45 -53 -60 -69

*°c =.556 <°F -32) DANGER ZONE

FLESH MAY FREEZE

WITHIN I MINUTE

Table 7-2. Wind Chill.

7.14 Forecasting
Readingthe weather is not onlybasic to good

seamanship, but it is invaluablein ensuringthat your
trip turns out well Anyone can learn to foresee calms,
foulweather,changingwinddirection,and windveloc
ity. Inareaswherehighand lowpressure systems fol
lowone another in quicksuccession, as in NewEng
land, it pays to know howto anticipate the patterns
beforeyou put to sea. Twodaysof improving weather
conditions after a depression, for instance,may be only
a ridge between two lows.

Experience is a good teacher, though some
timesa harshone. The time to familiarize yourself
with the weather in your area isbeforeyou meet it
The basicsinclude learning to read your barometer,
typical cloudformations, and a newspaperweather
map (Table 7-3). The satellitephotosyour favorite TV
forecaster shows on his program canalsohelpyouun
derstand howweatherpatternsform. Ifyou want to go
beyond these, the books listed in the references will be
helpful.

Onceon the water, it is helpful to knowhow
to read the clouds(see Clouds, section7.4). Keepa
weather eye out for those that may foretell a squall or

thunderstorm. Note any steady increase in wind or sea,
and remember that when wind and tidal currents are

opposed, they can build wavessteep enough to broach
a boat.

There are several useful sources of marine

weather information. None is infallible! Use them,
but don't rely on them totally. They cover large areas,
and weatherconditions in yourarea canchange quickly
and drastically.

NOAA Weather Radio is a service of the Na
tional Oceanand Atmospheric Administration of the
U.S. Department of Commerce. It providescontinu
ous broadcasts of the latest weather information direct
from the National Weather Service in major cities.
Taped weather messagesare repeated eveiy four to six
minutesand are routinely revisedeveryone to three
hours, and more frequently if necessary.

Typicalmarine radios receive these broad
casts. And although the frequencies are not normally
found on the average home radio, a number of radio
manufacturers offer special radios that have them. The
range of these transmissions can be as far as 40 miles
from the antenna site.
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Fair Falling Veathar Rising
weather temp, RnIn/Snow decerlorncLng Cenp. Fog

Ulnd shifts ca U or HV

Decreasing Clouds

Bat antetor steady ox
rising

Heavy da* or feoac at
night

Light winds, clear sky

Thickening, lowering
cirrus clouds

Rapidly moving lowar
clouds

Chaotically moving clouds

Baromoter falling steadily

Approaching Crone

Cloud bases Increasing

Cold front has passed

Darkening vestotti sky

Increasing S wind

Overcast nighc sky

Wind shifts to S

Warm front has passed

in advance of varra front

Southerly flow of warn
«ir over colder voter

Bote: Vhlle they should never be considered ooro Chan the roughest of guide*
In forecasting, weather signs can have sane predictive value, particularly
when several point tha aasto way.

Table 7-3. Some useful weather signs.

Marine forecasts for the coastal area seaward
are broadcaston a 24-hour basisand updated at least
everysixhours. When necessary, they are updated
more frequently. Forecasts for Georges Bank and off
shore waters southward are also transmitted.

In addition to standard forecasts, advisories
and warnings are issued when conditions warrant
them. They are classified as follows:

Small Craft Advisory
Threshold wind conditions are 26 knots in

winter, 21 knots in summer, reaching as highas 33
knots.

Gale Warning
Winds within the range of34 to 47 knots.
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Storm Warning
Forecast winds of48 knots and above. Ifthe

windsare associated with a hurricane, storm warnings
indicate forecast winds of48 to 63 knots.

Hurricane Warning
Issued only in connection with a hurricane, it

means that winds of64 knots or higher are forecast for
the area.

Special Marine Warning Bulletin
Issued whenever a severe local storm or

strong wind ofbriefduration is imminent and not cov
ered byexisting warnings and advisories. To receive it,
keep tuned to a NOAA Weather Radio station or to
the Coast Guard and commercial radio stations carry
ing weather information.
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NOAA's coastal marine forecasts include an

other important item of information for fishermen and
boaters: wave height forecasts. These are for average
wave conditions to be encountered in open coastal wa
ters unless otherwise indicated. Values are for waves

produced by wind and do not take into account areas
of normallyhigher or steeper waves found near bars,
shoals, or restricted entrances to sounds or inlets. Oc
casionally,waves can combine and peak out at twice
the forecastvalue. Where possible, swellwaves are
separately described.

All Coast Guard stations broadcast severe

emergencyweather warnings (Special Marine Warning
Bulletins) on VHF-FM frequency 156.3 MHz(Chan
nel 16).

Commercial AM and FM radio stations, as
well as television stations that include marine informa
tion in their weather forecasts, are other sources. Ra
diostations nearbusy harbors cany the most complete
weather information. They maynot be as up-to-date as
the NOAAor aerobeacon reports, however, and be
causeof timeconstraints, theydon't permit the fore
caster to predict alternative weatherpatterns if his pri
mary forecast does not hold true.

Forecasting Aids
There are two pieces of equipment that can

help youforecast the weather in your area: a barograph
and a weatherfax. The barograph is a recording ba
rometer that allows you to see the trends of the ba
rometerover the previous day(Figure7-15). Thisis
particularly helpful, since it isthechange (rise and fall)
of thebarometer that is the tell-tale ofchanging
weather.

Radiofacsimile (Weatherfax) recorders are ca
pable ofproviding pictures, charts, maps and satellite
images - weather information that is far more detailed
than voice broadcasts (Figure 7-16). Fortunately, to
daya Weatherfax machine is small and inexpensive
enough for fishermen to have on their vessel.
Radiofacsimileequipment consists ofa radio receiver,
a facsimile recorder, and an FM to AM signal con
verter. You only need a simple wire orwhip antenna.

FAX transmitter sites are located along the
Atlantic coast. Table 7-4 shows the sites, frequencies
(Hz) and areas covered.
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Table 7-4, FAX transmitter sites, frequencies (kHz), and areas
covered.

Figure 7-J6. The barograph Is a recording barometer. It provides a clear Indication ofthe trend ofbarometric pressure.
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Figure 7-16. A radiofacsimile recorder is a vitalpiece of equipment for fishermen.
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8.1 Machinery Systems

8.1.1 Proper Use of Machinery &
Safeguards

Don't use a machine unless you know how to use
it correctly. Ifyou're a new hand, you must wait until
the captain or rigman givesyou permission before op
erating winches or liftingappliances(Figure8-1).

Figure fM. Neverremovea machineryguard without the captain's
permission.

Proper operation includes the use of all safe
guards provided with the equipment Never remove
safety guards or covers from mechanical equipment
without permission from thecaptain andthenoYily if
the machinery is stopped.

Remember that you are responsible for taking
care of the vessel and its equipment. If you don't un
derstand howto usea machine, askfor help,andifyou
seea defect in the equipmentyou are using,report it.

Wheneveryou usea machine, doso ina way thatensures
yoursafety, thatofyour crewmates andyour vessel

8.1.2 Machinery Installations
Fence or guardengines,electric motors,gearing,

chain and belt drives, friction clutches, and shafts that
can cause injury to personnel, as long as the guards do
not impedethe safe operation of the vessel.

Insulateor screenoff hot exhaustpipes that can
causeaccidents or burns. Keep hot surfaces separate
from flammable liquids and combustible material,
since the heat may ignite those materials.

Permanently markwith their purpose all ma-
chineiy controls, gauges,pumping systems, valves,
cocks,air pipes, inlets, and sounding pipes. Mark
handwheels to showthe directionofclosure, generally
clockwise.

Keep a safeandpee accessto all machinery spaces that
mayrequireservicingatsea.

Secure all spare machinery or heavyequipment
to prevent movementin heavyseas. Keep engine room
floor plates, ladders, and handrails free from grease
and oil. All machinery platforms should have hand
rails or hand holds, and you should paint all machinery
space gratings, handrails, guardrails and toe boards
yellow.

Secure floor plates in place and install non-skid
on thesesurfaces. Maintain all machinery space lad
ders, and make sure they have handrails and non-
skid on the rungs. Any machinery spaces that are
periodically unattended at sea should have proper
alarm, detection and machinery control systems.

Single Person Operation
Vessel with a single operator should have a way

to climb back on board after a fall overboard. A

lifelinecan be designed to stop the engine whena
person falls overboard.

Keep a complete logofengine condition, servicing, in
spections, repairs, etc.

8*1 a3 Engines and Propulsion
Loss of power at sea can quickly put a vessel in

danger. At best, it means loss of fishing time and
costly repairs. At worst, it may mean catastrophe.
Have the manufacturers operating and maintenance
manuals aboard, and follow them.

Run the engine at designed loads and speeds,
since it will last longer than if it is idled or run under
excessive speeds and loads.

Keep the engine room absolutely clean. Only
then can you spot leaks or other potential hazards.

Do not allow rags or other flammable materials
to accumulate, and dispose of used rags in a metal con
tainer with a lid.

Keep the fuel and lubricating systems clean.
Your routine maintenance should include changing oil
and fuel filters and sea strainers. Keep fuel tanks
clean; most fuel supply problems are the result of wa
ter or sediment in the tanks. Additives to prevent bio
logical fouling should be used in the tanks. Check the
day tank for water condensation every day. Use corro
sion prevention mechanisms, such as zinc anodes in
fresh and raw water systems.

Stow and secure equipment and tools against
movement Keep passageways clear. Install handholds
wherever possible, to prevent accidents involvinghot
surfacesand movingparts. Only remove guards, fences
and safetydevices during repairs, and replace them
immediatelywhen repairs are done. Post signs in areas
of danger in the engine room; paint the signs in high-
visibility colors.
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8.1.4 Seawater Cooling Systems
You should have at least two ways to supply

coolingwater to the main propulsion machinery. The
sea inlets and dischargesfor the cooling systemshould
be fitted with shutoffvalves located as near the shell
platingas practicable. Suchvalves canbe controlled
locally in manned spaces.

Inlet and discharge valves in unmanned machin
eryspaces should be remotely operable from an acces
sible location outsidethe compartment inwhich they
are located. Clearly mark all valve controls; have them
readilyaccessible, and provide them with an indicator
that shows whether the valveis open or closed(Figure
8-2). Only the captain should operate engine room
valves.

AU coolingsystem seawatersuctionsfor essentialma
chinery shouldhavestrainers thatcan becleaned without
interrupting thewatersupply.

Figure6-2. Throughhulls should be marked to show theirfunc
tion and means ofclosure.

Cooling systempiping should be rigidwherever
practicable. If you must use flexible pipe to accommo
date vibration,it should be an approvedtype,capable
of standing up to $eawater> and secured with double,
stainless steel hose clamps.

Inspectall pipingannually,and replace flexible
pipe regularly, because it giveslittle warningoffailure.
Install flow to warn of leaks or problems in the system.

8.1.5 Lubricating and Hydraulic Oil Systems
You must understand the safe operation ofhy

draulic equipment beforeyou useit, includingstop
ping the equipment by means of control handles or
brakesand usingfluidcutoffsto control leaks. Keep
fittings tight

If there is a leak that can't be stopped immedi
ately, finda means ofcatchingand containing the fluid
to prevent its spread.
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If leaks occur, they mustbepromptly reported andre
paired, andspitted hydraulicfluid cleanedfrom thedeck.

Check lubricating oil levelsdaily,and keep the
sump topped up to prevent overheating. Install au
diblealarms on the oil pressureand temperature
gauges to indicate a failure in the lubrication system.
Since cleanliness is vital to the lubrication system, in
stall the filters in an easilyaccessibleplace, and change
them frequently.

Hydraulic tanks should incorporate low level
alarms, with oil reserved in the lower halfof the tank
for an emergency loss ofhydraulic oil. To prevent
spills, don't overfill the hydraulic tank.

Cleanlinessis also essential in a hydraulicsys
tem. Dirt hinders the operation of valves, and destroys
motors and pumps. Use onlyclean oil, and change fil
ters regularly. Drain watercondensationdaily.

Piping Runs
Circulatingoil systems are subject to veryhigh

pressures, and leaks can be dangerous. Pipes and
hoses should be made ofsuitable material and fitted

securely to prevent movement and wear. Regularly
inspect them for signsof wear, especially at joints or
fittings. Ifhose coverings are wornto showthe under
lyingmesh, replace them.

Before using pipes, joints and fittings for the
first time, test them hydrostatically at twice their rated
pressure; then clean and blow dry them.

Hose is used to accommodate vibration at mov

ing components, but never use hoses to replace hard
piping runs. Hose is a likelysource of failure, and a
definite source of contamination as rubber sloughsoff
inside. Do not run hoses over engines or hot surfaces.
Do not install connecting joints where a leak will fall
on hot surfaces or on electrical connections. Protect

hosesthat layagainstcorners from wearcaused byvi
bration. Keep fittings to a minimum,and keep them
tight

Hydraulic Do's and Don'ts
* Keep oil clean.
* Don't start pumps without an adequate oil supply,
* Clean suction strainers frequently.
* Watch temperatures. If you can't touch it, it's too
hot and you have a problem that you need to investi
gate. Hydraulicoil deteriorates at temperatures over
140degrees F and causes premature wear of machin
ery.

* Install sheet metal shields around hydraulic valves or
fittings that are located near the engine; they will con
tain atomized oil in the event of a leak.
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Beware ofthefirehazardposedby hydraulic oil It is
moreflammablethandiesel

In working with machinery, remember that you
can't hold a load with hydraulics. Since hydraulic cyl
inders "creep" as oil leakswithin the system,you need
to engage the shaft brake to hold a load.

Never weld on a hydraulic cylinder. The heat
distortion will permanently damage it

8.1.6 Rudder and Propeller
All nuts on rudder and propeller fittings must be

locked in place,since repairs are impractical at sea.
Inspect rudder and propeller gear for signs of wear at
annual dry-dockings. Any increase in vibration in the
steering system is a sign of trouble, and should be in
vestigated. Repair stern gear at the first signs ofwear,
since problems in rudder or stern tube bearings will
increase rapidly. Measure and record stern bearing
and rudder stock clearances at eveiy dry docking.

You must render the rudder and propeller inca
pable of movingwhen repairs are underway. In port, a
crewmanpreparing to engage the rudder or propeller
should check that the stern is clear.

Gearbox

Gearbox failure usually occurs because of inade
quate oil level or a Mure to change oil at regular
intervals. Check and change the oil regularly. Your
vesselshould have alarms to warn of low gearboxoil or
overheating.

Propeller Shaft
Lockin place all nuts on the propeller shaft

flanges and stern tubes. Stern gland packing must be
properly installed and regularly inspected for leaking
or overheating.

8.1.7 Exhaust System
Exhaust pipes should be water-jacketed or effec

tivelyinsulated. Do not connect together the exhaust
pipesfromseveral engines. Run them separatelyto
the atmosphere, unless they are arranged to prevent
the return of gases to an idle engine. Also, do not con
nect boiler uptakes and engine exhaust lines. Annually
inspectexhaust systemsfor fire and fume hazards. If
the engine room makes you sick, you may have a car
bon monoxide hazard. Inspect lagging or insulation
where exhaust pipes pass through combustible materi
als. Exhaust pipes that pass through the side ofa ves
sel mustbe watertight and prevent the inflow ofwater.

Engine Exhaust and Crank Case Vents
Open drain valveson main and auxiliary engines

when the engines are not operating; this will drain any

water that has accumulated in the lines. Close the

valveswhen the engines are running.

8.1.8 Compressed Air Systems
Inspect pressure relief valves in compressed air

systemsfrequently. Make provisions to regularlydrain
condensation from air systems, and to minimize the
possibility ofoil getting into these systems. Install an
approved, flexible connection between the air com
pressor and the air receiver.

8.1.9 Fuel System
When you are transferring fuel, avoid overfilling

and overflow into adjacent tanks; this can jeopardize
stability. Always keep in mind the effectsof fuel in
tanks on trim and stability (Section 1133).

Place pans under eveiy fueloil pump and filter-
sthat will keep escaping oil from coming in contact
with heated surfaces (Figure 8-3).

Figure 6-3. A means of
catching leaked or spilled
oil must bo provided
wherever there Is dangBr
of escaping oil coming Into
contact with heated surfaces.

Check fuel oil filters at least once evety 72 hours
of continuous operation. Drain day tanks periodically
to remove the sludge that accumulates on the tank bot
tom. Service centrifuges according to manufacturer's
instructions. Diesel engines require clean fuel.

8.1.10 Fueling Precautions
* Tie up the vesselsecurely.
* Extinguish open flames and cigarettes near the fuel
ing operation.
* Ensure that the tank vents are clear and aimed over

board, away from other vessels.
* Know which deck flanges are for oil, and which are
for fresh water. To avoid mistakes, mark fluid types on
filler flanges (Figure 8-4).
* Be sure that you are filling the tank with clean fuel.
* Hold fuel nozzlesecurely in the filler pipe.
* Maintain a constant watch to monitor fuel flow and

to prevent spills.
* Close the filler pipe after fueling.
* Clean spills on deck. Dishwashingdetergent is an
excellent oil cleaner.

* Place overfill containment dams or buckets under

fuel oil vent terminals when fueling or transferring
fuel.
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Figure $-4. Deck flanges should be masked to avoid mistakes in
filling tanks.

Tank S hut-offs

Each fuel tank should have a shut-offvalve that

can be secured in the event of fire or leakage. Shut-off
spindles should extend to deck level so the tank valve
can be closed without entering the engine room.

Tank Sight Glasses
Only use sight glassesmade of heat-resistant Py-

rexand protected byexpanded metal guards. You can
also get steel or bronze sight glass tank attachment
valves. These valves,in addition to being heat resis
tant, are also equipped with internal checkvalves that
prevent a leak if the sight glass is broken.

Fuel Lines

Fuel hosesshould be madeofan approved,flex
ible material that is flame and heat resistant, and not
of substances, like plastic, that would quicklymelt in
the event ofa fire. Secureall fuel lines to prevent any
movement Pipe bendsshouldbesmooth,and padded
where they pass over sharp edges. Do not install pipes
where they will bewalked on or hit

Pipe joints should be metal to metal, and leaks
must be eliminated.

Topping Up
It isadvisableto keepfuel tanks topped up as

much as possible to reduce tank condensation and free
surface effect

Tank Entry
If someone is going to enter a fuel tank to clean

it, be sure that the tank is free of gases. Otherwise you
run the risk ofasphyxiation or explosion, if sparks or
flame are nearby.

Tenders Carrying Gasoline
Tenders carrying gasoline on deck must observe

special precautions.
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* Mark the area around gasoline tanks where smoking,
open flamesand electrical appliances are prohibited,
* Maintain a constant watch duringall fueling opera
tions.

* Watch the fuel flow, not the meter, and don't rely on
estimates of how much fuelwillbe required Acaptain
whothinks he needs 500 gallons may only require 300,
whichcreates the possibilityof a spill if the crewis not
alert.

*Checkyour insurancepolicy to be sure it coversdis
pensing fuel.

8.1.11 Deck Machinery
Gear systems, including catheads, a horizontal

rope windingdrum on a trawl winch,winches,tackle,
nets, etc^ should provide safe and convenient opera
tion. Wires and warpsshould be of adequate strength
for the anticipated loads. Movingparts of winchesand
of warpand chain leadswhich maypresent a hazard
should haveadequate guards. Repairs to winches,
tackle, and lifting gear should be to original standards
of construction. Repairs should be tested usingdead
loads before the gear is placed back in service.

Protection should be provided around winch
foundations to prevent a person front being caught or
dragged under. Sheaves should be guarded where
practicable. Blocksand sheaves should be properly
lubricated at regular intervals. All shackles used aloft
should be a locking type, orshould be seized (secured
so theycannot come loose accidentally).

Handholds,rails or guards should be placed
around winches and drums where practicable. Gear
stowed on deck should never be allowed to obstruct

the working area around winches and drums.
When the gear is running, there should normally

be at least two men on deck. Winch operators should
not leave winches unattended with gear running, or
with a load suspended.

If a winch has local and remote controls, they
shouldbe arranged to preventsimultaneousoperation.
The operator should have a clearviewof the winch and
adjacent working areas,

Winchesshould have a means ofstopping and
holding the safe working load. Brakes should be
proof-tested with a dead load in excess of the maxi
mum safe working load. Brakes should be easy to ad
just. Everywinchdrum which can be uncoupled from
the drive should have a separate brake.

Experienced hands should normally operate
winches and other deck machinery, especially in bad
weather. New hands should practice in calm condi
tions, under supervision. It is advisable to mark the
functionofwinch controls on or near the equipment
(e.g. forward, reverse, stop).
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The winch operator is directly responsiblefor thesafety of
gear-handlingoperations. Ifhe has anydoubt about
safety, he shouldstopthe winch immediately andrefuse
toproceeduntilsafetyhas been assured Hemustbe
competent inallphases ofwinch operation andknowthe
safe working loadsofhis equipment.

If you get overwindsor bad wrapson the winch
drum, clear the drum immediately. To clear bad wraps
on a vessel equipped with level winds, let the wire out
past the problem area and reset the level wind to wrap
evenly. Keep in mind that bad wraps or overwinds
cause accelerated wear on wire rope. Ropes subjected
to bad wraps or overwinds should be inspected and
may have to be replaced.

Never operate a winch with less than 11/2 layers
ofwire on the drum. The upper half-layerlocks the
wire and keeps it from unreeling. At the bitter end,
wire should be attached to the drum with clampsor
shackles.

Ifyouare operating a winchwitha cathead,do
not layon too many turns or you may get an overlap.
Ifthe lineshows anytendency to overlap, removea
turn. Stand as far back from the cathead as possible to
prevent being pulled onto it, and stand at right angles
to the direction of pull if at all practicable. Coil down
the lineas it comesoffof the cathead, but neverstep
into the coil.

Leads, Blocks and Sheaves
Leads shouldbe madeas fairas possible, and

lead blockskept to a rninimum to reduce friction.
Fixed lead blocksare preferable to swinging blocks,
but correct angles must be maintained. All blocks
must be regularly inspected and maintained. Sheaves
and rollersshould be lubricated frequently. Shackles
and eyes shouldbe examined for wear. Swinging
blocks should be tied up when not in use to prevent
injuriesandwear in the eyes. If there is a problemat a
block, crewmen shouldobserve a safemeans ofgetting
to it

When"corrugations" or grooves appear in block
sheaves, the blocks are not turningfreely andwirerope
willbe quicklydamaged (Figure 8-5).

Be careful of-

* Slick decks around the winches.

* If thewireis looseor fouledon the drum,it may
cause the winch to reverse itself byallowingthe wire to
bind,or may causethe load to jump,endangering crew
menand rigging.
* Loose lines or materials that may foul the wire.
* A loose or defective control handle.

'Slack in the brake.

Figure 8*5. Corrugated
sheaves can damage wire
rope.

Winches, Tackle and Uflng Gear
Operation of winches, tackle, lifting gear and

other types of moving machinery must be in accor
dance with rules established by the vessel's operating
plan. Usingsuch equipment is the job of experienced
crewmen, especially in rough conditions. New hands
should practice under supervision and in calm condi
tions, and be certified as competent by the captain be
fore using such equipment on their own.

All guards providedfor themovingpartsofwinches,
hoistsand othergearhandling machinery mustbe in
place.

Mashed hands, arms or feet are common injuries
where wire or line runs over blocks or around winches

anddrums, so'takecare. Do notattemptto use'your
hands, feet or hips to guide wire on a winch drum, or to
free a fouled wire. Always use a cable guide and watch
for shackles and bridleswhich can catch the guide and
moveit unexpectedly.

Be sure there is someone at the controls when-

ever you work around running gear. Stand clear of
running riggingso the motion of the boat doesn't
throw you on the wire or line, and don't grab the run
ning gear if you must clutch for support

Don't stand in the direct line of pull of a wireor
line under tension in case it parts and snaps back. Al
waysleaveat least a layer and 1/2ofwire on a winch
drum to "lock" it in place.

Lifting and hoistinggear must always be used
within safe working load ranges. Stand well clear ofa
load in the air, especiallywhen the boat is rolling.
Never stand between the load and the rail or a fixed

object against which you could be crushed. Remember
that rocks or other debris may fall out of the cod end.
Always have a hiding place in mind in case something
breaks loose.

If you are operating a winch or hoist be sure ev
eryone is clear of the danger zone before applying a
load, and never leave the equipment unattended when
it is runningorwhen there is a load in the air. Make
sure snatch blocks are closed and properly latched
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when used. Neverpass a suspended load over another
crewman. Be sure the area around the controls is un
impeded, and that your viewis as unobstructed as pos
sible. Before each operation, test the control handles
to makesure theyreturn automatically to the neutral
or stopped position.

When usinga "cathead" to lift anchors or rig
ging, neveruse frayed whiplineswhich canoverlap and
continue wrapping. If this occurs, shut off the winchto
take the strain off the whip and untangle the line off
the cathead. Never use two catheads for one line be

causeyou haveno control for slippagewhenslacking
the line.

8.2 Electrical Systems
Only qualified marine electronics personnel

should install electronicequipment

Untilproven otherwise, electric circuits should alwaysbe
treatedas though they arelive.

Make electrical equipment as accessibleas pos
sible for operation and maintenance. As far as practi
cable, install electrical equipment where it is protected
from dust, oil, fuel vapors, and anysource of water or
moisture. The equipment should be rugged,and suit
able for marine use; it should be designed,constructed
and installed to prevent accidental contact with ener
gizedparts. Installations must be secure enough to
accommodate the roll, pitch and vibration of the vessel
underway.

All electricalequipment,and especially that de
signed to be explosion-proof, ignition-protected or in
trinsically safe,should bear the labelof a nationally
recognized testing laboratory.

Electrical equipment that will be exposed to
spray or moisture should be waterprooforwatertight

Don'tsmokeor introducesourcesofsparks orheat into
spacescontaining electric storage batteries, andmake
sure such spaces are well ventilated at the overhead Bat
teryfumesriseandcreateexplosive hazards.

Whenyouare using portableelectrical equip
ment, check the condition ofpower cables and connec
tions for damaged or broken insulation. Portable elec
trical equipment exposed to the elements mustbe pro
tected from dampness, corrosion or mechanical dam
age.

8.2.1 Corrosion
Faults in the electrical system can produce a fire

hazard, the failure ofvitalonboard systems, and corro
sion in the hulL The main consideration in maintain

ing or modifying the electrical system is to keep salt
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water awayfrom the bare metal of the circuitry. There
are usuallydissimilarmetals at junction boxes,
switches and fittings, and water at these locations will
cause rapid corrosion. Seawaterwill cause corrosion
whether or not there are dissimilar metals, and the re
sult can be a broken circuit that causes arcing and a
fire hazard. Or, the corroded circuit maysimplybuild
up so much resistance that it stops working.

Water can come from spray, leaks, condensation
or drips fromwetclothingor wet gear. Keepjunc
tions, fittings and switches away from windows or vents
where water mayenter, and keep wet clothing orwet
gear away from electrical connections.

8.2.2 Explosion and Fire Hazards

Do not installelectrical equipment inlockers, pipesor
tanks that containflammable liquids such as oil, paint,
solventsandturpentine. Iflightingorotherequipmentis
essential insuch spacesit must beexplosion-proofor in
trinsicallysafe.

Ventilatespaces that house internal combustion
engines to prevent the build-up of fumes that could be
ignited bydefectiveelectrical equipment Spaces that
contain gasoline-poweredengines should have both
natural and poweredventilation, and any electrical
equipmentintroduced into such a spaceshouldbe igni
tion-protected, explosion-proof and intrinsicallysafe
for use in gasoline atmospheres.

Metallic enclosures for electrical equipment
shouldbe grounded. Portable electricalequipment
should be double-insulated, or have exposed metal
parts grounded through a conductor in the supply cord
to a grounding pole on the receptacle. Regularly in
spect all portable electrical equipment, paying special
attention to thecondition ofpowercables and connec
tions. Protect portable electricalequipment from
dampness, corrosion and mechanical damage.

8.2.3 Main Source of Electric Power

Construction standards require that eveiy vessel
have at least two sources of electric power for vital
loads. Designated crewmen must understand how to
switchsources to maintain the services necessary for
the propulsion and safetyof the vessel. Safety-related
services include bilge pumping firefighting, engine and
machineryspaceventilation, lighting,steering, com
munication and alarm systems, automatic control
equipment, navigation lights and navigation equip
ment
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8.2.4 Emergency Source of Electric Power
In addition to the main source ofelectric power;

an emergency source should be provided to supply
servicesnecessaryfor the safety of the vesseland crew.

Forvessels less than 79 feet and not relying
upon electrical power for propulsion and steering, only
emergencylighting and battery-powered navigation
and communication systemsneed be considered. For
vessels39 feet or less in length, the emergency lighting
mayconsist of flashlights located in the wheelhouse
and near the engine. For vessels between 39 and 79
feet in length, emergency lighting may consist of bat
tery-operated relay-controlled lanterns with recharge
able marine batteries, and an automatic batteiy
charger that maintains the batteries in a fullycharged
condition (Figure 8-6),

Vessels 79 feet long and greater should have an
emergency source ofelectric power outside the ma
chinery spaces. The emergency source should be either
a generator or batteries capable of providingpower for
sixhours to the following loads: communication equip
ment (Internal and radio), fire detection systems,sig
nalingsystems, navigationlights,emergency fire pump,
and sufficient lighting to permit operation and evacu
ation of the vessel.

8.2.5 Switchboards

Switchboards must be located in as drya space
aspossible, away from piping, windows anddeadlights.
Theyshould have a dripshield to protect against drip
ping water. All insulating material in and around the
switchboard should be moisture-resistant and fire-reta-
rdant

There should be an adequate working space
around theswitchboard to permit operation and main
tenance, Switchboards should have no exposed live
parts. Theyshouldbe fittedwith non-conducting
handrails orsome other safe hand holds that the crew

can usewhen operating the switchboard in heavy
weather. Install non-conducting deck materials, mats
or gratingsaround switchboards.

Make sure the metal cases ofswitchboard equip
ment are grounded, and that all circuits and equipment
are clearly identified. Switchboard wire should be
flame-retaTdant and all equipment must be the proper
size for the load it will handle. Protect each power
source against over-current with a fuse, circuit breaker
or overcurrent relay, Mark the proper rating or setting
of the protective devices for each circuit, and make
sure the over-current device is the proper size.

8.2.6 Batteries

Never put batteries in livingspaces. Batteries
and battery installations should be able to withstand
vessel roll, pitch and vibration. Even the slightest mo
tion can cause starter cables to flex and break, which
could producea fire hazardor lossof power. Lead
acid batteries need lead or fiberglassdrip trays,while
alkaline batteries need steel drip trays. The trays
should be able to contain any electrolyte that maybe
spilled during charging or testing. Batteiy cells should
not spill electrolyte if the battery is inclinedat 30 de
grees.

figure 84. Emergency powervessels 39foot and under (left) require only flashlights inthe wheelhouse and engine room. Vessels
between 39and79feet, (center) should nave rechargeable batteries and a battery charger. Vessels 79 feet and greater (right)
should have e generatoror batteries capable ofproviding emergency power for at feast 6 hours.
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Leave enough room around the batteries for
easy removal and terminal access. If the batteries are
installedwhere items can fall on the terminals, cover
themwithinsulated terminalcovers. Batteryconnec
tions should bepermanent, notspring clamps orother
temporary connectois.

Keep batteries topsclean and dry, andplace
them where they will not be exposed to seawater or
bilgewater. There must be adequate ventilation to
remove the dangerous hydrogen gas that accumulates
during charging. Since hydrogenis lighter than air, it
can accumulate in overhead pockets, creating an explo
sivehazard. Keepsparks, flames and electrical equip
ment away from the area above the batteries• Do not
allowsmoking in batteiy storage areas. Batteries are
explosive.

8.2.7 Cable Installations
All cableand wireshould have copper conduc

tors of the appropriate size and voltage rating for the
circuit Use stranded copper wiringonboard vessels,
because it is more flexiblethan solid wiring,and it is
less likely to fracture because ofvibration and move
ment. Do not use aluminum wiring aboard vessels un
der any circumstances.

Protect cable runs from the weather as much as

possible. Support wireand cableto avoidchafing and
other damage. Screwor bolt fireproof wire clips about
everysix inches. Do not simply nail them, since nails
can damage the wire insulation.

Do not place plastic conduitwhere it can be
used as a hand hold. Since trouble usually starts at
bends, keep cable runs as straight as possible. Cable
should enter fittings from the bottom to keep water
from running along the cable and into the fitting. Pro
vide drip loopswherewire must run downward toward
a fitting or horizontally toward a fitting, especially on
exterior watertight fittings (Figure 8-7).

Protect cables that may be subject to mechanical
abuse with metal coverings or angle irons. Cable runs
and fittings in fish storage areas should be watertight
and have mechanical protection. Cables installed in
refrigerated compartments should be suitable for low
temperatureand high humidity. Cableshouldnot be
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Figure 8-7. Provide drip
hops where cable en
ters a fittinghorizon
tally.
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locatedina tank unlessthe cable providespower to
equipment in the tank,and it mustbe compatible with
the fluid in the tank. Cable on hinged panels or sub
ject to movement should be extra flexible.

Route cable that servesvital or emergencyloads,
as far as practicable,awayfrom high risk fire areas such
as galleys, laundries and machineryspaces.

Wherever possible,cablesserving duplicated
equipment should be separated so that a casualtythat
affects one does not affect the other.

All metalliccablearmor should be electrically
continuous, and grounded. Terminations and connec
tions should be housed in fire-retardant enclosures.

Splices should retain the original electrical, mechani
cal, flame-retardant and watertight properties of the
cable. Terminations, connections and splices should
be vibration-resistant and accessible.

Use watertight caps on exterior sockets. Keep
an eye out for cracked insulation where wires enter fit
tings. This is a suresign of trouble, and the wires
should be replaced.

8.2.8 Safety Tips
The vessel's electrical maintenance program

should include knowledgeable personnel and regular
inspection, testing and servicing. Use sound judgment
when you evaluate inspection and test results correct
ing deficient conditions, and keep adequate records.
You should check electrical connections for tightness
annually.

The following are Important to remember:
* Besure that the circuits you will work on have been
de-energizedand tagged to prevent their being acci
dentally re-energized. If there is any doubt test the
circuit with a voltmeter or voltage tester.
*Some equipment or accessories may be energized by
more than one circuit Besure that all powersources
have been disconnected.
* Beware of energy storage devices (capacitors or con
densers that can causesevere shock after the power has
been disconnected.) These devices can be discharged
byconnecting their terminals to the ground and then
to one another.

If unusual circumstances make it impossible to
de-energize the equipmentyou are workingon, take
special precautions. Insulate the person performing
the work from ground and from energized parts. That
personshouldobservethe following precautions(as
applicable):

* Do not work alone.
* Provide ample illumination.
* Do not wear wrist watches, rings, chains, metal ar
ticles, or Loose clothing that might make accidental
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contact with live parts. Clothing and shoes should be
as diy as possible.
* Use insulating material to cover grounded metal to
which the worker might be exposed.
* Cover metal portions of hand tools with insulating
material.

* Insofar as practicable, provide insulating barriers be
tween the work and any other live parts.
* Use onlyone hand to accomplish the work, it pos
sible.

* Wear rubber insulating gloves.
* Protect your eyes and face.
* Have someone standing by to turn off the power.
* Protect motors against overload.
* In large machinery spaces, provide lighting from at
least two circuits, or have a portable powersupply so
the failureof one does not leavethe areawithout light
Lighting fixtures in machinery spaces, fish holds and
other areas subject to mechanical abuse, should have
impact-resistant globes or guards.
* Vessels should have a high-intensity light with an on-
offswitch to use for signaling; it should be poweredby
a rechargeable battery or emergency power source.
* Keep electrical apparatus in the wheelhouse as far as
possiblefrom doors and opening windowsto minimize
corrosiveproblems.

8.3 Refrigeration Systems
Refrigerants produce toxic and flammable haz

ards Familiarize yourself with alarms that indicate
leakage, with exits from refrigerated areas that can be
opened from the inside, with the location and use of
any breathing equipment carried aboard the vessel, and
with all instructions posted for safe use of refrigeration
systems (Figure 8-8).

Don't smoke or use flame producing equipment
near flammable refrigerants. Remember that all in
stallations charged with refrigerant are under pressure
so they must be protected from bumps and shocks as
well as from heat Ammonia is highly pungent and will
let your nose know immediately if there is a leak.

Beware, however, that ammonia desensitizes
your nose so that over time you will lose your ability to
smell it Freon can be just as lethal and is difficult to
detect by smell. Although it is not toxic, it can exclude
oxygen,causing you to pass out (Section 2.4.18).

Ifyou haveanyreasonto suspect thatrefrigerants are
leakingaboardyourvessel, get out ofthespace immedi
ately, seal thedoorand warn thecaptain. Ifsomeone
elsecollapsesin a refrigeration area,don'tgo in afterhim
without theproperbreathingapparatus.

Figure 8-8. Refrigeration safety. The king vafva shuts down the system andshould be clearly marked. SCBA's andmedical supplies
should be stowed outside the space. Agas detectorenables you topinpoint thesource of a leak.
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8.3,1 Safety Tips
*Installations charged with refrigerant are always un
der pressure,
* Neversmoke or use open flame in refrigeration ar
eas. Prior to beginningweldingor soldering opera
tionsin suchareas,theyshould be purged completely
and tested for explosivehazards.
* Refrigerantsthat haveleaked or escaped into en
closed spaces create highly dangerous toxic hazards. If
you suspect a toxic hazard, get out of the area immedi
atelyand report the problem to the captain.

Refrigeration spaces should be provided with:
* Tight fitting doors operable from each side.
* Alarmsoperable from within that generate a signal
at the control station.

* Means for indicating the location of the exit door in
the event the lights fail.
*A ventingsystem for extracting leaking refrigerants
that is separate from venting in accommodations or
workspaces,with controls operable from insideand
outside the refrigeration space.
* A portable meansof detectingconcentrationsof
harmful leaking gas.
*A meansofescape from spaces where toxic refriger
ants are used, leading to the weather deck.

Where harmful gases are used in a refrigeration
system,at least one approved breathing apparatus
should be located adjacent to the refrigeration area,
but not where leakage will make the apparatus inacces
sible. An approved breathingapparatusused as partof
the vessel's fire-fighting equipmentmay beusedifit is
suitablyplaced to serve both purposes.

If someone collapses in a refrigerationarea,
don't go after him without wearing a breathing appara
tus, or twovictimsmaybe the result.

Use a faceguard as protection against liquid re
frigerants. If emergencydrainage of refrigerants is re
quired, it must be done in spaces suitable to ensure the
safetyof the crew. Containers holding refrigerant
shouldbe openedslowly and cautiously, and should be
protected against damage from bumps or shocks.
Don't permit them to be overturned,dumped,dropped
or rolled. They must be protected against heat radia
tion.

8.4 Steering
Allvessels should have twosteeringsystems: a

mainsteering gear and an auxiliaryOremergencysys
tem. The steering gear, rudder and associated fittings
should be capable ofsteering the vessel at maximum
speed ahead or astern, and during all maneuvers re
quired by fishing operations.
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The main steering gear should be able to move
the rudder fromhard-over(35degrees) to hard-overin
30seconds,with the vesselat designed service speed.

The auxiliarysteering gear should be able to
move the rudder from 15 degrees on one side to 15 de
grees on the other in no more than 60 seconds, with
the vessel at one-half its designed servicespeed ahead,
or 7 knots,whicheveris greater. Acceptable typesof
auxiliary steeringgear is a tiller; a blockand tackleop
erating tillers or quadrants; chain falls;or a winchop
erating a blockand tackle, if they produce the move
ment described above.

Steeringequipment shouldbereadily availableandtested
periodically, andinstructionsfor itsuse shouldbeposted

Ifthe auxiliarysteeringgear wouldexposethe
crew to extreme danger in heavy weather, you should
consider an alternative. Have all tools and equipment
necessaryfor transferring to auxiliary steering readily
available. Duplicate main steering gears must satisfy
the requirements for main and auxiliary systems. Carry
on board a block and tackle, chain falls, restraining
lines, or anothersuitable means of centering and
steadying the mdder(s) hi an emergency. This permits
you to tow the vessel, or to transfer from main to auxil
iary steering.

Arrange the wheelhouse to give the helmsman
maximum all-around vision. You should have a way to
pass steering orders between the wheelhouse and any
other location intended for control of the main or aux
iliarysteering gear.

Where the steering gear is power-operated, have
an independent rudder angle indicator at the wheel-
house controls. Steering systems should have effective
rudder stops, and poweredsystemsshould incorporate
a limitswitch to stop the gear before it reachesthe
stops.

Mark all switches,valves and other steering
components with their purpose and operating instruc
tions.

8.5 Maintenance and Repairs
It is the responsibilityof the captain and crew to

inspect and maintain the vessel systems constantly.
Alwaysbe sure that machinery has been turned

off and left so it can't be accidentally restarted before
youattempt repairs. Similarly,be sure that no one else
isworkingon a machinebeforeyou turn it on.

Machineryparts should not be lubricated, ad
justed or repaired while they are in motion. In port
always be sure that the stern is clear before moving the
rudder or turning the propeller. Propulsion and
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steering gear should be effectivelyprevented from
movingbefore repairs are attempted at sea.

Before work is attempted on pressurized valves
or equipment, the pressure must be relieved. In doubt
ful cases, ease securing nuts slightly before breaking
the joint

Any secured valves, controls, circuit breakers, etc, should
be tagged by thepersonconducting repairs, ihe tagstating
thattheequipment is not to berestarted oroperated until
hegiveshispermission.

If you removea guard orsafety deviceduring
maintenanceor repair work, it should be replaced
prior to operation.

Control levers on winches and other hydraulic
equipment should alwaysbe well lubricated and should
snap back automatically to stop the gear the moment
hand pressure is removed (Figure 8-9). There should
be no resistance in control lever snap back. Similarly,
all components ofthe gear systemshould be in good
working order.

Figure 8-9. Hydraulic winchcontrolsshouldsnap back to tha
neutralor stop position when hand pressure is removed.

Periodically, check brake bands on winch to be
sure the pin holding ends of the bands are in good con
dition as well as the bands themselves.

8.5.1 General Maintenance Schedules*
(* May needmodification basedon specific applica
tion.)

Dally
* Test propulsion engine controls before you leave the
dock.

* Test electronics.

*Testlights, horn,wind-shield wipers.
* Test alarms.

* Check fluid levels such as fuel oil, engine coolant,
lubeoil, powersteering fluid,and marine gear lube oil.
* Inspect engines externally,including alternator belts
and controls.

* Check engines while they are running for proper op
eration and fluid leaks.
* Check drip rate at propellershaft packing gland.
* Make sure bilges are dry, and test bilge pumps.
* Check the operation ofwinches.
* Secure equipment and watertight closures,
* Exercise steeringsystem from full left to full right
rudder,

* Inspect navigation lights.
* Drain water trap.

Weekly
* Performa visual and operational checkof electronic
systems including VHF-FM and SSB transceivers,
internal communications, depth sounders, radars and
antennas.

* Check operation of auxiliary generators.
* Inspect galley and fish processing equipment

* inspect starting system batteries.
* Clean seawater strainers.

* Inspect fuel oil filters, and replace them if neces
sary.

* Inspect fuel system for leaks.
*Checkand test batteries and batteryelectrolyte.
* Verify proper operation of propulsion,auxiliary
and steeringsystems whileunderway.
* Check hydraulic system for leaks.
* Inspect condition of steeringgear,especially bear
ings in rudder and stern tube.
* Checkoperation of chainstoppers, brakes,
clutches and controlsfor hoisting or lifting systems.
* Grease winches, winch controls and lead blocks.

Monthly
* Test shipboard lights.

* Inspect emergency equipment such as flares, potable
water, food, personal flotation devices, immersion
suits, anchor and rode, emergency communications
equipment liferafts and fire extinguishers.
*Lubricate windshield wipers.
*Checkalternator belt tension and pulleyalignment
* Change engine and gearbox oil and filters.
* Checkfor corrosion of machinery, equipment and
compartments.
*Check main engine expansion tank,salt water pump
and raw water tank.

* Inspect galvanic anode system.
* Inspect compartments for leaks.
* Inspect lines,wire ropes and chains.
* Lubricateall moving and sliding parts on the vessel,
especially within the hoisting,haulingand steering sys
tems.
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* Replace main engine final fuel filter.

Quarterly
* Inspect electrical distribution system.
*Replace primary fuel filters.
*Adjust alternator belt tension,checkconnections
and components.
+ Clean air filter units.

* Visuallycheck engines for leaks,change fuel oil fil
ters and crankcase breather fittings.
* Changewater filters on diesel engines.
* Checkand lubricate steering system.
* Check condition ofnon-skid coatings,
* Check winch hydraulics.

Semi-Annually
* Visually inspect water-tight bulkheads and fittings.
* Replace fuel filter and strainer,
* Change marine gear oil and clean filter.
* Test main engine under full load.

Annually
* Replace PVC valve.
* Renew lube oil filter elements and change lube oil
(or every500 hours, whichever is sooner).
4Adjust and clean valvesin fuel systemand clean fuel
injection pumps and injectors.
* Examine exhaustsystem for leaks.
* Inspect hull structure for cracks and corrosion.
* Examine propulsion system for corrosion, fracture,
bent blades or shafts, worn bearings and loose fittings.
* Inspectsea chest coversand through hull valves by
opening them.

Vessel Systems and Engineering
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Rules of the Road

9.1 Introduction to the

Navigational Rules of the Road
Basedon the Navigation Rules International-Inland
(Commandant Instruction M16672.2A, Dated 23
December 1983).

This chapter provides an overview ofportions of
the Rules which are ofparticular interest to the
fishingvessel operator. This overview is only provided
as a guide in developing a greater understanding of
and familiarity with the Navigation Rules,

Remember, thevesseloperator is responsibleforknow
ingandfollowing all theNavigation Rules, notjust the
Rulesprovided in thisChapter.

The Navigation Rules of the Road are lawsand
regulations for preventing vesselcollisions. Vessel
operators in and around the United States are re
quired to know and follow the International and/or
InlandNavigation Rules. The InlandNavigation
Rules apply to vessels that operate on the waters
inside the Navigational Lines of Demarcation, called
COLREGS Demarcation Lines. Vessels operating to
seaward of the Demarcation Lines follow the Interna

tional NavigationRules. Both the International and
Inland Rulesset out Rules 1 through 38-themain
body of the Rules. The Eve Annexes are technical
regulations whichsupport the mainrules. It is
important to note that with the exception ofAnnex V
to the Inland Rules, the International and Inland rules
and Annexesare verysimilar in both content and
format

9.2 It's the Law
TheInlandNavigation Rules are laws, and every

operatorofa vesselis required to knowand follow all
the rules.

Thelawrequires the operator of eachself
propelled vessel of 39.4 feet (12 meters)or more in
length to carry on board andmaintain forready
referencea copyof the Inland Navigation Rules.

NOTE: Anyvessel engaged in fishing is a fishing
vessel, no matter what the means ofpropulsion,

Afishingvessel not actually engaged in fishing, if
powered by machinery, is a power-drivenvessel.

Afishing vessel not actually engaged in fishing, if
powered only by sail, is a sail vessel. If under sail and
power, It is a power-driven vessel [see Rules3 (b)(c),
25(e), and 26 (a) (e)].

NOTE: Ifyou have questions concerning the Naviga
tional Rules ofthe Road, contact the nearest Coast
Guard Marine Safety Office or the Navigation Rules
and Information Branch nt Coast Guard Headquar*
ters In Washington, D.C.at (202) 267-0357.

The book Navigation RulesInternational-Inland
(COMDTINST M16672.2A) contains the complete
version of the Rules, the five Annexes, Interpretative
Rules, Lines of Demarcation, Penalty Provisions, Al
ternative Compliances, Vessel Bridge-to-Bridge Radio
Telephone Regulations, Legal Citations, and Metric-
10-U.S. Measurement Table. The book's table of

contentsis includedat the end of this chapter for
reference. An order form for obtaining the book is
also included.

Anyoperator in violationofeitherofthesesets ofRules
faces a civilpenaltyofnot morethan$5000for each
such violation. Anyvesseloperated in violation ofthe
Rules isalsosubject to a $5000civilpenaltyfor each
such violation andmaybe seizedandproceeded against
in theDistrict Courts ofthe United States.

GENERAL; Navigation Rules apply to all vessels
(from Rule 1).* Nothing in the Navigation Rules
shall exonerate any vessel, or owner, master, or crew
thereof, from the consequences ofany neglect to
complywith these rules or of the neglect of any pre
caution which may be required by the ordinary
practice ofseamen, or the special circumstances ofthe
case (from Rule 2)«*

9.3 Definitions (from Rules 3,16,
17)*
Vessel Engaged in Fishing means any vessel fishing
withnets, lines, trawls, or other fishing apparatusthat
restricts maneuverability,but does not include a vessel
fishing with trolling linesor other fishing apparatus
that does not restrict maneuverability.

Vessel Not Under Command means a vessel unable to

keepout of the way of othervesselsbecausesome
exceptional circumstance (steering failure, engine
breakdown, etc) is hindering her maneuverability.

Vessel Restricted In Her Ability to Maneuver means a
vessel whichis unable to keep out of the wayof other
vessels because the nature of its work is hindering its
ability to maneuver.

* Rules taken from Navigation Rules International-
Inland.
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Examples: 1) buoy tender pickingup a buoy;2) vessel
engaged in transferring persons,provisions, or cargo
while underway.

Underway means a vessel that is not at anchor,
aground or made fast to shore.

Give-way vessel (G) or burdened vessel is the one that
does not have the right-of-way when a risk ofcollision
develops.

Stand-onvessel (S) or privileged vessel is the one that
hasthe right-of-way when a risk ofcollisiondevelops.

9.4 Look-Out (from Rule 5)*
Every vesselshallat all times maintaina proper

look-outby sight and hearingas wellas byallavailable
means appropriate in the prevailing circumstances and
conditions so as to make a full appraisalof the
situation and of the risk ofcollision.

o
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9.5 Safe Speed (from Rule 6)*
Allvesselsmust proceedat a safe speedat all

times. This rule is intended to make mariners aware

of the need to operate at a safespeed in all conditions
of visibility. A speed that is safe in good visibility may
not be safe in restrictedvisibility. The prudent
mariner must use his best judgment in determining
whatconstitutessafe speed for the vessel, in order that
prompt and effective action to avoid a collision and
stop within a distance appropriate to the prevailing
conditions-fair weather or foul, daylight or dark-is
possible.

What isa safe speed? You must be the judge,
usingalldue prudenceand caution.

You must begoingslowly enough toprevent a collision,
no matter what the conditions.

000000°,

CHANGING BEARING AND
DECREASING RANGE
2. Decreasingrangeand changing
bearingmeans the vessel should
cross safely. However, there is
alwaysa high riskof collision when
range is decreasing.

Figure9-1. Determining the risk of collision.
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9.6 Determining the Risk Of Collision (from Rule 7)*
Everyvesselmust use all availablemeansappropriate, includinglook-out (eyesand ears), radar, and radio,

to determine if the risk ofcollision exists. If the vessel is equipped with radar, a radar plot should be maintained to
detect any risk of collision(Figure 9-1). Where possible,contaa the other vessel by radio and ask what its inten
tions are.

9.7 Action To Avoid Collision (from Rule 8)*
Action to avoid a collision should be taken well in advance ofany potential meeting. Any course or speed

change should be large enough to be obvious to any approaching vessel. A succession ofsmall alterations of
course should be avoided (Figure 9-2).

Figure 9-Z When youaremaking a coursechange, avoidsmallcourse changes (left). Use largecourse changes (right).

CAUTION: A vessel operator Is required to know and
followall the navigational rules of the road. Tbls In
troduction is only a partial coverage of those rules.
Remember - This chapter is only an overviewof the
Navigation Rules. In no instance in this chapter has a
complete rule from the "Navigation Rules International-
Inland" been reprinted. The rule number cited in each

section of this chapter refers to the rule from which
this information was extracted. The information is not

intended to be, nor may it be interpreted as, a
substitute for the actual "Navigation Rules
International-Inland" contained in the Commandant
Instruction M166722A.

9.8 Narrow Channels (from Rule 9)*
A vesselengagedin fishingshall not impede the passage ofanyvesselnavigatingin a narrow channel or

fairway (Figure 9-3).

Figure 9-3. Avesselengaged In fishing shall notImpede the passageofanyvesselnavigating In a narrow channel orfelrway.
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9.9 Traffic Separation Schemes (from Rule 10)*
Avessel engaged infishing shall notimpede thepassage ofany vessel following a traffic lane (Figure 9-4).

Figure 9-4. Avessel engagedIn fishing shall notimpede the passage ofanyvesselfollowing a traffic lane.

9.10 Responsibilities Between
Vessels (from Rule 18)*

In orderto determinewhichvessel mustgive
wayin an approachsituation, it is essentialto know the
"peckingorder" establishedby the Rules.

1st: Any vessel beingovertaken(fromRule 13);*
2nd: Vessel not under command;
3rd: Vesselrestricted in abilityto maneuver;
4th: Vesselengaged in fishing;
5th: Sailingvessel;
6th: Power-driven vessel.

Power-driven vesselsand sailing vessels must
keepout of thewayof a vessel engaged in fishing
(exceptas providedby Rules 9,10, and 13. See the
definition ofvessel engaged in fishing in Rule3).*

Figure 9-5. Meetinganothervessel head-on.
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A vessel engaged in fishing shall keep out of the
way ofa vessel not under command, a vessel restricted
in its abilityto maneuver,anyvessel it is overtaking,
and as provided in Rules 9 and 10.

9.11 Meeting Another Vessel
Head-On (from Rules 14 and 18)*

This rule applies to head-on situations between
two power-driven vessels that are on the same level in
the "peckingorder",except that a specialprovisionin
Rule 14(d) provides for power-drivenvesselsof the
Great Lakes and Western Rivers.

Vessels meetingon reciprocal (head-on)or
nearly reciprocal courses so as to involve the risk of
collision shall each alter course to starboard so that

they pass port-to-port (except as provided by Rules 9,
10,14 and 18)* (Figure 9-5).
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9.12 Crossing Situations (from
Rules 15,16,17 and 18)*

lliis rule applies to crossing situations between
two power-driven vessels that are on the same level in
the "pecking order*', except that a special provision in
Rule 15(b)provides for vessels on the Great Lakesand
Western Rivers.

Figure 9-6. Crossing situations.

When two vessels are crossing so as to involve
the risk ofcollision, the vessel on the right has the
right-of-way, while the vessel on the left must keep
clear (Figure 9-6).

CAUTION: The crossing, meeting and overtaking
rules (Rules 11-18) apply to vessels In sight ofone
another. These rules do not apply In situations where
vessels cannot see each other, as in restricted
visibility.

Ifat allpossible, thevessel keeping clear (usually ihevessel ontheleft) shall avoid crossing ahead of the
othervessel (except asprovided byRules 9,10, ISand18) (Figure 9-7).

^ r>
FISHING

iXSxi
RESTRICTED

Figure B-7. Keeping clear 6yavoiding crossing in front of the stand-on vessel Pecking order applies.
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9.13 Conduct of Vessels in

Restricted Visibility (from Rule 19)*
Ifyou hear a fogsignal forward of your beam,or

if you detect another vesselbyradar forward of your
beam,take avoidingaction in ample time. Unlessyou
are overtaking,avoid if at all possiblealteringyour
course to port You should,wheneverpossible, alter
course to starboard. Also, remember to adjust to a
safespeed adapted to prevailingcircumstances and
conditions, including restricted visibility. This
includes, if necessary, takingall wayoffyourvessel(see
Rules 2,6 and 19).

The idea here is that if you detect a vessel

Figure &-8a. Restricted visibility. Everyone turns tostarboard.
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forward ofyour beam and you turn to starboard while
the other vessel (using the same rule) also turns to
Starboard, the chances ofa collision are usually
reduced. In other words, if everyone turns to
starboard, everyone will normally be turning away.
This is not alwaysthe case and every situation must be
considered on its own merits and avoiding action taken
in ample time to prevent a collision (Figure 9-Sa).

Ifyou detect a vessel abeam or abaft (behind the
beam), either by radar or by the sound ofits fogsignal,
avoidif at all possible turning toward the vessel
(Figure9-8b).
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Figure9-8b. Restrictedvisibility. Avoidturning towardthe vessel.

REMEMBER: In restricted visibility, when you cannot see other
vessels, you must reduce speed, take avoiding action, and use
extreme caution as necessary. You do not apply Rules 11-18 until
you can see the other vessel.

9.14 Overtaking Another Vessel (from Rules 13 and 17)*
A vessel that isbeingover-taken shallkeepher courseandspeed,but maytakeaction to avoid collision by

her maneuveralone, as soon as it becomes apparent to her that the vesselrequired to keep out of the wayis not
takingappropriate action.

Example: A vesselengagedin fishing should maintainits course and speed when beingover-taken bya
power-drivenvessel,unless the power-drivenvesselfails to follow the rules by keepingclear (Figure 9-9).
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POWEH

Figure 9-9. Overtakinganother vessel.

Example: A vessel is overtaking when it
approaches the other vessel from more that 22.5
degrees abaft (behind) its beam.

Anyovertakingvesselmust keep out of the way
of thevesselit is overtaking. The "peckingorder" is
not considered in this situation (Figure 9-10).

9.15 Action by the Give-Way Vessel
(from Rule 16)*

Everyvesselwhich is directed to keepclear of
another vesselshall, so far as possible,take earlyand
substantialaction to keep clear.

9.16 Action by the Stand-On
Vessel (from Rule 17)*

When one of the twovessels is required to keep
clear, the othervessel (the onewiththe right-of-way)
shall maintain its course and speed.

Example: A vessel engaged in fishing must keep
clearwhenovertakinga sailingvessel, a power-driven
vesselor another vessel engaged in fishing.

The stand-on vessel must maintain course and
speed until the overtakingvessel is past andclear
(Figure9-11).

FISHING

Figure9-10. Overtaking another vessel.

Figure9-11. Actionby the stand-on vessel.

When, fromanycause,the vessel required to
keep her course and speed finds herselfso close that
collision cannot be avoided by the action of the give-
wayvesselalone, sheshall take such action as will best
aid to avoid collision.
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9.17 Lights and Shapes (from
Rule 20)*

Rules in this part shall be compliedwith in all
weather.

The Rules concerning lights shall be complied
with from sunset to sunrise, and during such times no
other lights shall be exhibited, exceptsuchlights as
cannotbe mistaken for the lightsspecifiedin these
Rules,andwhich do not impair their visibilityor
distinctive character,or interfere with the keeping ofa
proper look-out

The lights prescribed by these Rules, if carried,
shall also be exhibited from sunrise to sunset in

restricted visibility and may be exhibited in all other
circumstances when it is deemed necessary.

The Rules concerningshapesshall be complied
with by day.

The lightsand shapesspecified in these Rules
shall comply with the provisions of Annex 1 to these
regulations.

9.17.1 Vessels Engaged In Fishing (from
Rule 26)*

A vessel engaged in fishing, whether underway

Vessel engaged in fishing other than trawling- NOT
makingway(International & Inland Rule 26) (Figure
9-12).

Note: 20 meters = 65.6 feet
150 meters = 492 feet

Figure 9-12
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or at anchor, shall exhibit only the lights and shapes
prescribed in Rule 26,and AnnexesI and II.

The Rules do not address the fishing vessel's
propulsion. A sailingvesselengagedin fishing will
only exhibit the fishing lights and shapes as prescribed
in Rule 26 and Annexes I and IL Lights identifying it
as a sailing vesselshall not be exhibited while it is
engaged in fishing.

A fishingvessel not actually engaged in fishing,
shall not exhibit the fishing lights and shapes, but only
those prescribed fora vesselofher length [seeRule
26(e)].

9.17.2 Vessel Not Under Command or
Restricted in its Ability to Maneuver (from
Rule 27)*

When a vessel is not under command or

restricted in its ability to maneuver, the lights and
shapesprovidedin Rule27 shallbe exhibited (Note: A
fishing vessel trawling when the net has come fast upon
an obstructionwill exhibit the lightsprovidedby Rule
26 and Annex II.)

When thereIs outlyinggear
extending mora wen 150 meters
horizontally from the vessel, an
all-roundwhitelightora cone
apex upwardsInthe directionof
the gear.

I

Optional day shape for a vessel
of lass than 20 meters In length.
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Vessel engaged in fishing,other than trawling - making
way(Figure 9-13).
(International & InlandRule 26)

Figure 9-13.

Vesselengaged in trawling - makingway, vessel164
feet (50meters)or more in length(Figure 9-14).
(International & InlandRule26)

Figure 9-15.

Figure9-14.

Where were Is outlying gear
extending more wan 150 meters
horizontallyfrom the vessel, an
all-roundwhilelightor a cone
apex upward in the direction of
the gear.

+
Optionalday shape fora vessel
of less wan 20 meters Inlength.

Vesselengaged in trawling NOT making way,vessel
164 feet (50meters) ormorein length (Figure 9-15).
(International & InlandRule26)
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Vessel engaged in trawlingmakingway vessel less
than 164feet (50meters) in length (Figure 9-16, a).
(International & Inland Rule 26)

Optional day shape lora
vessel ofless than 20
meters In length.

Figure 9-17.

Figure 9-16, a.

Power-driven vesselunderwayless than 164feet (50
meters) in length (Figure 9-18).
(International & Inland Rule 23)
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Vesselengaged in trawling - NOT making way vessel
less than 164feet (50 meters) in length (Figure 9-16,
b).
(International & Inland Rule 26)

Note: 20 meters = 65.6 feet

Power-drivenvesselunderway164feet (50 meters) or
more in length (Figure 9-17).
(International & Inland Rule 23)

Figure 9-18,
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• • 1 '• ^_\fy

f
^ Iff~1 ^j a ^?5

Power-drivenvessel towing astern - towing vessel less
than 164feet (50 meters) in length; length of tow
exceeds 656feet (200 meters) (Figure 9-19).
(International & Inland Rule 24).

Figure9-19.

Power-driven vesselpushing aheador towing
alongside - towing vesselis lessthan 164feet (50
meters) in length (Figure 9-20).
(International ONLY, Rule 24)

Figure 9-21.
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Figure 9-20.

Vessel or objectbeing towed - length of tow exceeds
656 feet (200 meters)(Figure 9-21).
(International & Inland Rule 24)
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Sailing vessel underway (Figure 9-22, a).
(International & Inland Rule 25)

Sailingvesselunderway- less than 20 meters in length
(Figure 9-22, b).
(International & Inland Rule 25)

Vessel under oars (Figure 9-22,c).
(International & Inland Rule 25)

Figure 9-23.

Vessel not under command- NOT making way(Figure
9-24).
(International & Inland Rule 27)
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Figure 9-22, a.

Figure 9-22,c.

Vesselnot under command - making way(Figure 9-
23).
(International & InlandRule 27)

Figure 9-24
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Figure 9-25.

Vessel restricted in her ability to maneuver- at anchor;
vessel less than 164feet (50 meters) in length (Figure
9-26).
(International & Inland Rule 27)

Figure 9-27.

Vessel restricted in her ability to maneuver - making
way,vessel less than 164feet (50 meters) in length
(Figure 9-25).
(International & Inland Rule 27)

Figure 9-28.

Vesselconstrained byher draft (Figure 9-27).
(International ONLY, Rule 28).
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Vessel towing - unableto deviatefromcourse- length
of towdoesnot exceed 656feet (200meters). Towing
vessel lessthan 164feet (50meters)(Figure9-28).
(International & InlandRule27)

Figure 9-29.

Vessels engaged in dredging or underwater operations
restricted in abilityto maneuver - not making way with
an obstruction on the starboardside(9-30).
(International & InlandRule27).
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Figure 9-28.

Vessel engaged in dredging or underwater operations -
restricted inabilityto maneuver - making way with an
obstructionon the starboard side (Figure 9-29).
(International& Inland Rule 27)

Figure 9-30.
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Figure 9-3?.

Vesselengaged in pilotage duty at anchor, vessel less
than 164 feet (50meters)In length (Figure9-32).
(International& Inland Rules 29and 30)

Figure 9-33.

Vessel engaged in pilotage duty - underway (Figure 9-
31).
(International & Inland Rule 29)

Figure 932,

Vessel at anchor - less than 164feet (50 meters) in
length (Figure 9-33).
(International & Inland Rule 30)
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Vesselat anchor with deck illumination (Figure 9-34).
(International & Inland Rule 30)

Figure 9-35.

Vesselaground - less than 164feet (50 meters) (Figure
9-36).
(International & Inland Rule 30)
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Figure 9-34.

Vessel aground greaterthan 164feet (50 meters)
(Figure 9-35).
(International & InlandRule 30)

Figure 9-38.
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9.18 Maneuvering and Warning
Signals (from Rule 34)*

Power-driven vessels underway insight ofone
another (International), and maneuveringat a distance
within half a mile of each other (Inland) shall follow
the requirements of Rule 34 (Table 9-1).

bitanurtJonn] Inland

• I am altering
course to stbd

• I Intend/agree
to port to port
passing

** 1am altering
course lo port

•• 1intend/agree
to stbd to stbd
passing

••• 1am operating
astern
propulsion

In a Marrow Channel

••• 1am operating
astern
propulsion

fFalrway

__• I intend to
overtake you
on your stbd
sfde

• 1 intend/agree
to overtake
you on your
stbd side

— —»• 1 intend to
overtake you
on your port
side

•• 1 intend/agree
to overtake
you on your
port side

^m^—+ Agreement to
overtaking
signal

Danger signal

Bend signal — Bend signal

— Departing
dock or berth

Table 9-1. Note: Dash " - " Is a 4-6 second blast
Dot " • " Is a 1 second blast

9.19 Sound Signals in Restricted
Visibility (from Rule 35)*

In or near an area of restricted visibility, whether
by day or night, the signals prescribed in Rule 35 shall
be used (Table 9-2).

IrrtiTnallOrtal Inland

— Making way — Making Way

__ __ Underway but ^» Underway but
stopped and stoppedand

making nomaking no
way way

Vessel not Vessel not
under com under com
mand, vessel mand, vessel
restricted in restricted in
her ability to her ability to

••• maneuver, ves _.. maneuver

sel con underway or
strained by anchor, sailing
draft, sailing vessel, vessel
vessel, vessel engaged in
engaged in fishing under
fishing, ves way or at
sel engaged tn anchor, vessel
towing or engaged in
pushing lowing or

pushing
another vessel

_**« Vessel being ^aaa Vessel being
towed or last lowed oi last
vessel of tow vessel of tow

rapid rapid
ringing ol ringing of
bell for 5 bell for s
seconds every seconds every
minute anchored minute anchored

rapid Ancho'ed over rapid Anchored Over
ringing of 100 meters ringing of 100 melers
bell for 5 bell for 5
seconds seconds
followed by followed by
rapid rapid
ringing ol ringing of
gong every gong every
minuie minule

three

strokes of
throe

bell before

and after

bell signal
every

minute

Aground
strokes of

bett before
and after
beflsfgnal
every

minute

Aground

.... Pilot vessel .... Pilot vessel
engaged on engaged on
pilotage duty pilotage duly

Table 9-2. Note; Dash " - " Is a 4-6 second blast
Dot " -. " Is a 7 second blast Signal Intervals are 2 minutes
unless otherwise noted.
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9.20 Distress Signals (from Rule 37 and Annex IV)*
The signals of Rules 37 and Annex IV, used or

exhibitedeither together or separately,indicate
distress and need ofassistance.

Whena vessel is in distress and requires
assistance she shall use or exhibit the signals described
in AnnexiV to these Regulations (Figure 9-37).

Rules of the Road

NOTE: The high-Intensity white light flashing at
regular intervals from 50-70 times per minute is onfy
authorized as a distress signal The use Of this
(commonly called a strobe light) for anything other
than a distress signal on inland waters is unlawful, and
Isa violation of the Navigation Rules.
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Figure 9-37. Avessel Indistressshalluse orexhibit these signals, either together orseparately.
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10.1 Float Plan
The Coast Guard recommends that the captain

prepare a float plan before each trip begins. It should
contain information needed to conduct a search for the

vessel: the itinerary, time and place of departure, pro
posed fishing grounds, estimated length oftrip, a list of
everyone aboard, and the communications schedule.
Whenever possible, the captain should report his posi
tion at intervals of no more than 24 hours.

Leave the float plan with the vessel owner or
another responsible person ashore. The captain
should tell the same person when he returns to port.
That way, in the event of an emergency,the Coast
Guard will have an idea where to search.

10.1.1 Suggested Float Plan

If the radio fails, the captain should pass his po
sition to another vessel that has a functioning radio,
and ask that his position be reported.

As required by the Federal law 46USC 2306 (a)
(2), an owner, or another responsible person, having
reason to believe (because of the lack ofcommunica
tion with or non-appearance ofa vessel or any other
incident after a 48 hour period) that a vessel may have
been lost or imperiled, shall notify the Coast Guard,
and use all available means to determine the status of

the vessel.

Below is a suggested float plan format

Voyage and Vessel Information
Date information furnished Type & Name of Vessel

Planned Itinerary
Depart at for ETA

Enroute or Alternate Ports ETA ETD

ETA ETD

ETA ETD

Misc. Info:

Purpose ofTrip:

Vessel Description
Official Number: Homeport: Length:

Beam: Draft: Freeboard:

Type of rig: Any hull markings:

Superstructure:Colors; Hull: Deck:

Owner:

Built by: Year: Hull Material:

Fish Pulpit:

Other:

Prominent features: Bowsprit: Fly Bridge:

Boat Stowage:

Photo Attached:
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Survival Equipment
Food and water on vessel(in days):

Boat: Type

Capacity^

Raft: Type

Capacity

Portable radio: Transmitter?

Auto? Receiver?

EPIRB: Yes/no Class? (A) (B) (C) Wherestowed?_
or TypeI

Emergency gear: Flares? Smoke?

Material_

Color

Material,

Color

Freqs

Remarks

Radar?_

Water?_

Other

Reflector?,

Rations?

Markings

How Stowed

Markings

Signal

Mirror?_

Dye?

Lights?,

Length

Number, type, color, markingsof life jackets, immersionsuits,signs and other flotation gear:

Personnel

Operator's qualifications and experience^

Number of persons on board

Data on persons on board:

Name Address

Remarks
Use this space to record any other desired information:
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Communications

Frequencies available

Transmitter power

Communications schedule:

Will contact

Will contaa

Will contact

Name and addresses of points of contact;

At point ofdeparture:

At destination:

Others:

To whom & bywhat means willarrival be reported

Navigation and Propulsion
Compass? Condition

Radiodirection finder?_

Loran? Radar?

Number,type & HP of engines

Cruising Speed

Freq._

Fathometer?

Range

Call Sign:

AuxGen

on Freq

on Freq

on Freq

Sextant?

Range

If sail, estimated speed under various wind conditions;

Ifsail,typerig

Sparesails

Batteries

at.

at

at

Proficiency

Calibrated?

Fuel Capacity

If auxiliary,when is engine used?

Search and Rescue Units
Thefollowing people and organizations should benotified assoon as there is reason to believe (because of the
lack ofcommunication with or non-appearance of this vessel orany otherincident) that thevessel may have been
lost or imperiled.

Name Phone Number

US COAST GUARD
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10.2 Signals
Signal AAAAAA

A Coast Guard unit mayuse the signal AAAAAA to attract attention. This signal,which is transmitted by
a flashing light,consistsofgroups of the Morse codesymbol A. It iscontinued until the vessel responds. The sig
nal would appear as follows:

dot-dash-dot-dash . - . -

dot-dash-dot-dash . - . -

dot-dash-dot-dash . - . •

A vesselseeing this signalshould identify itself.

Const Guard signals to Ashing vessels
Alldomestic fishing regulations containenforcement provisions. A CoastGuardcutter or another author

izedenforcementvesselmayuse one ofseveralsignalsthat
appear in the International Code ofSignals (HO-102).

10.2.1 Boarding Signals
SignalL -The signalL means: youshould stoporheave-to; I
amgoingto boardyou. It maybe transmitted byflaghoist,
flashing light or voicesignal. Domesticvesselsreceiving this
signal shouldstop forboarding. The flag signalL hasfour
rectangles, two black and two yellow,at opposing corners
(Figure10-1).

i

Figure10-1. Flag signal L

Lima -The flashing light signal consists oftheMorse code symbol forL: dot-dash-dot-dot, . - . .Thevoice signal,
which maybe transmitted byradio telephoneor byloudhailer, consists of the spokenwordLIMA (pronounced
LEE MAH). ThewordLIMA isspokenwhena language barrierexists. Normally, however, onceradioor
loudhailer communications areestablished, thecutterwill simply tellthevessel to "heave-to."

Signal SQ3 - Thesignal SQ3means: You shouldstop orheave-to; I amgoingtoboardyou. Although SQ3ismost
commonly signaledbyflaghoist, it mayalso be signaledbyflashing lightor voice.

Theflaghoist consists of twoflags anda pennant. Thefirstflag iswhite,witha bluerectanglein the center,
andthe second flag isall yellow. The pennanthasthreevertical stripes: the insidestripe red, the middle stripe
white,and the outside strip blue (Figure 10-2).

SIERRA

p

li
1ST FLAG

Figure 10-2. Signal flags forSQ3, Sierra Quebec 3.
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w w
A Coast Guard vessel showing the SQ3 three-

flagsignal may also display a red and white verti
cally-striped pennant at the top of the hoist. This
pennant means: / am usingtheInternational Code of
Signals (Figure 10-3).

The flashing light signal consists of three
groups ofMorse code symbols as follows:

S dot-dot-dot . . .

Q dash-dash-dot-dash • - . -
3 dot-dot-dot-dash-dash

The voicesignal consistsof the spoken words:
Sierra Quebec Three. Figure 104. Pennant meaning: lam using the International Code ol

Signals.

10.3 Assistance & Rescue
The Coast Guard is the primary maritimesearch

and rescue organization in the United States. It stands
readyto assistvesselsand people in distress.

However,in order for them to help,youmust
notify theCoastGuard immediatelyand provide allthe
necessary information. Anaccuratepositionis espe
ciallyimportant

You should have the means to survive the aban
donment ofyour vessel until rescue units can locate
and recover you from the water.

10.4 Coast Guard Towing Policy
In an emergency where there is an immediate

threat to lifeand/or property, the Coast Guard will
provide immediate assistance. In a non-emergency,
where a vessel isdisabled, but in noimmediatedanger,
theCoast Guard will adhere to the following guide
lines:

*Before committing Coast Guard resources, every ef
fort will bemade todetermine ifprivate commercial
assistance is:

a) available,
b) willing, and
c) qualified to provide the neededassistancein a
reasonable time.

*Ifcommercial assistance is not available, willing or
qualified, the Coast Guard will, to the extent that re
sources are reasonably available, assist as follows:

a) Providetechnicalassistance,miscellaneoussupplies
and/or equipment to make temporary repairs on scene
so the vessel can proceed safely under its own power to
port, where permanent repairs can be made.

b) If repairs cannot be made on scene, the Coast Guard
will towthe vessel to the nearestsafeportwhereemer
gency (temporary) repairs can be made. It may not
necessarily be the vessel'shome port; nor will it neces
sarily havethe facilities to performpermanentrepairs.

c) If the vessel is carryingperishable cargo, the Coast
Guard will make aneffort totow the vessel toaport
where the cargocan be discharged.

10.5 Recommended Preparations
for Towing
* Followdirections givenby the Coast Guard.
*Clearthe fo'c'sle and havethe towing bridleready.
*Havematerial handy to be usedas chafing gearfor
the tow line.

*Haveeveryone put on their personalflotation de
vices (lifejackets).
*Ifthe Coast Guard uses a line-throwing gun, keep all
personnel under cover until the projectile clearsyour
boat.

* Secure the towline to your bridle.
* Gear everyone off the bow once the tow line is at
tached.

*Oncein tow,keepa 24-hourwatchin the pilot-house
to steer and/or maintain the communications schedule
with the towingvessel (Figure 10-4).

Figure 10-4. Steer and maintain the
communications schedule with the towing vessel.
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10.6 Medical Advice and

Information
The captain of the vessel is ultimately respon

sible for the safetyand well-beingof the crew,and he
should have a basic knowledge of first-aid and evacu
ation procedures. TheMedical Emergenciesat Sea
chapter in this manual, and comprehensive first-aid
manuals,willhelp you treat injured or ill patients.
However, the captain and crew should take both an
Advanced First-Aid and CPR course. The American

Red Cross, the YMCA,communitycollegesand adult
education programs frequently offer these courses.

In the event of a serious injury or illness, how
ever, the Coast Guard and other private agencies are
available to advise you over the radio. The Coast
Guard mayeven decide that a Medical Evacuation is
necessary. Therefore, the more accuratelyand com
pletely you describe the patient's condition, the faster
doctors can decide how to treat and/or transport him.

Without good communications, however, it is
nearly impossible to make good decisions concerning
the care of the patient. You must be able to establish
clear communications with a shore station. Your radio

should be equipped with a variety of Coast Guard
working channels, and it must be maintained in good
working condition. If you routinely fish outside the
range of your VHF-FM radio, you should have single
sideband (SSB) equipment.

10.6.1 Suggested Medical Assistance Form

Age:
Patient Information:
Name:

Typeailment/injury:

When occurred;

Treatment administered/time:

Previous medical history:

Medicine chest: yes/ho Medicine available;

Vital Signs:
Pulse: (strength) weak/normal/pounding

Body temperature: cold/cool/warrn/hot
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Medicalcasesare complicated enough without
the handicap of language barriers. Someone on the
vesselshould be able to speak clear, understandable
English, since translators are seldom available at shore
stations.

Once you have given the Coast Guard the nec
essaryinformation (name of vessel, position, number
of personson board,descriptionof vessel* official
number,lifesaving equipment,vital signsand symp
tomsof the injured), you can expect the following;

Evaluation - The Coast Guard will use its medical

resources to evaluateyour patient's condition
based on the information you provide. They may
suggest how to treat the patient, or at least how to
makehimmore comfortableuntil he reaches pro
fessional care.

Evacuation - Ifthe patients's condition is not seri
ous, and the vessel is close to port, you maybe ad
vised to steam to port, or to meet a Coast Guard
vessel that can transport him to shore. However, if
the condition of the patient warrants, and weather
conditions permit, the Coast Guard may decide
that a helicopter evacuation is necessary.

Below is a suggested Medical Assistance Form
format It is designed to help you gather the informa
tion that the Coast Guard will need to determine if an

evacuation is necessary.

Nationality:

(speed) slow/normal/rapid
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Respirations: (strength) none/shallow/normal/deep (speed) none/normal/rapid

Blood pressure:

General Symptoms:
Pain: (location)

(strength) mild/moderate/severe (type) dullaching/steady£harp throbbing

Skincondition: dry/sweaty (color) blanched/yellow/red/normal

(describeany rashes, where,when appeared)

Patient conscious: yes/no Patient able to walk: yes/no

Eyes: (dilated) yes/no (reactive) yes/no (pupils equal) yes/no

Convulsions: yes/no Signs ofshock: yes/no

Vomiting; yes/no (when started, how long)

Specific Ailment/Injury Description:
Bleeding wounds:

(length,depth, location)

(type) clean laceration/jagged tear (cause)

(blood loss) yes/no (amount)

(bloodappearance) bright red spurting/dark red oozing

(bleedingcontrolled) yes/no (method ofcontrol) _

Burns: lsty2nd/3rd Degree (Appearance) red/white/charred blistered/peeling

(size, location)

Chemical injuries (ingestion, skin/eye contact)

(description ofchemical)

(amount/concentration)

(if ingested, when, what,& howmuchdid patientlasteat)

Striking wounds (brokenbones,falls, concussions):

(whatareas affected)

(size,amount ofswelling)

(mobilityof affected area)
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Head, Neck, Spinal injuries;
(loss of feeling) yes/no (where)

(mobility of extremities)

Additional Ship Information:
Last port of call/Destination:

Type/Vessel description:

Agent/Owner:

Contact phone number:

Communication schedule:

10.7 Medical Evacuation by
Helicopter

Helicopter evacuations are only used when an
injury is severe and life-threatening, because the proce
dure is dangerous for both the patient and the helo
crew. Helicopter evacuationis not intended for a
slightly injuredcrewmember, just so the vessel can
keep fishing. However,if you believe that the injured
crewman's life is threatened, contact the Coast Guard
as soon as possible, so that they can gather medical in
formation and dispatch a rescue team.

The decision to launch a helicopter is never
easy. This is particularly true at night or in bad or
worsening weather conditions. Coast Guard personnel
need your complete cooperation to evaluate the pa
tient's condition and to decide on the need for a helo

evacuation.

Even though helicopters can fly more than 100
miles, the danger of the mission increases with dis
tance. If a helo evacuation is required,youshouldstop
fishingand steam toward the nearest port

10.7.1 The Initial Radio Call
Set your VHF radio to channel 16,or your HF

radio to 2182KHz, call "Mayday" three times, and gfve
the name ofyour vessel. When a Coast Guard unit re
sponds, pass the requested information, such as your
present position, the nature of the emergency, number
of crew,and a visual description of your vessel. For
more information on Distress Communications, refer
to Section 5.7, Radiotelephone Operating Procedures.

The initial radio call should end with a request
for a Medevac,the name of your vessel, and your call
sign. The Coast Guard unit will ask you to shift to a
working frequency to establish a communications
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ETA

Freq.:

schedule (comm schd).
It is important to establish a communication

schedule with the Coast Guard, since an evaluation
will take several minutes. The communication sched

ule is the only wayfor the Coast Guard to not only stay
informed about the status ofyour emergency, but also
relaymedical instructions from the surgeons. Make
sure that your radio is left on, that it is tuned to the
correct channel, and that it is always manned.

The radioman will relay all your information
to the appropriate Rescue Coordination Center
(R.GG), Before a medical evacuation is authorized,
the R.GG will contact a flight surgeon who evaluates
the medical injury and determines whether immediate
hospitalization is warranted. The R.CC authorizes an
aircraft response only if it is required and feasible.

You mayneed to provide additional informa
tionon weatherand sea conditions. Pilotsare particu
larly interested in the visibility (distance you can see to
the horizon) and ceiling(the distance you can see up).
Wind speed and sea state are also very important

10.7,2 Pre-Hoist Preparations
The crewof both the helicopter and your ves

sel must be in close communication, both before and
after the helicopter is in flight It is important that the
Coast Guard know as much as possible about your
situation,sincepre-flightpreparations includeloading
the proper equipment for the type of emergency: fire
extinguishers, portable dewatering pumps, and/or
medical equipment

The helicopter crew will call you on the desig
natedfrequency 15to 30minutes beforetheir arrival
on scene, and they will ask you to make a short count
Key your microphoneand count to five and back down
to one. This transmission allows direction finding
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equipment aboard the helicopter to locate your posi
tion from the air.

Afterdetermining your location, the helicop
ter crewwill begin the pre-hoist briefing. Assemble
crewmembers near the radio, and prepare to follow the
helicopter crew's instructions as they approach your
position.

10*7.3 The Pre-Hoist Briefing
The pre-hoist briefingenables the rescue crew

to update its information about your situation, and
giveyou instructions on howto prepare your vesselfor
the hoist (see box). Make sure you understand these
instructions for both your safety and the safety of the
helicopter crew.

If the hoist is to take place at night, light the
vessel's pick-up area aswellas possible. Do not shine
lights on the helo or use flashcameras. These lights
willblind the pilot and destroy his night vision. Shine
a light on any obstructions in the vicinity to warn the
pilot be aware of their positions.

There will be a high noise level under the heli
copter, making voice communications on the deck of
your vesselvirtually impossible. Arrange for, and
agree on, a set of hand signals to be used among the
crewwho willbe assisting in the hoist operations. As
sign a crewmember to pass information from the pilot
house to the hoist area.

If the patient's condition permits, movehimas
close to the hoist area as possible before the helo
arrives. Time is crucial

Make sure the patient is wearing a tag indicat
ing ifand whenyou gavehim any medication Place
any other necessarydocuments in a plastic bag and at
tach them to him: wallet, passport, visa, hospital insur
ance card, etc

Have the patient in a lifejacket or a survival
suit if his condition permits.

10.7.4 Arrival on Scene
The pilot will surveyyour vessel to identify any

potential hazards, and he will then designate the hoist
area. Be prepared to clear this area bydisassembling
all vertical obstructions, such as masts, antennas, rig
gings and guys. Leave all outriggers down.

Haul back any traps or trawls that were in the
water. If this is impossible, you mayhave to cut the
gear loose. If you tie a buoy to a trawl, you can clear
the gear quickly and return to pickit up later.

As the helicopter approaches, the pilot may
instruct thecaptain to change coursedirection and
speed. He willwant your vessel to steam upwindat an
angle which makes the wind come over the port bow
(Figure 10-5). This enables the pilot to maintain a
steady hover into the wind, and keep the helicopter

Helicopter Evacuation Briefing
"A CoastGuardHelicopter isenrautetoyourposition. Request thai you make
the following preparations for hoisting. Lowerall mastsand booms that can be
lowered. Provide a cleararea forhoisting, preferably on thestern. Keepalt un
necessary personnel out of the way. When the helicopter arrives in your area,
change course lo place the wind30 degreeson your port bow,and continue at
standard speed. Thismay be modified on request from the helicopter pilot. The
helicopter will provide allof the requiredequipment. The rescuedevice should
beguided to theselected location on deck by thesnip'screw bymeans of the
steadying line. Oneachapproach, allow the rescue device to touch yourvessel, to
discharge staticelectricity. If the rescue device hasto be moved to the person
being evacuated, unhook it from the cable. Do not move the rescue device from
the hoisting area withthe hoistcablestill attached. If the cableisunhooked, do
not,I repeat,do not attachthecable toany partofyourvessel. Forsafety, the
helicopter maymove to oneside while the patient isbeing prepared forhoisting.
Ensurethat the person being hoisted iswearing a lifejacket, ifhiscondition per
mits. The patient should be informedofthe instructionson the rescue device.
Upon signal from your vessel, the aircraft willmove back over the vessel and
lower the hook. Allowthe book to touch your vessel to discharge static electricity.
Then refasten the hookto the rescue device. When thevessel is readyto hoist,a
"thumbsup" signal should be given to theaircraft Ensurethat personnel are
tending thesteadying line to prevent the rescue device from swinging excessively.
Duringthe hoist, stronggaleforcewinds may bedeveloped by the helicopter.
These winds makeit difficult tosteeryour vesseL Ensurethatall loose gearon
thevesselis securely tieddown. Attempt to contactCoastGuard RescueHeli
copter (number) on (frequency)at (time)."
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backwash behind thevessel andcrew. Make sureyou
secureall looseobjectson deck.

Figure 10-5. The
helicopter pilot willask
you to steam upwind
withthe wind coming
over your portbow.

10.7.5 The Hoist
Once the vesselis on the proper heading and

the helicopter is hovering at the vessel'sstern,you are
ready to begin the hoist

Rescue Device

The helo wilt provide the rescue device used
to hoist the injured crewman. Do not use your own!
Two rescue devices commonly used for the hoist are
the Stokes litter and the rescuebasket(Figure 10-6).

Figure 10-6. The rescue basket and stokes Utter are used for
hoisting patients under different conditions.
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The stokes litter is used when a back or head
injury requires immobilizationofthe neck and spine.
Because of the severity ofsuch an injury, a Coast
Guard EMT (EmergencyMedicalTechnician) swim
meris usually lowered to the vessel first, to help
handle the patient The rescue basket is used when the
patient can sit up with no problem.

As the helo moves in, the hoist operator will
usually lower a weighted trail line to the vessel. Let
him drop the line directly onto the deck. Grab it and
take up the slack as he paysit out However,be careful
as youapproach the line that you are not injured by
the weight bag.

Use the line to guide the basket or litter to the
deck of the vessel. A common mistake is to allow the

device to drop vertically. Your crew should pull the
trail line so as to bring the device to the deck at an
angle. Keep the 1ine clearat all times.

The rotor bladesof the helicopter build up a
powerful static charge on the rescue device. Do not
louch it until the device has made contact with a part
of the vessel (Figure 10-7).

The pilot will instruct you whether or not to
disconnect the device from the hoist cable. Normally,
this is not necessaryif the patient can be safelymoved
to the hoist area. However, if necessary, you can un-
clip the device and move it to the patient The hoist
operator will retrieve the hook and a crewman must
continue to tend the trail line until the patient is ready
to be hoisted. Make certain to re-hook the hoist cable

to the largersnap hook prior to the hoist.

Underno circumstances shouldanycrew member tiethe
traittine, or hook thehoist cable, to the vessel

Ifthe rescue basket is used, the crewman
should be wearing a lifejacket He can climb right in
the basket, taking care to keep his hands clear of the
sides. If the litter is used, and no Coast Guard person
nel are available, follow the instructions on securing
the patient. You must adjust four restraint straps and
a chest pad.

When everythingis ready on deck, check to
make sure that the device is properly secured to the
cable, and that both the trail line and the cable are
clear to run free. Signal the hoist operator to begin the
During the hoist, tend the trail line from the deck to
steady the cage and to keep the cable from twisting.
Keep your feet clear of the line.

If you are being hoisted in the basket, do not
get out of the device until directed to do so by the hoist
operator. He willpull the basket slightly abovethe
hatch of the helicopter and lower it as he pulls you
aboard.
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HELICOPTER STATIC
ELECTRICITY

/

\

\

WARNING A helicopter in
flight builds up a static
charge that must be
removed prior to contact
between any portion of the
helicopter and an
Individual on the surface.

Allow the hoist equipment
to ground itself on the boat
or contact the waterprior to
touching.

Figure 107. Staticcharges buildup and should be discharged prior to touching.

Once the basket or litter is in the helo, the
helo crewmanwill probably disconnect the trail line
anddrop it into thewater. Retrieveit asquickly as
possibleto ensure that it does not get tangled in the
vessel's propeller. Likewise, do not throw the line into
the air, because it might get tangled in the helo*s rotor
blades.

Remember; Onty callfor a MedicalEvacuation ifyou
feelthat the injured crewman's lifeisthreatened.

A video is available on Coast Guard Air-Sea Rescue

Procedures (See References).

10.8 Delivery of Coast Guard
Dewatering Pumps

To prepare for the arrival of the helicopter or
jet, follow the procedures discussed in the previous
section - the initial radio call and pre-hoist prepara
tions (Sections 10.9.1and 10.9.2).

TheCoastGuardwill deliver a pump one of
two ways,depending on thedistance from shore and
the sea conditions: the direct method, by helicopter;
and the indirect method, byjet The pump willbe de
livered packed inside a floatable container.
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10.8.1 Direct Method of Delivery
Withthis method, the pumpwill be deliv

ereddirectlyto the deckof yourvesselusingthe
sameprocedureas in a Medevac hoisting(Section
10,9.5), The helowillcometo a hoverovera
cleared space on deck and lower the floatable
pump container using its winch cable. You can
steady the pump with the attached trail line. Un
hook the cableand keep it free for the helicopter
to haul back in.

Toavoida static shock, allowthefloatable container
to contacttheboat orwaterfirstto ground itself

10.8.2 Indirect Method of Delivery
With this method, the jet willdrop the

floatable pump container from the aircraft into the
water. A trail line isattached to the pump,which
the aircraft tries to cross over the vessel. In some
cases several pumps will be linked to each other by
several trail lines. Personnel need onlypull the
pump to the vessel with the trail line and lift it
aboard.

For this delivery, the vessel must be dead
in the water, and there mustbe enoughpeople
aboard to lift the pump over the side.

Occasionally the trail line does not reach
the vessel in distress. Ifthe vessel is able to ma
neuver on its own, it can recover the line. How
ever, if the vessel iswithoutpower, the Coast
Guardcandrop the pumpdown wind of thevessel;
or, if another vessel is nearby, it can recover the
line (Figure10-8).

10.8.3 Operating Coast Guard
Dewatering Pumps

The Coast Guard has adopted the CG-P1
pumpas itsstandard dewatering pump. However,
other dewatering pumps are still in use at manysearch
and rescue (SAR) facilities. Each pump will comewith
an instruction card explaining howto operateit (Fig
ure 10-9).
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Figure 10-9. Ihe CG-P1 dewatering pump.

WIND
DIRECTION JR&kltNE

PACKAGE

Figure 10-8. The Coast Guard aircraft can quickly deliver emergency equipment to your vessel
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The following sample Instructions are for the CG-
P1 pump: (Figure 10-10)

A. Beforestartingpump:
* Mount fuel tank to engine and connect fuel line to
quick connect/disconnect fitting (1,2).

* Put strainer end ofsuction inlet hose into water
being pumped and connect coupling to pump. Besure
strainer and end of hose are submerged. If air gets into
inlethoseor strainer, the pumpwillnot pump. If
strainer is not used, large solids mayplug or damage
pump (3,4,5).

* Outlet (discharge)
hose should be laid

out with minimum of

kinks or sags and
placed overboard
(6).

*PI ace the choke

lever on engine to
"choke"(8).

B. Operatingpump:

* Prime the pump
with water byactuat
ing hand pump until
water discharges
from plastic outlet of
the hand pump (7).

* Wrapstarter rope
on pulleyand pull

* After second pull
(if engine hasn't
started), set choke
halfway and crank
again. Then set
choke at 1/4 to pre
vent flooding the
engine.
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*After starting, ad
just choke for best
operation (10).
* After pump and en
gine arestarted, actu
ate hand priming
pump until pump is
pumping water.
* Be sure inlet hose

and strainer are kept
under water.

* Stop engine before
adding gasoline (11).
* Keep pump and en
gine as nearly level as
possible.

C Tostopengine andpump:
*Disconnect fuel line. Engine will continue pumping
for approximatelyone minuteand then stop.
*Whenfinished pumping, drainand flush the pump
and hoses with fresh water.

10.8*4 General Safety Instruction for Coast
Guard Dewatering Pumps

* Refuel only in well-ventilated areas.
* Ifgasoline is spilled, movepump awayfromspill.
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* Do not refuel gasoline tank while engine is running.
* Do not run engine in an enclosed area. Exhaust
gasescontain carbon monoxide, an odorless, colorless
poison.
*Toprevent accidental starting, always remove the1
spark plug from engine before working on engine or
equipment.
*Do no tamper with exhaust system.
*Do not operate engine ifair cleaner is removed (ex
cept for adjustment).
*Always keep hands and feet clear of rotating parts.
* Do not disconnect either suction or discharge hose
during pump operation.
*Do notcheck oilor fuel level while engine isrun-'
ning.
* Use caution handling pump during and after run
ning until engine has cooled.

10.9 Aircraft Rescue Signal
Important note - The international signal for

an aircraft that wants to direct a surface craft to the

scene of a distressed vessel is: Circlingyour vesselwhile
openingandclosing his throttle orchanging thepitchof
hispropellers (Figure 10-11). This willgiveyou a no
ticeable change in the sound of the aircraft. This will
be done whilecrossingahead of your vesseland pro
ceeding in the direction of the distressed craft. You
should followthe aircraft if you receive such a signal
Inaddition,youshould attempt to communicate with
the aircraft on 156.8MHz (Channel 16 VHF-FM)
when the aircraft makes the above attention-getting
maneuvers. When your assistance is no longer needed,
the aircraft will cross your wake and open and close the
throttle and/orchangethe pitchofhis propellers.

Note: Changes in speed and sound ofsome modern
aircraft may be difficult to detect

/. Aircraft circlesthesurfacecrqflat least
once.

2. Crosses the surface craft course dost
ahead at lowaltitudeopening and cbs~
ing throttle or changingthe propeller
pitch.

3. Heads in the direction in which the
surface craft isiobe directed.

Figure 10-11. Procedures performed In sequence by aircraft.
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10.10 Coast Guard Search Patterns
The CoastGuard uses the following patterns when they are searching fora vessel Ifyou are a vessel in

distress, and you are familiarwithand can identifythesearch patterns being used, then you willbe better able to
determinethe best time to useyour distresssignals. You shouldwaituntil the searchingunit is closeenough to
your positionand looking in your direction beforeusingyour signals. You'll be wastingyour signalsifyou use
themwhena searchingaircraft is pointedaway from your position.

10.10.1 Track Crawl (route search)
This pattern is usedwhen all that is known is the intended route of the missingcraft. This search pattern

worksbest when the rescuers can assume that the distressedcraft is on or adjacent to its proposed route, that it
willhe easilydiscernible, and that there are survivorscapable of signalingwhen they hear or see the search craft
(Figure 10-12).
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Figure 10-12. Track crawlsearch pattern.

10.10.2 Parallel Track Pattern

Thispatternin used when the rescuers know theapproximate location of the distressed vessel; thesearch
area islarge, thereforeuniform coverage isnecessary {Figure 10-13).

Figure 10-13. Parallel tracksearch pattern.
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10.10.3 Creeping Line Patterns
These patterns are used when information about the distressed vesselis limited to a line between two

points, and when thevessel may beoneitherside of thatline due to navigational erroror drift (Figure 10-14). i
These patterns aregenerally selected when (1)rapid advancement ofsuccessive search legs along a given track is
desired; (2) for coverage of the most probable area first.

Figure 10-14. CreepIngfinesearch pattern.

10.10.4 Expanding Square
These patterns are started at the mostprobable location of the target,and expanded outward (Figure10-

15).

Figure 10-1$. Expanding squaresearch pattern.
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10.10.5 Sector search pattern
This pattern is used when the rescuers know

the position of the distressed vesselwithin close limits,
and the search area is not large. The pattern resembles
the spokesof a wheel,and covers a circularsearcharea
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Figure 10-16. Sector search pattern.

10.11 Requirements for Reporting
Marine Accidents

The owner, agent, master or person-in-charge
of a documented or state numbered fishingvesselin
volved in an accidentshall notify, as soon as possible,
the nearest Coast Guard Marine SafetyOfficewhen
ever thecasualty involves anyof the following (Fishing
Vessel SafetyRegulations, Section28.080):

1). Loss of life;
2). An injury to an individual that causes that individ
ual to remain incapacitated for a period in excess of 72
hours;
3). Loss ofa vessel; or
4). Damage to or bya vessel, its apparel, gear, or
cargo, except for fishing gear while not on board a ves
sel, that impairs the seaworthiness of the vesselor that
is initially estimated at $2,500 or more.

Vessels involved in casualties, after initially
notifyingthe Coast Guard, are required to forwarda
"Report of Marine Accident, Injuryor Death" (Form
CG-2692) to the nearestMarineSafety Officeor De
tachment. Form CG-2692 is available from Coast
Guard Marine SafetyOffices. A copy is in the appen
dix of this manual.

If filed without delay, the Form CG-2692 may
also serve as the initial notification.

The law in 46 U.S. Code, Section 6103, states

that ifthe abovenotification is not providedto the
Coast Guard, the owner, charterer, managing operator,
agent, master or individual in charge of the vessel is
liable for a civil penalty of $1,000.

10.12 Correct Use of Strobe Lights
Many people use high-intensitystrobe lights

for purposes other than to request HELP. These other
uses are not only against maritime law, but they can
also confuse Search and Rescue units trying to locate
individuals in distress.

Only use a strobe light when you are in dis
tress and you want to attract the attention of Search
and Rescue units. Avoidusingstrobe lights to mark
fixed fishing gear, or as a warning or 'stay-away' signal.

Anylightto attract the attention ofanothervesselshall
besuchthatit cannotbemistakenfor anyaid to naviga
tion. For thepurpose ofthis Rule the use ofhigh intensity
intermittentorrevolving tights, suchas strobelights, shall
beavoided(Rule36, NavigationalRules, International).

The Rules state, however, that you are to use
all available means to avoid a collision, and in such a
case, you may have to use a strobe light to attract the
attention of the other vessel.

Strobe lights are recommended on immersion
suits, personal flotation devices (lifejackets), and as
man-overboard and liferaft lights.

10.13 Suggested Sources of
Information

NAVIGATION AND VESSEL INSPECTION

CIRCULAR LISTING

Number Subject

1-63 Notes on Inspectionand Repair of
Wooden Hulls

10-65 Stability Determination in Capsizing
Cases Involving Uninspected Vessels

7-68 Notes on Repair ofSteel Vessels
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6-72 CH-1Guideto Fixed Fire-Fighting Equipment Aboard Merchant Vessels
8-80 Fire Hazardof Polyurethane andother Organic Foams
4-82 Uninspected Commercial Vessel Safety

12-82 Recommendations on Control ofExcessive Noise
17-82 Intact Stability of Small Vessel;Recommendations
12-83 IntactStability of Towing andFishing Vessels; Research Results
5-86 Voluntary Standards forU.S. Uninspected Commercial Fishing Vessels
7-86 Information on the Adequacyand Currency ofNautical Charts

13-86 Useof Underwriters (UL) Listed FireExtinguishers
1-87 Installation ofRetroreflective Material on Lifesaving Equipment
8-87 Noteson Design, Construction, Inspection andRepairof FiberReinforced Plastic (FRP) Vessels.

The following U.S. Coast Guard regulationsalso maybe useful:

Title 46Code ofFederalRegulation (CFR) Parts24 through 27 - Subchapter C: Uninspected Vessels.
46CFR 66through 106- SubchapterI: Cargoand Miscellaneous Vessels.
46 CFR 175 through 187- Subchapter T: SmallPassengerVessels.
33 CFR 151through 159- Subchapter0:Pollution.
33 CHR 173through 183- SubchapterS:BoatingSafety.

We also suggest thatyouread therecommendations andrules of boththeAmerican Bureau ofShipping
and the AmericanBoatingand Yacht Council TheTorremolinos International Conventionfor the Safetyof Fish
ingVessels, 1977, Parts A and B (developed for the International Maritime Organization), is especially useful for
reference in new vessel construction.

Special Note:
Muchof the material used to develop safetystandards forcommercial fishing vessels already exists: how

ever,it isscattered throughout severalpublications anddocuments. The Commercial Fishing IndustryVessel
Safety Actof 1988 isa significant step in improving safety in the industry (seeAppendix ). Thismanual covers all
current safety regulations, but it does not project what future regulations willbe implemented by the U.S.Coast'
Guard and other agencies responsible for fishingvesselsafety.

Other

Additionalpublicationsare listed in the Appendix.

10.14 References

University of Rhode Island and the United States Coast Guard. Video on Air-Sea RescueProcedures. 14 minutes.
Rhode Island Sea Grant Publication. 1990.

US Coast Guard First District. Local Notice to Mariners. Special Edition. 1990.
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11,1 Stability
Approximately70% of deaths involving com

mercial fishing industry vessels are related to stability.
In an effort to reduce these casualties, Sub-chapter E
of the Fishing Vessel Safety Act addresses stability re
quirements for commercial fishingvessels. The regula
tions willapply to all vesselsbuilt after or substantially
altered after December 31,1989. Refer to the Appen
dix for more detailed information about these require
ments.

Maintaining proper stability on fishing vessels is
one of the most difficult tasks for the fisherman. Mak
ing decisions in favor of your own safety often means
reducing the size of the catch you can bring aboard.
The more you learn about stability, especiallythe sta
bility limits of your own boat, the safer you will be.

A properlydesigned and evaluatedvessel should
have enough builtin stability reserve to survive a storm
at sea, provided you handle the vessel prudently. Since
your vessel's stability is reduced when you are fishing -
hauling nets and opening hatches to stow the catch -
you must be the stability judge.

11.1.1 Your Part as Captain
The most important thing to remember while

you are fishing andstowing catch,is to keepto a mini
mum the number of stability hazards present at the
same time. For instance, while you are lifting the
codend aboard, be aware of the hazards posed by an
open hatch. Be aware of the effects ofshifting catch on
deck, or of a partially filled fish hold or ballast tank.
Do your ballastingeither after the catch is stowed or
beforeit is lifted clearof the water; and shiftyourfuel
and top off the tanks before lifting the catch on deck.

It is important to stress here that no designis
guaranteed stable under all conditions, and that stabil
ity must be maintained byyou, the operator. Sincesta
bilitychanges continuously, it is not sufficient just to
get a stability test,and assume your boat is safe forever-
more, Stability changes with every gallon of fuel, ice,
and water that is used. It changes with everyshift in
ballast, and with every load of fish; and it makes a dif
ference whether youput the cargodownlowor on
deck. Finally, the stabilityof your boat changes with
everywavethat passes under the boat, since stability
varies with the positionofyour vessel on the wave.

It is common for fishermen to use as small a
boat as possible to carry a given payload. However, the
safetymargins inherent in the vessel's design maybe
reduced to unacceptable levels. Stability and load-car
rying capacity are competingrequirementswhich you
must satisfyon a day-to-day basis.

Commercial fishing boats tend to growas they
getolder, both in weight (displacement), and in the
height of the center ofgravity. Since both of these

changes result in a reduction in stability, be aware of
them at all times.

Most fishermen understand that they need a sta
bility evaluation for any major modifications to a boat,
but they tend to ignore the cumulative effect ofmany
smallchanges. Ifyou haveany doubt as to the effects
of any modification, get a professional opinion.

As the marine insurance industry increases its
emphasis on stability assessments for commercial ves
sels, these assessments are sure to play a major role in
assigning risk categories in the near future.

11.1.2 The Designer's Part
The boat designer or naval architect can help

you determine how your fishing operations affect the
stability ofyour vessel. He will need to know:
*how much cargo you will carry at one time
* whether you will carry it on a long or short voyage
*when you will be exposed to seaways
*whether you will operate during icing periods
*when and where you expect to refuel, add more ice
and replenish stores
* whether you will change rigs.

With this information, the designer can produce
a boat (or the naval architect can provide you with
loading recommendations) that allow for a margin of
safety in all these situations. With this information, he
can also give you instructions on when to modifysta
bility byshifting fuel, ballast, etc.

The architect combines the information on fish

ing and operating conditions, the weight of the vessel,
and the center ofgravity. He then estimates the loads,
fuel and consumables for the typicalconditions on
most voyages, including departingfor thefishing
grounds,fishing, departingfor homeport, arriving at the
homeport,and off-loading

With this information, he combines the location
of the center of gravityin these loaded conditions, with
information he has in a computer model of your boat's
hull,and he evaluatesthe boat's stabilityagainsta
standard. The Coast Guard is currently recommending
the IMOFishingVessel or TorremoUnos criteria. This
standard not only covers initial stability with the boat
on an even keel, but it also requires a range of stability
and a minimum total rightingenergy(discussed in Sec
tion 11.2.8).

For details on this standard, look in the Coast
Guard's Navigationand Vessel Inspection Circular
(NVIC)5-86. Keep in mind that whatever the stan
dard, it is usefulonly ifyour vesselmeets it in all con
ditions of operating, fishing and loading. To be sure
that this is the case, your naval architect must be inti
mately familiar withyour fishing and operatingprac
tices,and any changesyou make in your vesselor its
rig.
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11.2 Principles of Stability
A floating body is acted upon byforces of gravity

and forcesof buoyancy. The algebraicsum of these
forces must equalzero if equilibrium is to exist.

Any object exists in one of threestates of stabil
ity:stable, neutral, or unstable. We mayillustrate
these three states by placing three cones on a table top,
as shown in Figure 11-1. When cone A is tipped so
that its base isoff the horizontal plane,it tends up to a
certainangle of inclination, to assumeits original posi
tion again. ConeA is thus an example of a stablebody
- that is,one whichtries to attain its original position
througha specified rangeofanglesof inclination.
Cone B is an example ofneutral stability. When ro
tated, thiscone may cometo rest at any point, reaching
equilibrium at some angle of inclination.

Figure 11-1. Three statesofstability.

Cone C,balancedupon its apex,isan example of
an unstable body. Following anyslight inclination by
an external force, the body will come to rest in a new
position where it will be more stable.

From Archimedes* law,weknowthat an object
floating on or submergedin a fluidisbuoyed up bya
force equalto the weight of the fluid it displaces. The
weight(displacement) of a vesseldepends upon the
weight of all parts, equipment, stores, and personnel.
This total weight represents the effectof gravitational
force. When a fishingvessel is floated, she sinks into
the water until the weight of the fluiddisplaced by her
underwater volume is equal to the weight of the vessel.
At this point, the vessel is in equilibrium - that is, the
forcesof gravity (G) and the forces of buoyancy (B)are
equal, and the algebraic sum ofall forcesacting upon
the vessel is equal to zero. This condition is shown in
part A of Figure 11-2.

If the underwater volume ofthe vessel is not

sufficient to displacean amount of fluid equal to the
weight of the vessel, the vesselwillsink (part BofFig
ure 11-2)because the forcesof gravityare greater than
the forces of buoyancy.

The depth to whicha fishingvesselwillsink
when floated in water depends upon the densityofthe
water, since the densityaffects the weight per unit vol-
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Figure 11-2. Interaction of force of gravity and force of buoyancy.

umeof a fluid. Thus we mayexpect a vesselto have a
deeper draft in fresh water than in salt water, since
freshwater is less dense (and therefore less buoyant)
than salt water.

Althoughgravitational forcesact everywhere
upon the vessel, it is not necessary to attempt to con
sider these forces separately. Instead, the total force of
gravity is regarded as a single resultant or composite
force which acts vertically downward through the
vessel's center ofgravity (G), Similarly, the force of
buoyancy may be regarded as a single resultant force
whichacts verticallyupward through me centerofbuoy
ancy(B) located at the geometric center of the vessel's
underwater body. When a vessel is at rest in calm wa
ter, the center ofgravity and the center ofbuoyancy lie
on the same vertical line.

11.2.1 Displacement
Sinceweight (W) is equal to the displacement, it

is possible to measure the volume of the underwater
body(V) in cubic feet and multiply this volume by the
weight of a cubic foot ofsea water, in order to find out
what the vesselweighs. This relationship maybe writ
ten as:

(l)W = Vxl_ or
35

where

(2) V = 35W

V = volumeofdisplacedsea water, in cubicfeet
W = weight,in tons
35 = cubicfeetof seawaterper ton (Whendealing
with vessels it is customary to use the long ton of2240
pounds.)

It is also obvious, then, that displacement will
varywith draft. As the draft increases, the displace
ment increases. This is indicated in Figure 11-3 bya
series of displacements shown for successive draft lines
on the midship section ofa fishing vessel.

The volume ofan underwater body for a given
draft line can be measured in the drafting room by us-
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Figure 11-3.
Displacement data.

ing graphic or mathematical means. This is done for a series of drafts throughout the probable range of displace
ments in which a vessel is likely to operate. The values obtained are plotted on a grid on which feet of draft are
measuredverticallyand tons of displacement horizontally. A smooth line is faired through the points plotted, pro
vidinga curve of displacement versus draft, or a displacement curve as it is generally called. The result is shown in
Figure 11-4for a fishingvessel.

To use the curveshownin Figure 11-4for finding the displacement when the draft is given, locate the value
of the mean draft on the draft scale at left and proceed horizontallyacross the diagram to the curve. Then drop
vertically downward and read the displacement from the scale. For example, ifthe mean draft is 10 feet, the dis
placement found from the curve is approximately 470 tons.

Figure 11-4. Displacement
curveFor a 120 foot fishing
vessel.
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11.2.2 KB Versus Draft
As the draft increases, the center ofbuoyancy(B) riseswith respect to the keel (K). Figure 11-5shows how

different drafts result indifferent valuesof KB,the heightof the center of buoyancy from the keel (K). A seriesof
values for KB is obtained and these values are plotted on a curve to show KB versus draft. Figure 11-6 illustrates a
typical KB curve.
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Figure 11-0. KB curve.

To read KB whenthe draft is known, start at the propervalueof draft on the scaleat the left and proceed
horizontally to the curve. Then drop verticallydownwardto the baseline (KB).Thus, if a vesselwere floating at a
mean draft of 10 feet, the KB found from the chart wouldbe approximately5 feet

11.2.3 Reserve Buoyancy
The volume of the watertight portion of the vesselabove the waterline is knownas the vessel's reserve

buoyancy. Freeboard, a rough measure of the reserve buoyancy,is the distance in feet from the waterline to the
maindeck. Freeboard is calculated at the midship section. As is indicated in Figure 11-7,freeboard plus draft is
equal to the depth of the hull in feet.

When weight is added to a ship, draft and displacement increase in the same amount that freeboard and re
serve buoyancy decrease. Reserve buoyancy is an important factor hi a vessel's ability to survive flooding due to
damage. It also contributes to theseaworthiness of theship in veryroughweather.
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Figure 11-7. Reserve buoyancy, freeboard, drait, and depth ofhull.

11.2.4 Inclining Moments
The moment of a force is the tendencyof the force to produce rotation or to move an object about an axis.

The distance between the point at which the force is actingand the axisof rotation is called the moment armor the
lever arm ofmoment. To findthe valueof a moment, wemultiply the magnitude of the forcebythe distance be
tween the forceand the axis of rotation. The magnitude of the forceisexpressed in some unitof weight (pounds,
tons, etc) and the distance is expressed in some unit of length (inches, feet, etc); hence the unit of the moment is
the foot-pound, the foot-ton, or some similar unit

When two forces of equalmagnitude act in oppositeand paralleldirections and are separatedbya perpen
dicular distance, they form a couple. The moment of a couple is found by multiplying the magnitude ofone of the
forcesby the perpendicular distance between the linesof action of the two forces.

Whena disturbing forceexerts an inclining moment on a fishing vessel, causing thevessel to heeloverto
some angle, there is a change in the shape of the vessel's underwater bodyand a consequent relocation of the cen
ter of buoyancy. Becauseof this shift in the locationof B,Band G no longeract in the samevertical line. Instead
ofacting asseparate equal andopposite forces, Band G now form a couple.

The newly formed couple produceseither a rightingmoment orand upsetting moment, depending upon the
relativelocationsof B and G, The fishing vessel illustratedin Figure 11-8developsa righting moment, the magni
tudeofwhich isequalto the magnitude ofoneofthe forces (Bor G) times the perpendicular distance (GZ)which
separates the lines of action of the forces. The distance GZ is known as the righting arm of the vessel.

O
DIRECTION OF
RIGHTING MOMENT

Figure 11-&. Development ofrighting momentwhena stableship inclines.
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Mathematically,

RM = WxG2

where:

RM = righting moment (in foot-tons)
W = displacement (in tons)

GZ = rightingarm (in feet)

For example, a fishing vessel which dis
places 500 tons and has a 2-foot righting arm at a
certain angle of inclination has a righting mo
ment of500 tons times 2 feet, or 1000 foot-tons.
This 1000foot-tons represents the moment,
which in this instancetends to return the ship to
an upright position.

Figure 11-9showsthe development ofan
upsetting moment resulting from the inclination
ofan unstableship. In this case, it is apparent
that the high location ofG and the new location
ofB contribute to the development of an upset
ting moment rather than a righting moment.
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When the angle ofheel is greater than the angle
used to compute the metacenter, M moves off the
centerlineand the path of movement is a curve.
However, it is the initialpositionof the metacen
ter that is most useful in the study ofstability. In
the discussion which follows, the initial position
is referred to as M. The distance from the center

of buoyancy (B) to the metacenter (M) when the
ship is on an even keel is the metacentric radius.

Figure 11-9. Development of upsetting moment vrhan unstableship
inclines.

11.2.5 The Metacenter (M)
A fishing vessel metacenter is the intersection of

two successive lines of action of the forceof buoyancy
as the ship heels through a verysmall angle. Figure 11-
10shows two linesof buoyantforce. One of these rep
resentsthe ship on an even keel. The point wherethey
intersect is the initial position of the metacenter.
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11.2.6 Metacentric Height (GM)
The distance from the center of gravity(G) to

the metacenter is known as the fishing vessel's
metacentricheight (GM). Figure 11-11shows a
vessel heeled through a small angle (the angle is
exaggerated in the drawing), establishinga meta
center at M. The fishing vessel's righting arm GZ
is one side of the triangle GZM. In this triangle
GZM, the angle of heel is at M. The side GM is

perpendicular to the waterline when the vesselis in
clined.

It is evidentthat for anyangle of heel not
greater than 7* there will be a definite relationship
between GM and GZ because GZ=GM sin (0).
Thus, GM acts as a measure of GZ, the righting arm.

GM is also an indication ofwhether the fishing
vessel is stable or unstable at small angles ofinclina
tion. If M is above G, the metacentric height is posi
tive, the moments which develop when the fishing ves-
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figure 11-11. (A) Stable condition, Q is belowM; (B) Unstable condition, Q Isabove M.

sel is inclinedare rightingmoments,and the vessel isstable (pan A of Figure 11-11). But if M isbelowG, the
metacentricheight is negative,the momentswhich develop are upsetting moments,and the vesselis unstable (part
BofFigure 11-11).

11.2.7 Influence of Metacentric Height
Whenthe metacentricheightof a fishing vessel is large,the rightingarms that developat small angles of

heel arealso large. Sucha vessel resists rolland issaidto bestiff. Whenthe metacentric heightissmall,the right
ingarmsare also small. Sucha vesselrollsslowly and issaid to be tender.

Large GMandlarge righting arms aredesirable forresistance to theflooding effects of damage. However, a
smaller GMissometimes desirable for the slow, easy rollwhich makes a comfortable workenvironment Thus the
GM valuefor a fishingvesselis the result of compromise

11.2.8 Stability Curves
When a series ofvalues forGZatsuccessive angles ofheel areplotted ona graph, theresult isa stability

curve. Thestability curveshown inFigure ll-12(a)iscalled acurve ofstatic stability. Theword static indicates that
it isnot necessary for the fishing vessel to be inmotion forthecurve to apply, if the vessel were momentarily
stopped at anyangle during its roll, thevalue ofGZ given bythecurvewould still apply (Figure U-I2(b)).

To understand thestability curve, it is necessary to consider the following facts:

1.Thefishing vessel's centerofgravity does notchange position as the angle of heel ischanged.
2.The fishing vessel's center of buoyancy isalways at the center of the vessel'sunderwaterhull.
3.Theshapeof the ship'sunderwater hullchanges as the angleof heel changes.

Putting these facts together, it canbeseen thattheposition ofG remains constant as thefishing vessel heels
through various angles, but the position ofBchanges according to theangle ofinclination. Initial stability in
creases with increasing angle of heel at an almost constant rate;butat large angles the increase in GZ begins to
level off and gradually diminishes, becoming zeroat verylargeangles of heel.
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Figure 11-12. Rightingaims ofa ship inclinedat successively larger angles of heel.

11.2.9 Cross Curves of Stability
To facilitate stability calculations,

the designer inclines a lines drawing of
the fishing vessel at a given angle, and
then lays off on it a series ofwaterlines.
These waterlinesare chosen at evenly
spacesdrafts throughout the probable
range ofdisplacements. For each water-
line the value of the rightingarm is cal
culated,using an assumed center ofgrav
ity rather than the true center of gravity.
A series ofsuch calculations is made for

various anglesof heel - usually 15°> 30°,
45°, 6(P, 75° - and the resultsare plot
ted on a grid to form a series ofcurves
known as the crosscurves ofstability
(Figure 11-13). Note that, asdraft and
displacement increase, the curves ali
slope downward, Indicating increasingly
smaller righting arms.
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The cross curves are used in the preparation of
stability curves. To take a stabilitycurve from the
cross curves, a vertical line (such as line MN in Figure
11-13)is drawn on the cross curvesheet at the dis
placementwhich corresponds to the mean draft of the
vessel. At the intersection of this vertical line with

each crosscurve, the corresponding value of the right-
ing arm on the vertical scale at the left can be read.
Then this value of the righting arm at the correspond
ingangle of heel is plotted on the grid for the stability
curve. When a series of such values of the righting
arms from 15° through 75° of heel have been plotted, a
smooth line is drawn through them and the uncorrected
stabilitycurve for the vesselat that particular displace
ment is obtained. The curve is not corrected

for the actual height of the vessel'scenter of
gravity, since the cross curves are based on an
assumed height of G. However, the stability
curve does embody the effect on the righting
armof the freeboardfor a given positionof the
center of gravity.

Figure 11-14 shows an uncorrected sta
bility curve(A) for the fishing vessel operating
at 415tons displacement, taken from the cross
curves shown in Figure 11-13. This stability
curvecannot be used in its present form, since
the cross curves are madeup on the basisof an
assumed center of gravity. In actual operation,
the fishing vessel's condition of loadingwill
affect its displacement and, therefore, the loca
tion of G. To use a curve taken from the cross
curves, therefore, it is necessary to correct the
curve for theactual height of G above the keel
(K)- that is,it isnecessary to use the distance
KG. As far as the newcenter of gravity is con
cerned, when a center of gravity can be found
bytakingmomentsof the old systemplus that
of the new weight anddividing this total mo
ment by the total final weight

*,

WL,

11.2.10 The Inclining Experiment
The vertical location of the center of gravity

must be known in order to determine the stability
characteristics of a fishingvessel. Although the posi
tion of the center of gravityas estimated bycalculation
is sufficient for design purposes, an accurate determi
nationis requiredto establish the ship's stability.
Therefore, an inclining experiment is performed to ob
tain a precise measurement of KG, the vertical height
of G above the keel (base line), when the fishing vessel
is completed. An inclining experiment consists of
moving one or more large weights across the fishing
vessel and measuring the angle of list produced (see
Figure 11-15).

TAN 6-TANGENT

Figure 11-15, Measuring theangleof //sfproduced In performing the
Incliningexperiment
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Figure 11-14. (A) Uncorrected stability curve taken from cross
curves. (B) Corrected stabilitycurve.

Thisangle of list, produced bytheweight move
mentand measured bymeans of a pendulumand a
horizontal batten or an inclinometerdevice designed
for thispurpose, usually does not exceed twodegrees.

The metacentric height is calculated from the
formula:

GM = wd

Wtan{0)
where

w = inclining weight, in tons
d = distanceweight is moved aihwartships, in feet
W= displacement ofvessel, includingweight w, in
tons

tan (0) = tangent of angle of list
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The result ofthis experiment arecalculated and tabulated inXh^Sfability Booklet..
The KG obtained from the inclining experiment is accurate for the particular conditionofloading inwhich

the ship was inclined. This is known as Condition A, orthe "As-Inclined" condition. The fishing vessel may have
been in any condition ofloading at the time ofthe experiment and this may not have been inoperating condition.
In order to convert the data thus obtained topractical use, KG must bedetermined for various operating condi
tions. The standard loading conditions asfound in theStability Booklet areas follows:

Condition 1. Depart Port
Condition 2.Arrive Fishing Grounds
Condition3. Fishing- 20% Catchon Board
Condition 4. Fishing - 50% Catch on Board
Condition5. Depart FishingGrounds
Condition 6. Arrive Port - 20% Reserve

ConditionA - LightConditionassumesthat the vessel iscompleteand in all respectsreadyfor sea, but with
no load aboard - no fueloil, stores, crewand effects, or water. Althoughnot an operating condition,Condition A
is the basic condition from which other conditions are calculated.

Afterobtaining the displacement and locating thecenterof gravity for the vessel in Condition A,corre
spondingvalued may be computed for other standard conditions of loading. The weightsand vertical moments of
all consumables to goaboardare determined and,startingwiththe displacement and KGfor Condition A,a new
displacement, KG, and GM are calculated for eachof the other conditions of loadings The GM thus obtained is'in
eachcasecorrected for the freesurface assumed to exist in thefishing vessel's tanksfor that particularcondition of
loading (Free surfaceis discussed later in this chapter).

Having determined displacement and KG,it is possible to drawa curveof stability foreachcondition of
load.

11.3 Factors Influencing Stability
The following figuresillustrate factors that you can control,and howtheyaffectyourvessel's stability. The

illustrations show changes in righting energy, range ofstability and maximum rightingarm in the normal operation
of the vessel. If you are aware of howyour actions affectstability,you can take precautions to improve or maintain
stability. You should also be aware that these effects can be cumulative; that is, that they add together and can re
duce your stability to unacceptable levels.

11.3.1 Effect of Load Height
Figure 11-16showsa typical fishingvesselwith its catch in the hold (Condition 1). Thevessel is stable as

indicated by the large total righting energy, range ofstability and maximum righting arm. Ifthe same catch werem
loaded on deck (Condition 2), notice the dramatic reduction in all ofthe important values. A vessel in this condi
tion would be extremely tender, and it might not recover from a minor roll.

When the catch is loaded on the deck, the center ofgravityis raised, resulting in a dramatic reduction in
righting energy, range of stabilityand maximum righting arm. You canalso raise the center of gravity bymoving
weightup higher in the vessel,burning fuel from bottom tanks, and byloading a large weight onto the vessel. You
shouldbe aware that anyrise in the center of gravity can,and usually will, adversely affect the stabilityof yourves
sel.
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Figure 11-16. Effect ofloadheight on righting energy.
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11.3.2 Effect of Lifting Weights
Figure 11-17shows thenegative effect oflifting a weight such asa netfull offish offthedeck. Lifting any

weight offthedeck (oncenterline) raises thecenter ofgravity and slightly reduces theareaunder therighting arm
curve. Thelastpartof the figure shows theworst situation, where a substantial weight islifted over theside of the
vessel. Thisactionhas twoadverse effects on the stability of thevessel:
*Thecenterofgravity israised, sincethe force acts at a pointat thetop ofthe boom.
*Thecenter ofgravity isalso shifted to theside onwhich thehauling isbeing done.

Theend result isa reduction in righting energy accompanied bya listof several degrees. In thecaseillus
trated,thissmall listangleis not a problem, but in a moreheavily loaded condition,thissmall listcouldmakethe
difference between surviving and capsizing. Once again, remember thecumulative effects ofyour actions onthe
stability ofyour vessel.
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Condition 1: Weight on Deck
+- Locator; o! Center ol Gravity (KG)

Condition 2: Fish lilted oil Deck

HEEL ANGLE-DEGREES

Stability

HEEL ANGLE-OEGREES

Figure 11-17. Effectof lifted weight on righting energy.

11.3.3 Effect of Free Surface
Afreesurface is any fluid surface that can shift as the boat rolls. You have free surface in half filled fuel

tanks, water tanks, and fish holds. Youcanalsohavefreesurface effect withwaterthat is trappedon deck,whenit
cannot escapefast enough through the scuppers. As the liquidmoves, so does the center of gravity. Notice howin
Figure 11-18,a half-full fish hold seriously reduces the righting energy of the vessel. The figure shows a very large
compartment,but do not forget the effectsofseveralsmallcompartmentswith free surface.
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Condition 1: Normal Load
+- Location ol Centerol Gravity (KG)
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Figure 11-18. Effect of free surface onrighting energy.
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You should beaware that the free surface effect iscontrolled bythewidth of the tank much more than by
the length, depth orvolumeofthe tank. The freesurface effectis alsogreater fora half-filled tank than forother
tanklevels. You canavoidor reducefreesurface by:

*workingwith aminimum number of partially filled (slack) tanks atonetime (fuel, fresh water, etc.)
*maintaining your fish holds completely empty or filled tooverflowing atail times. Theact of filling or emptying
any large tank atsea causes aloss of stability during thetransition period until the tankiseither pressed upor
completely emptied.
*breaking upa large fish holdintoseveral smaller compartments using binboards.

To get a feel for how free surface affects stability, consider carrying an ice cube tray across thekitchen. First
remove the divider from the tray,and then fill the traywithwater. Asyoucarrythe trayacrossthe room,water is
likely to spfll, because it is free to move inthetray. With thedivider inthetray, water isless likely to spilL Divid
ing a fish-hold into smaU cellshasexactly the sameeffect
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11.3.4 Effect of Downflooding
Downflooding is the entry ofwater into the hull, resulting in flooding and loss ofstability. Your vessel

maybe designedwith a substantialamount of rightingenergyandabroadrangeofstability. However, these
design features maybe negatedif you aUow water to enter the hull.

Figure 11-19showsa samplevesselin twodifferentdownflooding scenarios. In Condition 1,all
doors, hatches and vents are properly secured, thereby allowing the vessel to use its full righting energy.
Condition2, on the other hand, showsa door left open,allowingwater to flood into the vessel as soon as the
door is immersed. If the vessel takes on water, the hull cannot use its full righting energy.

The importanceof closingoffopeningscannot be overemphasized, particularlyin heavyweather. Al
ways keep watertighthatchesand doorsclosed,exceptwhen theyare beingused. If this becomes a habit,
youwill significantly improveyour chancesof survival in heavy weather. Paycloseattention to doors into
engineroom and crewspaces,hatchesinto fishwells,lazarettes, and portholes.

Condition 1: No open
downllooding points

HEEL ANGLE-DEGREES

Figure 11-19. Effectof downflooding height on rightingenergy.
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Condition 2: Downlloodingthru
open door
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11.3.5 Effect of Reserve Buoyancy
Figure11-20shows how reservebuoyancy can affectrightingenergy. In Condition 1, the designerin

cluded a two-level watertight deck house and a large forward compartment, increasing the reserve buoyancy
and righting energy.

In Condition 2, the deck house is only one level high, and the large forward compartment is not in
cluded. The area under the curve is much smaller, leavinga smaller range ofstability and a smaller maximum
righting arm.

When you considerreservebuoyancy, you shouldalso think ofthe draft. Many fishermen load a vessel
until it is low in the water, because the vessel tends to roll more slowly. They believe that a slower roll means
the vessel is more seoidndfy. Infact, this is not thecase. Assuming that the center ofgravity stays in the same
place,a vessel that is operated at a lesser draft (Le. high in the water) has better stability than a vessel operated
at a deeper draft. Alwaysconsult the stability information provided by your naval architect to insure the
proper loadingofyour vessel.

Condition 1: Two LevelDeckhouse
and large forward compartment

HEEL ANGLE-DEGREES

Figure 11-20. Effectofreservebuoyancyon righting energy.

Condition 2: SingleLevel
Deckhouse and small forward
compartment
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11.3.6 Effect of Draft

Figure11-21 showsthe effect ofexcessive drafton stability. In Condition 1, the vessel has a 9-foot
draftand a satisfactory amountof righting energy. InCondition 2, thesamevessel has beenloaded down
to a 12-footdraft. The vesselin Condition 2 would havea slower roll, but it wouldprobably haveinade
quatestability. The effectof overloading the vessel isalmost identical to the reduced reserve buoyancy ex
ampleshownearlier. At anyrate,this figure shouldhelp clarify that deeperdraftdoesnot improve stabil
ity.

Condition 1: 9.0 FT Draft
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Figure 11-21. Effectofexcessive drafton rightingenergy.
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11.3.7 Effect of Excessive Trim
Figure 11-22 shows the effectof trimon righting energy. Althoughchanging the trim does not havea

drastic effect on stability, alwaysremember the cumulative effect ofsmall changes. If you load the vessel with a
fullcatchfurtheraft than normal, or if the remaining fuel andwateronboard is in the after tanks, liftingthe
net or rolling, whichwould normallynot be a problem,couldbe disastrous. Uneven trim also makes
downflooding much more likely.

Condition 1: No Trim

HEEL ANGLE-DEGREES

Figure 11-22. Effect of trim on righting energy.

Condition 2: Trimmed 3 leeroy the
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11.3.8 Effect of Water on Deck

Figure 11-23 shows how water ondeck can degrade therighting energy of ahull. Water ondeck has four
detrimentaleffects on the stabilityof the vessel:

*Itcauses arise inthecenter of gravity (similar to moving theload up onto thedeck)
*Itincreases displacement (increasing draft and probably changing the trim)
* It contributes a free surface effect
*Itcan amplify therolling motion of thevessel which may result incapsizing.
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Use the following guidelines:

* Do what you can to keep water off the deck by balancing trim, increasing freeboard, installing flappers on
scuppers andchangingcourse and/or speed.
* If you take wateron deck, make sure that drainage openings(freeingports,scuppers,etc) are unob
structed.

* Ask the naval architect how he has accounted for water on deck in the design of the vessel. He may have
increasedthe number of freeingports, or changed their location. He mighthave reducedthe height ofthe
bulwarks, and he may have accounted for water on deck in the loading condition recommendations.

Condition 1: Normal Load
+=Location ol Center oi Gravity (KG)'
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Figure 11-23. Effect of water on deck on rightingenergy.
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11.3.9 Effect of Following Seas
Avoid following seas whenever possible. Unfortunately an old piece ofadvice is to turn tail to a storm and

run. This isnotgoodadvice!! Following seasaredangerous because ofthe chanceof beingswamped bya wave,
which willreduce a vessel's stability. Shipped waves may also cause a marginally stablevesselto capsize.

When the lengthofthewaveis twicethat of the vessel, and the vessel's speedis the sameasthe wavespeed,
thevesselcansit on thewave. At this point,a large partof thevessel isout of thewater,and the hulldevelop onlya
small part ofits possible righting energy.

Figure11-24showsthe effect of following season the samplevessel. Under normal conditions, the area un
der the righting armcurveis substantial. However, whena vessel is perched atop a wave, there is a significant re
duction in the righting energy, rangeofstabilityandmaximum righting arm. The exactamount of reduction in en
ergydepends on the hull.

If theweather isrough, youmight tryreducing your speed orchanging course to reduce the riskto your ves
sel. Remember, however, thatquartering seas arealso difficult to handle, especially in breaking waves or inshal
low water.

Condition 1: Wo Waves
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Figure 11-24. Effectoffollowing seas onrighting energy.

Condition 2: Perched on a Wave
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Medical Emergencies

12.1 First-Aid
First-aid is temporary care given to sick or in

jured persons. It does not take the place of profes
sional medical treatment, but it can mean the differ
ence between life and death, between quick recovery
and long hospitalization, and between temporarydis
abilityand permanent injury.

At sea,fishermen can onlydepend on each other inan
emergency, andthey shouldlearn as much first-aid as
possible.

While it is vital that fishermen learn how to

react positivelyand effectively in coping with medical
emergencies^ it is also important that they be realistic
Becauseconditions are complicated on board fishing
vessels, and because professional help maybe far away,
a fisherman's first-aidmaynot always prevent perma
nent injury or death.

Do the bestyou can underthecircumstances, butdo not
blame yourselfifyour effortsfail

You are important in twoways duringa medical
emergency at sea. First, you must ensure the victim's
immediate survival. Second, you are an extension of
medical professionals that you should contact byradio
as soon as you can accuratelydescribe the problem. If
you canhelpthe professionals understandthe injury or
illness, theycan help guideyour first-aidefforts.

This chapter willhelp you copewith the condi
tions that represent immediate threats to a victim's
survival, andhelp yougatherthe information necessary
to obtain professional advice by radio. It includesin
formation about medical issues that must be dealt with
differently at sea than onshore,andsuggests ingredi
ents for a first-aid kit.

This chapter isonly anintroduction to emergencyfirst
aid, however, andyour vessel should carryan in-depth
first-aid manualformoredetailed information ontreat
inginjuries andillnesses at sea. Ourrecommended text
appears later inthis chapter, andyou are strongly urged
toget it

Study the Environment and Protect Yourself
Before you rush into the site of the accident,

studythe environment froma distance. There maybe
continuingdanger to youand to the victim. Ifhe has
been struck bya block swinging in the rigging, forex
ample, youmustsecure the block beforeyouhelphim.

Yourfirstresponsibility is toprotectyourself

Work quickly, but not frantically. Don't waste
time looking for ready-made materials. Do the best
you can with whatever is at hand. When it is necessary,
call for medical help as soon as the victim is out of
immediate danger.

Survey the Damage
Try to determine the nature and extent of the

problem by means of the steps suggested below* There
are two stages of examination. The primary survey and
the secondary survey. The primary survey includes tak
ing care of immediate threats to the victim's survival.
Once he is breathing, has a heartbeat, has stopped
bleedingseverelyand is in a safe place, you must con
duct a secondary survey to determine the extent ofhis
injuries.

The Primary Survey
To save a badly injured victim, you must deal

with the threats that could kill him immediately. Once
these threats have been controlled, or if they don't oc
cur, you have time to stop and read a medical manual
or call for help.

The vital steps, in their normal order of impor
tance, are:

1) Clear the AIRWAY
2) Restore BREATHING
3) CheckCIRCULATION- do chest compres

sions if necessary
4) Control GROSS BLEEDING
5) Improve the ENVIRONMENT

Circumstances maynecessitatechangingthe or
der. For example,you can't begin givingfirst aid if the
environment is unsafe because of fire or some other

danger. The first priority is to movethe victim away
from further harm. Keep cool and determine the worst
threat Keep in mind that blood lossmaylook much
worse than it is.

Survey Before you Move the Victim
Do not move a victimuntil you havecarefully

examined hisinjuries. If thereare fractures or injuries
to the backor neck,moving the victimimproperly
could leadto furtherinjuries (seeTransporting the
Injured,section 12.20).

The Radio Call

If the accidentissevereand youhavedealt with
the immediate threats, you should contact the Coast
Guardto obtain professional advice. The more infor
mation you can give about the victim, the better the
CoastGuard canhelpyou treat him. It isbest ifyou
know the victim'svital signs, and ifyouhavehis medi-
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cal history available for reference. Included in the
Coast Guard Procedures chapter (Chapter 10) is a sec
tion on seeking medical assistance, with a form to help
you determine the kind of information you need.

12.2 ABC'S (Airway, Breathing,
and Circulation)

12.2.1 Airway and Breathing
The first and most important step in first-aid is

to determine whether or not the victim is breathing.
Time is critical. After 6 minutes without oxygen,brain
damage is extremely likely. In cases of cold water
drowning, when a person is submerged in water colder
than body temperature, hypothermia wilt protect the
vital organs from the lack ofoxygen. Because of this
reflex, many people have fully recovered after an ex
tendedperiod underwater.

Assessment of Breathing
In order to determine if a person is breathing,

you must first put themin a position that you can look,
listen and feel for signs of breathing (see Turning the
Patient, section 12.20.1). You should LOOK to see if
the chest rises and falls, LISTEN closely for exhalation
or inhalation, and FEEL for air entering or leaving the
nose and mouth. If breathing alone is inadequate or
absent, opening the airway may be all that is necessary.

Airway
(Figure 12-1)

Open the airway by tilting the head back and lift
ing the chin with your hand under the bony part of the
lowerjaw(Figure 12-1 (a)). (Note:The hand under
the neck is no longer a recommended procedure.)

Figure 12-1 fa), Open the airwayusing fte head tiltichin lift.
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If you suspect a broken neck, use the jaw-thrust
maneuver. Places your fingers behind the angle of the
patient's jawand forcefully bring it forward without
movingthe neck (Figure 12-1(b).

Figure 12-1{b). Jaw thrust

Use the finger-sweep method to clear foreign
matter or other breathing obstructions, being careful
not to pushanything further into the throat (Figure
12-I(c)).

Look, listen and feel to see if opening the airway
has allowed the victim to start breathing on his own.

Figure 12-1 (o). Use thefinger swaap to clearforeign matter.
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Breathing
If there is no breathing, pinch the victim's nos

trils together (Figure 12-1 (d)).

Figure 12-1 (d). Pinch the nose together.

* Tightly seal the victim's mouth with your mouth and
give two quick, full breaths (Figure 12-1 (e)).

Figure 12-1{e). Give two quick, fullbreaths.

* Remove yourmouth slightly from the victim's mouth
after each breath.

• Observe the victim's chest and abdomen to see if he
has started breathing (f).

Figure 12-1 (f). Remove yourmouth each time yougfva e breath.
Observe the persona chest to see ifbtnethlng hesDegun.
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* Allow him to exhalepassively. There is no need to
compress the chest (h).

Figure 12-1 (g). Allowtheperson to exhalebefore gMng another
breath.

12.2.2 CPR

Cardiac arrest means that the heart is no longer
able to pump enough blood to the vital organs to sus
tainlife. Pulsescannotbe detected in anyarteries.

Cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is the
artificial establishment ofcirculation of the blood and
movement of air into and out of the lungsin a pulse
less, non-breathing patient. The American Heart As
sociation and The AmericanRed Crossoffer training
coursesfor the general public. This safetymanual does
not replace these training courses. The reader is urged
to take a CPR course.

Assessment

The ABC'sstand for Airway, Breathingand Cir
culation (heartbeat). Alwaysremember that the
ABCs come first

Cardlo-Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)
(Figure 12-3)

* Gently touch the victim's shoulders and
shout to see if he is conscious (a).
* Ifyou are alone, call for help.
* Position the victim on his back on a hard, flat
surface. A victimwith suspected neck injuries
who is lyingon his stomach needs his neck sta
bilized as you roll himon hisback (see Turn
ing the Victim, section 12.20.1).
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* For your protection, it is now advisable to use a
pocket mask for artificial ventilation (Figure 12-2).

Figure 12-2. Use a pocket mask formouth to mouth.

Figure12-$ (a). Chock to
see I!person is
unconscious.

Airway
* If the victim does not respond, tilt the head and lift
the chin to clear the tongue out of the airway (b).
* Look to see if the chest or stomach is rising or falling.
* Listen for the sound of breathing (c).
* Feel for the exhaled air against vow cheek.

Figures 12-3 (b), (c).
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Breathing
* If the victim is not breathing, clear the mouth and
throat of any foreign matter.
* Seal the victim's mouth with yours (or use a pocket
mask).
* Give two successive, full-lung breaths ("puffs") into
the victim'smouth within five seconds(d).
* Check to see ifthe victim's chest rises or falls.

* Check the victim's carotid pulse at the neck. Do not
push too hard or you can obstruct circulation.

To Find Carotid Pulse:

(1) Tip head back and locate Adam's Apple (e).
(2) Slide indexand middle fingers into groove between
throat and neck muscle at side closest to you (f).

TO FSND CAROTID PULSE: (1) Tip
head bsck and focate Adam's
Apple;

(2) slide mdex snd middle lingers
irtiogroove between throatand
neck myscfe at side closest to you

Figure 12-3(e). Tip head back;(T). Findcarotidpulse.

Figure 12-3 (d). Chock for
a carotid pulse.

If there is a pulse, continue rescue breathing at the rate
of 12 times per minute (once every 5 seconds.)

* If there is no pulse, remove obstructive clothing from
the victim's chest.

* Feel for the lower end of the breastbone with 2 or 3

ringers (g).
* Place the heel ofone hand just above your fingers, so
that the heel rests on the lower halfof the breastbone

(h>
* Placethe other hand on top of the first. Keep your
arms straight (i). Compress tie breastbone straight
down11/2 to 2 inches(for adults).

Figure 12-3(g), (h), {J}, Positioningthehands and performing
compressions.
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One person:give2 rescuebreaths after 15chest com
pressions at the rate of 80-100 compressions per min
ute.

* Call for help.

12.3 Bleeding and Shock
Arterial bleeding from a major blood vessel can

causethe victim to bleed to death in a veryshort time.
Rapid lossofas little as 1 quart of blood in an adult
can cause shock and Tesult in death.

Bleeding from veinsor capillariesmayscareyou,
because even a small amount ofblood mixed with wa

ter can appear to be a large amount However, these
types of bleeding are not as life-threatening asgross
arterial bleeding. Therefore, it is importantto recog
nizethe different typesof Weeding, and to treat gross
bleedingquickly.

12.3.1 Types of Bleeding
(Figure 12-4)
Arterial bleeding - blood is bright red and gushes forth
in jets or spurts in rhythm with the victim's heartbeat.
It is much redder than the blood you see from minor
cutsor scrapes (a).
Bleeding from veins - blood is dark red and bleeds in a
steady flow (b).
Capillary bleeding - blood is also dark red in color and
oozes from the wound (c).

Medical Emergencies

12.3.2 Treatment of Bleeding
Direct Pressure and Elevation

*Applydirectpressure to the wound using a thick pad
ofcloth as a dressing between your hand and the
wound. It should be sterile,or at least as cleanas pos
sible. Use clothing if nothing better is available.
*Elevate the injured arm or leg to a level higher than
the heart, unless movement will cause further damage
(as in the case of fractures).

Neverremove thedressingevenifit becomesblood-
soaked Addanother dressing on topof the firstone, and
continue to apply directpressure and to elevatethebody
part

* A pressure bandage can replace direct hand pressure
on most body parts. Center the bandage over the
dressing, wrapthe ends around the bodypart and tie
the knot directly over the dressing (Figure 12-5).
*After you control bleeding with a pressure bandage,
check it frequentlyfor swellingand other signs that the
pressure is too great

Besure thepressure bandage has notbecome a tourni
quet

Figure 12-4. a) arterialbleeding; b) bleeding from veins; c) capillary bleeding.
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Figure 12-5. Check a pressure bandage Irequentlyforsigns of excessive pressure.

Warningsignsfor excessive pressure in
clude swelling next to the bandage, numb
ness to touch, sensation of pins and
needles, the limb becoming white or
purple, and pain beyond the site of the
injury.

Subclavian artery

Brachial artery

Radial artery—

Femoralartery.

Carotidartery

•Axillary artery

Poplitealartery

Dorsalispedis artery

Directpressure is effective in stopping the
bleedingfrom nearlyall wounds. It almost
always eliminates theneedfora tourniquet

12.3.3 Pressure Points

Pressurepoints are the places
where an artery passes over a bone, and
where you can feel a pulse. You can use
pressure points as a temporary means of
controlling gross bleeding until a pres
sure bandage can be applied. Also use
pressure points in combination with di
rect pressure and elevation. A conscious
victim can apply pressure to his own
wound so that you can attend to other
injuries or treat other victims.

Pressure isalways appliedbetween
the wound and the heart. For example,
bleeding in the upper leg would be con
trolledfrom the femoralartery, not the
dorsalis pedis in the foot (Figure 12-6),

* Only compress the carotid artery in dire
emergencies, where all other attempts at
controlling severe bleeding have failed.
(Usuallyonly necessaryin a neck wound
causing disruption of the arteryitself.)
There is the risk ofcausing a stroke or
cardiac disturbances in some patients.

* Never exert pressure on the carotid ar
teries on both sides of the neck at the
same time. Figure 12$. Arterial pressurepoints forcontrolof excessive bleeding.
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12.3.4 Tourniquets
NEVER use a tourniquet unless the bleeding is

so severe that it cannot be stopped byany other means.
Directpressureby handwillcontrol bleedingin nearly
all cases. However, if it doesn't, a tourniquet maybe
the lastresort for savingthe victim's life.

A tourniquet can only be usedon an arm or leg.
Never use it below the elbow or knee, because blood
flowin these extremities is small enough to be con
trolled by other means.

Applying a tourniquet
* Placethe tourniquet just abovethe wound. If the
wound is at a joint, put the tourniquet just above the
joint.
* Use a wide band, one that won't cut into the tissue.
*Applya pad over the artery to be compressed.
* Take two tight wraps around the limb and tie an
overhand knot

* Place a short, strong bar on the overhand knot and
lie a second overhand knot above it

* Twist the bar until the bleedingstops - no tighter*
*Securethe bar in place.
* Record on the victim's forehead the time when the

tourniquet was applied.
* Don't loosen the tourniquet until a doctor tells you
to.

* Treat the victim for shock and get medical attention
immediately.

A victim wearing a tourniquetshould beevacuated

12.3.5 Internal Bleeding
Internal bleedingis not always obvious. Suspect

it if the victim has suffered a hard fall or a heavyblow
to the body. Closed fractures are common sources of
internalbleeding. A fractured femur (upper leg) can
quicklycause the lossofa liter or more of blood with
out any external signs.

Symptoms
♦Feelingsofdoom.
* Lightheadedness and restlessness.
♦Thirst

* Confusion.

* Dizziness, weakness, fainting.
* Any bleeding from the nose, mouth, or ears.
* Vomit that looks like "coffee grounds"
* Coughed-up blood that is bright red or bubbly.
* Paleness.

* Rapid,hard-to-feelpulse.
* Falling blood pressure.
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Immediate treatment

♦Check the ABCs.

♦Treat for shock.

* Seek medical advice.

♦ Do not give the victim anything to eat or drink,
♦ Lookfor injuriessuchas broken boneswhichmay
have caused the bleeding. Splint them.
♦ Stay calm and reassure the victim.

Additional treatment for bleeding
Treat bleeding victims for shock, even ifno

symptoms are visible, because all victims who have lost
blood suffer some degree ofshock.

In all casesof bleeding,keep the victimquiet to
allow the blood to clot Don't move the victim, unless
it is absolutely necessary. Ifyou must move him,
handlehimgently. Keep the injured part elevated, as
long as doing so doesn't cause further injury or pain.
Keep him as comfortable as possible,

12.3.6 Shock
Shock is caused by reduced blood supply to body

parts and tissues; it is a serious condition that may
cause death. Some degree ofshock occurs in almost all
injuries. However, the signs ofshock may not appear
until the condition is severe.

Evenifno symptoms arevisible, treatfor shock as a pre
ventative measure. Only theABC's and treatment of
gross bleedingshould havepriority over the emergency
care ofshock.

Symptoms of Shock
(Figure 12-7).

* Pulse rapid and weak,usuallyover 100heartbeats per
minute.

* Low blood pressure.
• Rapid, shallow breathing,
* Eyesglassyor lackluster, pupils dilated.
♦ Skinand lips pale and bluish-gray.
♦ Clammysweat
* Nausea and vomiting.
♦Thirst

* TTievictim may be restless or anxious and excited,
becoming confused, finally unresponsive.
♦ The victim may faint if he is sitting or standing.

Treating Shock
It is mucheasier to prevent shock than to treat it

after it has developed. Although you are limited, as a
non-professional, in the treatment you can administer,
youcan do a great deal to prevent shock, or to mini
mize its effect:
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Figure 12-7. Symptoms ofshock.

1) Check the ABCs.
2) Eliminate the cause. For example, restore breath
ing, controlbleeding, seek to alleviate pain.
3) Keep the victimlyingdown, with his feet raised to
maximize circulation to the heart and brain Excep
tions to this rule:

a) Neckand backinjuries. In these cases,the victim
shouldnot bemoved until he ispreparedfor transport
(Seetransporting the injured, section 12.20);
b) Victims whoare suffering facial injuries that involve
bleeding or fluid loss. Such victims should be stabi
lizedon a solid platform on their backs, and turned to
the side. That way,blood or vomitus can dram out of
the mouth,rather than pool in the pharynx and ob
struct the airway.

OLD, CLAMMY
AtMS A SKIN

4) Keep the victim warm, but not hot Use blankets
under and over his body to maintain normal body tem
perature.

5) Continue to observe the victim. Check the ABCs
and note any worsening of the condition.
6) Reassure the victim.
7) Seek medical advice by radio.
8) In general, don't give the victim anything by mouth
until youget the doctor's okay. Ifyou are in a remote
area and must treat the victim for an extended period
oftimewithout professionaladvice, you maygivewa
ter to a conscious victim.

9) Victims in severe shockshouldbe given high prior
ity for evacuation and professional treatment
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12.4 Secondary Survey
Once you have checked the ABC's, examined the

victim for grossbleedingand provided preventative
care for shock, you have coped with the immediate
threats to life. Nowyou can catch your breath before
making a secondarysurvey. If other people are avail
able, have them write down what you find. Use the fol
lowing list to guide your examination.
* Bealert to possible injuries to the neck or spine. If
you suspect neck or spine fractures orother serious
injuries to the victim's back or neck, do not movehim
unnecessarily. Go on with the secondary survey, but
keep the victim absolutely still, with his head and neck
in alignment
* If the victim is conscious, talk to him. Ask him what
iswrong. Tell him that you are going to examinehim.
Reassure him. Continue to talk to him at each stage of
the examination. Ask him what hurts as you examine
his body.
* Use your fingers to examine his neck, head and face,
takingcare not to move the head. Look for discharge
at the nose or ears.

* Examinehis eyes - are his pupils normal and reactive,
or unreactive, dilated, constricted,unequal? Is there
any blood, or are the whites yellowed?
* Slip your hands underneath his lower back and exam
ine upwards to the shoulder blades. Youare feeling
for injured areas. Look at your hands after each step
in the examination to see of they have come in contact
with blood or other fluids.

* Place your hands along each side of his chest and
lightly compress the chest and sternum to check for
injuries there.
*Useyourfingers to presslightly on eachof fourab
dominalquadrants to detect damage to internal or
gans.

*Lightly pressthe hips together; pressdown at the hip
crestsand on top of the pelvicbone.
*Slideyour handsalong the insides of his legsup to
the groin. Check your fingers for blood, urine or feces.
The latter indicate loss of bladder or bowel control.
* Feel each legand foot; test for equal strength byhav
ing him push against your palms with his feet
* Feelshoulders, armsand hands. Havehimsqueeze
your fingers to test for equal grip.

Don't be shy in making the secondary survey.
This is not the time to be afraid of touching your crew-
mate. You are lookingfor things that don't feel right -
wounds, fractures, a spongy spot on the skull, areas
that cause the victim pain or that have no feeling.

Up to this point, unless there has been gross
bleeding or problems with the ABC's, you still haven't
begun treatment. You haven't moved him, put on a
bandage,or called the Coast Guard, depending on the
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symptoms. You are still trying to compile information
that will help you seek professional advice, call for an
evacuation, or treat the victim yourself.

12.4.1 The Vital Signs
These are key indicators that will help medical

professionals evaluate the victim's condition. There
are four vital signs:
♦ pulse rate
♦ respiration rate
♦ temperature
♦ blood pressure

In the event ofany serious illness or injury,
checkthe vitalsignsfrequently (every5-10minutes)
and write them down with the time. Changes in the
vital signs tell the professional (who is trying to assess
thesituation by radio) whether the victim is getting
better or worse.

To take vital signs, you need a watch with a sec
ond hand, a thermometer, and a blood pressure cuff
and stethoscope* Kyou have never used them, it is
veryeasy to learn; a medical professional can teach you
how to take a blood pressure reading in a fewminutes.
If one crew member learns how, then he can teach the
rest of the crew.

A cuff and stethoscope are inexpensive enough
that every first-aid kit should have them.

Pulse

Pulse measures the heart rate. Pulse is most eas

ily felt at thecarotid artery on either side of the neck.
Because the carotid artery is large and close to the
heart, the carotid pulse is usually the last to disappear.

On a conscious victim, the radialpulse at the
wrist may be more convenient:
♦ Place your middle fingeT over the victim's artery on
the thumb side ofhis wrist

♦ Moveyour fingerand press lightlyuntil you find the
pulsebeat
♦ Don't use your thumb because it has its own pulse.
♦ Count the beats per minute.

Temperature
Bodytemperature measures the balance be

tween heat production and heat loss. You can use an
oral thermometer if the victim is conscious and alert

A rectal thermometer is more accurate, and it often
gives medicalprofessionalsa better indication ofwhat
is wrong with the victim. Do not use an oral ther
mometer if the victim is unconscious; if his mouth is
dry, parched or inflamed; if he is restless, delirious or
irrational; or if there is a danger that he may bite the
glass tubing.
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To take an oral temperature, use a sterile ther
mometer and shake the mercury down to about 96 de
grees F. Place it under the victim's tongue and have
himclosehis lips tightlywithout biting. Leaveit in for
3 minutes. Normal mouth temperature is 98.6degrees
F. Readings below95 degrees or above 105degrees
represent critical temperatures.

To take a rectal temperature, select the proper
thermometer and lubricate the tip with vaseline or K-
Y jelly. Insert the tip about 11/2 inches into the rec
tum and hold it in place for 3 minutes. Wipe the ther
mometer free of jelly before reading. Normal rectal
temperature js 99.6 degree F,

For treating hypothermia, a rectal thermometer
that measures bodycore temperatures down to 70 de
grees Fis best A normal, household thermometer
only reads down to 92 degrees F (Figure 12-8).

Respirations
Respirations measure the number of breaths per

minute. The normal respiration rate is 14 to 20
breathsper minute (count one breath each time the
victim breathes in and out). To get an accurate rate, it
is best to count respirations when he is unaware that
you are doing so.

Blood Pressure

Blood pressure readings measure the force
bloodexerts on the walls of the bloodvessels during
each heartbeat A reading of 120/80 is generally con
sidered normal for a healthy adult. However,individu
alsvary greatly. The normal bloodpressureshould be
noted for each crew member on a medical record main
tained bythe captain.

The first figurerepresents the pressurewhenthe
heart is pumping,and the second figure represents the

pressure when the heart is at rest. Slight variations are
insignificant, but large changes or fluctuations are im
portant to monitor.

Request for medical assistance
Please refer to Chapter 10 - Coast Guard Proce

dures for evacuation procedures. There are also pri
vate medical advisory systems which provide service to
fishing vessels.

12.5 Heat Exhaustion And Heat

Stroke
During the hot summer months when tempera

tures soar up into the 90's,some crewmen over-exert
themselves into heat exhaustion or heat stroke. This

can be a life threatening situation if the victim is not
properly treated.

Heat Exhaustion Symptoms:
Heat exhaustion symptoms include moist skin,

cramps or muscle spasms, normal body temperature,
and sweating. Heat exhaustion happens when the vic
tim loses too much fluid, and he goes into mild shock.

Treatment:

Heat Exhaustion: move victim to cool, shaded,
well-ventilated area. Remove clothing and have victim
lie down. Cool victim with fans, air conditioning or
wet cloths. If victim is conscious, give sips of salt water
(one teaspoon per glass) everyfew minutes for an
hour. Ifthe person does not feel better within 30 min
utes, he should be transported to a hospital.

If heat exhaustion is not treated, it can become
heat stroke. Heat stroke will always; result in death if
not treated.
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Heat Stroke Symptoms
Heatstrokesymptoms include: body tempera

tureisextremely high; skinisflushed and dry; noper
spiration.

Treatment

Heatstroke: Remove the patient'sclothing, and
placethe victim in partiallyfilled tub of coldwater, if
available. Spongeentire bodywithlightbriskstrokes,
until temperature lowers. If tub is not available, take
victim to cool, well ventilated areaandwrap him inwet
sheets until temperature lowers.

12.6 On Board Treatment
General First-Aid Rules

Althougheach injuryor illnesspresents its own
special problems,there are some generalrules that ap^
ply to most situations.
* Treat the immediate threats (ABC's,gross bleeding
and shock) first Excessive bleeding and lack of breath
or heartbeat are so important that if possible, one per
sonshouldapply directpressureto stop the bleeding
while another administers CPR.
*Movethe victimno more than is absolutely neces
sary. You may have to removeclothingto determine
the degree of the injury. Rip or cut it if you have to,
and be careful not to disturb the victim too much or to
irritate the injury, especially in the caseof fractures.
Leave enoughclothingon the victimto keep him
warm.

* Unlessyou must move the victim to get him out of
danger, keep him lyingstill with his head levelwith
the rest of his body until you determine the nature and
seriousnessof his injuries. The followingproblems
represent exceptions to this rule and require different
positions.

Medical Emergencies

If the victim is most comfortable in a different
position, let himbe the judge. For example, a victim
with rib fractures maybe most comfortable lyingon
the injured side (Figure 12-9).

*Keep the victimas comfortable as possible,and reas
sure him. Restoring his confidence is essential,
*Avoid allowing the victim to see the extent of his in
juries.
* Do not touch open wounds or burns with your fin
gers or other unsterite objects unless sterile dressings
are unavailable and it is absolutely necessary to stop
the bleeding.
*Do not attempt to givean unconscious victimany
thing by mouth.
* In transportingan injuredvictim, carryhim feet for
ward except when you must raise him up an incline.
This will enable the rear carrier to watch the victim for
breathing difficulties or other problems (see Trans
porting the Injured).
* Keep the injured person warm enough to maintain
normal body temperature.
* In most situations, you will not be called upon to do
very much for an injured person. Very serious and mu
tilating injuries may require heroic first-aid efforts on
you part, but most cases require only that you use good
judgment and common sense.
* At least two crewmen should be trained in first-aid

and CPR. They should carry valid First-Aid and CPR
cards.

* Everyvesselshould carryan in-depth first aid man
ual. A good one isPrehospitalEmergency Care &Crisis
Intervention, SecondEdition. Morton Publishing Co.,
925W. Kenyon,Suite 4, Englewood,CO 80110. (303)
761-4805.

Figure 12-9. a) if the victim is in severe shock, place himon his backwith his head slightly tower than his
feet (condition permitting);b) Ifthe victimhas a chest inluryor respiratory obstruction, he would
probablybe most comfortable and breathe easiest in a sittingorsemi-sitting position.
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ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

Size-Up
Does situation threaten boat or other crewmembers?

Determine Responsiveness
Does person need help? Can person talk? What hap
pened? How urgent is this?

Get Help
Mightyou endanger the boat, the patient or yourself
withouthelp?

Set Wheelhouse Watch

Who's looking out for the boat?

Remove patient from threat
What can cause immediate harm to the patient?

Establish Airway
Could patient breathe okay if he tried?

Get Rescue Chest

Can you stabilize the patient with nothing at hand?
Do you want to do unprotected mouth-to-mouth res
cue breathing?

Perform Rescue Breathing
Is patient breathing Okay? Can you feel/hear exhala
tions? Is there a pulse?

light Up The Scene
Can you see well enough to avoid further injury and to
find further threats?

Control Bleeding
Is patient bleeding?

Provide Shelter and Reduce Motion

Willa course/speed change be helpful? Do you need
to haul back?

Splint Neck
Are yousure there is no neck injury?

Splint Back
Are you sure there is no back injury?

Maintain Airway
Could patient still breathe okay ifhe tried?

Continue Rescue Breathing
Is patient still breathing okay? Can youstill feel/hear
exhalation?

Examine Patient

What looks or feels obviously abnormal?

Add Dressings
Is external bleeding controlled?

Splint Extremities
What's deformed? What closed fracture could become

an open fracture?

Package patient
Is patientprotectedagainstheat loss and jarring?

Move Patient to Shelter

WiBpackage remain intact? Have you picked the saf
est route and method?

12.7 Burns
First, second and third degree burns can hap

pen on a fishingvessel at any time. Burns from
touchingheatexhaustion pipes, hot cooking utensils,
and overheated equipment can be painful and inca
pacitating.

Hrst degree burns are identified by redness of
the skin, some mild swellingand pain. If the burn is
still hot, run cold water over the burn area. Then
apply dry, sterile bandages. If the burn has cooled,
simplycoverwith dry sterile bandages^ DO NOT ap
ply ice directly to a burn.

Second degree burns are more severe and have
a deeper bum area with blisters. DO NOT break
blisters, remove skin tissue or apply lotions, oint
ments oroil dressings to the burn area. Blot the
area dry with sterilecloth (not cotton) andapplydry,
sterile bandages over the burn. Also treat for shock.

Third degree burns are the most severe; they
are usually the result of direct contact with an open
flame The symptoms include a very deep bum with
loss ofall layers ofskin. The victim may be in shock
and feel very little pain. Run cool water over the
burn ONLY if the skin is still burning. If it has
stopped burning, cover the burn with sterile ban
dages or clean cloth, and treat victim for shock, DO
NOT remove charred clothing sticking to bum, and
DO NOT apply any medication. DO remove smol
dering clothing.

Chemical burns on the skin or in the eyes
should be "flushed" with large quantities of water for
10-20minutes. After flushing,cover with a clean,
dry, protective dressing and treat for shock.
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12.8 When to Administer Oxygen
When breathing is impaired during medical

emergencies, the patient usuallyrequires some method
of artificial breathing assistance. However, some pa
tients mayhave illnessesor accidentswhich require
high concentrations of oxygen - as in heart attacks,
shock, severe burns, heavy loss of blood, or extreme
breathing difficulties. It may be necessary to admini
ster oxygen to save the person's life. The person who
suffers such traumas as heart attack, shock, and carbon
monoxide poisoning canevenfully recover withoxygen
therapy.

Unfortunately, fewfishingvesselscarry medical
oxygen supplies; but fortunately, in manystates, you
canpurchaseoxygen tankswithout a prescription,as
longas it isnot administered witha positive pressure
device. Oxygen shouldbe included in every ship'sfirst-
aid kit; and several crewmembers should be trained in
resuscitation and using oxygen equipment.

Contact your state or local health department
for information on training, and the purchase and
maintenace of reliable oxygen equipment Many
SCUBA diving programs offer such training.

In an emergency, ifyoudo not know how to op
erate the oxygen tank, guidance is usually available
through radio contact The Coast Guard can also de
liver oxygen by helicopteror Falconjet

12.9 Hypothermia
12,9.1 Stages of Hypothermia

Hypothermia happenswhena person hasbeen
exposedto the cold long enough for the inner body
temperature to be loweredbelow 95 degrees F (or 35
degrees C). Wetnessand windchill compoundthe
problem. The normal range is 96-101 degrees F. We
can tolerate wider ranges only for a short time.

Earlyhypothermia (93-95 degrees F) ischarac
terized byintenseshivering, leading to violent shiver-
ing. Whenshivering stops, the victimissuffering from
moderate hypothermia (86-90degrees F). When the
body temperature falls below 78 degrees, the victimhas
severe hypothermia, which can lead to coma and death
(Figure 12-10).
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Figure 12-10. Thestages of hypothermia.
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12.9.2 Water and Hypothermia
Most hypothermia victims on fishing vessels

have fallen overboard wearing only clothes. Our bod
ies lose heat twenty rimes faster inwater than in air;
and wet clothingdoes little to retain body heat - espe
ciallydenim jeans. If you must be in the water at all,
you should wear a wet-suit dry-suit or immersion suit.

If you do not know what stage of hypothermia
the victim is in, assume that it is advanced. The victim
should exert himselfas little as possible;even the mini
mal amountofphysical activity causes more heat loss,
and worsens the condition. A crewmanwearingan
immersion suit and safety line should be ready to go
into the water to assist with the rescue. Handle the

victimgently. Rough treatment could cause his heart
to stop. Keep the victim lying downto prevent shock.

i

12.9.3 Treatment

It is important to treat anyonewho has been ex
posedto coldand/or displays the signs of hypothermia,
even ifhelooksandfeelsalright! In 1980,sixteen fisher
men were forced to jump into the North Sea when
their fishing boat foundered. They spent 11/2 hours in
the water before they were rescued. The men were
able to climb into a safety net cross the deck, and go
below unassisted. However, all the men died later of
hypothermia (Forgey,W.W.,1985).

The victim'sbody temperaturewill continue to
drop even when he is no longer exposed to the ele
ments. Call the Coast Guard for professional advice
and evacuation. While you wait for instructions, ad
minister the following first-aid to the victim immedi
ately.
* Check the ABCs. Administer CPR, if necessary.
Because the body's metabolism has slowed down,
check for 1-2 minutes for breathing and pulse. If the
victim is breathing, and youcan feel his pulse,gently
transfer him to a warm place.
* Treat the victim gently. Jostling maycausean irregu
lar heartbeat and worsen his condition. Do not mas

sage him or manipulate his extremities.
* Remove or cut awaywet clothes with a minimum of
movement Keephim as dryas possible.
* Place an unconscious or semi-conscious victim inia
level, face-up position. If the victim vomits, turn his
head to one side to clear the airway. Continue observ
ing the ABCs.
* Stop further heat loss. For example,put victim in a
plastic garbage bag with a hole cut for his head, A gar
bage bag makes an excellent protective device to keep
the victim out of the heat-robbing wind.
* Rewarm the victim gradually. Re-warming must be
slow,to avoid shock to his system that could lead to a
heart attack. NEVER PUT THE VICTIMINA HOT

SHOWER ORBATHTUB! There are two ways to re-
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warm a hypothermia victim gradually. One wayis to
apply wanned objects wrapped in towels (hot water
bottles, chemical heat packs, warmed rocks) to the
groin, chest neck, and head. Be careful not to cause
skin bums. Another wayis to place the victim nude in
a sleeping bag with another person (Figure 12-11).

Figure 12-11. A
victimcan be gently
warmed In a
sleeping bag with
another person.

* If available, have the victim breathe warm, moist air
or oxygen.

* Don't give him coffee or alcohol. Unconscious or
semi-consciousvictimsshould not be givenanything to
eat or drink A conscious, clear-headed victim who has
stopped uncontrollable shivering maybe givenwarm
fluids.

* Treat for shock. Do not leave the victim alone in
case delayed reactions occur.

12.10 Frostbite
Frostbite - the freezing of body tissues - often

accompanies hypothermia. In cases where they both
occur, careof hypothermia ALWAYS takesprece
dence. It is difficult to assess the actual extent of dam
age bylooking at frostbite, particularly if the tissue has
not yet been thawed.

12.10,1 Symptoms
While it is still frozen, even severelyfrostbitten

tissue may lookalmost normal - usually paleandfirm
to the touch,witha grayor waxy color. There maybe
somepurplish tint The affected area isusually very
painful as it freezes or thaws, but it is numb while it is
frozen,

During thawing, the skin turns purplish blue and
develops large blisters; gangrene may also result Fish
ermen must take care because frostbite is always worse
if the victim's strin is wet

12.10.2 Treat merrt

* If the tissue is still frozen, keep it frozen until you
can begin care. Also, never begin thawing procedures
if there is any danger of refreezing. Keeping the tissue
frozen is less dangerous than submitting it to refreez
ing.
* It is a mistake to thaw frostbitten tissue gradually.
Thaw the tissue rapidly in water at 105 or 110 degrees
F. Check the temperatures with a thermometer and
maintain the right level by adding more warm water.
The heat mustbyevenlydistributed and mustbe kept
constant This will be very painful for the victim - reas
sure him. Slower re-warming leads to tissue loss, and
temperatures above 110 degrees F may add a bum in
jury to the frostbite. Do not place the affected area
near an open flame or fire.
* If the affected tissue is an eye or nose, pourwarm
water over the area instead of submerging it.
* Continue the re-warming process until the area turns
deep red or bluish; this may be as long as 30 minutes.
Do not rub or massage.
* After re-warming, the part should be cleaned care
fullywith providone-iodine skin cleanser and water, or
soap and water, taking care not to break the blisters.
Bandage thawed areas gently with sterile dressings;
placecotton between affected toes and fingers.
* Place the victim in bed with affected part elevated
and kept from contact with bedding. It maybe neces
sary to position boxesor other objects in the bed to
keep sheets and blankets from touching frostbitten ar
eas.

* Call the Coast Guard for professional adviceand
evacuation.

12.11 Immersion Foot
Immersion foot happens to fishermen whose

feet are wet for hours or daysat a temperature slightly
above freezing. Symptoms include swelling of the feet
and lowerlegs,numbness, tingling,itching,pain,
cramps, and white, wrinkled skin. After the feet are
wanned, they become red, hot, and swollen, and the
skin often blisters. If circulation was cut off, immer
sion foot can lead to gangrene.

Treatment

*Drythe foot completely, but do not rub or massage
vigorously. Take care not to break blisters.
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*Gradually re-warm the foot using blankets, clothing,
a warm hot-water bottle, or bodyheat (place the foot
ina crewmate'sarmpit or betweena crewmate's
thighs).
* Give10grainsof aspirin every6 hours.
* Givethe victim plenty of hot liquids to drink during
the re-warming phase, as well as high-calorie foods and
vitamin supplements.

Ifyou haveanydoubt as to whether the injuryis
immersion foot or frostbite, you may have both. Treat
for frostbite.

12.12 Cold Water Near-Drowning
Sudden contactwith cold water (below 70 de

grees F) sometimestouchesoff a primitiveresponse
called the mammalian diving reflex. This body response
shuts offbloodcirculation to mostpartsof the body
exceptthe heart tongs and brain. What little oxygen
remains in the bloodis transported towhereit is
needed most

A similar response enables whales, porpoises
and seals to survivelong periods underwater. This
reflex may mean that it is possible to revivesomeone
who has been underwater for up to one hour.

Treatment:

* Begin mouth-to-mouth rescue breathing and CPR
immediately. Don't worry about getting water out of
the victim's lungs-it will be absorbed by the body.
* Prevent the victim from losing more body heat, but
DO NOT re-warm him. Improper re-warming may
cause harm.

* Call for medical advice and assistance.

* Don't giveup. People havebeen revived even afteran
beingunderwaterfor an hour. Therefore, CPR should
be administered for as long as you are able. The victim
maylook dead^ with cold, bluish skin and no detectable
heartbeat or breathing. The eyes may be fixed and di
lated, and there may be no visible sign of life. If the
water wascold, however, there maystill be a chance of
survival.

12.13 Marine Skin Reactions/
Injuries
12.13.1 Catfish and Stingray Stings

The sting from these fish can result in a painful
cut or puncture, swelling, discoloration, possiblenau
sea, vomiting, muscle spasms, convulsions, and diffi
culty breathing. The quicker you treat the wound, the
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better. Use the hottest water you can stand. For maxi*
mum healing, maintain the treatment for two hours or
more. Firstwash the wound with soap and water, con
trol the bleeding and remove the barb ONLYwhen
possible Place a band 2-4 inches above the wound.
Soak in hot water or apply hot compress for 30 min
utes; then remove the band. Treat for shock.

12.13.2 Jellyfish and Man-o-War Stings
Symptoms
* Intense burning pain.
* Reddening of the skin.
* Skin rash.

* Muscle cramps.
* Nausea and vomiting,
* Difficulty breathing.
'Possible shock.

Treatment:

* If there is difficultybreathing, check the ABC's and
call for medical advice.

* The affected part should be bathed with seawater.
DONOTust fresh hot water, the stinging cells will
burst causing the victim more pain.
* Weargloves to gentlyremoveany tentaclesor jelly
fishpieces.
* Immediately apply a solution of1 part household
ammonia, vinegar or meat tenderizer to 10 parts water,
or 1 part aluminum sulfate, bakingsoda or alcohol to
20 parts water. Urine is actually one of the best solu
tions to neutralize the stinging cells.
* Then apply a paste of baking soda and sea water to
the affected part for 15 minutes. Gently scrape off the
paste with a knife. Apply more paste and leave it on
the affectedpart for 5 minutes. Then scrape it off.
* Observe the victim for signs ofshock.

12.13.3 Fish and Blood Poisoning
Fish Poisoning

It is common for fishermen to get skin rashes
from fish bacteria entering the body through cuts and
scratches. There are many names for this condition;
which is characterized by redness, itching, and some
times blisters or cracking of the skin. It can bevery:
uncomfortable and dangerous if it isn't treated.

Prevention is the best treatment Wash your
hands and other exposed areas thoroughly with soap
and water afteryou handle fish.

Blood poisoning has the same symptomsas fish
poisoning. However,you mayalso have redness,swel
ling, pus and a red streak running from the wound up
the arm or leg. You may also have a fever. Antibiotics
maybe necessary. Since blood poisoning is a danger
ous condition, you should seek medical advice.
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12.13.4 Salt Water Boils
These boils are common around the wrist where

rain gear and damp woolen sweaters rub the skin.
Wash the area thoroughly with fresh water. Apply a
protective coating, such as petroleum jelly, to prevent
further contact with salt water. It mayalso be helpful
to wear rubber gloves or to apply a dry, sterile dressing.

12.14. Fishhook Injuries
Embedded straight-shank fishhooks are a fisher

man's occupational hazard. It may be best to leave the
embedded hook alone, if it doesn't need to come out
Ifyou are within 24 hours of professional medical
treatment, keep the wound clean, protect the area with
a bandage or splint and let a doctor remove it

If you decide to treat the injury onboard, the
most common method is to force the hook onwards

until the point pierces the skin again, then break or file
the barb and remove the hook along the path of entry.
This methodcan be extremely painfuland increases
the chances of infection. If you try it, sterilize the hook
and the entry and exitpoints with a providone-iodine
scrub.

Figure 12-
12.

Removinga
fish hook.

Another method is to flick the hook out with a
loop of fishing line about 20 inches long (Figure 12-
12).
* Tie a knot in the loose ends of the line forming a
10-inch loop. Place the loop around the back of
your hand and run the other between your thumb
and forefinger(1).
* Place the loop over the eye of the hook and center
it in the middle of the hook's bend. Immobilize the

hand and apply pressure down and back. At the
same time, givea sharp jerk on the tine (2).
*Hie hookshouldpop out of the samehole it en
tered, leaving a minimal wound to heal (3).

Cleansethe woundwith soap, or antiseptic
such as providone-iodine, and apply an adhesive
bandage. Use an antibiotic to fight infection and re
duce pain.

Remember toimmobilize thefinger orhandfrom
which a hookis goingto beremoved. Ifthe hookhas
entered in theareaofan eye, callfor medicaladvice.

12.15 Other Common Medical

Emergencies/Injuries
12,15.1 Choking

Occasionally a crewman will choke while eat
ing, Ifthe person can speak or cough on hisown,let
him try to cough the food out himself. However, if
he becomesunable to breathe, speak or cough, then
he needs your help to clear his airway.

If the person is still standing,placeyour arms
around the person from the back with the thumb
side of your fist against his stomach near his naval.
Grasp your fist wiih your other hand and make four
quickupwardthrusts (Figure 12-13(a)).

If the personis lying down, kneelastride the
person'ships, facinghim. With one hand on top of
tb& other, placeheel of bottom hand on the abdo
men at naval level. Applya quick upward thrust. If
the person vomits, quickly turn him on his side and
wipeout his mouth(Figure12-13 (b)).

Besure toadjust theforceofthethrust accordingto the
chokingperson's she to avoidchestinjury.

Repeat the procedure if necessary. Watch
breathingclosely. Administer artificialbreathing if
necessary. If this abdominal thrust method is used,
advisethe person to see a physician, sinceinternal
damage can result from this procedure.
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Figure 12-13. a) Proper positioning ofthe hands for applying abdominal thrusts In an adult who is sitting or standing; b) Proper
positioning ofths hands for applying abdominal thrusts In the person lying down.

12,15.2 Breaks, Fractures, Dislocations
Broken bones, fractures and dislocated limbs are

fairlycommon injuries on fishing vessels because of
the work with heavy,powerful gear. A closedfracture
or break is identified by a deformed limb, pain and
swelling,as well as an inability to use the extremity.
The bone may actually break through the skin in an
openfracture. Cover with a clean sterile dressing to
avoid infection and help control bleeding. Keep the
limbstilL DO NOT attempt to reset bones. Stabilize
the fractured area bysplinting the limb above and be
lowthe fracture. Do not tie anything on top of the
break.

A fracture occurs as a result of significant force.
This can travel throughout the body and cause damage
in other areas. Conduct a thorough secondary survey,
and treat any other injuries.
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In the eventofa suspected backor neck injury,
DO NOT move the injured person unless absolutely
necessary. Keep the victim'shead and bodystill.

12.15,3 Poisoning
Although it is not common, crewmen can be ex

posed to various typesof poison on a fishingvessel.
Fishermen should be familiar with poison treatment
since their family members may be accidentallypoi
soned The symptoms of various typesof poisoning
include:

*Acid and alkali - burns around mouth, lips and
tongue
* Petroleum - burning irritation, coughing, coma
* Burningsensations in mouth, throat stomach
* Cramps,disorientation, bloody diarrhea
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* Others - nausea, dizziness, drowsiness, slurred
speech, lack of coordinaiion, cold clammyskin, thirst,
convulsions, coma.

If possible, you should contact a poison control
center or doctor immediately. Save the poison con
tainer. Watch the victim's breathing very closelyand
administer artificial breathing if necessary. For acid,
alkali or petroleum poisoning, DO NOT inducevomit
ing, but give the victim, if conscious, one or two glasses
of milk orwater to help dilute the poison.

For other typesofpoisons,you can dilute the
poison with one or two glasses of milk or water or in
duce vomiting by giving him a tablespoon of ipecac or
by placing your finger or a spoon on the victim's
tongue. When vomiting has stopped, give the victim a
glass of water containing one or two tablespoons of
activated charcoal.

12.16 Injury by Ammonia
In the event ofan injury involvingammonia in

halation and difficulty in breathing, seek immediate
medical help and indicate that the situation requires an
inhalatorso that the victim canbe placed on oxygen.

Remove person immediately from the contami
nated area, into a heated room with fresh air circula
tion. Keep him tyingdown,with head and shoulders
raised slightly.

Administer artificial respiration if the victim is
not breathing.

Loosen tight clothing around the upper part of
the body to ease breathing and reduce coughing.

Victimswho have inhaled large quantities of
ammonia gas must have an oxygen supply as soon as
possible. Thevictim mustbe kept quiet

Unconscious victims should not be givenwater
or other drinks.

Eye Injury
Immediatelyraise the eyelidsand rinse with

plentyofwater for at least 15 minutes. Rinsingwith
water iscritical, because ammonia binds to the protein
in the eyeand is not easilyremoved.

Skin Injury
immediately rinse theaffected areawith plenty

ofwater for at feast 15 minutes. Never cover the
burned spots with clothes, bandages, oil or lineament.

Swallowingliquid Ammonia
Seek medicaladviceimmediately. This is a life-

threatening situation.

12.17 Injury by Freon
Asphyxiation

Freon released in a confined space, causesa vic
tim to suffocate and lose consciousness. Immediately
move the victim to fresh air, and loosen any tight-fit
ting clothing.

Ifthe victim is not breathing, begin artificial res
piration immediately. Continue until he starts to
breathe, or until medical help arrives, and the victim
can be placed on oxygen.

Frost Injuries
Direct contaa with liquid refrigerant may bum

the skin as the liquid evaporates. Rinse the affected
area immediatelywith water and apply dressingsas
needed.

Injuries to the Eyes
Freon vapors are not normally injurious to the

eyes. If liquid drops get into the eyes, keep the victim
from robbing his eyes. Immediately administer drops
ofsterile mineral oil, and then flush with water.

Ifthe irritation continues, the eyes should be
washed with a weak boric acid solution.

12.18 Drugs
12.18.1 Drug Overdose

Although owners and captains are making ef
forts to keep their vessels "drug-free," there may be
cases of drug overdose that must receive prompt treat
ment Treatment varies, however,with the typeof
drug taken, its effect on the victim, the way it was
taken, and whether drugs were mixed.

Barbiturates cause symptoms from mild drowsi
ness to coma. Vomiting, respiratory arrest, and re
duced blood circulation are common. The victim is

very prone to fall and be injured by heavy, fast-moving
gear.

Stimulants induce restlessness and severe anxi

ety. This can lead to paranoia.
Hallucinogens induce perceptual alterations of

sound, sight, and other sensory data.

Treatment

A few general rulesapplywhena rescuer is faced
with a drug overdose victim. Information about the
drag, the route of administration, and whether he is a
chronic user is absolutely necessary for a doctor to de
termine treatment. Try to get all this information
while calling for assistance.
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Depressants
* Ifdepressed, gently try to stimulate the victimby
talking or light shaking.
* Check the ABCs.

* Do not inducevomiting if patient is drowsy.

Stimulants & Hallucinogens
* Handle victim in a calm manner. Talk him down.

* Do not use restraints unless the victim is violent

* Administer oxygen if available.
* Never leave the victim unattended.

12.18.2 Drug Withdrawal
Patientswhoare addicted to drugs mayexperi

ence a severe reaction when drugs are not available for
a long period of time. These reactions are character
izedbyanxiety,nausea, vomiting,convulsions,delir
ium, profuse sweating,abnormal heart rhythms,hallu
cinations, and severeabdominalcramps. Usually the
person is aware of the problem.

Individualsexperiencingwithdrawalare as ill as
thosesuffering from drug overdose. Theyshouldbe
treated in an emergencydepartment as soon as pos
sible.

12.19 Emotional Distress
Just because you leave the dock and head out to

sea, doesn't mean that your problems stay behind.
Manytimes, they worsen,and they can dominate your
energyand time. If severe, they can become physically
and mentally incapacitating, andcan leadto depression
and suicide.

Treatment

*Tryto assessthe situation, findout what'swrongand
see if talkingit out helps.
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*Checkfor drag abuse,head injury,diabetes,other
medical problems.
* Is there a history of this type ofbehavior?
* Protectyourselfand the person in distress. Maintain
a watchon the victim. Do not attempt to deal with an
armed person.
*Take charge, act confidently.
* Describethe person's condition to a medical expert.
Get help,
*Assume that the victim's complaints are real and
genuine. The person is usually frightened - do not ac
cuse or frighten him more.

12.20 Transporting the Injured
In order to prevent further injury, it is essential

that you transport an injured man correctly. Choosing
the proper method to transport a seriously injured vic
tim is as important as any other first-aid procedure.
The victim's life maydepend on howyou move him
after the injury.

12.20.1 Turning the Patient
Ifthe person is face down, it is usually best to

put him on his back for ease of transport and treat
ment. If there are head, neck or spinal injuries, it is
crucial that this is properly done to avoid further in
jury. Each crewman should know how to turn the pa
tient, instead ofwaiting for help to arrive. If possible,
3 people should be available for this roll: oneat the
head, securing the neck; one holding the shoulder and
hip; and one holding the hip and knee. The person;at
the headcontrols the procedure bycounting "1-2-3,
go," then the rescuers gently turn the victim (Figure
12-14).

Figure 12-14,
Turning the pemon
should be done
carefully to avoid
further injury.
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Whenever possible, place the patientonto a
hard, non-flexibleboard to help stabilize him against
movingwith swellsand during movement Use litters,
stretchers,backboardsor improvisedarticles (checker
boards,doors,etc). Securethe personto the board
usingbelts, cloths, netting, etc. Do not use narrow
pieces of cloth or thin line, as this maycut into the vic
tim'sskin. Secure the head andneckwithpillows, tow
els,andtie over the chinand the forehead (Figure 12-
15). Ifa cervical collar isavailable (oneshouldbe in
cluded in the First-Aid kit), it should be placed snugly
around the neck.

Flgum 12-15. Secure the head carefully to avoidmovement

Figure12*15. Tharescuer
should roll the person Intoa
flatpositionfollowing these
steps: a) Kneelabout 18
Inches away from thepersons
shoulder; b) Bring the persons
nearest arm above the head

and straighten persons legs;
c) Place one of your hands
behind the persons head and
neck and the otherhand on
the distant shoulder; d) Roll
the person towardyou by
pulling the shoulder; e) Once
the person Is flat, bring the
extended arm back to the side.

Take the stretcher to the victim - don't move

the victim to the stretcher. Make him comfortable

and cover him. Be gentle.
Manual carries should be used only to get a

victim away from immediate danger such as fire, or
to move a slightlyinjuredvictim a short distance.

Performessential first aid before moving the
victim. The list includes:
•Check the ABCs

* Control gross bleeding
* Treat for shock

* Wounds dressed/fractures immobilized

A Stokes litter (Figure12-16(a)) is usedwith
a backboard or Miller board. The litter itself does

not adequately support the spine or neck. You can
usean improvisedbackboard to stabilize the in
jured person until help arrives (Figure12-16 (b)). It
is importantto only move an injured person in a
waythat willnot causemore injury. The U.S. Coast
Guard will use a litter to hoist a victim who is un
able to sit in a basket Normal procedure includes
first placingan EMT trained swimmer on your ves
sel to prepare the patient The Coast Guardwill
not use a litter provided by the vessel.
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Figure 12-1$. a) The Stokes Utter; b)Animprovised litter.

12.20.2 Manual Carries
Fireman's Carry

This one-rescuer carry is probably the easiest way to move an unconscious victim (Figure 12-17)

Figure12-17. The fireman'scarry.
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Pack-Strap Carry
If the victim is on a bed or in a chair, this carry is

convenient The victim's arms are brought across the
shoulders taking care that they are well up, Le. that his
armpits rest on the shoulders of the rescuer. His arms
are then crossed in front and grasped firmly (Figure
12-18).

Figure 12-18. Pack
strap cany.

Drag Carry
One-rescuer method for hauling an unconscious

victim for a short distance. First the victim's hands are
tied,then placedbehind the rescuer'sneck (Figure 12-
19).

Figure 12-19.
Drag carry.

Blanket Drag
Thevictim is placed on a blanketand moved by

pulling on one end of the blanket. This method is used
when thevictim isunconscious andhasinjuries which
forbid handling or lifting bya single person (Figure 12-
20).

Figure 12-20. The blanket dmg.

12.21 First -Aid Kits
The difficulty in treating medical emergencies

aboard fishing vessels is compounded by being far from
help, heavyweather, unsanitary conditions, and limited
medical supplies andequipment Choosing the appro
priate medicines and supplies is one of the more diffi
cult tasksyouwillencounter. It isessential that you
adequatelystock, inspect, and replenish your vessel's
first-aid kit. Each member of the crew must know the
exact location of all the first-aid supplies on board.
Trauma supplies are often kept separately from drugs
and medications, particularly thosewhich are proneto
abuse.

Store yourfirst-aid kit near the survival equip
mentyouwould takewithyou ifabandoningship.
Store the contents in a weatherproof container with
individuallysealed packages, labeled with the trade
name,generic name and expiration date. Checkthe
contentsbeforegettingunderway foreachtrip, and
replace items that have been used.

Always checkthe first-aid kit beforefishing sea
son begins. Scissors mayrust or bandagesmaymildew
during a layover. Inspect andreplenish your kit'ssup
plies at the beginning of the season, and log and re
place itemsthat are usedduringthe season. Paycare
ful attention to the use of drugs and medications.

Contents of unopened or intact, sterile, dispos
able packages shouldremainsterile until opened.
However, to be sure that the contents have not dete
riorated, replacethemat leasteveryfive years or on
the expirationdate. Assign a first-aidtrained crewman
the responsibility of maintaining the kit

Base your medical supplies on the age and size
of the crew, and the typeof fishing youwilldo. For
example, fishermen that use knives often would want
to cany extra bandages. Each crewmember should be
responsible for bringing and storing any prescribed
medications. This would be particularlyimportant for
cTewmembers suffering from diabetes or asthma.
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Below isa listofsupplies, equipment andmedi
cations recommended for a basic first-aid kit. Since
your boat mayhavespecialneeds,wesuggestthat you
consult a medicalsupplyvendor who is familiarwith
the medicalrequirement of fishing vessels to help you
stock your first-aid kit

Instruments and Equipment
*Complete first-aid manual, such as: Prehospital
Emergency Care &Crisis Interventionf 2ndEdition.
Morton Publishing Company
* scrub brush, hand
* eye magnet and nylon loop
•scissors

•rescue shears

* forceps
* tweezers, needle point
* scalpel, with #11 blade
* airway, pharyngeal
* blood pressure cuff
* stethoscope
* thermometer, oral
* thermometer, rectal
* thermometer, hypothermic
* cyalumelite
* pen lite
* cervical collar

*splint fullarm (inflatable)
* splint full leg (inflatable)
*splint finger
♦safety pins
* burn sheet

* space blanket
* cotton swab sticks
* gauze pads,sterile (assortedsizes)
* gauze roller bandages (assorted sizes)
* non-adherent pads, sterile
* Vaseline gauze stretch bandages, sterile (assorted
widths)
*compresses (assorted sizes)
* Band-Aids (assorted sizes)
* triangular bandages
*adhesive tape
*paper tape
* butterfly closure and steri-strip package
* hot water bottles, 2
Optional

*oxygen cylinder,regulator, tubing and mask.
* urinary catheter
Medicines

*aspirin
* acetaminophen (Tylenol)
* Ibuprofen (Advil)
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* antacids

* eyeantibiotic and cortizone drops
* ammonia inhalent

* providone-iodine (solution and scrubs)
* Hibiclens, or equivalent
* triple antibiotic ointment
* lubricant

•oil ofclove

* mineral oil

* boric acid
* Blistex, tube
* Insta-glucose, tube
* benzoin, can
* silver sulfadiazine burn cream

*cold pack
*ipecac syrup
* ammonia

•rubbing alcohol
* meat tenderizer
Note: for prescription medicines,consult your medical
supply vendor.
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APPENDIX

CHECKLISTS & FORMS

1) Checklist of Federal Requirements
2) Sample Station Bill
3) Sample Medical Form
4) Sample Report of Personal Injury or Illness
5) Sample Personal InjuryReport (Crewman)
6) Sample Captain's Report of Personal Injury
7) Sample Personal InjuryReport (Captain)
S) Sample Personal InjuryReport (Witness)
9) Sample Non-InjuryStatement
10) Sample Report of Physical Damage
11) Sample Inshore Vessel Safely Inspection Guidelines
12) SampleOffshoreVessel Safety Inspection Guidelines
13) Requirementsfor ReportingMarineAccidents
14) Sample Insurance Safety Incentive Program Checklist
15) Instructions for Completion of Form CG-2692
16) Form CG-2692 (Report of MarineAccident, Injuryor Death)
17) Public Law100-424, "Commercial Fishing Industry VesselSafetyAct of 1988"
18) US Coast Guard - Final Rule on EPIRBs
19) International Law,Annex V of the MARPOL treaty

on Prevention of Pollution from Vessels

20) DistressCommunications Form
21) Sample Letter of Agreement
22) Sample Employment Agreement
23) Sample Release ofLiability Agreement
24) Sample Contract for CrewMember Employment
25) Model Letter of Agreement
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Checklist Of Federal Requirements

(Note: These may change after May 1991 when the Fishing Vessel Safety Regulations are put in place)

Documented vessels

(Vessel of 5 Net tons or more - 46 CFR 67-69)
• TheCommercial Fishing Industry Vessel Safety Actof 1988 sets in placerequirements to insure that fishing ves
sels are provided with basic safetyequipment and reasonable stability properties; this includes the use of EPIRBs
(emergencyposition indicating radio beacons). One EPIRB will be required on everyvessel operating on the high
seas.

• Vessel nameand hailingport on stern, nameon eachbow.
• Certificate ofDocumentation on board vessel at all times.

• Official numbersclearlymarkedon an internalstructural part of the hull. (Note: Vesselsare no longer required
to havethe net tonnage marked on the main beam of the vessel, nor is it required that the tonnage be removed if it
is so marked.)

Statenumbered vessels- (33CFR 173)
• Certificate of Numbers on board.

• Numbers - properly spaced - on each bow.
• Current validation sticker.

Personal floatation devices (PFDs.) - (46 CFR25) (Chapter 2on Safety Equipment and Survival Procedures)
• Vessels under 40' - serviceable CG-approved Type I, II, IIIPFD or immersion suitofsuitable size for each per
son on board.

Readily available.
• Vessel 40* andover-serviceable CG-approved Type I PFDor immersion suit ofsuitablesizefor eachpersonon
board.

Readily available.
• Vessel 26'andover- in addition -at least one serviceable CG-approved Type rv Ring Buoy, 20", 24", or 30" in
diameter.

Immediately available. Note:A Coast Guard-approved immersionsuit maybe substituted for a
Type I, II or III PFD.

Retro-reflective tape on PFDs - (46CFR 25)
• Required amount ofretro-reflective material, properly spaced - front and back - onall T^pe I,II,HI PFDs and
immersion suits.

PFD lights - ocean, coastwise and GreatLakes - (46CFR 25)
• Approved PFD light (approval number 161.012) securely attached to the shoulder area ofeach Type I,n, III
PFD andimmersion suit,with an up-to-date power supply attached.

Fire Extinguishers - (46CFR25)(Chapter 4 onFirePrevention and Control)
• All fire extinguishers marked with a permanent name plate showing CGand/or ULapproval formarine use,
• Allfireextinguishers in goodand serviceable condition.
• Minimum number of fire extinguishers for the sizeof vessel on board

Flamearrester - (46 CFR 25)
• One approved flame arrester oneach carburetor ofall gasoline engines except outboard engines.

Ventilation-(46 CFR25)
• At least two ventilator ducts fitted with cowls or their equivalent for the purpose ofproperly and efficiently ven
tilating the bilges ofevery engine and fuel tank compartment on vessels using gasoline as fuel and/or fuels having a
flash point of 110°For less,except"open boats."
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Navigation lights/day shapes - (Navigation rules)(Chapter 9, Rules of the Road)
*"Running Lights"and "IdentityLights"arrangedas per COLREGSor UnifiedRules.
*Dayshapes available fordisplay.
* Deck lights should not hinder navigation not hinder recognition of your vesselfrom another vessel.
*Sidelightscreens painted matt black.

Sound Signaling devices - (Navigation rules)
*Vessel less than 40 feet (12 meters) - Whistle and bellnot specifically require byCOLREGS or UnifiedRules;
however,some means of making an "efficient sound signal" must be carried.
* Vessel 40 feet (12 meters) to 328 feet (100 meters) must carrywhistle (horn) and a bell.

Pollution prevention - (33 CFR 155and 159)
* Vessels 26 feetand over - oil discharged prohibitionwarningplacardposted.
* Fixedor portable means to remove oilybilge slops to shore.
* Vessels100gross tons and over - fueloil and lubricating oil dischargecontainment
* Oil transfer operation requirementsforvessels witha capacity of more than 250barrels (10,500 gallons)ofoil.
*CertifiedMarineSanitation Device installedwhere toilet facilities are part of the vessel.
* Vessels 400 gross tons and over - International Oil Pollution Prevention (IOPP) Certificate.

Fishing numbers -

*Official numbersor state registrationnumberson eachsideof the deckhouseor hull,and on weather deckor top
ofdeckhouse.

Radio -

* Current radio station license on board.

*Radiotelephoneoperator permit.
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Sample Station Bill

General Instructions

1. All crew members shall familiarize themselves with their assigned location in the event of an emergency immediately upon board
ing the vessel.

2. All crew members shall be thoroughly familiar with the duties they are assigned to perform in the event of an emergency.

3. Each person shall participate in emergency drills and shall be properlydressed including a properly donned personal flotation
device or exposure suit.

4. shall be responsible tor the maintenance and readiness
of all iifesaving appliances and equipment.

Fire And Emergency

1, Any person discovering a fire shall notify the wheelhouse by sounding the alarm and then take initial action as appropriate.

2 Upon hearing the fireand emergency signal all watertight doors, tire doors, scuppers, and designated discharges shall be ciosed
and all fans, blowers and ventilating systems shall be stopped. All safety equipment will be prepared for immediate service.

3. Upon seeing a 'MAN OVERBOARD', immediatelythrowa ring buoy (with a light attached ifat night) and notify the wheelhouse
by reporting '"MAN OVERBOARD PORT (STARBOARD) SIDE." In all cases keep the man in sight.

4. During abandon ship dress lor survival, put on plenty of warm clothing and an exposure suit, if at all possible don't get wet.

Signals

FIRE AND EMERGENCY SIGNAL ( )
The fireand emergency signal shall be a continuous blast ol the wh«ile for a period of not less than 10seconds
followed by a continuous ringing of the general alarm for not less than 10 seconds.

MAN OVERBOARD SIGNAL (* * *)
The man overboard signal shall be the letter" 0" sounded several times (at least 4) times on the ship's whistle
fallowed by the same signal on the general alarm.

ABANDON SHIP SIGNAL

The abandon ship signal shalJ be at feast 7 short blasts followed by one (ong blast on the ship's whistle follow
ed by the same signal of the general alarm.
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Sample Medical Report
Reprinted from Safety al Sea/Texas A&M University Sea Grant

Dr.

Please furnish (company name and add res)

the following report regarding my condition,

Signed
ifc be cetacnea hoc leiairoci By lew&ng oftyse»ar> <l aewwr

PATIENT

Name Age Address
Qccupalion Employed by

HISTORY OF Date of Accident 19 History as riesnrihed by patient
CONDITION

n^lP nf yniir first trAfltmenr 1Q

X-RAY Date taken 19 Where laken

Findings

DIAGNOSIS
(Describe arid locate

character and

extent of

injury)

CONTRIBUTING In your opinion, is disability solely a result of above described accident?
FACTORS

PROGNOSIS
(tfjur estimate)

Total Occupational Disability weeks days. Ended 19
Partial Occupational Disability weeks days. Ended 19

(50 percent or more)

Probable period of measurable discomfort weeks days Ended 19
Estimated amount of your bill
If patient has been discharged give _ _ and

Dale ol discharge Amount of your brir

Estimated cost of medical treatment other than your own

Signed

Data 19 Address
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Sample Report Of Personal Injury Or Illness
Reprinted from Safely at Sea/Texas A&M University Sea Grant

To be Completed by Injured Party

The following detailed information is requested by owners

Name of Vessel

Owner, Operator

Injured's Full Name Social Security No. _

Home Address

Age Position Married/Single

Name of Nearest Relative Address

Number ol Dependents

Length of Employment Earnings Per Month

Date Joined Vessel Dale Left Vessel _

Dale and Time of Injury or Illness To Whom First Reported

Location of Vessel at Time of Accident or Illness

Injured's Statement of How the Accident or Illness Occurred and Cause Thereof, If Known

(Injureds Signature)

Nature oi Injuries or Illness

Had Crew Member Been Drinking Intoxicants? Name and Address of Former Employer

What Was Done lor Man After the Accident or Illness?

Name and Address oi Doctor and Hospital il Any

Condition of Injured When Leaving Vessel

Remarks ol Captain in Charge of Vessel at Time ol Accident
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YOUR NAME

ADDRESS

Sample Personal Injury Report
Reprinted from Safety at Sea/Texas ASM University Sea Grant

TO BE COMPLETED BY INJURED CREWMAN

THIS REPORT IS IMPORTANT; PLEASE ANSWER IN COMPLETE DETAIL

HOW MUCH EXPERIENCE
YOUR OCCUPATION IN THIS OCCUPATION? _

ON WHICH VESSEL DID ACCIDENT HAPPEN?

WHERE ON VESSEL DID ACCIDENT HAPPEN ?

WHEN DID ACCIDENT HAPPEN? Date HOUR AM/PM

WHAT PART OF YOUR BODY WAS INJURED?

DID YOU LOSE CONSCIOUSNESS? YES NO IF SO, FOR HOW LONG?

WHAT WERE YOU DOING WHEN ACCIDENT HAPPENED?

DID ANYONE ELSE SEE THE ACCIDENT? YES NO IS SO. WHO?

WHAT WERE THEY DOING WHEN THE ACCIDENT HAPPENED?

WAS FIRST AID NECESSARY? YES NO IF SO. WHO PROVIDED IT?

NAME AND ADDRESS OF DOCTOR WHO TREATED YOU, IF TREATED

HAVE YOU EVER HAD THE SAME OR SIMILAR INJURY BEFORE?

EXPLAIN

SIGNED, INJURED CREWMAN

DATE

CAPTAIN

DATE

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

YOU ARE HERESY AUTHORIZEDTO RELEASE TO THE BEARER HEREOF ALL HOSPITAL RECORDS AND MEDICAL IN
FORMATION CONCERNING MY PHYSICAL CONDITION

SIGNED DATE
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Sample Captain's Report Of Personal injury
Reprinted from Safaty at Sea/Texas A&M University Sea Grant

Report to be submitted in all cases ol injury

Crewman's Full Name

Position Held

Vessel

Social Security

How Long In This Position?

Date & Time of Injury

To Whom Reported?

Where Did Injury Take Place?

Exact Location

Was Crewman on Duly at Time of Injury? Yes No

, 19

Nature of Injury (Please describe in detail. Use back page if necessary.)

at

Date Reported

Onboard Vessel Ashore

AM/PM

How was Injury Treated? _

Was Crewman Placed Ashore? Yes No It yes Hnw and When

Has Crewman Returned to Work? Yes No

Weather Conditions at Time of Injury:

Wind Direclion Wind Velocity

Sea State Wave Height

Rainy or Dry Location ol Vessel

What Happened?

Why Did it Happen?

What Action Have You Taken to Prevent A Similar Occurrence?

What Action Do You Recommend To Prevent A Similar Occurrence?

Captains Signature Dale

MPH

_ FT
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Sample Personal Injury Report
Reprinted from Safety at SeaJTexas A&M University Sea Grant

TO BE COMPLETED BY CAPTAIN OF VESSEL

Name ol Injured Occupation

FA/ Enroute From . To

Date of Report Date of Accident Hour

Exact Location of Vessel

State What Crewman Was Doing When Accident Occurred: Give Exact Location on Boat; Draw Sketch on Back of This Report

Weather Conditions

Gear. Equipment, Tools or Machinery Involved, II Any

Name of Immediate Supervisor Position

When was Immediate Supervisor Made Aware of Injury? A.M. P.M.

Description of Injury

Was Rrst Aid Given? By Whom

Did Injured Go Ashore for Treatment? Where? ,

Did Injured Return to Duty After Receiving Treatment? If Not, Why

What Verbal Statement Did Injured Make as to Cause of Accident and To Whom?

List Name, Rating and Address ol All Wilnesses

Captain's signature Date
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Sample Personal Injury Report
Reprinted tram Safety al Sea/Texas A&M University Sea Grant

To be Completed by Wilness lo Injury

NAME OF INJURED CREWMAN

OCCUPATION

VESSEL INVOLVED

EXACT LOCATION ON VESSEL ACCIDENT OCCURRED

DESCRIBE IN DETAIL WHAT INJURED WAS DOING AT TfME OF INJURY?

WHAT WERE YOU DOING AT TIME OF ACCIDENT?

HOW FAR WERE YOU FROM THE INJURED CREWMAN?

GIVE IDENTITY OF ANY OTHER WITNESSES

SIGNATURE _

POSITION

ADDRESS

HOME TELEPHONE

DATE

DATE
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VESSEL:

Sample Non-Injury Statement
Reprinted from Safety at Sea/Texas A&M University Sea Grant

I certify that I have not had an injury during this trip:

SIGNATURE POSTEON

MASTERS COMMENTS

DATE:

CREW CHANGE

From To

INSTRUCTIONS TO MASTER

1) The above information must be completed upon completion of crew change.

2) ft should be attached to the vessel log and turned in along wiih the log.

3) If anycrew member reports an injury, a personal injury report must be completed immediately and turned into the general
manager or designated owner's representative.
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Sample Report Of Physical Damage
Reprinted from Safety at Sea/Texas A&M University Sea Grant

Name of Vessel

Owner, Operator

Date and Time oi Incident Location

Wind Seas Visibility

F/V Enroute From To

Name of olher Vessels) or Property Involved

Owner of olher Vessel(s) or Property

Name of Captain of other Vessel

Describe the Incident

Describe Damage to all Vessel(s) and/or Property

Names of Personnel Injured (also fill out Report of Personal Injury or Illness form)

Captain's Signature
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Inshore Vessels Minimum Recommendations

These recommendations were developedby ike Point Club Survey Committee incooperation with Richard Learned Associates and Mr. RichardMiner
ofHuBandCargo, and approved by the Point Club Board ofDirectorsforus* faevahuitin$ boatsformembersh
Compliance with these recommendations does not automaticallyproduce aseaworthy vessel; however, these recommendations represent the consensus
view ofthe most appropriate equipment design and operationalstandards. The use ofthese recommendations ismeanttofurther enhance Ike opera
tionalsafety of thePoint Club membervessels.

HUIiIj & topsides fitting

H-l. The vessel should be segregated into the maximum number of
water tight compartments as designed.

H-2, The work deck should be covered with a non-slip surface or
bridge tiles,

H-3. Exterior decks other than the work deck should have some
type of non-slip surface.

H-4. All decks should be protected by bulwarks or rails,
and the height of these should be a minimum of 20".

H-5. Handrails or safety lines should be installed where
applicable from the superstructure to the bow.

H-6, The transom opening should be equipped with secured board,
safety chain, or rope for the protection of crew personnel
at any time the stern ramp is not in use.

H-7. Stanchions and checkers of adequate strength should be
installed on the work deck and in fish hold to control
loose fish cargo.

H-8. All deck gear and cargo should be secured.

H-9. Adequate lighting should be installed for the work deck.

H-10. Adequate clearing ports and scuppers should be in
stalled in the port and starboard bulwarks to permit
rapid clearing of deck water.

H-ll. All ladders and stairs should:

1) be permanently secured or otherwise secured at
the upper end.

2) have non-slip surfaces on the treads.

3) be equipped with secure rails in good condition,
where applicable.

H-12. Vessels engaged in inshore operations should have
the forward facing rubber gasketed windshields eliminated.
The forward facing windows of these vessels should be poly
carbonate or safety glass. The windows should be bolted
to the superstructure or be in adequate wooden frames, or
be equipped with manufactured windows ie: Kearfoot,
Cornell Carr or equivalent.
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H-13. Exposed exterior exhaust pipes should be enclosed, where
necessary, with guards.

H-14. Pressurized gas tanks such as LPG and CNG should be
secured on deck. Tank heads should be equipped with
shutoffs and regulators which are in good operating
condition and protected from the environment.

H-15. All openings to holds should be protected by hatches
or deck plates which can be sealed watertight.
Hatches should have minimum 12" coamings and covers of
sufficient weight to prevent removal by deck water.

H-16. Entrance to the superstructure on inshore vessels should
have adequate coamings above the weather deck level.

H-17. All main deck doors and hatches should be kept in good
working order to insure the watertight integrity of
the vessel.

H-18. All hatches used as escape routes from engine room or
accommodations must be secured and opened from the
interior only with no separate outside securing.

H-19. The vessel should be equipped with an anchor of adequate
holding capacity for the vessel. This anchor should be
accessibly located on deck and equipped with a shot of
chain and adequate anchor rode.

RIGGING £ FISHING EQUIPMENT

R-l. Safe access should be provided to the masthead and coach
top.

R-2. All overhead shackles and hooks should be safety wired.

R-3. Trawl blocks and overhead blocks should be safety chained
or wired. Safety straps should be installed on all deck
ballards.

R-4. All winches must have an emergency kill switch, located in
the immediate area of the winch. If the winch is not
visible by the operator, a crew member should be standing
by the emergency kill switch, whenever the winch is in
operation.

R-5. All rotating machinery on the workdeck should be enclosed
or guarded. Safety bars should be installed in front of
winch drums.

R-6. Net drum controls should have valve controls that are

spring loaded to the neutral position.

R-7. Net drums with spoked flanges should be refitted to
eliminate any openings.
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R-8. Hydraulic lines crossing the workdeck surface should be
relocated along the bulwarks or below decks. They may
also be covered by a metal plate.

ENGINE ROOM. TANKAGE * MACHINERY

M-l. All valves for below waterline through hull fittings
should be accessibly located or marking should indicate
the locations and function of valves which are not
readily accessible.

M-2. All valves attached to below waterline through hull
fittings should be in working order.

M-3. Exposed propeller shaft couplings should be guarded.

M-4. All hoses in systems connected to below waterline
through hull fittings should be double clamped.

M-5. All plastic hose connected to below waterline through
hull fittings or connected systems should be replaced
with heavy duty rubber hose, or another suitable
material. (See M-6)

M-6. All PVC plumbing should be at least schedule 80 or
replaced with a suitable material. PVC plumbing
should be properly braced and provided with flex
sections at the connections.

M-7. Guards should be installed on all exposed rotating
belts, pulleys, chains and sprockets in the engine room,

M-8. Exhaust piping in the engine room should be covered where
necessary with thermal insulating materials on dry exhaust
systems where there is danger of burns to crew members.

M-9. Alarms should be installed on the propulsion engine oil
pressure and water temperature.

M-10. An alarm should be installed, if technically feasible,
to indicate low water in the engine cooling system.

M-ll, The generator should be equipped with automatic shut down
connected to oil pressure and water temperature. On
smaller units such as Petter, Lister, etc. this would not
be required.

M-12. All below deck fuel fills should be eliminated. All fuel
fills should be located at or above weather deck level or
should be sealed flush deck plates.

M-13* All fuel tanks should vent above weather deck adjacent to
or within sight of that tank's fill.

M-14. The fuel line should be equipped with a shut off in
operating order at each tank.
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M-15. The fuel supply system should be equipped with a fuel
filtering method, preferably of the dual parallel type
to permit cleaning of one filter while the system is in
operation.

M-16. All tanks should be baffled to prevent excessive movement
and free surface effect of liquid contents.

M-17. Adequate engine and fuel compartment ventilation shall be
installed.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

E-l. All batteries should be secured in acid proof containers.
The containers should be of sufficient size and capacity
to retain the acid contents of the batteries. Ventilated
nonconductive covers should be installed over all
batteries in exposed locations.

E**2, The electrical system should be equipped with a master
disconnect. Vapor proof switches are recommended if
technically feasible.

E-3. All knife switches should be protected from accidental
grounding wherever they may be exposed especially on
steel vessels.

E-4. All circuits should be protected by accessible over
current protection of adequate capacity of each circuit.

E-5. All lights should be installed or protected to eliminate
safety hazards.

PDMPING SYSTEMS

P-l, All watertight compartments should have a means of being
pumped. In one compartment boats there should be at least
two bilge suctions with one at the deepest part of the
bilge and one at the stern.

P-2. All valves on the pumping system should be marked as to
function.

P-3. Bilge water level alarms should be installed in all water
tight compartments. Alarms for the system should be of
sufficient volume and located as to be audible and
visible. In one compartment boats, install alarms in
the deepest part of bilge and at stern.

P-4. A minimum of two pumping systems capable of pumping all
compartments should be installed with each pump powered
from independent sources such as main engine (s) ,
generator, or auxiliary engine.
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p-5. The salt water systems should be isolated from the bilge
pumping system and all bilge suctions should have check
valves installed. If the same pump is used for bilge
and deck washdown purposes a three way valve must be in
stalled and the discharge line provided with a vent. No
shutoff can be installed on the vent line.

On certain boats where conditions do not allow for self
priming pump3 a raw water line may be installed provided
it meets the following:

1) Shutoff valve is installed on the prime line.
2) Prime line is routed well above the waterline.
3) Discharge pipe is vented on deck.

P-6. All bilge pickups should be equipped with screens.

SAFETY & FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT

S-l. The vessels portable fire extinguisher protection should
have at least one B/C-II extinguishing unit more than the
minimum USCG requirements and preferably at least two
more. Extinguishers should be distributed about the
vessel where they can easily be seen. Extinguishers
should be located where they are handy to potential
fire sources but not likely to become involved in a fire
and inaccessible. Future consideration will be given to
automatic fire extinguishing systems.

S-2. All fire extinguishers should be recertified annually and
have tags and seals in place.

S-3. The vessel should be equipped with an up to date, well
equipped first aid kit of industrial quality which should
include a basic instruction manual.

S-4. All vessels should be equipped with a U.S.C.G. approved
EPIRB that has a battery with a current date.

S-5. The vessel should be equipped with a life raft which is
currently inspected by the life raft manufacturer or its
designee and of sufficient capacity for all crew
personnel. Life rafts should be designed and built to
SOLAS or Coast Guard Specifications.

S-6. Life raft should be in a float free rack or equipped with
a pressure release device. Hydrostatic releases should be
checked and maintained in working order.

S-7. Life raft should be located so as to permit it to clear
rigging in the event of automatic underwater release.

S-8. The life raft's painter should be secured to the vessel.
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S-9. The vessel should be equipped with one (1) Coast Guard
approved survival suit for each person aboard which should
be equipped with reflective tape, and lights with a
current inspection date.

S-10. Survival suits should be stored at or above weather deck
level,

S-ll. The vessel should be equipped with a visual distress kit
which should include hand held flares and meteor flares
with current dates.

S-12. The vessel should be equipped with the minimum of one (1)
throwable ring marked with the vesselfs name and located
on the workdeck and equipped with an automatically
activated strobe and minimum 100* of poly line attached
to the ring.

S-13. No gasoline powered generators or pumps should be
permanently installed inside the wheelhouse, deck house, or
below decks.

NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT

N-l. The vessel should be equipped with an operating VHF radio,
radar, depth sounder and loran.

N-2. The vessel should be equipped with up-to-date charts and
tide tables.

N-3. The vessel should be equipped with an operating horn and
bell.

N-4. The vessel should be equipped with an operating compass
which is currently deviated.

N-5. Pilothouse shall have an unobstructed view ahead and to
both sides. Electronics are not to take up excessive
window space.

N-6. An emergency battery with a method of recharging should
be installed in the wheelhouse to permit emergency
operation of at least one VHF radio. A trickle charger
is an acceptable method of charging. On any system not
equipped with a permanent automatic system a battery
charge indicator must be installed.

N-7. An effective means of communicating between the bridge
and workdeck should be installed.

N-8. An emergency engine shut down which can be activated from
the wheelhouse should be installed if technically
feasible.
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ACCOMMODATIONS

A-l- The fuel supply line system should be equipped with shut
offs at tank and range.

A-2. No LPG appliances should be aboard the vessel except for
the range which should not be located below weather deck
level.

A-3. Fire-o-matic valves should be installed on the fuel feed
at all oil fired galley ranges and on oil fired heating
systems.

GENERAL

G-l. Inclining tests should be performed on those vessels that:
fish in a partially flooded condition such as refrigerated
seawater; any non-traditional usage? or have a major
structural change.

G-2. Due to the uniqueness of every fishing vessel the surveyor
has the option to add additional requirements.

G~3. Wood vessels are to be dry docked every 12 months, steel
and fiberglass vessels are to be dry docked for inspection
every 18 months. (Note: steel and fiberglass boats are
still required to be surveyed annually in the water.)

G-4. Vessels shall meet U.S.C.G. requirements with regard to
all lights and safety eguipment etc.

NOTES: All recommendations which have been changed or added since
the prior list have the new language in bold face type.

Boat Owners are advised to keep abreast of USCG EPIRB regulations
under the Coast Guard Authorization Act of 1986, and the Commer
cial Fishing Vessel Safety Act. These government regulations are
being phased in at this time. Requirements over and above the
Point Club recommendations may be mandated under the new Govern
ment Regulations.
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Offshore Vessels Minimum Regulations
Theserecommendations weredevelopedbythePoint Ctub Survey Committee fa cooperation with Richard LearnedAssociatesandMr. Richard Miner
ofHuUand Cargo, and approved by the Point Club BoardofDirectorsfor use in evaluatingboatsfor membership fa the Point Club.
Compliance wtthtkes*recommendationsdoes not autaniaticatfypn&t*a seaworthy vessel; howeve^^
viewofthemost appropriateequipment design and operationalstandards, Iheuseoftheserecommendations ismeanttofurther enhancethe opera-
tionalsafety ofthe Point Club member versefr.

»

HULL, FISH HOLD & TOPSIDES FITTING

H-l. The vessel should be segregated into the maximum number of
water tight compartments as designed.

H-2. The work deck should be covered with a non-slip surface or
bridge tiles.

H-3. Exterior decks other than the work deck should have some
type of non-slip surface,

H-4. All decks should be protected by bulwarks or rails, and
the height of these should be a minimum of 271*.

H-5. Hand rails or safety lines should be installed from the
superstructure to the bow.

H-6. The transom opening should be equipped with secured board,
safety chain, or rope for the protection of crew personnel
at any time the stern ramp is not in use.

H-7. Adequate clearing ports and scuppers should be installed
in the port and starboard bulwarks to permit rapid
clearing of deck water.

H-8. Stanchions and checkers of adequate strength should be
installed on the work deck and in fish hold to control
loose fish cargo.

H~9. All deck gear and cargo should be secured.

H-10. Adequate lighting should be installed for the work deck.

H-ll. All holds should be provided with adequate lighting.

H-12. All ladders and stairs should:

1) be permanently secured or otherwise secured at
the upper end.

2} have non-slip surfaces on the treads.

3) be equipped with secure rails in good condition,
where applicable.

H-13. Safe access should be provided to the vessel's coachtop.
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H-14. Vessels engaged in offshore operations should have the
forward facing rubber gasketed windshields eliminated.
The forward facing windows of these vessels should be
polycarbonate or safety glass. The windows should be
bolted to the superstructure or be in adequate wooden
frames, or be equipped with manufactured windows ie:
Rearfoot, Cornell Carr or equivalent.

H-15. Exposed exterior exhaust pipes should be enclosed, where
necessary, with guards to a height of 6' above the deck.

H-16. Pressurized gas tanks such as LPG and CNG should be
secured on deck. Tank heads should be equipped with shut
offs and regulators which are in good operating condition
and protected from the environment.

H-17. All openings to holds and compartments accessed from
weather decks should be protected by hatches or deck
plates which can be sealed watertight or hatches which
have minimum 12" coamings and covers of sufficient
weight to prevent removal by deck water. Compartments
and holds with flush deck hatches of over 360 square
inches opening size must be kept sealed watertight at
all times at sea* and a personnel hatch with either a 12"
raised coaming or watertight hatch sized under 360 square
inches in opening size shall be installed.

* This recommendation is not intended to preclude
opening net lockers to remove or stow gear under
appropriate sea conditions.

H-18. Entrance to the superstructure on offshore vessels should
have minimum 12" coamings above the weather deck level.

H-19. All main deck doors and deck hatches should be watertight
and kept in good working order to insure the watertight
integrity of the vessel's decks and superstructure.

H-20. Two (2) separate egress routes should be provided from the
engine room. All hatches located in these exit routes
must be secured and opened from the interior only with no
separate outside securing.

H-21. The vessel should be equipped with an anchor of adequate
holding capacity for the vessel. This anchor should be
accessibly located on deck and equipped with a shot of
chain and adequate anchor rode.

RIGGING & FISHING EQUIPMENT

R-l. Safe access should be provided to the masthead and coach
top.

R-2. All overhead shackles and hooks should be safety wired.
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R-3. Trawl blocks and overhead blocks should be safety chained
or wired. Safety straps should be installed on all deck
ballards,

R-4. All winches must have an emergency kill switch, located in
the immediate area of the winch. If the winch is not
visible by the operator, a crew member should be standing
by the emergency kill switch, whenever the winch is in
operation.

R-5. All rotating machinery on the workdeck should be enclosed
or guarded. Safety bars should be installed in front of
winch drums.

R-6. Net drum controls should have valve controls that are
spring loaded to the neutral position.

R-7. Net drums with spoked flanges should be refitted to
eliminate any openings.

R-8. Hydraulic lines crossing the workdeck surface should be
relocated along the bulwarks or below decks. They may
also be covered by a metal plate.

R-9. Control valves on the hydraulic system should be marked
as to function.

ENGINE ROOM,, TANKAGE & MACHINERY

M-l. All valves for below waterline through hull fittings
should be accessibly located or marking should indicate
the location and function of valves which are not readily
accessible.

M-2. All valves attached to below waterline through hull
fittings should be in working order.

M-3. All hoses in systems connected to below waterline through
hull fittings should be double clamped.

M-4. All plastic hose connected to below waterline through hull
fittings or connected systems should be replaced with
heavy duty rubber hose, or another suitable material
(See M-6).

M-5. All PVC plumbing should be at least schedule 80 or
replaced with a suitable material. PVC plumbing should be
properly braced and provided with flex sections at the
connections.

M-6. Guards should be installed on all exposed rotating belts,
pulleys, chains, and sprockets in the engine room.

M-7. Exhaust piping in the engine room should be covered where
necessary with thermal insulating materials.
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M-8. Alarms should be installed on the propulsion engine oil
pressure and water temperature.

M-9. An alarm should be installed, if technically feasible, to
indicate low water in the engine cooling system.

M^IO. The generator should be equipped with automatic shut down
connected to oil pressure and water temperature. On
smaller units such as Petter, Lister, etc. this would not
be required,

M-ll. All below deck fuel fills should be eliminated. All fuel
fills should be located at or above weather deck level or
should be sealed flush deck plates.

M-12. All fuel tanks should vent above weather deck adjacent to
or within sight of that tank's fill.

M-13. The fuel supply line should be equipped with a shut off
in operating order at each tank.

M-14. The fuel supply system should be equipped with a fuel
filtering method, preferably of the dual parallel type to
permit cleaning of one filter while the system is in
operation.

M-15. All tanks should be baffled to prevent excessive movement
and free surface effect of liquid contents.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

E-l. All batteries should be secured in acid proof containers.
The containers should be of sufficient size and capacity
to retain the acid contents of the batteries. Ventilated
non-conductive covers should be installed over all
batteries in exposed locations.

E-2. The electrical system should be equipped with a master
disconnect.

E-3. All knife switches should be protected from accidental
grounding wherever they may be exposed, especially on
steel vessels.

E-4. All circuits should be protected by accessible over
current protection of adequate capacity of each circuit.

E-5. All lights should be installed or protected to eliminate
safety hazards,

PUMPING SYSTEMS

P-l. All watertight compartments should have a means of being
pumped.
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P-2. All valves on the pumping system should be marked as to
function.

P-3. Bilge water level alarms should be installed in all
watertight compartments. Alarms for the system should be
of sufficient volume and located as to be audible and
visible. In one compartment boats, install alarms in
the deepest part of bilge and at stern.

P-4. A minimum of two pumping systems capable of pumping all
compartments should be installed with each pump powered
from independent sources such as main engine (s),
generator, or auxiliary engine.

P-5. The salt water systems should be isolated from the bilge
pumping system and all bilge suctions should have check
valves installed. If the same pump is used for bilge and
deck washdown purposes, a three way valve must be
installed and the discharge line provided with a vent. No
shutoff can be installed in the vent line.

On certain boats where conditions do not allow for self

priming pumps, a raw water prime line may be installed
provided it meets the following:

1) Shutoff valve is installed in the prime line
2) Prime line is routed well above the waterline
3) Discharge pipe is vented above deck

P-6. All bilge pickups should be equipped with screens*

SAFETY & FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT

S-l. The vessels portable fire extinguisher protection should
have at least one B/C-II extinguishing unit more than the
minimum USCG requirements and preferably at least two
more. Extinguishers should be distributed about the
vessel where they can easily be seen. Extinguishers
should be located where they are handy to potential fire
sources not likely to become involved in a fire and
inaccessible.

S-2- All fire extinguishers should be recertified annually
and have tags and seals in place.

S-3. The vessel should be equipped with an up to date, well
equipped first aid kit of industrial quality which should
include a basic instruction manual.

S-4. All vessels should be equipped with a U.S.C.G. approved
EPIRB that has a battery with a current date.
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S-5. The vessel should be equipped with a life raft which is
currently inspected by the life raft manufacturer or its
designee and of sufficient capacity for all crew
personnel. Life rafts should be designed and built to
SOLAS or Coast Guard specifications.

S-6* Life raft should be in a float free rack or ecruipped with
a pressure release device. Hydrostatic releases should be
checked and maintained in working order.

S-7. Life raft should be located so as to permit it to clear
rigging in the event of automatic underwater release.

S-8. The life raft's painter should be secured to the vessel.

S-9. The vessel should be equipped with one (1) Coast Guard
approved survival suit for each person aboard which
should be equipped with reflective tape, and lights with a
current inspection date.

S-10. Survival suits should be stored at or above weather deck
level.

S-ll. The vessel should be equipped with a visual distress kit
which should include hand held flares and meteor flares
with current dates.

S-12. The vessel should be equipped with a minimum of two (2)
throwable rings marked with the vessel •s name and with
both rings located on the weather decks, one of the above
rings to be located on the working deck and one adjacent
to the pilothouse door. Rings to be equipped with an
automatically activated strobe light and minimum 100' of
poly line attached to the ring.

S-13. An emergency battery with a method of recharging should
be installed in the wheelhouse to permit emergency
operation of at least one VHF radio. A trickle charger is
an acceptable method of charging. On any system not
equipped with a permanent automatic system, a battery
charge indicator must be installed.

s-14. vessels with hold refrigeration machinery should have a
self contained breathing apparatus and gas detectors
aboard.

S-15. No gasoline powered generators or pumps should be
permanently installed inside the wheelhouse, deck house,
or below decks.

NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT

N-l. The vessel should be equipped with an operating VHF
radio, radar, depth sounder and loran. Offshore vessels
should consider a SSB radio.
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N-2. The vessel should be equipped with up-to-date charts and
tide tables.

N-3. The vessel should be equipped with an operating horn and
bell.

N-4. The vessel should be equipped with an operating compass
which is currently deviated.

N-5. Pilothouse shall have an unobstructed view ahead and to
both sides. Electronics are not to take up excessive
window space.

N-6. An emergency engine shut down which can be activated from
the wheelhouse should be installed if technically
feasible.

N-7. All vessels maintaining watches (day boats excepted)
should be equipped with an effective watch alarm (audible
alarm of sufficient volume).

N-8. An effective means of communicating between the bridge and
work deck should be installed.

ACCOMMODATIONS

A«-l. The fuel supply line system should be equipped with shut
offs at tank and range.

A-2. No LPG appliances should be aboard the vessel except for
the range which should not be located below weather deck
level.

A-3. Fire-o-matic valves should be installed on the fuel feed
at all oil fired galley ranges and on oil fired heating
systems.

GENERAL

G-l. Inclining tests should be performed on those vessels
that: fish in a partially flooded condition such as
refrigerated sea water; any non-traditional usage; or have
a major structural change.

G-2. Due to the uniqueness of every fishing vessel, the
surveyor has the option to add additional requirements.

G-3. Wood vessels are to be dry docked for inspection by a
surveyor every twelve (12) months. Steel and fiberglass
vessels are to be dry docked for inspection every eighteen
(18) months. (NOTE: Steel and fiberglass boats are still
required to be surveyed annually in the water.)

G-4. Vessels shall meet U.S.C.G. requirements with regard to
all lights and safety equipment etc.
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Requirements For Reporting Marine Accidents

Documented Fishing Vessels-The owner, agent, master or person-in-charge of a documented fishing vessel involved in a acci
dent shall notify, as soon as possible, the nearest Coast Guard Marine Safety Office whenever the casualty involves any of the
following (Ref- 46 CFR 4.05-1):

1. All accidental groundings and any intentional grounding which also meets any of the other reporting criteria or creates
a hazard to navigation, the environment or the safety of the vessel:

2. Loss of main propulsion or primary steering, or any associated component or control system, the loss of which causes
a reduction of the maneuvering capabilities ol the vessel. Loss means that systems, component parts, sub-systems, or
control systems do not perform the specified or required function;

3. An occurrance materially and adversely affecting the vessel's seaworthiness or fitness for service or route, including but
not limitedlo fire, flooding, or failureor damage to fixed fireextinguishing systems, lifesaving equipment, auxiliary power
generating equipment or bilge pumping systems;

4. Loss of life;

5. Injury to a person causing the person to remain incapacitated lor a period in excess of 72 hours;

6. Anoccurrence not meeting any of the above criteria but resulting indamage to property in excess of$25,000, The damage
figure includes the cost of labor and material to restore the property to the service condition which existed prior to the
casualty. It does not incfude such items as the cost of salvage, cleaning, gas freeing, drydcck and demurrage.

This initial notice must include the name and official number ol the vessel involved, the name of the vessel's owner or agent, the
nature and circumstances of the casualty, the locality in which the accident occurred, the nature and extent ol injury to persons
(if any) and the damage to property.

Vessels involved in casuafties, after initially notifying the Coast Guard, are required to forward a "Report of Marine Accident. Injury
or Death" (Form CG-2692) to the nearest MarineSafetyOffice or Detachment. Form CG-2692 isavailable from Coast Guard Marine
Safety Offices.

If filed without delay, the Form CG-2692 may also serve as the initial notification.

The law in 46 United Slates Code. Section 6103, stales that if the above notificationis not provided to the Coast Guard, the owner,
charterer, managing operator, agent, master or individual in charge ol the vessel is liable for a civil penalty of $1.000.00.

Stale Numbered Fishing Vessels-The operator ol a non-Coast Guard documented lishing vessel must report to the authority
that issues the numbers in the state where the accident took place if:

1, A person dies oris injured and requires medical treatment beyond first-aid, or

2, damage to the vessel and other property totals more than $200, or there is a complete loss of the vessel, or

3, a person disappears from the vessel under circumstances that indicate death or injury.

The report must be filed with the proper authority within ten days ol the occurrence or death, unless:

1, A person dies within 24 hours, or is injured and requires medicai treatment beyond first-aid. or

2. a person disappears from a vessel.

In these cases, the report must be filed within 48 hours of the occurrence.
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Date

Sample Insurance Safety Incentive Program Checklist
Reprinted from Safety at Sea/Texas ASM University Sea Grant

YES NO ACTION
DECK

t. Non-skid decks
Comments:

2. Proper handrails
Comments:

3. Ladders checked and secured „.
Comments:

4. Safety straps on overhead blocks installed
Comments:

5. AIJ bottled gas to be strapped with metal belting
Comments:

MACHINERY

1. Engine manifold cooling and
exhaust properly installed
Comments:

2. No soft plastic fines or hoses below
deck where subject to pressure
Comments:

3, Screening or filtering on bilge
suction lines adequate
Comments:

4, Alarm signals for oil pressure and
oil temperatures tn working order
Comments;

Sl Check rigging for wear of pins.
blocks and lines
Comments:

6. Check mast and boom — safety chains
used where possible
Comments:

7. Ail portable equipment to have
adequate tie-downs
Comments:

8. Anchor should be proper size
Comments:

9. Reel drive and belt guards where
necessary

Comments:

10. Guardrails on winch
Comments;



SAFETY EQUIPMENT

1. Fire and smoke alarms in engine
room and galley
Comments:

2. Bilge alarm
Comments:

3. All safety equipment to be checked
on a scheduled basis
Comments:

4. Oistress flares and beacons {if not
included in life raft)
Comments:

5. Adequate first-aid equipment
Comments:

6. Emergency rations (if not included
in life raft)
Comments:

7. Automatic life raft
Comments:

& Safety glass in front windows
Comments:

9. VHF radio with CH 16 capability
Comments:

FIRE PROTECTION

1, Extinguishers handy in all areas ol need
Comments:

2. Extinguishers checked every 12 months
or after use
Comments:

a Extinguishers NOT TO BE USED AS
COAT HANGERS, etc.
Comments:

4, Galley stove, properly insulated with automatic
shutoff on fuel lines. No pilots
without thermocouple shutoll vafve
Comments:

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
1. All wiring should be permanent, with

overload protection
Comments:

2. Should have main batten/ disconnect
Comments:

Signatures:
0*f>ef cf CaOBir*
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Inspected by:
Satoiy qiOLip member
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INSTRUCTIONS

FOR COMPLETION OF FORM CG-2692

REPORT OF MARINE ACCIDENT, INJURY OR DEATH

AND FORM CG-2692A, BARGE ADDENDUM

WHEN TO USE THIS FORM

1. This form satisfies the requirements for written
reports of accidents found in the Code of Federal
Regulations for vessels, Outer Continental Shelf (OCS)
facUities, mobile offshore drilling units (MODUs), and
diving. Trie kinds of accidents that must be reported are
described in the foil owing Instructions.

VESSELS

1. A vessel accident must be reported if it occurs upon
the navigable waters of the U.S., its territories or
possessions; or whenever an accident involves a U.S.
vessel wherever the accident may occur. (Public vessels and
recreational vessels are excepted from these reporting
requirements.) The accident must also involve one of the
fallowing (ref. 45 CFR 4.05-1):

A. All accidental groundings and any intentional
grounding which also meets any of the other
reporting criteria or creates a hazard to navigation,
the environment, or the safety of the vessels

B. Loss of main propulsion or primary steering, or
an associated component or control system, the loss
of which causes a reduction of the maneuvering
capabilities of the vesseL Loss means that systems,
component parts, subsystems, or control systems do
not perform the specified or required function;

C. An occurrence materially and adversely
affecting the vessel's seaworthiness or fitness for
service or route including but not limited to fire,
flooding, failure or damage to fixed fire
extinguishing systems, lifesaving equipment or bilge
pumping systems;

O. Loss of life;

E. Injury causing any person to be incapacitated for
a period in excess of 72 hours.

F. An occurrence not meeting any of the above
criteria but resulting in damage to property in
excess of $25,000. Damage cost includes the cost of
Labor and material to restore the property to the
condition which existed prior to the casualty, but it
does not include the cost of salvage, cleaning, gas
freeing, drydocklng or demurrage.

HOB1LEOFFSHORE DRILLING UNITS

3. MODUs are vessels and are required to report an
accident that results in any of the events listed by
Instruction 2-A through 2-F for vessels. (Ref.
4S CFR 4.05-1, 46 CFR 109,411)

OCS FACILITIES

4. All OCS facilities (except mobile offshore
drilling units) engaged in mineral exploration,
development or production activities on the Outer
Continental Shelf of the U.S. are required by 33 CFR
146.30 to report accidents resulting in:

A. Death;

S. injury to 5 or more persons in a single
incident;

C. Injury causing any person
incapacitated for more than 72 hours;

to be

D. Damage affecting the usefulness of primary
lifesaving or fire fight irtg equipment;

E. Damage to the facility in excess of $25,000
resulting from a collision by a vesseL;

F. Damage to a floating OCS facility in excess
of $25,000.

5. Foreign vessels engaged in mineral exploration,
development or production on the U. S. Outer
Continental Shelf, other than vessels already
required to report by Instructions 2 and 3 above, axe
required by 33 CFR 146.303 to report casualties that
result In any of the following:

A. Death;

B. Injury to 5 or more persons in a single incident;

C. Injury causing any person to be incapacitated for
more than 72 hours.



DIVING

6. Diving casualties include injury or death that occurs
while using underwater breathing apparatus while diving
from a vessel or OCS facility*

A. COMMERCIAL DIVING. A dive is considered
commercial if it is for commercial purposes from a
vessel required to have a Coast Guard certificate of
inspection, from an OCS facility or in its related
safety zone or in a related activity, at a deep water
port or in its safety zone. Casualties that occur
during commercial dives are covered by
46 CFR 197.486 if they result in:

1. Loss of life;
2. Injury causing incapacitation over 72 hours;
3. Injury requiring hospitalization over 24
hours.

In addition-to the information requested on this
form, also provide the name of the diving supervisor
and, If applicable, a detailed report on gas embolism
or decompression sickness as required by
46 CFR 197.410(a)(9).

Exempt from the commercial catagory are dives
for:

L Marine science research by educational
institutions;
2. Research in diving equipment and
technology;
3. Search and Rescue controlled by a
government agency.

B. ALL OTHER DIVING. Diving accidents not
covered by Instruction (6-A) but involving vessels
subject to Instruction (2), VESSELS, must be
reported if they result in death or injury causing
incapacitation over 72 hours.
(Ref. 46 CFR 4.03-l(c)).

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

7. When an accident involves hazardous materials, public
and environmental health and safety require immediate
action. As soon as any person in charge of a vessel or
facility has knowledge of a release or discharge of oil or a
hazardous substance, that person is required to
Immediately notify the U. S, Department of
Transportation's National Response Center (telephone
toll-free 800-424-8802 - in the Washington, D.C, area
call 202-426-2675). Anyone else knowing of a pollution
incident is encouraged to use the toll-free telephone
number to report it. If etiologic (disease causing) agents
are involved, call the U. S. Public Health Service's Center
for Disease Control in Atlanta, Ga. (telephone
404-633-5313). (Ref. 42 USC 9603; 33 CFR 153;
49 CFR 17L15)
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COMPLETION OF THIS FORM

8. This form should be filled out as completely and
accurately as possible. Please type or print clearly. Fill in
all blanks that apply to the kind of accident that has
occurred. If a question is not applicable, the abbreviation
"NA" should be entered in that space. If an answer is
unknown and cannot be obtained, the abbreviation "UNK"
should be entered in that space. If ftNON&t is the correct
response, then enter It In that space.

9. When this form has been completed, deliver or mall it
as soon as possible to the Coast Guard Marine Safety or
Marine Inspection Office nearest to the location of the
casualty or, if at sea, nearest to the port of first arrival.

10. Amplifying information for completing the form:

A. Block 16 - "LOCATION" - Latitude and longitude
to the nearest tenth of a minute should always be
entered except in those rivers and waterways where
a mile marker system is commonly used. In these
cases, the mile number to the nearest tenth of a
mile should be entered. If the latitude and
longitude, or mile number, are unknown, reference
to a known landmark or object (buoy, light, etc)
with distance and bearing to the object is
permissible. Always identify the body of water or
waterway referred to,

B. Tug or towboat with tow - Tugs or towboats
with tows under their control should complete all
applicable portions of the CG-2692. SECTION R
should be completed if a barge causes or sustains
damage or meets any other reporting criteria. If
additional barges require reporting, the "Barge
Addendum," CG-2692 A, may be used to provide the
information for the additional barges,

C. Moored/Anchored Barge - If a barge suffers a
casualty while moored or anchored, or breaks away
from its moorage, and causes or sustains reportable
damages or meets any other reporting criteria,
enter the location of its moorage in Block <D of the
CG-2692 and complete the form except for Blocks
(2) through (13). The details will be entered in
SECTION II for one barge and on the "Barge
Addendum," CG-2692A, for additional barges.

D. SECTION HI - Personnel Accident
Information -SECTION III must be completed for
a death or injury. In addition, applicable
portions of SECTIONS L H and IV must be
completed. If more than one death or Injury
occurs in a single incident, complete one CO-
2692 for one of the persons injured or killed,
and attach additional CG-2692*, filling out
Blocks (1) and (2) and SECTION m for each
additional person.

NOTICEj The information collected on this form is routinely available for public Inspection. It is needed by
the Coast Guard to carry out its responsibility to investigate marine casualties, to identify hazardous
conditions or situations and to conduct statistical analysis. The Information is used to determine whether
environme™ * ** faWili*" "" n*Ce3Sary for the prot**tlon of llfe or *«*«** '« "^ ^
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DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION
U-S. COASTGUARD
Ct>2692(Rcv. 6-82)

1. Nam* at V«iiti or Pacini*

«. T*oi (fTouinr. Pnfttti, Fun, DM #tcj

REPORT OF MARINE ACCIDENT,
INJURY OR DEATH

SECTION 1. GENERAL INFORMATION
a. OIMHN4, i. NitlopiiJty

?. Uanftth •. Grow Toot ». YtarBuHl

Approvtd OMB No. 2115-0003

ncSNo.o-.MMi ziifr-oooa

UNIT CASE NUMBER

i. Call Sign B. U1CU corilfleaW of
lot paction Imiad lit

10. Prapuuion (Bteam. diettK tot.turblnr...)

\L aATEJot occurrence^ TIME iUcol}1U Hull M*Hrl*l (Si««i. 12. Draft (ft.-in.)
FWO. AFT.

fVIfVtm. djimd.By WUi™ {A35.LI0VT1S.
JWV. flV.«fcJ

If. Lot*lion (Sit Initractlcn Na. 10A}

IP, Ninx, Addrau !• Talaphant No. ol Operating CO.

fi~ Kjrrn cl Mj|t«r or Paraon In Charg« TJica Licinaa

• VEl D NO

20. Nam* offset

17. EiliiritidUworDimijiTOi

vesseL *

CARaO

OTHIR

o yii
• NO

• VKS
• NO

It*. Slriat Addiatt {City, State, Zip Cod*) lib. Ttt4phb~na~Nurrib«r~ 20a."Ilr»it AddTiufCtty, Sfof*. Zip Code) 10b. Talaphon* Numbw*

J

21, Cftu'My U«mtntt CAacJi c* mMj> oj Jiardrd and •xphifri id £toc* 44J

NO. OF PERSONS ON BOARD

D DEATH' HOW MANY»

• MtSIINO- HOW MAHYT

• INJURED-MOW MANY?

• HMARDQUI MATERIAL RELEASED OR
INVOLVED

(Id»n tify Subttanc* ami omiltn f in
Block 44.

Q OIL SFILL-EST4MRTE AMOUNT!

O CARGO CONTAINER LO»T/DAMAOBD

D collision {Identify other v*t**l or obi*<s\
in Block 44.)

a GROUKDIHO

it, Condlllam

• FLOODING; SWAMPINO WITHOUT SINKING

P capsizing tudth or without itnktnt)
D rouNDEniHO or srNKiHo

• HEAVY WEATHER DAMASK

• FIRE

• EXPLOItOH

• COMMERCIAL DIVING CASUALTY

• ICE DAMAGE

D DAMAGE TP Aio* TO NAVIGATION

• STEERING FAILURE

• MACHINERY OR EQUIPMENT FAILURE

CD ELECTRICAL FAILURE

D STRUCTURAL FAILURE

A. So* or Rim

Condition*

ftutM httjht,

river itaft «'c.'

• . WEATHER

D CLEAR

• RAIN.

• SNOW

• FOG

• other tspceirv)

C. TIM*

• DAYLIGHT

• TWILIGHT

L3 MIGHT

D. VISIBILITY

O OQOD

D FAIR

a POOR

IX ruclftttlon Information
^_ SPEED -
• MOOrid, DOCKED OR FIXED AND

D ANCHORED • UNDERWAY OR DRIFTING COURSE

jss:

MAXIMUM

SIZE OF TOW

WITH TOW-

BO AT IS)

24. Lilt

Port

Wtiirt

Sound

D WAKE DAMAO E

• FIREPIGMTINO OR EMERGENCY EQUIP
MENT FAILED OR INADEQUATE

(Daertb* in Block 44,1

O LtPSSAVlftO SOUIFMEHT FAILED QR

INADEQUATE (Dttciib*in Block 44.)

D blow out {Petroleum espiontion/produtttonf

a OTHER (Specify/

DISTANCE I'mD«lJ
(of uUlbilily)

AIR TEMPERATURE

|P|

WIND speed a,

DIRECTION

CURRENT S«*0*

OIRECTION

24a. Tlmt and Data
of Departure

u. SSa.

NUMBER

OF

VESSELS

TOWEQ

Empty LoadNfl TolM LMIU Width

'Hd77Z"**r.U In U\oek Ul

• PUSHING AHEAD

• TOWING ASTERN

• TOWFNO ALONGSIDE

O MORE THAH ONE TOW-BOAT ON TOW

FOR

TOWING

ONLY

TOTAL
H.P. OF

TOWING
UNITS

SECTION II, BARGE INFORMATION

2«. Nam*

X«L Ya*r Built -2«g.
Q SINGLE SKIN
• DOUBLE SKIN

Zll Damigt Amount

BARGE *,

CARGO •

OTHER S

PREVIOUS EDITIONS MAY BE USED

ata. Official Numtrtr a«b. Typa 31b, Lanfllh

i*h. Draft 111. Opt ratio? Company

atlL DncrlM Oanugt to Birgi

aid. Grata Tom

28*. USCG Cartlifcata
ol tntpsctlon luutdatt

sri^a>Wol.iWu
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nr»«n,C0.N»(WEV.MIl
SECTION in. PERSONNEL ACCIDENT INFORMATION

27a. Name (ia,t, Fint. Middle Name) 37c. Statu*

• CREW
• PASSENGER

O other (Specify)

17 Parton Invotwad
fj MALE Of • FfJMALB

• MISSING
• INJURED iJb. Addraii (Cliy, State. Zip Code)

it Birth Data Is, Telephone No.

( I

30. Job Petition

JZ, Employtr -41f different from Block 18.. Hit in Nam*. Addrau,Telephone No.)

«. Parson** Time

A. IN THIS INDUSTRY -

B. WITH TMlfi COMPANY -

C. IN PRESENT JOB OR POSITION -

O. ON PRESENT VESSEL/FACILITY

YEAH(S)

E, HOURS ON DUTY WHEN ACCIDENT OCCURH'EO -

MONTH|5]

31, (Check htre if off duty)

•

34. IndUttry Of employer (TowSni. i-'iihins. Shipping,
Crew Supply, Drilling, «fej

38. Wat the Injured Penor IncapitlteUd 72 HflUfi
or Morel

Cl Yes • NO

3S+ Data of Death

37. Activity Of Paraon at Time of Aesrdent

St, Specific Location of Ate Idant on veittT/FfollMy

31. Type of Accident (Fall, Caught between, tie.) 4D. flajulklrsg Injury (Cut, BruU*. fracture. Uurn. etc)

41. Part Of Body Injured
42. Equipment |n»ol»«d In Accident

43. Spaclf lo Object. Part of the Equipment in Bloc* 44.. or Sufntanea (Chemical. Solvent, *te.) that directly produced the Injury.

__^_ SECTION IV. DESCRIPTION OFCASUALTY
BetcrlE)* How Accident Oceorred, Damage and Recommendation* for Corrective Safety Mtnurea. (Attach Additional Shtttt if nccmvyl.

45. Wltneii (Name, Addmt, Telephone No.)

~iT Witness (Name. Addret§, Telephone No.)

SECTION V. PERSON MAKING THIS REPORT
47c Till*

47. Name IPRINT) (Luti. Firtt. Middle) 47b. Addrau (City. Stale, Zip Cod*.

47a. Slsnitura

FOR COAST GUARD USE ONLY

APPAReNT CAUSE

CASUALTY CODE ABC

INVESTIGATOR (Natnt)

4 7d. TelephOn* No.

f I __
47e. Date

REPORTING OFFICE:

APPROVED BY (Namrl
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PUBLIC LAW 100-424—SEPT. 9,1988 102 STAT. 1585

Public Law 100-424
100th Congress

An Act

To provide for the establishment of additional safety requirements for fishing
industry vessels> and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States ofAmerica in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the "Commercial Fishing Industry
Vessel Safety Act of 1988".

SEC. 2. UNINSPECTED COMMERCIAL FISHING INDUSTRY VESSEL SAFETY
REQUIREMENTS,

(a) In General.—Chapter 45 of title 46, United States Code, is
amended to read as follows:

"CHAPTER 45—UNINSPECTED COMMERCIAL
FISHING INDUSTRY VESSELS

"Sec.

"4501. Application.
"4502. Safety standards.
"4503. Fish processing vessel certification.
"4504. Prohibited acts.

"4505. Termination of unsafe operations,
"4506. Exemptions.
"4507. Penalties.
"4508. Commercial Fishing Industry Vessel Advisory Committee.

"§ 4501. Application
"(a) This chapter applies to an uninspected vessel which is a

fishing vessel, fish processing vessel, or fish tender vesseL
"(b) This chapter does not apply to the carriage of bulk dangerous

cargoes regulated under chapter §7of this title.

"§ 4502. Safety standards

"(a) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations which require that
each vessel to which this chapter applies shall be equipped with—

"(1) readily accessible fire extinguishers capable of promptly
and effectively extinguishing a flammable or combustible liquid
fuel fire;

"(2) at least one readily accessible life preserver or other
lifesaving device for each individual on boara;

"(3) an efficient flame arrestor, backfire trap, or other similar
device on the carburetors of each inboard engine which uses
gasoline as fuel;

"(4) the means to properly and efficiently ventilate enclosed
spaces, including engine and fuel tank compartments, so as to
remove explosive or flammable gases;

"(5) visual distress signals;

Sept. &, 1988

[HJl 1841]

Commercial

Fishing Industry
Vessel Safety
Act of 1988.
46 USC 2101
note.

46 USC 4601

46 USC 4502,
Regulations.!
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102 STAT. 1586 PUBLIC LAW 100-424—SEPT. 9, 1988

"(6Ja buoyant apparatus, ifthe vessel is ofa type required by
regulations prescribed by the Secretary to be equipped with that
apparatus;

(7) alerting and locating equipment, including emergency
position indicating radio beacons, on vessels that operate on the
high seas; and

"(8) a placard as required by regulations prescribed under
section 10603(b) of this title.

Regulations. "(b) In addition to the requirements of subsection (a) of this
section, the Secretary shall prescribe regulations for documented
vessels to which this chapter applies that operate beyond the Bound
ary Line or that operate with more than 16 individuals on board, for
the installation, maintenance, and use of—

"(1) alerting and locating equipment, including emergency
position indicating radio beacons;

"(2) lifeboats or liferafts sufficient to accommodate all individ
uals on board;

"(3) at least one readily accessible immersion suit for each
individual on board that vessel when operating on the waters
described in section 3102 of this title;

"(4) radio communications equipment sufficient to effectively
communicate with land-based search and rescue facilities;

"(5) navigation equipment, including compasses, radar reflec
tors, nautical charts, and anchors;

"(6) first aid equipment, including medicine chests; and
"(7) other equipment required to minimize the risk of injury

to the crew during vessel operations, if the Secretary deter
mines that a risk of serious injury exists that can be eliminated
or mitigated by that equipment.

"(c) In addition to the requirements described in subsections (a)
and (b) of this section, the Secretary may prescribe regulations
establishing minimum safety standards for vessels to which this
chapter applies that were built after December 31, 1988, or that
undergo a major conversion completed after that date, and that
operate with more than 16 individuals on board, including standards
relating to—

' (1) navigation equipment, including radars and fathometers;
a"(2) lifesaving equipment, immersion suits, signaling devices,

bilge pumps, bilge alarms, life rails, and grab rails;
' (3) fire protection and firefighting equipment, including

fire alarms and portable and semiportable fire extinguishing
equipment;

"(4) use and installation of insulation material;
"(5) storage methods for flammable or combustible material;

and
"(6) fuel, ventilation, and electrical systems.

Regulations. "(dXDThe Secretary shall prescribe regulations for the operating
stability of a vessel to which this chapter applies—

,r(A) that was built after December 31,1989; or
"(B) the physical characteristics of which are substantially

altered after December 31, 1989, in a manner that affects the
vessel's operating stability.

"(2)The Secretary may accept, as evidence of compliance with this
subsection, a certification ofcompliance issued bythe person provid
ing insurance for the vessel or by another qualified person approved
by the Secretary.

"(e) In prescribing regulations under this chapter, the Secretary—
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PUBLIC LAW 100-424-SEPT. 9,1988 102 STAT, 1687

"(1) shall consider the specialized nature and economics of the
operations and the character, design, and construction of the
vessel; and

"(2) may not require the alteration of a vessel or associated
equipment that was constructed or manufactured before the
effective date of the regulation.

"(f) The Secretary shall examine a fish processing vessel at least
once every two years to ensure that the vessel complies with the
requirements of this chapter.

**§ 4503. Fish processing vessel certification 46 USC 4603.
"(a) A fish processing vessel to which this section applies may not

be operated unless the vessel—
"(1) meets all survey and classification requirements pre

scribed, by the American Bureau of Shipping or another simi
larly qualified organization approved by the Secretary; and

"(2) has on board a certificate issued by the American Bureau
of Shipping, or that other organization evidencing compliance
with this subsection*

"(b) This section applies to a fish processing vessel to which this
chapter applies that—

"(1)is built after July 27,1990; or
"(2) undergoes a major conversion completed after that date.

"§ 4504. Prohibited acts 46 use 4604.

"A person may not operate a vessel in violation of this chapter or
a regulation prescribed under this chapter.

"§ 4&0S. Termination of unsafe operations 46 USC 4605.
"An official authorized to enforce this chapter—

"(1) may direct the individual in charge of a vessel to which
this chapter applies to immediately take reasonable steps nec
essary for the safety of individuals on board the vessel if the
official observes the vessel being operated in an unsafe condi
tion that the official believes creates an especially hazardous
condition, including ordering the individual in charge to return
the vessel to a mooring and to remain there until the situation
creating the hazard is corrected or ended; and

"(2) may order the individual in charge of an uninspected fish
processing vessel that does not have on board the certificate
required under section 4503(1) ofthis title to return the vessel to
a mooring and to remain there until the vessel is in compliance
with that section.

"§ 4506. Exemptions 46 USC 4506.
"(a) The Secretary may exempt a vessel from any part of this

chapter if, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary (including
regulations on special operating conditions), the Secretary finds
that—

"(1)good cause exiBts for granting an exemption; and
"(2) the safety of the vessel and those on boird will not be

adversely affected.
"(b) A vessel to which this chapter applies is exempt from section

4502(bX2) of this title if it—
"(1) is less than 36 feet in length; and
"(2) is not operating on the high seas.
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46 USC 4507. "§ 4507. Penalties

"(a) The owner, charterer, managing operator, agent, master, and
individual in charge of a vessel to which this chapter applies which
is operated in violation of this chapter or a regulation prescribed
under this chapter may each be assessed a civil penalty by the
Secretary of not more than $5,000. Any vessel with respect to which
a penalty is assessed under this subsection is liable in rem for the
penalty.

"(b) A person willfully violating this chapter or a regulation
prescribed under this chapter shall be fined not more than $5,000,
imprisoned for not more than one year, or both.

"§ 4508. Commercial Fishing Industry Vessel Advisory Committee
"(a) The Secretary shall establish a Commercial Fishing Industry

Vessel Advisory Committee. The Committee—
"(1) may advise, consult with, report to, and make rec

ommendations to the Secretary on matters relating to the safe
operation of vessels to which this chapter applies, including
navigation safety, safety equipment and procedures, marine
insurance, vessel design, construction, maintenance and oper
ation, and personnel qualifications and training;

"(2) may review proposed regulations under this chapter;
"(3) may make available to CongTess any information, advice,

and recommendations that the Committee is authorized to give
to the Secretary; and

"(4) shall meet at the call of the Secretary, who shall call such
a meeting at least once during each calendar year.

"(bXD The Committee shall consist of seventeen members with
particular expertise, knowledge, and experience regarding the
commercial fishing industry as follows:

"(A) ten members from the commercial fishing industry
who—

"(i) reflect a regional and representational balance; and
"(ii) have experience in the operation of vessels to which

this chapter applies or as a crew member or processing line
worker on an uninspected fish processing vessel;

"(B) three members from the general public, including, when
ever possible, an independent expert or consultant in maritime
safety and a member of a national organization composed of
persons representing owners of vessels to which this chapter
applies and persons representing the marine insurance
industry;

"(C) one member representing each of—
"(i) naval architects or marine surveyors;
"(ii) manufacturers ofequipment for vessels to which this

chapter applies;
"(iii) education or training professionals related to fishing

vessel, fish processing vessel, or fish tender vessel safety or
personnel qualifications; and

"(iv) underwriters that insure vessels to which this chap
ter applies.

Federal "(2) At least once each year, the Secretary shall publish a notice in
Register, the Federal Register ana in newspapers of general circulation in
publication^ coastal areas soliciting nominations for membership on the Commit*

tee, and, after timely notice is published, appoint the members of

46 USC 4608.

Establishment.
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the Committee. An individual may be appointed to a term as a
member of the Committee more than once.

"(3XA) A member of the Committee shall serve a term of three
years,

"(B) If a vacancy occurs in the membership of the Committee, the
Secretary shall appoint a member to fill the remainder of the
vacated term.

"(4) The Committee shall elect one of its members as the Chair
man and one of its members as the Vice Chairman. The Vice
Chairman shall act as Chairman in the absence or incapacity of, or
in the event ofa vacancy in the office of, the Chairman.

"(5) The Secretary shall, and any other interested agency may,
designate a representative to participate as an observer with the
Committee. These representatives shall, as appropriate, report to
and advise the Committee on matters relating to vessels to which
this chapter applies which are under the jurisdiction of their respec
tive agencies. The Secretary's designated representative shall act as
executive secretary for the Committee and perform the duties set
forth in section 10(c)of the Federal Advisory Committee Act (5 App.
UJ3.C.).

"(cXD The Secretary shall, whenever practicable, consult with the
Committee before taking any significant action relating to the safe
operation of vessels to which this chapter applies.

"(2) The Secretary shall consider the information, advice, and
recommendations of the Committee in consulting with other agen
cies and the public or in formulating policy regarding the safe
operation of vessels to which this chapter applies.

"(dXl) A member of the Committee who is not an officer or
employee of the United States or a member of the Armed Forces,
when attending meetings of the Committee or when otherwise
engaged in the business of the Committee, is entitled to receive—

"(A) compensation at a rate fixed by the Secretary, not
exceeding the daily equivalent of the current rate of basic pay
in effect for GS-18 of the General Schedule under section 5332
of title 5 including travel time; and

"(B) travel or transportation expenses under section 5703 of
title 5+

"(2) Payments under this section do not render a member of the
Committee an officer or employee of the United States or a member
of the Armed Forces for any purpose.

"(3) A member of the Committee who is an officer or employee of
the United States or a member of the Armed Forces may not receive
additional pay based on the member's service to the Committee.

"(4) The provisions of this section relating to an officer or em
ployee of the United States or a member of the Armed Forces do not
apply to a member of a reserve component of the Armed Forces
unless that member is in an active status.

"(eXD The Federal Advisory Committee Act (5 U.S.C. App. 1 et Termination
seq.) applies to the Committee, except that the Committee termi- date,
nates on September 30,1992.

"(2) Two years prior to the termination date referred to in para
graph (1) of this subsection, the Committee shall submit to Congress
its recommendation regarding whether the Committee should be
renewed and continued beyond the termination date.".

(b) Initial Appointments to Commercial Fishing Industry. 46use 4508
Advisory Committee.— note.
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(1) Terms of initial appointments.—Of the members first
appointed to the Commercial Fishing Industry Advisory
Committee under section 4508 of title 46, United States Code (as
amended by this Act)—

(A) one-thtrd of the members shall serve a term of one
year and one-third of the members shall serve a term oftwo
years, to be determined by lot at the first meeting of the
Committee; and

(B) terms may be adjusted to coincide with the Govern
ment's fiscal year.

(2) Completion of initial appointments.—The Secretary
shall complete appointment of members pursuant to this
subsection not later than 90 days after the date of the enactment
of this Act.

(c) Repeal.—Subsection (e) of section 4102 of title 46, United
States Code, is repealed.

46 USC 7101 SEC. 3. PLAN FOR LICENSING OPERATORS OF FISHING INDUSTRY
note. VESSELS.

The Secretary of the department in which the Coast Guard is
operating shall, within two years after the date of enactment of this
Act, and in close consultation with the Commercial Fishing Industry
Vessel Advisory Committee established under section 4508 of title
46, United States Code (as amended by this Act), prepare and submit
to the Congress a plan for the licensing of operators of documented
fishing, fish processing, and fish tender vessels. The plan shall take
into consideration the nature and variety of the different United
States fisheries and of the vessels engaged in those fisheries, the
need to license all operators or only those working in certain types
of fisheries or vessels, and other relevant factors.

SEC. 4. ACCIDENT DATA STATISTICS.

(a) Compilation and Submission of Data.—Chapter 61 of title 46,
United States Code, is amended by adding at the end the following
new section:

"§ 6104. Commercial fishing industry vessel casualty statistics
"(a) The Secretary shall compile statistics concerning marine

casualties from data compiled from insurers of fishing vessels, fish
processing vessels, and fish tender vessels.
^ "(b) A person underwriting primary insurance for a fishing vessel,
fish processing vessel, or fish tender vessel shall submit periodically
to the Secretary data concerning marine casualties that is required
by regulations prescribed by the Secretary.

Regulations. "(c) After consulting with the insurance industry, the Secretary
shall prescribe regulations Under this section" to gather a statistical
base for analyzing vessel risks.

"(d) The Secretary may delegate to a qualified person that has
knowledge and experience in the collection of statistical insurance
data the authority of the Secretary under this section to compile
statistics from insurers.".

(b) Penalty.—Section 6103 of title 46, United States Code, is
amended as follows:

(1) before "An" insert "(a)"; and
(2) add the following new subsection:

Records.
Insurance.
46 USC 6104.
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"(b) A person failing to comply with section 6104 of this title or a
regulation prescribed under that section is liable to the Government
for a civil penalty of not more than $5,000.*'.

(c)Conforming Amendment.—The analysis for chapter 61 of title
46, United States Code, is amended by adding at the end the
following:
"6104. Commercial fishing industry vessel casualty statistics.".

SEC. 5. STUDIES. 46 USC 4602

(a) Fishing Industry Vessel Inspection Study.—The Secretary note"
of Transportation, utilizing the National Academy of Engineering
and in consultation with the National Transportation Safety Board,
the Commercial Fishing Industry Vessel Advisory Committee, and
the fishing industry, shall—

(1) conduct a study of the safety problems on fishing industry
vessels;
t (2) make recommendations regarding whethera vessel inspec

tion program should be implemented for fishing vessels, fish
tender vessels, and fish processing vessels, including rec
ommendations on the nature and scope of that inspection; and

(3) submit the study and recommendations to Congress before
January 1, 1990.

(b) Unclassified Fish Processing Vessel Study.—The Secretary
of the department in which the Coast Guard is operating, in con
sultation with the Commercial Fishing Industry Vessel Advisory
Committee established under section 4508 of title 46, United States
Code (as amended by this Act), and with representatives of persons
operating fish processing vessels—

(1) shall conduct a study offish processing vessels that are not
surveyed, and classed by an organization approved by the
Secretary;

(2) shall make recommendations regarding what hull and
machinery requirements should apply to vessels described in
paragraph (1) to ensure that those vessels are operated and
maintained in a condition in which they are safe to operate at
sea; and

(3) shall submit the study and recommendations to Congress
before July 28, 1991.

SEC. 6. FISHING VOYAGE REQUIREMENTS.

(a) Enactment of New Chapter in Title 46.—Title 46, United
States Code, is amended by inserting after chapter 105 the following:

"CHAPTER 106—FISHING VOYAGES

"1UG0L Fishing agreements.
"NM502. Recovery of wages and shares Of fish under agreement
"10603. Seaman s duty to notify employer regarding illness, disability, and injury.

"§ 10601. Fishing agreements 46USC 10601.
<f(a) Before proceeding on a voyage, the master or individual in

charge of a fishing vessel, fish processing vessel, or fish tender vessel
shall make a fishing agreement in writing with each seaman
enployed on board ifthe vessel is—

"(1) at least 20 gross tons; and
"(2) on a voyage from a port in the United States.

"(b) The agreement shall be signed also by the owner of the vessel.
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Wages.

46 USC 10602.

46 USC 10603.

Regulations.

46 USC 4501
note.
Termination
date.
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"(c) The agreement shall—
"(1) state the period of effectiveness of the agreement;
"(2) include the terms of any wage, share, or other compensa

tion arrangement peculiar to the fishery in which the vessel
will be engaged during the period of the agreement; and

"(3) include other agreed terms.

"§ 10602. Recovery of wages and shares of fish under agreement
"(a) When fish caught under an agreement under section 10601 of

this title are delivered to the owner of the vessel for processing and
are sold, the vessel is liable in rem for the wages and shares of the
proceeds of the seamen. An action under this section must be
brought within six months after the sale of the fish.

"(bXl) In an action under this section, the owner shall produce an
accounting ofthe sale and division of proceeds under the agreement.
If the owner fails to produce the accounting, the vessel is liable for
the highest value alleged for the shares.

"(2) The owner may offset the value of general supplies provided
for the voyage and other supplies provided the seaman bringing the
action,

"(c) This section does not affect a common law right of a seaman
to bring an action to recover the seaman's share of the fish or
proceeds.

"§ 10603. Seaman's duty to notify employer regarding illness,
disability, and injury

"(a) A seaman on a fishing vessel, fish processing vessel, or fish
tender vessel shall notify the master or individual in charge of the
vessel or other agent of the employer regarding any illness, disabil
ity, or injury suffered by the seaman when in service to the vessel
not later than seven days after the date on which the illness,
disability, or injury arose.

t4(b) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations requiring that each
fishing vessel, fish processing vessel, and fish tender vessel shall
have on board a placard displayed in a prominent location accessible
to the crew describing the seaman's duty under subsection (a) of this
section.".

(b) Conforming Amendment.—The table of contents at the begin
ning of title 46, United States Code, is amended by inserting after
the item relating to chapter 105 the following:
"106. Fishing voyages 10601.**.

(c) Repeals.—Sections 4391, 4392, 4393, and 4394 of the Revised
Statutes of the United States (46 App. U.S.C. 531-534) are repealed.

SEC 7. TRANSITIONAL PROVISION.

Until July 28,1990, a foreign built fish processing vessel subject to
chapter 45 of title 46, United States Code, is deemed to comply with
the requirements of that chapter if—

(1) it has an unexpired certificate of inspection issued by a
foreign country that is a party to an International Convention
for Safety of Life at Sea to which the United States Government
is a party; and

(2) it is in compliance with the safety requirements of that
foreign country that apply to that vessel.

SEC 8. TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.

(a) Immersion Suits.—
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(1) Requirement.—Section 3102 of title 46, United States
Code, is amended by striking "exposure" each place it appears
and inserting in lieu thereof immersion".

(2) Section heading.—The section heading for section 3102 of
that title is amended by striking "Exposure" and inserting in
lieu thereof "Immersion".

(3) Analysis.—The chapter analysis for chapter 31 of that
title is amended by striking "Exposure" and inserting in lieu
thereof "Immersion".

(b) Other Uninspected Vessel Requirements.—Section 4101 of
title 46, United States Code, is amended by inserting "not subject to
chapter 45 of this title" after "uninspected vessel".

(c) Major Conversion Deftned.—
(1) Definition.—Section 2101 of title 46, United States Code,

is amended by inserting after paragraph (14) the following:
"(14a) 'major conversion' means a conversion of a vessel

that—
"(A) substantially changes the dimensions or carrying

capacity of the vessel;
"(B) changes the type of the vessel;
"(C) substantially prolongs the life of the vessel; or
"(D) otherwise so changes the vessel that it is essentially

a new vessel, as decided by the Secretary.".
(2) Repeal.—Section 3701(2) of title 46, United States Code, is

repealed.

Approved September 9,1988.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY—HR. 1841:

HOUSE REPORTS; No. 100-729 (Comm. on Merchant Marine and Fisheries).
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Vol 134 (1988):

June 27, considered and passed House.
Aug. 11, considered and! passed Senate.
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thereto. The authorized officer shall
make appropriate informational
material, including maps, available for
public review.

[FR Doc 88-18674Filed 8-16-88; 8:45am)
|HU*« COM 4S16-44-W

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Coast Guard

46 CFR Pert 25

[CGO 97-016 J

Emergency Position Indicating Radio
Beacons for Uninspected Fishing* Fish
Processing, and Fish Tending Vessels

agency: Coast Guard. DOT.

action: Final rule,

summary: The Coast Guard is amending
Ihe uninspected vessel regulations by
requiring emergency position indicating
radio beacons (EPIRBs] to be carried on
uninspected fiahEng> fish processing, and
fish lender vessels operating on the high
seas. The Coast Guard Authorization
Act of 1986 amended the shipping laws
of the United States by requiring those
vessels to have the number and type of
EPIRBs prescribed by regulation- By
implementing the law, the regulations
will endure rapid and effective search
and rescue during emergency situations.
EFFECTIVE date: October 3,1938.

AO0ft£88£& Between the hours of 8:00
a.m. and 400 pjn„ Monday through
Friday, except Federal holidays
comments are available for inspection
and copying at the Marine Safety
Council (C-CMCJ Room 2110. U,S. Coast
Guard Headquarters, 2100 Second St.,
SW.. Washington. DC 20593-0001. (202)
297-1477. The Final Evaluation may also
be inspected or copies at the Marine
Safety Council.
FOR FUflTKER INFORMATION CONTACT:

LCDR Stanford W. Deno. Survival
Systems Branch. Room 1404, VS. Coast
Guard Headquarters. 2100Second St
SW. Washingtca DC20593-0001, (202J
287-1444. Normal office hours are
between 7:30aJh. and 4:00 p.m^ Monday
through Friday, except Federal holidays.
SmVLEMENTAnY WFOHMATHMt On

November 10,1988, Ihe Ninety-Ninth
Congress passed Pub. L 99-840, known
as the "Coast Guard Authorisation Act
or 1988" (100 Slat. 3545}. Section 18 of
that Act amended Section 4102 of Title
48 of the United States Coda hy adding
paragraph(a)which requires
uninspected fishing, fish processing, and
Fish tender vessels operating on the high
sens to carry the number and type of
EPIRBs prescribed by regulation. This

Final Rule implements that law. A
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM)
was published in the Federal Register
on September 3,1987 (52FR 33448) and
invited comments for a 45 day period
ending October 19,19B7. On October 18,
1987, the comment period was extended
for one month to expire on November
19, 1987. Notice of that extension was
published in Ihe Federal Register on
Octobers 1987 (52 FR 39548). Twenty-
six comments were received. Two
comments expressed e general objection
to the concept of requiring EPIRBs on
fishing vessels, while eight comments
generally supported the proposal. A
discussion of (he other, more specific
comments follows.

Drafting Information.

The principal persons involved in
drafting these regulations are: LCDR
William M. Riley, Project Manager, and
Mr. Stanley Colby. Project Counsel.
Office of Chief Counsel.

Discussion

Definition of "high seas" Several
comments aaked for clarification of the
term "high seas." In addition to the
written comments, many telephone calls
expressed confusion about the
applicability of 3mile. 12 mile, and 200
mile limits as well as the boundary lines
for international and inland "rules of the
road,"

High seas are simply international
waters as defined in 33 CFR 205-1(a);
that is, waters which are neither U.S.
territorial waters nor territorial waters
of another country. The UJS. still claims
only a 3-mile territorial waters
boundary. The "12 mile limit" refers to
the Contiguous Zone, a band of high
seas within 9 miles of the territorial
waters over which nations traditionally
exert limited authority. Similarly, the
"200 mile limit" refers lo the Exclusive
Economic Zone, a band of the high seas
over which the U.S. unilateraly asserts
authority to regulate fisheries and
seabed mining under the Magnuson
Fishery Conservation and Management
Act, as amended (18 USC 1801, eL seq.)

Definition of "fishing vessel" A
number of comments also requested
definition of the term "fishing vessel."
Three written comments and a
significant number of telephone
comments addressed this issue. Several
asked whether pleasure boats engaged
In sport fishing were considered "fishing
vessels.*' Others asked whether small
Eassenger vessels and party fishing

oats were affected by these rotes. One
comment asked whether inspected small
passenger vessels not carrying
passengers for hire, but fishing
commercially vu a particular voyage.

would be affected. Another asked if
"fishing" included clamming, dredging
oysters, and catchingshrimp.

"Fishing vessel," "fish processing
vessel," and "fish lender vessel" are
defined by law in 48 USC 2101.
Recreational boats are regulated under
33 CFR Subchapter S. The regulations
being amended, in Part 25 of 45 CFR
Subchapter O, apply onty lo uninspected
commercial vessels such as fishing
boats and tugboats. Therefore pleasure
boats are not affected. Small passenger
vessels,carrying more lhan six
passengers, are inspected under 46 CFR
Subchapter X and are therefore not
affected by this rule. However, small
passenger vessels temporarily operating
as uninspected fishing vessels are
subject to these rules. Commercial party
fishing boats carrying six or less
passengers for hire are uninspected and
are regulated under 46 CFRSubchapter
O. However, it is not the inlent of Ihese
rules to require EPIRBs on such vessels,
unless they loo are operating
temporarily to harvest fish ratherthan
to carry passengers, The definition of
"fish" (48 USC 2101(11)1, which is
applicable to uninspected vessels (46
USC Chapter 41). includes finfish,
mollusks. crustaceans, and all olher
forms of marine animal and plant life,
except marine mammals and birds.

Cost Five comments stated that the
estimated cost of S800 in the proposed
rule for satellite EPIRBs was too low.
Four of these comments included
alternate costs estimates, ranging from
Siooo to $2200. The most credible of
these estimates was $1450, from a
manufacturer who Intends to introduce a
satellite EPIRB at that price. We believe
this price will gradually decrease as
other suppliers enter the market.The
estimate of$1450 has been accepted and
incorporated into the Final Evaluation.

Phase-out period Sixteen comments
addressed the proposed phese-out
period forexisting EPIRBs. Two
comments supported the proposed 10-
year phase-out period Six comments
supported the alternative proposal of6
years contained in the preambleof the
NPRM. Two comments suggested a
period of S years. Three comments
suggested a period of 3 years. One
comment suggested a period of 2 years.
Two comments objected to any phase-
out period at all Since the satellite
EPIRBs are so far superior to the
existing EPIRBs. and the existing EPIRBs
are relating inexpensive, and there
seems to be general support for a shorter
phase put period than 10 years, the final
rule has been rewritten to include a 6-
year phase-out period.
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Existing Class A EPIRBs Several
comments addressed a statement in the
NPRMconcerning the failure of up to
25ft of existing 121,5/243 MHz Class A
EPIRBs to meet FAATechnical
Standard Order C-Ota (TSO C-ffla).
Four comments stated that EPIRBs
which do not comply-with TSO C-91a
should not be allowed. One comment
staled that non-complyingEPIRBs
Bhould be allowed in warm-water, near-
shore fisheries^ However, two comment*
asked how to identify a complying
EPIRB, and two comments pointed out
thai no existing EPIRB fa labeled to
show It complies with TSO-Cflla.

No existing EPIRB is certified by
either the FCC or the Coast Guard as
meeting TSO C-ola. since this FAA
Technical Standard Order will apply
only to future aircraftEmergency
Locating Transmitters [ELTa). Therefore,
the rules were not changed and no
reference to TSO~C-01a bas been
added Instead, the Coast Guard will
take action, separate from this
rulemaking process, to identify and
withdraw the approvals of those Class
A EPIRBs which do not operate reliably
with the COSPAS/SARSAT satellite
system because of inadequate frequency
stahility and power spectrum. This
future action will be accomplished in
accordance with 46 CFR 2,75-60(a).

Existing Class B and 0 EPIRBs Nine
comments discussed the status of
exsttng EPIRBs other than Class A
during the phase-out period. One
comment stated that any EPDRB
purchased in good faith should be
allowed. One comment stated that nm>
float-free EPIRBs should be allowed
because of the risk of theft, washing
overboard, or deterioration due to
exposure. The remaining comments all
stated that Class B and O EPIRBs were
inferior and should not be allowed to
replace a float-free EFTRB. Since the
problems with Class B and O EPIRBs
are acknowledged and there la little
support for their continued use, no
change has been made in the final rule
to allow their use during the phase-out
period.

Type acceptance Four comments
called formore technical requirements
for certification of EPIRBs to be included
in these rules* These comments were
rejected because the vessel
requirements of 46 CFR Subchapter O
do not include technical standard* for
equipment that must be approved.
Satellite EPIRBs will be type accepted
by the FCC, a process which includes
Coast Guard review. The technical
standards will be addressed In FCC
rules. Therefore no change has been
made in the final rule.

Registration Three comment*
suggested that these rules contain a
requirement that the EPIRB be registered
with NOAA to enable identification.
Registration of the EPIRBs is expected to
be required by FCC rules and need not
be included in these rules.

Otherradio equipment One comment
stated that a VHF-FM radio should be
required as a prerequisite to having an
EPIRB, This rulemaking was Intended to
address only tha implementation of 46
USC 4102(e) which only provides for
EPIRBs. There is no indication that in
amending 36USC 4102. Congress
Intended to broaden the Coaet Guard's
authority to require other radio
equipment aboard uninspected fishing,
fish processing, and fish tender vessels.
Thererora this comment h rejected.

EPIRBs installed in inflatable
liferaft*. One comment stated that
EPIRBs in inflatable liferafts should only
bo permitted as optional equipment In
addition to the required EPIRB* because
they are exempt from testing under tha
rule. This is a misconception. Testing of
the EPIRB in the inflatable liferaft U
accomplished during annual servicing of
the rail In order to include an EPIRB tu
the equipment package or a Coast Guard
approved Inflalabia .liferalt the raft
manufacturer will have to incorporate
instructions for testing and re-arming the
EPDRB hr the Coast Guard approved
servicing manual for the reft A Coast
Guard approved servicing facility will
have to follow tha procedures In the
manual when servicing the raft For
clarification, the Final Rule has been
modified to except from the testing only
those EPIRBs Installed in rafts if they
are Coast Guard approved and serviced
annuallyby an approved facility.
Section 26.26-1 requires the EPIRB to be
float-free and automatically activated. If
the EPIRB is In a float-free liferaft and
the EPIRB Is rigged to activate
automatically when the raft floats free
and Inflates, then the EPIRB would
satisfy thesa rules.

Testing and Servicing. One comment
staled thatths master should not be
held responsible for testing because
there is no longer a master on the
document Another comment agreed that
the "owner/operator" should be
responsible, adding that a log of teats
should be kept on board. One comment
staled that a battery test of tha EPDRB
was not enough,while another comment
cautioned that the test should not
involve radiating an actual signal Both
suggested language to the effect that the
manufacturer's instructions be followed.
One comment stated that monthly testa
were too frequent because each last
drains the battery, may result in a falsa

alarm, may result in Improper resetting,
and would be difficult to enforce. The
Coast Guard did not accept these
comments. None of the arguments were
convincing.There Is still a master of
every vessel, who is responsible for its
current condition and operation.
"Operator" is a vague term. The Coast
Guard anticipates that FCCwill Include
procedures for the teats in the typo
acceptance standards. Proper testing
should not wear out a properlydesigned
EPIRB or Itsbattery. Frequent testing
will develop familiarity with test
procedures and result in fewer mistakes
such as false alarms and improper
resetting.

Enforcement andpenalties. On©
comment stated that a penalty for
violation was not provided by the
proposedrules. Penalties for violationof
these rules are already provided by 46
USC 4106 and do not require
rulemaking.

Availabilityofsatellite EPIRBsTwo
comments expressed concern that the
satellite EPIRB is a product that does
not yet exist maynot work, and that
Hshing vessels should not be the first to
have lo try out ihe new technology.
Satellite EPIRBs do exist have been
tested extensively by the COSPAS/
SARSATpartners (US, USSR, France,
and Canada), and do work. They are not
commercially available in this country
currently due chiefly to tha absence of
regulations requiring them or providing
for their use. Necessary final rules
permitting manufacture and sale of such
beacons are expected to be completed
by the FCCin the fall of1988.The
beacons should be readily available
before mid-1989. To allow adequate lime
for installation of satellite EPIRBs. the
final rule establishes a compliance date
one yearafter the effectivedate.The
Coast Guard will continue to consult
with the FCC and manufacturers and
will adjust the compliance date, if
necessary, to allow approximately six
months for installation of satellite
EPIRBs after the units are readily
available.If production is delayed,
adjustmentsto tha compliance date will
be made and publishedIn the Fodatel
Register. Availability of the technology
now coincides with tha Coast Guard's
newly obtained authority to require
EPIRBs on fishing vessels.The Coast
Guard's position is that it is preferable
to requirethe promptinstallation of
EPIRBs having superior performance,
rather than to require fishing vessels to
install an inferior EPIRB now. then go
through a costly replacement program at
some later date.
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MRRFOL VTJFDKTE PLACARDS AM3 WASTE MfiNftGEMENT PLMG

The final rule fee the Prevention of Pollution Front Vessels went into effect on July
31, 1990. Under 33 CFR 151.59 all vessels 26 feet or more in length are required to
have a Pollution Placard, which reminds them of their pollution prevention
responsibilities. The placards are to be displayed in prominent locations and in
sufficient numbers so that they can be read by the crew and passengers. These
locations must be readily Fnps.s1hl.iR to Hie intended reader. The placard must
include Information on what the penalrips and fines are for discharging plastics or
garbage into the navigable waters of tiie United States. The placard must contain
the informatian as included in the enclosed sample with the minimum size indicated.

Mast vessels 40 feet or more In length are now required to have a Waste Management
Plan as required by 33 CFR 151.57. The plan must be in writing and must describe
procedures for collecting, processing, storing and discharging garbage. The plan
also must contain the name or names of personnel who are authorized to carry out the
plan. These new regulations will help reduce the number of unlawful garbage
discharges and tte resulting pollution. As a minimum, the plan must contain
procedures for collecting, processing, storing and discharging garbage in nrmpHanna
with MARPOL Annex V, and it must also designate a person who is in charge of
carrying out tiie plan. Sample plans, far fishing boats and pleasure boats, which
exceed the rninimum are

5 151+57 Waste moruiQement plans

(a) Tills section applies to the
following:

(1) Each manned oceangoing ship
[olher than a fixed or Rooting platform)
of 40 fool or mora In length (hot Is
documented undor ihe laws of the
Untied Slates or numbered by a slulo
and that either is engaged in commerce
or is equipped with a galley and
berthing.

(2.) Each manned fixed or floating
platform that la—

(I) Documented under the laws of Ihe
United Stoles; or

(ii) Operating under Ihe authority of
(he United Stoles, Including, but not
limited to. a lease or permit Issued by on
agency of Ihe United Slates.

(b) The master or person in ehorga of
a ship under paragraphs [a)[l] and (a)(2)
of this section ahull ensure that the ship
is not operated unless e waste
management plan meeting paragraph (c)
of this section is on the ship and that
each person handling garbage follows
Ihe plan.

(c)Each waste management plan
under paragraph (b) afthls section must
bo In writing and—

(1) Provide for tha diseharga of
garbogo by means Ihot meet Annex V of
MARPOL 73/70, the Act, and $ § 151.61
through 151.77;

(2) Describe procedures lor collecting,
processing, storing, and discharging
garbage; and

(3) Daslgnolo the person who Is in
charge of carrying oul Ihe plan.

J 151.89 Placards.

(a) This section applies to the
following:

(!) Eachmanned U.S.ohip(other than
a fixed or floating platform) lhat Is26
feet or mora in length.

(2) Each manned fixed or floating
platform Ihot is—

(I) Documented under ihe lawsof ihe
United Stales: or

(ii) Operating under the authority or
ihe United Slates, including, but not
limited lo, a lease or parmf I issued by an
agency of the United Stales. ,

Ibj The master or person In charge of
each ship under paragraphs (a)(1) and
(a)(2) of litis section shall ensura that
one or mare placards meeting the
requirementsof paragraph (c)of ihis
section arc displayed in prominent
locations and in sufficient numbers so
thai they can be read by Ihe crew and
passengers. Those locations must be
rendily accessible lo Ihe intended reader
and may include embarkation points.
food service facilities, garbage handling
spaces, and common spaces on deck. If
Ihe Capluln of the Port determines thai
the number or locution of the placards Is
insufficient lo adequately Inform crew
and passengers, the Captain of the Port-
may require additional placards end

may specify their locolions,
(c) Each placard must—
(1) De al leastnine inches wideby

four inches high, made of a durable
malcrinl, and lettered with letters at
least % inch high; end

(2) Noliry Ihe reader of ihe following:
(1) Thedischarge of plastic or garbage

mixed wlih plaslic intoany waters is
prohibited.

(II) The discharge ofall garbage is
prohibited In ihe navigable wotersorthe
United Slates and. In all otherwolors,
within Ihree nautical miles of Ihe
naoresl land.

(lii) The discharge ofdunnage, lining,
ond pecking materials lhat float 3s
prohibited wilhin 25nautical miles of
Ilia nearest land.

(lv) Other unground garbage maybe
discharged beyond 12nautical miles
from the nearest land.

(v) Olher garbage ground lo less than
one inchmay be discharged beyond
Ihree nautical miles of Ilia neurest land.

(vi) A person who violates ihe above
requirements Is liable for acivil penally
of up lo$25,000, a fine of up to$50,000,
and Imprisonment for up to five years
for each violation.

(vil) Regional,Slaleu and local
restrictions ongarbage discharges also
may opply.
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Marine Distress Communications Form

Remember to speak slowly, dearly and calmly.

1) Makesure your radio or radiotelephone is on.

2) Select 156 MHz (channel 16) or2182 KHz.

3) Press microphonebutton and say"Mayday— Mayday — Mayday."

4) Say:"Thisi8 , , , ,over."

5) Release the microphonebutton brieflyand listenfor acknowledgement If no
oneanswers/ repeatsteps3 and 4. If thereis no acknowledgement or if the
Coast Guard oranother vessel responds,

6) Say:«Mayday ,"
7) Describe yourposition in lat/longcoc^dinates, in Loran-C coordinates, orby

range and bearing from a known point.

8) State the nature of yourdistress.

9) Give the number of persons aboard and the nature of any injuries.

10) Estimate the present seaworthiness of yourboat

11) Describe your boat:

12) Sayr-iwiU oelistening onchannel 16/2182.'
13) Endmessage by sayingt^This ^ ,over.'

14) If yoursituationpermits,stand by theradiotoawaithuthercommunication
from the Coast Guard or another vesseL

Produced by UNH SeaGrant Extension andCooperative Extension
Providedby the Rhode Island Sea GrantProgram

»
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INFORMATION ON SUBSCRIPTIONS AND ORDERING BACK ISSUES OF

NAVIGATION AND VESSEL INSPECTION CIRCULARS

Current calendar year NVlC*s (1988) are available through the subscription and
ordering service of the U.S* Government Printing Office. The annual

subscription fee, payable in advance, is $14.00# $17.50 if mailed to a foreign
address. Any individual or organization desiring to receive future NVIC*s

should forward the subscription form below, along with the appropriate payment,

to the superintendent of Documents. Make all checks or money orders payable to
"Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office.** The single copy

price for 1986 NVlCfs is $1.75 domestic, $2.19 foreign.

Order Form Mail To: Superinteridenl of Documents. U.S. Government PrintingOffice, Washington^ D.C. 20402

Enclosed is $ • check.

C money order, or charge to my
Deposit Account No.

n mn-D
Order no.

MasicrCvftf
VISA accepted.

Credit Card Ordart Only

Total charges J
f jj| in ihe boxes below.

Credit ,—•
Card No. LJ YTTTJ
Expiration Date .—r
Month/Year l_L

Please enter subscriptions) to NAVIGATION AND VESSEL
INSPECTION CIRCULARS (NVICs), List ID; NVIC.
$1^.00 domestic; $17.50 if mailed to a foreign address.
Company or Personal Name

I I I 1 I II
Additional address /attention line

Iiiiiiiiii
SiMreei address

II 1 I I I I M M
GtlY

<orCountry)

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE

I I I I I

U_L
Slat* ZIP Code

Camwri TtMpWn »o 1

1
Com Con

XC
Owrge cyder* may t» t**phor*ij lo lh* opo „dt,t
OM*. iT (202)733-3238 from 0:00 |ffl, W 4O0 pm
«ttt»m timo, Monday -Friday (•sctpt hobday*).

For Of Hot Uu Only

Ouan|=|y

Publications

SubSCripliOnS
Specol Sruppmg Charges
international Handling. .
Special Charges
OPNR

UPNS

Balance Due

Oiscount

ftelund

Charges

552

OPO <A6>BIQ

Submit requests for back issues of NVICs (1987 and earlier) to the U.S. Coast
Guard. Payment for these orders may only be made by check or money order
payable, in advance, in IKS* dollars, to "Treasury of the United States."
Requests indicating the number*s) of the specific Circular(s) desired, should
be addressed to (back issues only)?

COHMANDING OFFICER

HAfllNE SAFETY CENTER

2100 second St. SW

Washington, DC 20593-0100

ATTN: NVICs (Back Issues)
Phone: 202-267-0444/0795
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Sample Letter of Agreement

THIS AGREEMENT is entered into on
.. between the FA/
(the "Vessel"), a

and [name of crewmember]
, as crewmember, and sets forth the understanding of the par
ties with respect to the crewmember's service aboard Ihe FN

and the manner of his compensation.

1. Term. The term of this Agreement shall extend through
the coastal boltomfish season off Washington. Oregon, and
southeast Alaska,and such other places as the captain of the
Vessel shall from time to time determine, from approximately

through ,

2. Duties. All crewmembers are expected to diligently app
ly themselves to the best of their abilities to any and all tasks
assigned to them by the captain of the Vessel or another with
authority, to promptly obey all commands, comply with rules set
forth by the captain and owner of the vessel, and refrain from
disorderly behavior on board the Vessel. In addition to the usual
duties imposed upon a deck hand, the crewmembers entering
into this Agreement shall also serve as the Vessel's

3. Port Duties, When Ihe Vessel is in port during the term
of this Agreement, the crewmembers shall perform such work
as commanded by the captain of the VesseL

4. Crewshare. Crewmembers will be entitled to share in the
net proceeds earned by the Vesselduring the term of this Agree
ment. The crewmembers to whom this Agreement pertains shall
be entitled to share, defined as being not less than

percenl { %) of the net proceeds from the sale
of the catch of the Vessel. The net proceeds from the catch of
the Vessel is defined as the gross proceeds of the catch of the
Vesse! less deduction for: (1) tee: and (2) food at the rate of
£ per day. Inaddition, the crewmember's share shall
also be reduced by the amount of any draws against crewshare
taken by the crewmember.

Agreed:

Captain, FA/

5. Jumping Ship. Anycrewmember who willfully leaves the
service of this Vessel prior to the completion of the term of this
AgreementwithoutIhe permission of the captain shall forfeit his
rights to any share in the proceeds earned by the Vessel alter
he has left the service of the vessel. (In addition, such
crewmember may, at the option of the owners of the Vesse!. be
subject to forfeiture of a portion of his share by (he deduction
of one percent (1%)from the agreed crewshare, set forth above.
Inother words, ifa crewmember agrees to a twelvepercent (12%)
share and then later quits the Vessel without permission, lhat
crewmember is only entitled lo an eleven percent (11%)
crewshare],

6. Discharge, The captain of the Vessel may discharge any
crewmember from the crew of the Vessel at any time for good
cause. A discharged crewmember shall not be entitled to a share
of the proceeds earned by the Vessel after his discharge.

7. Compliance with Fishing Laws and Regulations. Each
crewmember agrees that he will comply withallapplicable fishing
laws and regulations, and that he will indemnify the owners of
the Vessel for any fines or penalties imposed on the cwners as
a result of violations in which he knowinglyor willfully participated,

8. Termination. The owners of the Vessel may, at their sole
discretion, terminate the operation of the Vessel, with five days'
notice thereof to the Vessel's crew.

9. Payment Dates. Crewmember's shares shall be paid
within ( ) days after the conclusion of
the fishing season in which they were earned. This also applies
to crewmembers who either willfully terminate their service aboard
the Vessel or who are discharged.

10. Insurance. While serving aboard the vessel, crewmembers
are covered by major medical and accident insurance, more fully
described in the attached pamphlet,

11. Applicable Law; Venue. All provisions of this Agreement
shall be construed, given effect, and enforced according to the
laws of the State of Washington. Anysuit or action to enforce this
Agreement shall be brough in the Stale of .

Agreed:

Crewman

(print name)
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Sample Employment Agreement

THIS AGREEMENT, is entered into by and between the owners of the F/V a commercial fishing vessel
and hereafter referred to as Crewman.

It is represented and agreed by and between the parties as follows:
1. Crewman has been hired to perform the duties of .

for and on behalf of the vessel.
2. Duration of Contract. This contract shall commence on the date of signing of this contract and shall continue until such

time as all gear is in and stored, the vessel and equipment is cleaned, required maintenance work is completed, and the vessel
is tied up, following the conclusion of any one trip whereupon Owner or Crewman may terminate this contract,

3. Compensation
(A) Crewman's share shall be computed and paid by owners based upon % of the adjusted gross earnings of
the vessel received by owners. Due to the length of Ihe joint venture fishing employment in which the vessel will engage
ownersagree to make interim payments to the crewman at least monthly; such payments shall be due on or before the 25th
day of each month for the crewshare earned in the preceding month. Crewman agrees that owners may make reasonable
deduction from such interim payments locovercrewman's estimated share offuel, ice,groceriesand glovesforthe fishery;
Ownersmay also deduct Crewman's cash advances, travel expenses and any personal itemscharged by the Crewman to
the vessel.

(B) Adjusted gross earningsof the vessel for the purpose of thisagreement shall be defined as the grass earnings from
the vessel actually received by owners, less fuel, unloading and ice. If owners are not paid for fish caught and sofd, no com
pensation will be due crewmen for production of the vessel for which owners are nol paid.

(C) Owners shall endeavor to make-final settlement for each fishery within thirty (30) daysof its completion; but it is understood
and agreed thai final settlement cannot be made before all invoices and billings are received from suppliers in Alaska of
fuel, groceries, personal items etc.

4. Crew Rotation
Crewman agrees to cooperate with andparticipate in a crew rotation program under thedirection oftheCaptain. During his rotation
cycle Crewman will receive a rotation snare of % ofthe adjusted gross earnings of the vesselfor the time he is ashore,
provided that the Crewman returnsto the vessel on the date specified by the Captain. If the Crewman fails to returnto the vessel
on that date, his rotation share will be forfeited to the vessel and the other crew at the discretion of the Captain. During rotation
schedule Crewman is not in the employ of the vessel. If the vessel does not have any earnings during the Crewman's rotation
schedule, the Crewman shall not be entitled to any rotation share.

5. Transportation
The Crewman agrees to pay for his own transportation expenses toandfrom thevessel, and in thatregard authorizes thevessel's
owners lo deduct from crew shares payable any amounts advanced by Ihe vessel's owners in relationship to the Crewman's
transportation.

6. Groceries and General Provisions
It isagreed that the crew and thevessel's Captain shall provide at their own expense, all necessary groceries, gloves andrelated
provisions, andin that regard. Crewman agrees to pay an equal share ofall groceries, gloves and related provisions purchased
bythe vessel'sCaptain or the Captain's designess, and authorizes thevessel's ownerstodeduct from the Crewman's crewshare
any amounts due the vessel's Captain or the vessel's owners pursuant to this provision.
7 Crewman agrees to conform to all reasonable health, safety and living standards set by IheCaptain and Owner and shall in

no circumstances commit any action which endangers the safety of other members of the crew or the Vessel.
8. Crewman's Duties

The Crewman shall perform such duties asarecustomarily performed by one holding a similar position on similar vessels employed
in fisheries in which the vesse) isthen engaged. Crewman is additionally expected to diligently and competently apply himself
to any and all tasks assigned to him by the vessel's Captain or the Captain's designee. The Crewman agrees to atall times faithfully,
industriously and to the best of the Crewman's ability, experience and talent, perform all of the duties that may berequired of and
from the Crewman pursuant to theexpress and implicit terms hereof, and to the reasonable satisfaction of the Captain and Ihe
owners of the vessel. The Crewman understands and agrees that:

(A) AIJ crew members aboard the vessel are expected to perform services aboard the vessel whenthe vessel has returned
to its home port area, or to any other port for the purposes of repairs, maintenance or any other reason related to the use
of the vessel.

(B) All crew members are expected to prepare the vessel and its fishing gear for the Fishery and to maintain ft during the Fishery,
(C) All crew members are expected to clean the vessel to the satisfaction ofthe Captain.
(D} All crew are expected to replenish water supplies and fuel supplies on board the vesse) as required.
(E) All crew members must verify that the vessel is properly tied when necessary, and if the vessel is in port during inclement
weather, if the Captain so requests, all crew members must remain on board the vessel.
(F) The Captain of the vessel is the final authority with regard to all operational matters pertaining to the vessel and with regard
to supervising Crewman, and Crewman agrees to abide byall orders and directives of the Captain.
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9, Compensation for Work Performed In Preparation for Fishing
In the event the Crewman shall have assisted in the preparation of the vessel and its gear and equipment for fishing, and if the
employment of the employee is terminated prior to the lime that the vessel engages in fishing activities, the vessel and Crewman
agree that the Crewman shall be compensated at the then minimum wage rate in effect in the jurisdiction in which the work was
performed by the Crewman. The Crewman shall not be entitled to any additional compensation for such services as have been
rendered by Ihe Crewman and Ihe Crewman specifically releases the vessel and its owners, employees and agents from any claim
on behalf of the Crewman for additional compensation lor services performed, or for any payment based upon the operation of
the vessel during IhB fishing acliviles which occur after the termination of the employee.
10. Unauthorized Conduct
Each of the following are considered unauthorized conduct and is expressly prohibited:

(A) Failure to abide by and enforce walchkeeping standards as attached hereto.
(8) Sleeping or having eyes closed while on watch.
(C) Failure to use watch alarm white on wheel watch.
(D) Use or possession on board of any drugs or narcotics, inctuding tranquilizers.
(E) Intoxication on or about the vessel or itsskiff; use of alcohol on board the vessel or its skiff.
(F) Use of the vessels skiff without specificpermission of the Captain.The vessel's skiff shall not be used for recreational

purposes or activities.
(G) Leaving the vessel unattended at anytime \jb. at least one crewman must be onboard at all times in port or at anchor.
(H) Unauthorized use of the vessel's radio transmitters.
(I) Failure to meet vessel departure schedules or other schedules set for the crew by the Captain.
(J) Improper treatment of the vessel or its equipment.
(K) Failure to workand live in harmony with other members of the crew.
(L) Failureto capably perform the duties for which the Crewman has been hired.
(M) Failure to wear a protection helmet when working on or above deck or in the vessel's holds.

11. No passengers will be permitted without Owner's specific approval.
12. Loss ol Property
In case of loss of property in the event of Vessel loss, Owner will pay Crewman Two Hundred Rfty Dollars ($250.00} for any and
all personal property lost by Crewman, Any additional coverage desired by Crewman must be provided by Crewman. Owners
will not be responsible lor loss by Ihelt.
13. Representation of the Crewman

(A) Creman represents that he is an able bodied and experienced seaman, and that there is no medical or physical reason
why Crewman will be unable to perform the duties required on board the vessel.
(B) Crewman acknowledges that ithas been explained toCrewman and Crewman isfully aware that the working conditions
on board the vessel are difficult, strenuous and sometimes hazardous and enters intothis agreement with the full knowledge
of the risks associated therewith.
fC) Crewman acknowledges that he has been issued a U.S. CoastGuard approved survival suit,protection helmet, and ap
proved life jacket, which Crewman acknowledges that he has inspected and lhat the same is in good condition, and agrees
to return the same to Owners at the end of the season in good condition.
(D) That the sea duties of the Crewman white the vessel is fishing or travelling have been fully explained to him, and that he
understands those duties and is fully capable of performing those duties,
(E) Crewman certifies thathe has examined the gear and machinery ofthe vessel, the vessel itself, and has found the vessel
and its equipment and gear to be in good seaworthy condition. Crewman agreesto immediately advisethe Captain if, at any
time hereafter, he finds any condition on board the vessel to be unsafe, and if not immediately remedied by the Captain to
immediately advise the vessel's owners.
(F) Crewman acknowledges that he has examined and understands operation of the life rafts and has found the same to be
in good condition and with ready access to the same.
(G) Crewman warrants and represents thatundernocircumstances will Crewman engage in anyillegal activity while on board
thevessel (including, without limitation, illegal fishing or hunting), nor will theCrewman use the vessel or its property for any
unlawful purpose during theterm of this agreement. In the event that any action of the Crewman subjects the vessel or its
owners or Captain to anyadministrative or judicial penalty, orto any damageswhatsoever, the Crewman agrees to indemnify
and hold the vessel, its ownersand itsCaptain harmless from anysuch penalty or damages and the Crewman further agrees
to reimburse the vessel, itsownersand its Masterfor any such penalties and damages, plus related costs and attorneys' fees.
resulting as a consequence of the illegal activity, and consents lo the vessel and lisowners deducting the cost thereof or such
costsas may be estimated to be incurred in the future from any crew share payable lo Ihe Crewman.
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14. Miscellaneous
(A) Thisagreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and all pnor arrangements and negotiations between

the parties are hereby deemed to be merged herein.
(B) This agreement shall be enforced and interpreted pursuant to the laws ol the State of Washington.
(C) In tha event that any action or legal proceedings are commenced to enforce any of the terms or conditions hereof or

to terminate this agreement, the prevailing party shall receive from the other a reasonable sum as attorneys' fees, together
with costs.

(D) Thisagreement is terminable in writing al the will of either the owners or the Crewman, with or without cause, at any lime.
(E) Ifany of the provisions of this agreement shall prove to be invalid, void or illegal, it shall in no way affect, impair or in

validate any of the olher provisions.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this agreement has been delivered and executed.

F/V:

By; By:
Captain Managing Owner

Date:

CREWMEMBER:

Date:
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Sample Release of Liability Agreement

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:

WHEREAS I residing at

am about to lake a cruise as a guest passenger on board the F/V , and whereas I am
about to do so entirely upon my own initiative, risk and responsibility.

Now, therefore, in consideration of the permission extended to me by , to take said cruise and
other good and valuable considerations, Ido hereby formyself, myheirs, executorsand administrators, release and forever discharge

, its vessels, officers and all personnel of and from any and all claims,
demands, actions, causes of actions, in law admiralty or equity, on account of my death, or on account of any injury to me or
my property which may occur from any cause during said cruise or continuance therefore, including operations incident to getting
underway and return to port.

I have read and understand this release.

(SIGNATURE)

This release was read and signed on the day ol , 19 , in Ihe presence of
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Sample Contract For Crew Member Employment

Contract For Employment As Crew Member:

This is to confirm my employment as a crew member on the F/V DAY LIGHT on the following terms and conditions.

1. Payment: (FID in the correct paragraph below and strike out the paragraph which is not applicable,)

I understand that I am to be paid a share of of the vessel's gross stock after deduction of for the
,fishing season. This will be my sole compensation and I understand that Ishall receive no extra compensation

for services whether or not the vessel completes her season for any reason. All work performed by me in terms of making thB
vessel ready lorsea, repairs, and taking the vessel oul of service shall be paid for by myshara This share shall be my compensa
tion whether or not the vessel completes her season for any reason.

Instead of working on a share basis. I will be employed as a seaman and crew member for per
in total compensation of work, as directed while the vessel is in port or otherwise.

2. Term:

This agreement shall lasl until

3. Transportation:

Ishall be responsible for my own Iransportation expenses iffor any reason Ichoose to leave the vessel or if Iam terminated
for failing to abide by the conditions of employment.

4. Conditions of Employment:

Iunderstand that Iam subject to termination when in the judgment of the master I am not efficiently carrying out my duties.
Examples are as follows:

a. Insubordination;
b. Inefficient or dangerous performance of my duties;
c. Being absent without 'eave in port;
d. Use of drugs or alcohol aboard vessel or while on duty;
a Harassing fellow employees.

5. Maintenance:

If injured. I agree that maintenance may be paid at the rate of $ per day.

6. Medical Condition:

I warrant that the attached information is accurrate.

Dated this day of
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Model Letter of Agreement
Reprinted from Pacific Fishing Magazine

THIS AGREEMENT is entered into on (date)
between the F/V (vessel)
{fotm of organization)
and (name of crewman)
as crewman, and sets forth the understanding of the parties with respect to the crewman's service aboard the F/V

and the manner of his compensation.

"J. Terms. The term of this Agreement shall extend through (for
example. Alaska King crab season)

2. Duties. All crewmen are expected to diligently apply them
selves to the best of their abilities to any and all tasks assigned
to them by the captain of the vesel or another with authority, lo
promptly obey all commands and refrain from disorderly behavior
on board the vesseL Inaddition to the usual duties imposed upon
a deck hand, the crewman entering intothis Agreement shall also
serve as the vessel's
3. Crewshare. Crewmen will be entitled to share in the net pro
ceeds earned by Ihe vesse) during the term of this Agreement.
The crewman to whom Ihis Agreement pertains shall be entitled
to one (1) share, delined as being not less than per
cent ( %) of the net proceeds from the sale ol the catch
of the vessel. The net proceeds from the catch of the vessel is
defined as the gross proceeds of the catch of the vessel less
deduction lor: {1} fuel, oil and filters; (2) bait; and (3) food at the
rate ol $ per day. In addition, the crewman's share
shall also be reduced by the amount of any draws against
crewshare taken by the crew member.

Agreed:

Captain, FA/

4. Jumping Ship Any crewman who willfully leaves the service
of this vessel prior to the completion of the term of this Agree
ment, without the permission of the captain, may, at the option
of the owners of the vessel, be subject lo forfeiture cf a portion
of his share by the deduction of one percent (1%)from the agreed
crewshare, set forth above. In other words, ila crewman agrees
to twelve perccent (12%) share and then later quits the vessel
without permission, that crewman is only entitled to an eleven
percent (11%) crewshare.
5. Discharge. The captain of the vessel may discharge any crew
man from the crew of the vessel at any time for good cause.
6. Payment Dates. Crewman's shares shall be paid within

( ) days after the conclusion of the
fishing season in which they were earned. This also applies to
crewmen who either willfully terminate their service aboard the
vessel or who are discharged.
7. Insurance. While serving aboard the vessel, crewmen are
covered by major medical and accident insurance, more fully
described in the attached pamphlet.

Agreed:

Crewman

(print name)

Note: All clauses are subject to negotiation between parties. This sample is intended as an example of a single agreement
between owner and crewman and is not intended lo cover specific situations or seasons. Owners and crewmen shall consult
competent tegai counsel lo answer specific questions about their respective rights and responsibilities.
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eport All Injuries

United Stales low, 46 United Stales Code 10603,

requires each seaman on a fishing vessel, fish

processing vessel, or fish tender vessel to notify

the master or individual in charge of the vessel or

other agent of the employer regarding any illness,

disability, or injury suffered by the seaman when

in service to the vessel not later than seven days

after the date on which the illness, disability, or

injury arose.

This placard must be posted in aprominentplace accessible to the
crew, under the terms ofthe Commercial Fishing Vessel SafetyAct of 1988.

Provided by:
Rhode Island Sea Grant

The Point dub and Ocean Marine Underwriters Inc.


